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Editors' Introduction
Linking People, Purpose, and Place: An Ecosystem Approach to Agriculture addresses the components
of a trinity whose disintegration has led to many of our current problems in agriculture and whose
reintegration offers a path toward a truly sustainable agriculture. In an era of increasing globalization of
food systems and dominance by multinational corporations, we often forget that the purpose of
agriculture is to feed and clothe people while protecting the environment and that agriculture ultimately is
pursued in a particular place. The place is a landscape or region with a unique combination of soils,
climate, farming systems, people, infrastructure, and social organization. Together they form an
agroecosystem or agroecoregion. By recognizing and working with the structures and processes that
confer sustainability on the ecosystems that underlie our farming systems, we can effectively match our
purpose to each place to achieve a lasting agriculture.
This handbook contains specific examples of some management practices that can be used to incorporate
beneficial ecological functions into farming systems. For instance, guidance is provided for designing
grazing rotations to maximize forage production and applying cultural practices to limit weeds and pests.
The handbook also identifies many other sources of information that can be accessed as needed.
Indicative of the times, many of these are on-line.
Equally important, the materials convey both a process and an attitude. The process is that oflooking at
natural systems for guidance on how to farm more efficiently and profitably. This approach is something
we can all learn to do and without expensive equipment. As one author states, "If you want to measure
the health of your soil, just dig a hole!" The attitude is that farmers, consumers, retailers, and all
members of the food system are also part of an ecosystem and that an understanding of our connections
to all the components is essential to our continued well-being.
To farm and live sustainably requires that each of us be receptive to the lessons that nature teaches and
share these lessons with others. To achieve healthy watersheds, well-nourished populations, and vibrant
communities requires that each of us demonstrate leadership toward these goals within our communities
and accept responsibility for our actions as they relate to these goals. We hope that these materials will
help you to do so.
Heidi Carter, Richard Olson, and Chuck Francis, Editors
This collection of materials is supported by the Extension Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, under special project
number 95-ESAG-I-0005. Any opinions, finding, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication are those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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Linking Ecology and Agriculture
Presented by: Richard Harwood, Michigan State University (Wooster, OH, and Morris, MN)
Richard Olson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln (Manhattan, KS)
Summary by: Richard Harwood

Agriculture touches on and influences a bewildering array of biological and biogeochemical processes in
its environment. To complicate matters, science provides an incomplete understanding of most of these.
Most are difficult or expensive to quantify.
We thus must focus on those processes which playa major role in our environments in achieving our
agricultural goals. Those goals are achievement of reasonably high levels of productivity (implying high
efficiency) with containment of production materials and residues in the upper layers of soil and within
farm and field boundaries. To do this we must maintain good soil quality, keep the need for pesticide
inputs low, and achieve seasonally high flow rates of nutrients between soil, crop, and animals.
To effectively manage the biology of agricultural systems in achieving those goals, farmers and other
agriculturists must understand:
•
•
•
•
•

the relationship between their geophysical environment and the predominance of key processes
which processes can be directly managed and which cannot
concepts of habitat, both within the landscape and in the soil
concepts of seasonal and annual pulsing of biological process
process management has year-round requirements

They must learn to view carbon as the primary "currency" oftheir system and the major tools in process
management and be familiar with:
•
•
•
•
•

forms, location, timing
linkages to nitrogen and nitrogen cycling
importance of carbon pulsing (turnover) to soil quality and how to manage the process
carbon as the driving force for soil biota
concepts of "double cropping" within the soil

They must learn:
• linkages of carbon forms to nematode population balance and soil arthropods
• importance of plant diversity and the amount and duration of plant rooting
• management of crop diversity in the landscape
• management of a beneficial crop-associated plant community
Farmers, in the end, must be managers of both carbon and habitat ifthey are to make optimal use of
biological processes in achieving high yields, productivity, and sustainability of their production
environments and resources.

Examples and data from Michigan field crop production and research will be provided. Many of the
materials used will be from an illustrated guidebook for agricultural professionals and farmers entitled,
Michigan Field Crop Ecology: Managing Biological Processesfor Productivity and Environmental
Quality.
Contents:

The Role of Agroecology in Sustainable Agriculture, Sustainable Agriculture, C. Edwards, p. 3
Ecological Principles ofIntegrating Perennials into Eastern Kansas Farming Systems, R. Janke, p. 13
The Necessary Marriage Between Ecology and Agriculture, Ecology, W. Jackson and 1. Piper, p. 15
Summary of Agroecology Text Suggestions, SAED-SHARE-L@comell.edu, p. 19
Michigan Field Crop Ecology: Managing Biological Processes for Productivity and Environmental
Quality, cover and table of contents, p. 25

Richard Harwood

Michel Cavigelli

Crop and Soil Sciences Department
Michigan State University
260 Plant and Soil Sciences Bldg
East Lansing, Ml 48824
Phone: 517-432-1611
Fax:
517-353-3834
E-mail: rharwood@msu.edu

Kellogg Biological Station
3700 E Gull Lake Dr
Hickory Corners, Ml 49060
Phone: 616-671-2412
Fax:
616-671-4485
E-mail: cavigelli@kbs.msu.edu

Richard Olson
Center for Sustainable Agricultural Systems
University ofNebraska-Lincoln
219 Keirn Hall
Lincoln, NE 68583-0949
Phone: 402-472-0917
Fax:
402-472-4104
E-mail: csas007@unlvm.unl.edu
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The Role of Agroecology
Agriculture
Clive Edwards
The Ohio State University
Dept of Entomolo9Y
1735 Neil Ave
Columbus OH 43210

Phone: 614-292-3786
Fax:
614-29.2-2180
E-mail: soilecol@osu.edu

In

Sustainable

CLIVE

A.

EDWARDS

Ohio State University
U.S.A.

The functioning of natural ecosystems is compared with that of conventional
agroecosystems and sustalnable lower chemical input agroecosystems. The importance of inputs such as organic matter. legume nitrogen, live and dead mulches.
agroforestry and biodiversity is emphasized. A conceptual framework for the conduct of integrated agricultural systems research based on agroecological principles
is described. The solution of agricultural problems such as: pest control. crop- pest
interactions. crop-weed competition. faunal/microbial 'influence on soil fertility. crop
rotations. soil erosion and ground water contamination: based on agroecological
concepts at the population, community ecosystem and landscape levels is described.
Key words

Agroecology. Agroecosysterns. Ecological principles. Sustainable agriculture

There is a general perception in developed and developing countries that many
agricultural practices .are leading to soil erosion. water contamination. deforestation.
desertification and loss of productivity. There also is concern that the increased
yields from high chemical inputs used on good soils in the Green Revolution may
not be sustainable over the long- term on many tropical soils.
In the literature there are hundreds of definitions of sustainable agriculture but
virtually all of them involve:
- adequate economic returns to farmers:
- maintenance of natural resources and productivity indefinitely:
- minimal adverse environmental impacts:
- optimal production with minimal external inputs:
- satisfaction of human needs for food and income; and
- provision for the social needs of farm families,
In other words they promote environmental. ecological. economic and social stability
and sustainability. They provide a framework and agenda for the challenge to
agriculture to maintain natural resources and provide for a more sustainable
agr icult ur e.
Edwards (1987) defined sustainable agriculture as "Integrated systems of
agricultural production. with minimum dependence upon high inputs "of energy. in
the form of synthetic chemicals and cultivation. that substitute cultural and
biological techniques for these inputs. These should maintain. or only slightly
decrease. overall productivity and maintain or increase the net income for the farmer
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on a sustainable basis. They must protect the environment in terms of soil and
food contamination. maintain ecological diversity and the long - term structure.
fertility and productivity of soils. Finally. they must meet the social needs of
farmers and their families to strengthen rural communities in a sustainable manner."
The similarities among the different definitions of sustainable agriculture lead
to a set of common goals for sustainable farms or agricultural ecosystems.
Sustainable agricultural systems should maintain biological and economic productivity .
They should enhance the efficiency of use of inputs. Such an increased efficiency
leads to greater economic productivity because it lowers the input costs. It also
decreases adverse environmental impacts of agriculture both on and off the farm.
In ecological terms sustainable agricultural systems should be both stable and
resilient. Stability reduces risk and leads to continuity in income and food supply
by fulfilling the short- term needs of farmers without endangering long- term
maintenance of natural resources. Resilience permits adaptation to changes in the
biophysical and socioeconomic environments. They 'should be environmentally and
ecologically compatible to avoid environmental contamination and to minimize adverse
impact on adjacent and downstream environments. Finally. they should be socially
compatible with the lifestyles of local people and with political economies.

The

Function

of

Agroecosystems

Ecologists usually consider four levels of organization - populations. communities.
ecosystems and landscapes. Populations are groups of organisms belonging to the
same species occupying a contiguous area and defined in terms of reproduction.
birth rates. mortality rates. and immigration and emigration rates. Species live in
complex associations or communities controlled by interactions between their
members. A community' is linked closely to its environment. Both climate and soil
affect a community and a community in turn affects the soil and its own internal
climate or microclimate. Energy and matter are taken from the environment to
run dynamic processes. transferred from one organism to another in the community
and released back to the environment. A community and its environment. when
it is treated as a functional system of complementary relationships and transfer
and circulation of energy and matter is called an ecosystem.
Undist urbed ecosystems mature with time. Biomass. species diversity and spacial
heterogeneity (canopy layers) typically increases. Trophic interactions are generally
more complex in mature systems and there is a higher degree of organization.
Ecosystems function through the capture of solar energy and production of
biomass by plants (primary production) and consumption of plant material by
other organisms (secondary production) to produce secondary biomass. The ratio
of productivity to biomass decreases with increasing maturity and the captured
energy is more fully used within ecosystems as they mature. In mature ecosystems
energy is used more for maintenance than for production of additional biomass.
Immature ecosystems have high production to biomass ratios and living material
accumulates. Most agroecosyst erns are maintained at early successional stages to
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Table 1. Str-uctural and functional differences between natural and
agr-o - ecosystems.
Characteristic

Natural ecosystem

Net productivity
Food webs
Species diversity
Genetic diversity
Stability
Mineral cycles
Habitat heterogeneity
Phenology

Low to medium
Complex
High
High
High
Closed
Complex
Seasonal

Agrcecosvstem
High
Simple
low
low
Low
Open
Simple
Synchronized

Table 2. levels of ecological impact.
Ecology

Agriculture

* Predator - prey interactions
* Life history strategies
Population
concepts

* Ecological

* Biological

pest management

*

Crop - pest interaction
- Pest control
- Weed control
- Disease control

* Selection

genetics

for:
- Host plant resistance
- Competitiveness. etc.

Table 3. levels of ecological impact.
Ecology

Agr-iculture

* Plant -

plant interactions

B'

Crop - weed competition

" Allelopatby

* Plant Community
concepts

* Plant

- animal interactions

* Species

* Food

microbial interactions

* Mycorrhizal associations
* Plant diseases

* Plant susceptibility and
resistance
* r se of decoy and tr-ap crops
* Cropping system
"Weed tolerance
* Pests and diseases

diversity

* Faunal/microbial

web structures

effects on

soil fertility

.ploit this production.
A mature ecosystem is relatively closed. i.e. essential minerals and other nutrients
stay within it. Ecosystems become more efficient at trapping and holding nutrients
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as they mature. In contrast an ag rcecosvstern does not hold nutrients tightly and
they leak readily from the system.
Mature natural ecosystems have a diverse flora and fauna whereas immature
ones are less diverse. Agroecosystems, particularly those that do not involve crop
rotations, tend to have a much less diverse flora and the populations and
interactions of the invertebrates and soil microorganisms also tend to be much
less complex. This has strong implications for pest. disease and weed control and
for the decomposition of organic matter in soil. The maintenance of stable
communities depends upon the diversity of competitors and predators that prevent
explosions of populations of pest species. When diversity of plants and animals
is decreased. pest populations have greater opportunity for rapid growth.
Decomposition of organic matter depends upon a diverse community of planes.
animals and microbes. When any component of the community is eliminated. there
are effects upon rates of decomposition.
Some ecosystem functions are common to all ecosystems whether natural or
Table 4. Levels of ecological impact.
Ecology

* Primary

Agriculture
production

lie

,;.: Organic matter dynamics

* Management

of crop residues
Or-ganic amendments
Soil organic matter depletion

>!<
:Ii<

Ecosystem
concepts

* Nutr-ient

cycling

Crop biomass. yields

>.0:

Synchrony of nutrient release
and plant uptake to minimize
losses
\"utrient use

*

* Cost/benefit

ratio of energy
subsidies
* Efficiency of fanning systems

Table 5. Levels of ecological impact.
Ecology

Agriculture

* Large -

* Diversity of cropping
* Hedgerows, wood lots,

scale spatial
heterogeneity

Landscape
concepts

* Mater-ial

transfers between
landscape components

* Hydrologic

* Soil

erosion

of nutrients and
zenobiotics

*
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etc.

* Export

* Nutrients

transfers

systems

and material export
in streams and runoff
Ground water contamination

"'.'.

.""
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agricultural. These are biodiversity of plants and animals and biological recyclingo!
nutrients from plant and animal organic matter, which is mediated by complex
interactions between soil organisms. The landscape can contain a range of natural
.d agricultural ecos yst ems . Some of the structural and functional differences
between natural and agricultural ecosystems are compared in Table 1.
Many of the functions of agroecosystems at the population, community, ecosystem.
and landscape levels can compared with the fundamental processes in natural
ecosystems. These are summarized in Tables 2. 3. 4 and 5. Utilization of these
ecological principles can faciliate the adoption of agricultural practices much more
efficient utilization of on - farm resources.
Traditional aqroecosvstems
There are many inputs into farming systems. all of which can be related to
cropping patterns, soils, cultivations. supply of nutrients or pest control. However.
biological diversity and nutrient cycling mechanisms are probably key factors or
common processes in the function and persistence of traditional agroecosystems
which have been based on relatively low inorganic supplements and depend most
upon crop rotations and cultural practices to provide nutrients and control pests.
The biodiversity of plants. animals and microbes. assists production of crops and
stock in traditional agroecosystems. The specific biological components that
contribute to biodiversity and the capacities. rates and patterns of nutrient cycling
"qry among agroecosystems. but biodiversity and nutrient cycling are common to
.•. By contrast. soil types. climate and' farming practices are much more regional
in nature and differ considerably among agroecosv sterns , Production, rates of
recycling and constituents of the biological systems vary regionally with climate
and edaphic characteristics. Different political economies and cultural histories result
in diff er eru farming practices. In traditional systems the biological community and
the farming practices are generally well adapted to local conditions. It is this
adapt ion to local environments that is termed site specificity.
Biodiversity, which is common to add ecosystems may be spatial. e.g. the soil
'biota and cropping patterns. or temporal. e.g. rotations. control of pests. weeds and
diseases through mechanisms such as competition, predation, shading, allelopathv.
antagonism and antibiotics. Biological diversity of soil organisms supports nutrient
cycling because decomposition of organic matter is a biotic process. Plants and
animals are the sources of organic matter. invertebrate animals such as earthworms
physically disrupt and mix it and microbes mineralize nutrients. Biodiversity is
relatively easily manipulated by farming practice. The regional soil physical
characteristics and climate are much more difficult to manipulate other than by
cultivations or additions of organic matter or both. Similarly the only component
of climate that can be manipulated is water availability through irrigation.
oductive potential and specific farming practices vary regionally and are related
to the cultural and economic characteristics of farmers.
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Conventional aqroecosustems
In high - input or conventional agriculture pesticides typically replace many of
the functions of biodiversity as controls of pests. weeds and diseases. Inorganic
fertilizers substitute for biological nutrient cycles that are based on biological
decomposition and mineralization of organic matter. These practices may destabilize
agroecosystems and create increasing dependence upon chemical inputs. Pesticides
often kill beneficial organisms that control pests biologically through antagonism.
competition or predation. Fertilizers suppress microbial populations and the enzymes
that they produce which are key factors in nutrient cycling. thus the biologically
based commonalities are replaced by chemicals. The biological productivity of the
agroecosvstern thus becomes dependent upon chemical inputs and alternatives for
manipulating the system to provide sustainabilit y are reduced.
Sustainable aqroecosustems
An alternative to this chemical dependence which is becoming popular in
developed countries. is to maximize the contributions of biodiversity to pest control
and nutrient cycling and to supplement this with agrochemicals only as necessary
to attain optimal productivity with minimal inputs. This approach capitalizes on
the adaptive features of traditional systems and incorporates additional advantages
of conventional and innovative technology. It is important. too. that there is a strong
link between the availability of organic matter and both biodiversity and nutrient
cycling. The practice in many developing countries of removing organic matter
from the land for fuel and other purposes is a serious constraint to long - term
sustainabilitv. The most sustainable farming practices and components of the
managed biodiversity can be developed only by understanding the functioning of
the agroecosvstern and how social and economic conditions of farmers and their
climatic and edaphic environments impact upon overall crop and animal productivity.
\0 matter how well the agroecosvstern functions biologically. it will only be
sustainable. if it is socially and 'economically sound.

Integrated

Sustainable

Agricultural

Systems

1. Manipulation 0/ inputs: the proposed concept of the existence of two global
commonalities. biological diversity and nutrient cycling. among agroecosystems is
supported by the ecological literature. anecdotal accounts of indigenous practices
and the rapidly emerging literature of agroecolog y. The basic research challenges
are to understand how these main commonalities function in different
ag roecosystems. focus research responses upon them and to capitalize upon our
knowledge of these principles in designing productive. stable and equitable
sustainable agricultural systems for general application to all regions.
Questions concerning biodiversity are both quantitative and qualitative. We have
little understanding of how much and what kinds of biodiversity are required. We
have only a limited understanding of the mechanisms by which biodiversity
stabilizes ecosystems. While we understand many of the principles of nutrient
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cycling. there are many gaps in our knowledge. Fundamental questions - such as
which fractions of organic matter are labile and active in recycling and which
factors control the rates of mineralization of plant organic matter - are as yet
'nanswered and need resolution by research to provide the basis for better
.uanagernent of nutrient recycling.
2. Organic matter is the foundation of all nutrient cycles. The labile and available
nutrients within an ecosystem are largely contained in organic matter. They depend
upon a community of producer and decomposer organisms. The producers are
typically well- managed since they are the crops and animals that are produced
by the farm and have economic value. The decomposer organisms in soils are less
obvious and their importance is often ignored. The fundamental issues concerning
efficient use of organic matter leakage of nutrients from agroecosystems and the
rates of decomposition. Organic matter and the nutrients it contains are lost from
soils by runoff and mineralization both of which can be controlled by appropriate
tillage practices. Loss of nutrients to mineralization is also controlled by assuring
sufficient inputs of plant or animal material to maintain the soil organic matter
reserves.
3. Legumes are important in maintaining soil organic matter and increasing the
soil nitrogen supply. They are components of virtually all native terrestrial
ecosystems and are typical of traditional agroecosystems. Legumes can be used
as food or forage crops and managed as intercrops or fallows. In addition they
protect the soil from runoff and wind and water erosion and frequently improve
ifilt ration.
4. The importance of tillage practices to sustainabilitv is becoming more obvious
with time. Conventional. mold- board plowing reduces biodiversity. exposes organic
matter to runoff and oxidation and increases the soil's susceptibility to erosion.
Alternative tillage practices such as no- till. various forms of conservation tillage
and ridge tillage offer alternatives that minimize erosion and conserve soil. soil
organic matter and biodiversity while maintaining crop productivity. They also play
a role in insect. weed and disease control.
5. Living and dead mulches and trap crops protect the soil from erosion. capture
nutrients and hold them within the agroecosystem and serve as sources of organic
matter. They can also be utilized as intercrops where their benefits also include
weed control or as relav crops that are planted at the' end of the crop cycle.
6. Aqroforestru systems use leguminous and other trees to provide alternative crops.
produce animal forage and fuel. recycle nutrients for crop use. and protect soil
from wind and water erosion. Traditional agricultural systems often contain trees.
Some of the higher value products of small farmers in developing countries are
tree crops. e .q, coconut. papaya. coffee. tea. cloves. Many staples are also tree crops.
e.g. bananas. Leguminous trees provide nitrogen and recycle other nutrients when
~ro""'Tl as alley crops with field crops between. There is a need to design.. appropriate
mixes and patterns trees and to integrate animals into ag rotorestrv systems to
optimize productivity and sust ainabilit y.
7. Plant biodiversity plays an important role in pest. disease and weed management.
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Rotations and various forms of polycultur e are effective in controlling pests. diseases
and weeds. The control of weeds by rotation of crops in traditional agroecosystems
is well known in principle, but practical recommendations are poorly documented.
Living mulches control weeds and minimize the need for herbicides. Invertebrate
animal pests such as insects are also controlled by rotations. For instance in the
U.S.A. the life cycle of the corn borer is sufficiently disrupted by rotations to
eliminate the need for insecticides.
Polycultures .and other management patterns that increase biological diversity
control pests. Increases in structural diversity within the crop canopy leads to
greater diversity in insects and less damage from insect pests.
8. Integration 01 animals into agroecosysterns offers further diversity and stability.
Animals can utilize plant products that are not useful to humans. Since their
harvest is not seasonal, they serve as a "bank account" and can be harvested when
cash needs arise.

Development of Sustainable Agricultural

Research

Systems
The challenge is to design practical integrated systems of crops and animals
based on sound agroecolog ical principles that can be adapted to different regions.
minimize energy- based inputs and have a long- term sustainability. The tools
described above are examples of alternatives which can be integrated into systems
to meet the challenges. With suitable integration of such tools, the low productivity
of traditional. systems' can be improved greatly.
A major objective of sustainable agricultural systems research is the integration
of available information to solve complex problems of agricultural development
and identify areas where more research is needed. The lack of systems research
has been a major constraint to adoption of alternative farming practices and as
a necessity for development of an alternative and more sustainable agriculture.
While the value of systems approaches has been increasingly recognized over the
past decade. few crop and livestock production systems have been studied in detail.
Because identify the major components of any agroecosystem and the regional
factors that are constraints.
We propose a simple conceptual framework for the conduct of integrated
agricultural systems research. The steps include:
- description of the target agroecosystem including its goals. boundaries.
components. functioning. interactions among components. and interactions across
its boundaries;
- detailed analysis of the agroecosystern to determine factors which limit or
could contribute to attainment of productive and sociological goals:
- design of interventions and identification of actions to overcome the
constraints;
- on- farm experimental evaluation of interventions:
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- review effectiveness of newly' designed system; and
- redesign as necessary.
We believe that all steps should be conducted on farms by an interdisciplinary
team of agricultural. social and ecological scientists and with full participation of
.rmers.
The description of the agroecosystem must be based upon discussions with farmers
and upon recommendations of the disciplinary specialists. Understanding the
farmer's goals is especially important as the role of the proposed interventions
is to help the farmer attain these goals. Description of the boundaries and limitations
of the agroecosyst em is essential in providing focus for study. but should not limit
understanding of its interactions with adjacent ecosystems or with local. regional.
national and international political economies. Description of the components of
the system is the traditional occupation of many agricultural scientists. but a
description and analysis of interactions among components requires farmer
participation as well as int er discipl inar it y.
Although the descriptive phase is largely Qualitative. the analytical stage takes
maximal advantage of Quantitative information. The proposed descriptions may lead
to development of hypotheses that require experimental study for resolution and
Quantification. For example. if nitrogen is suspected to be a limiting factor. then
nutrient response studies may be required. If losses to pests are hypothesized as
a key factor. they can be Quantified experimentally and integrated management
measures recommended for the pests identified. The result of the analytical phase
'c co approach a more detailed understanding of the limitations to the attainment
.. the farmer's goals.
The design phase involves forming hypotheses about appropriate interventions
that will contribute to -Iarrners goals. It is a deductive process based upon the
description and analysis of the system and the final design represents the best
collective judgments of the study team and the participating farmers.
The evaluation phase tests the proposed interventions empirically. Effects must
be measured in terms of the goals of the system and tradeoffs among goals must
be determined for any proposed intervention. Interdisciplinary involvement and
participation are essential in a successful evaluation phase.
We hypothesize that if a similar descriptive and analytical process is employed
for the study of different agroecosysterns in a number of agroecological zones. the
commonalities among them will emerge. Furthermore. if the commonalities identified
are verified by further experimentation in farmer's fields. they become. inessence,
global principles. We contend that there is currently sufficient evidence to suggest
that maintenance of biological diversity and nutrient cycling mechanisms are likely
co be global principles and worthy of hypothesis status in the design of sustainable
agricultural systems. The regional influences may differ greatly among agrcecosystems and may assume major importance in some. But. action on the
mmonalities will be of value in most agroecosystems.

II
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Edwards. C.A. 1988. The concep t of integra ted sustain able
farmin g system s. American Journal of
Altern ative Agricu lture. Washin gton DC IT (4): 148 - 152.
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Ecological Principles of Integrating Perennials into Eastern Kansas
Farming Systems
(Transcription of overheads used in the presentation)
Presented by: Rhonda Janke, Kansas State University (Manhattan, KS)
Among other things, "natural," or nonagricultural ecosystems are characterized by lack of tillage,
diverse floral and faunal populations, residue decomposition at the surface of the soil, and the presence
of perennial plants as well as annuals.
Agricultural systems cannot mimic these ecosystems literally and achieve the grain and forage yields to
which we have become accustomed. However, principles derived from natural ecosystems can be used
in cropping system design.
Goals of agricultural system design are to enhance internal nutrient cycling and efficient nutrient use,
allow natural predators of insect pests and pathogen antagonists to be maintained and enhanced, and in
general, to increase the integrity, or linkages within the cropping system.
Examples of achievable goals for the design of cropping systems:
I. Increased crop diversity through time
2. Increased crop diversity in space
3. Increased reliance on internal nutrient cycling and legumes as a source of nitrogen
4. Enhanced above and below ground floral and faunal populations
5. Landscape level design features
6. Integration of perennials into agricultural systems
Increased crop diversity through time
Crop Rotations:
• short-term (3 to 5 years, primarily grain crops)
• medium-term (5-10 years, include some perennial forages)
• long-term (10-20+ years, rotate with CRP acres, brome, etc.)
Increased crop diversity in space
• Cereal-soybean relay cropping and double cropping
• Cover crop seeding into crops (overseeding, underseeding, interseeding)
• Intercropping
• Strip cropping
Increased reliance on internal nutrient cycling and legumes as a source of nitrogen
• Cover crops into row crops (com, sorghum, soybeans)
• Cover crops into grain crops (wheat, barley, oats)
• Rotation with forage legumes (alfalfa, red clover)
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•
•

Legume as a green fallow, e.g. cowpeas, soybeans in summer, hairy vetch or Austrian winter peas in
fall.
"New" legumes, rediscover native legumes as cover crops?

Enhanced above and below ground floral and faunal populations
• Year-round cover and host plants for beneficial arthropods and fungi
• Landscape features, such as windbreaks or field borders
• Reduction in the frequency and depth of tillage
• Elimination or reduction of pesticide use
Landscape level design features
• Windbreaks--trees
• Grass buffers-living terraces, waterways, annual grass windbreaks within crops, strip crop into
CRP, riparian areas
Integration of perennials into agricultural systems
• Woodies, Tree Crops: A Permanent Agriculture, by J. Russel Smith, Permaculture, by Bill Mollison
Intensive

t

Apples
Nuts
N-Fixing
Wood
Wildlife

Extensive
•

Herbaceous, New Roots for Agriculture, by Wes Jackson
Intensive

t

Human Consumption
Grazed
Wildlife

Extensive

Rhonda Janke
Department of Agronomy
2014 Throckmorton Hall
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
Phone: 913-532-5776
Fax:
913-532-6315
E-mail: rjanke@oz.oznet.ksu.edu
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THE NECE SSAR Y MARR IAGE BETW EEN
ECOL OGY AND AGRI CULT URE
\VES JACKSO N AND JON PIPER

The Land Institute, 2440 East Water Well Road.
Salina, Kansas 67401 USA

OUf subject here is "the problem of agricult ure" not
"proble ms in agricult ure." We proceed with the assumptio n that problem s in agricult ure are primari ly
derivati ves of the problem a/agricu lture. Soil erosion
beyond replace ment levels is an agricult ure-old problem. And though the synthet ic chemic als accumu lating
in the soil and waters of our land are a recent event,
their use is a consequ ence of OUf ancient attempt s at
pest control, a major feature of our struggle to stay
ahead of famine since agricult ure began. Even though
our increasing fossil-fuel depend ency for traction and
fertility may be a product of the industri al age, in the
main it represe nts our most recent respons e, a mere
detail in the long history since the time those mostrevolutionary-of-all ancesto rs scaled their patches upward to the level DC fields. Even the problem of narrowing the germ plasm in our major crops is not a
recent phenom enon. Those first few cuts of selection
by humans may well have yielded the steepest decline
in germ plasm in the history of crop evolutio n.
In a real sense, then, we live in a "fallen world": the
nature that produce d us-part icularly nature's ecosystems which fed and clothed us as we gathere d and
,o,;;;,? hunted -has been almost totally destroy ed or seriousl y
'i"!t. damaged during the 8000-1 0 000 yr ofagriculture. We
:'J:~~ have really changed the face of the earth.
.
''':,~~1t
The major feature of this split with nature, then, has
~',:~;;~:been the exercise of human clevern ess in transfor ming
_~~iearth's landscapes to yield an abunda nce of food and
j,""J '~?,t&ber. This "human clevern ess" approac h to the world
",,~~nds at the opposit e end of the spectru m from
the
,Ipplication of t'nature 's wisdom ." The problem of ag"'~CUlture, therefor e, lies at the very core of the human
"~ndition. Is it not time to give emphas is to another
'~k? For even though humans may learn faster than
~.ture, natural plant and animal commu nities have
~n shaped by climatic and evolutio nary historie s bez.0nd complet e human compre hension . After all, we
rl~ognize now that such concept s borrow ed from in~trial models as produce r, consum er, and compet itor
'~ inadequ ate to convey accurate ly the comple x reponships within natural ecosyste ms.

Those who settled the North Americ an contine nt
brough t with them visions of a Europea n-style agriculture in which their familiar crops and livestock could
thrive and satisfy markets in the homela nd (Crosby
1986). Tragically, as the New World ecosyst ems were
disman tled, stabilizi ng processes were decoupl ed, and
species were extirpat ed before their roles in the ecosystem could be underst ood sufficiently. In short, as
Wendell Berry (1987) has said, "We have never known
what we were doing because we have never known what
we were undoing ." The few relicts of pre-Col umbian
vegetati on that remain must serve as our best standar ds
by which any agricult ure touted as sustaina ble is to be
judged.
There are barriers to be overcom e if we are to shift
the ratio more toward the ecological or "nature 's wisdom" end of the spectru m. Most fundam ental, perhaps, is the fact that nearly all of us, whethe r we are
scientis ts or not, are not only full-tim e particip ants in,
but endorse rs of the very approac h that created the
"fall" in the first place. We operate as though we must
greatly bend nature to meet human demand s. Francis
Bacon, the father of modern science, simply gave that
notion a formal endorse ment in his projecti on of the
potentia l benefits ofscience. His younger colleague Rene
Descart es effectively advoca ted that the way to carry
out this scientific mission is to place priority on the
parts of things over the whole. Civiliza tion in general,
perhaps western civiliza tion in particul ar, provide d an
umbrell a for the specific practiti oners of reductio n istic
science.
Since it is ecology -to-the- rescue we are promot ing
here, we must acknow ledge a second, though perhaps
less major, barrier. Modern ecology has suffered from
the Baconia n-Carte sian paradig m world view, too. It
was Tansley (1935) who insisted that ecologists isolate
the basic units of nature and split up the story into its
individ ual parts. Ecological scientis ts yielded to his call
even though ecology, perhaps more than any other
discipli ne in biology, lends itself to a dialecti cal approach (Levins and Lewontin 1985).
Paradox ically it is the Cartesia n knowledge and data
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accumulated in the last 50 yr or so that we can now extension of the old biotechnology of plant and animal
call upon as our primary body of knowledge to use in breeding with emphasis on production. For example
narrowing the split between humans and nature. This animal scientists apparently fail to factor into thei;
"knowledge on the shelf" was mostly accumulated for equations the fact that the bovine growth hormone
its own sake. but sits there ready to be used and exintended simply to increase milk production. will al~
panded upon by those interested in regarding nature put numerous dairy farmers out of business. Or COnas the standard in their design of sustainable agro- sider that an arthritic, cross-eyed hog at Beltsville
ecosystems.
Maryland, with rapid weight gain and leaner meat re~
There arc problems, of course. Nature is ill-defined,
suIting from a spliced-in gene for a human growth hor~
and natural ecosystems are dynamic. But the patterns mone, is less pitied as a living creature and more vieWed
and processes discernible in natural ecosystems still
as a nothing-but-hog object in need of some fine-tun_
remain the most appropriate standard available to sus- ing. The primary monsters biotechnology is bound to
tainable agriculture. Liberty Hyde Bailey (19 I 5) and create may well be those humans who see nothing wrong
Sir Albert Howard (1943) were early scientific advo- with forcing farmers into cities and livestock into pain
cates of such an approach. Howard went so far as to
and misery.
say we should study the forest in order to farm like the
To overcome such problems in agriculture, relying
forest, and he devoted the last half of his distinguished on such narrowly focused research agendas alone will
scientific career to try to understand that end. These benefit primarily the suppliers of industrial inputs. Remen have been largely ignored by both ecological and lying on an ecological perspective-nature's wisdcm-,
agricultural scientists who continue to try to improve will likely benefit rural cultures and landscapes. What
agriculture by understanding it in its own terms rather is needed are countless elegant solutions keyed to parthan by acknowledging that, ultimately, it comes out ticular places, which a more dialectical or inherently
of nature. A few contemporary scientists, however, are ecological perspective offers.
attempting to model agroecosystems on nature's stanIt has been well said that what ecology can offer
dards in the desert southwestern United States (Nab- agriculture is not a set of easy answers, but rather a
han 1985), the North American prairie (Jackson 1985, series of difficult questions (Dover and Talbot 1987).
Piper and Gemes 1989), and tropical forest (Hart 1980). Short of that, various subdisciplines of ecology offer
The present state of agriculture in the developed and entry points for workers in sustainable agriculture. For
rapidly developing countries is one with several prob- example, the development of perennial grain crops relems beyond soil erosion, fossil-fuel dependency, quires application of evolutionary theories on life hischemical contamination of the countryside, and ge- tory strategy and resource allocation. Such potential
netic narrowing of our major crops. Family farms are crops as Agropyron tntermedium, Leymus racemosus,
being lost and rural communities are in decline-both and Desmaruhus il/inoensis can produce yields apconsequences of the loss of capital from rural areas; proaching agronomic suitability (Burritt 1986, Piper et
this "cleverer-than-nature" approach rewards primar- al. 1988, Wagoner 1988, Kulakow et al. 1989). Longily the suppliers of inputs. Beyond the government term demographic models of change in size-structured
subsidies to the suppliers of inputs (with the farmer populations are relevant to stands of perennial crops
laundering the money), cited by our institutions for that will spend years between disturbances. Polyculstabilizing our so-called food production system, is the tures designed to benefit from spatial, seasonal, and
looming problem of biotechnology. It gives false hope nutritional complementarity among species draw largely
because it is simply a further exercise of reductionist on studies of plant interference and facilitation in natbiology in a way that accelerates our antagonism to- ural communities. Diverse cropping systems that enward nature. The natural integrity ofa forest or prairie courage biological management of herbivores, weeds,
is unlikely to be considered by biotechnologists at work. and diseases require application of our knowledge of
This multi-billion dollar industry (with no obvious em- trophic interactions and models of pathogenesis. Truly
barrassment) makes extensive claims about some fu- sustainable agroecosystems, that is, those relying priture utopian agriculture in which food production falls marilyon sunlight and locally derived nutrients, should
into the hands of increasingly fewer people. Many of reflect to a great extent the patterns of succession, en~
its enthusiastic promoters have a non-ecological point ergy flow, and nutrient cycling that occur in natural
of view; they regard livestock and crops moreas human ecosystems.
Agricultural science has something to offer ecology,
property than as relatives of wild things that had most
of their evolution in a context not of our making. They too. Ecologists have had the lux ury of being descripalso do not consider the secondary effects oftheir work. tive, while agriculturists have necessarily had to be
The new biotechnology, in other words, is simply an prescriptive. Agroecology will have to be a prescriptive
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Date: Wed, 25 Oct 199509:36:26 -0400 (EDT)
Reply-To: SAED-SHARE-L@comell.edu
Sender: owner-SAED-SHARE-L@comell.edu
From: Molly Anderson <manderso@emerald.tufts.edu>
To: SAED-share-L@comell.edu
Subject: Summary of agroecology text replies
Since I posted this summary on SANet, two more books have been submitted:

* Hillel, Daniel. 1991. Out of the Earth: Civilization and the Life of the Soil. New York: The
Free Press.
* Magdoff, Fred.

1992. Building Soils for Better Crops: Organic Matter Management. Lincoln,
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press.
This doesn't pretend to be a complete list; we could keep adding excellent references indefinitely.
However, it's a start for those who are teaching agroecology; and it gives the rest of us an idea of
what is being included in that field currently.
Molly D. Anderson
Director, Degree Program in Agriculture, Food and Environment
Tufts University School ofNutrition Science & Policy
Medford, MA 02155-7028
---------- Forwarded message ---------Date: Tue, 24 Oct 1995 10:09:20 -0400 (EDT)
Dear SANetters:
The following is a compilation of responses to my query about a good text for an agroecology
course, specifically one that covers the basic ecological principles underlying agricultural
production with attention to different agricultural systems and geographic regions.
First, THANK YOU to everyone who took the time to respond. It is wonderful to see (and
benefit from) the network in action. Second, the diversity of topics people include within
"agroecology" is remarkable. The texts recommended below range far and wide. Third, many
people said they would like a text similar to the one I am seeking; but they have been unable to
find something comprehensive at a suitable price for students' wallets. Most people teaching
agroecology courses are trying to cobble together readings and selections from books.
The stars preceding references below indicate the number oftimes a particular book was
recommended, not necessarily a quality ranking. I'm sure we are leaving out some relevant
references: if your favorite text is not here, please feel free to notify the list. I checked references
in my personal library and on the Library of Congress MARC file, but couldn't get complete
citations or a confirmation of the information others had sent me on a few of these.
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Recommended books (either main texts, or supplements dealing with specific topics):

******** Altieri, Miguel. 1995. Agroecology: The Science of Sustainable Agriculture. 2nd
Edition. Boulder: Westview Press. (many people recommended the first edition, but the
2nd is now available)
**** Loomis, R.S. and Conner, OJ. 1992. Crop Ecology: Productivity and Management in
Agricultural Systems. Cambridge University Press.
*** Carroll, C. Ronald, John H. Vandermeer and Peter M.

Rosset (Eds.). 1990. Agroecology.

New York: McGraw-Hili.

** Edwards, C.A., R. Lal, P. Madden, R. Miller and G. House (Eds.). Sustainable Agricultural
Systems. Ankeny, Iowa: Soil & Water Conservation Society.
** Gliessman, Stephen.

199_. Agroecology: Ecological Processes in Sustainable Agriculture.

(forthcoming text)

** Reijntjes, Coen, Bertus Heverkort, and Ann Waters-Bayer. 19_. Farming For The Future An Introduction to Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture. Information
Centre for Low-External-Input and Sustainable Agriculture (ILEIA), Netherlands.
** Tivy, Joy.

1990. Agricultural Ecology. Essex, England: Longman Scientific and Technical.

* Beets, Willem. 19_.

Raising and Sustaining Productivity of Smallholder Agriculture in the
Tropics. AgBe Publishing.

* Bender, Jim. 1994. Future Harvest. Pesticide-Free Farming. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of
Nebraska Press.
* Berry, Wendell. 1977. The Unsettling of America: Culture and Agriculture. San Francisco:
Sierra Club Books.

* Bird, Elizabeth Ann R., Gordon L. Bultena and John C. Gardner (Eds.).

1995. Planting the
Future: Developing an Agriculture that Sustains Land and Community. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press.

* Briggs, David J. and Frank M. Courtney.

1985. Agriculture and Environment: The Physical
Geography of Temperate Agricultural Systems.

* Carter, Vernon Gill and Tom Dale. 1974. Topsoil and Civilization. Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press.

* Corson, Walter.

1990. The Global Ecology Handbook: What You Can Do about the
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Environmental Crisis. Washington, DC: Global Tomorrow Coalition. (Phone: 202628-4016)

* Cox, George W. and Michael D. Atkins.

Agricultural Ecology: an Analysis of World Food
Production Systems. San Francisco: WH Freeman.

* Francis, Charles A (Ed.).

199 Multiple Cropping Systems. New York: Macmillan.

* Fukuoka, Masanobu. 1978. The One Straw Revolution: An Introduction to Natural Farming.
Emmaus, Pennsylvania: Rodale Press.
* Gershuny, Grace and Joseph Smillie.

1986. The Soul of Soil. A Guide to Ecological Soil
Management. 2nd Edition. St. Johnsbury, Vermont: Gaia Services.

* Gliessman, Stephen (Ed.). 1990. Agroecology: Researching the Ecological Basis for
Sustainable Agriculture. New York: Springer-Verlag.
* Hyams, Edward.

1976. Soil and Civilization. New York: Harper and Row.

* Jackson, Wes, Wendell Berry and Bruce Colman.

1984. Meeting the Expectations of the Land.
Essays in Sustainable Agriculture and Stewardship. San Francisco: North Point
Press.

* Jeavons, John. 1995. How to Grow More Vegetables, Fruits, Nuts, Berries, Grains and Other
Crops on Less Land than You Can Imagine. Revised Edition. Berkeley, California: Ten
Speed Press.
* Killham, Ken.

1994. Soil Ecology. Cambridge University Press.

* Leek et al. Soil Seed Banks (?)

* Logsdon, Gene.

1993. The Contrary Farmer. Post Mills, Vermont: Chelsea Green Publishing.

* Luken, James O.

1990. Directing Ecological Succession. London: Chapman and Hill.

* Mollison, Bill C.

1988. Permaculture: A Designers' Manual. Tyalgum, Australia: Tagari.

* Pimentel, David and Hugh Lehman. 1993. The Pesticide Question: Environment, Economics
and Ethics. New York: Chapman and Hall.
* Sanchez, P.A.

1976. Properties and Management of Soils in the Tropics. New York: Wiley.

* Soule, Judith D.

and Jon K. Piper. 1992 Farming in Nature's Image: An Ecological Approach
to Agriculture. Washington, DC: Island Press.

* Vallentine, John F.

1990. Grazing Management. San Diego: Academic Press.
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* Whittaker, Robert H.

1970. Communities and Ecosystems. New York: Macmillan.

Other Resources:
King, James W. and Charles A. Francis (eds.). 1994. Extension and Education Materials for
Sustainable Agriculture. Volume I and II. Lincoln, Nebraska: University ofNebraska. (For
copies, send a check for $10.00 made to the University of Nebraska to: Center for
Sustainable Agricultural Systems, University of Nebraska - Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0940).
Alternative Farming Systems Information Center. 1994. Sustainable Agriculture in Print: Current
Books. SRB 94-06. Beltsville, MD: National Agricultural Library.
Ecological Agriculture Projects, MacDonald College, McGill University, St. Anne-de-Bellevue,
Quebec, Canada (for information compiled by Stuart Hill for agroecology courses)
"Farmer to Farmer" magazine
BGS publications(I don't recognize this acronym, but the publications were recommended by E.
Ann Clark)
Responders:
E. Ann Clark <ACLARK@crop.uoguelph.ca> Crop Science, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON
NIG2WI
Chelsea C. Clark <cclark@moose.uvm.edu> Plant and Soil Science, University of Vermont
Jay Daliparthy <jdaliparthy@psscLumass.edu> Dept. of Plant and Soil Sciences, Univ. of
Massachusetts, Amherst MA 01003
Andy Fisher <ASFisher@aol.com>
Steve Gliessman <gliess@zzyx.UCSC.EDU> Agroecology Program, University of California at
Santa Cruz
Joel Gruver <gruveJj@css.orst.edu>
Dana Jackson <danaj@maroon.tc.umn.edu> Land Stewardship Project, White Bear Lake, MN
55110
Nicholas Jordan <jorda020@gold.tc.umn.edu> Agronomy and Plant Genetics, University of
Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108
Michael Kay <mdkay@ucdavis.edu> Agroecology, International Ag. Development, DC-Davis
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Patrick Madden <pmadden@igc.apc.org>
Jim King <AGCM009@UNLVM.UNL.EDU> University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE
Margaret Merrill <mmerrill@leo.vsla.edu> Jefferson Madison Regional Library, Charlottesville,
VA 22902-5287
Steven H. Muntz <75032.3011@compuserve.com>
Lori Pottinger <f2f@igc.apc.org> Farmer to Farmer Magazine
Gina Nelson <gsnelson@cyberport.net>
Dennis A. Shannon <dshannon@ag.auburn.edu> Department of Agronomy and Soils, Auburn
University, Alabama 36849-5412
Jane Sooby <PHRC031@unlvm.unl.edu> High Plains Ag Lab, Sidney, NE 69162-3129
Susan Toms <gebernhardt@ucdavis.edu> Agriculture and Natural ResourceIYouth Development
U.C. Cooperative Extension
Mark Van Hom <mxvanhorn@ucdavis.edu>
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Date: Thu, 26 Oct 199516:12:48 -1000
From: Eileen Herring <eherring@hawaii.edu>
To: Molly Anderson <manderso@emerald.tufts.edu>
Subject: Re: Summary of agroecology text replies
Aloha, Molly....
Thank you for taking the time to collate the responses that you received! I used the list to check
our library's collection to make sure that we weren't missing anything significant and I think I can
clarify one of the entries ...
Leek et aI. Soil Seed Banks
is probably
Ecology of soil seed banks edited by Mary A. Leek, V. Thomas Parker and Robert L. Simpson.
San Diego : Academic Press, 1989.
Aloha,
Eileen Herring
Science and Technology Reference
University of Hawaii at Manoa
eherring@hawaii.edu
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Whole Farm Planning
Presented by: Wayne Monsen, Minnesota Department of Agriculture (Morris, MN)

Summary by: Wayne Monsen

Whole farm planning is a process for on-farm decision-making that includes all aspects ofthe farm. It
can be used by the farm family to balance the quality oflife they desire with the farm's resources, the
need for production and profitability, and long-term stewardship. It can help the farm family achieve its
goals while enhancing the environment and relationships with the community. Whole farm planning is a
collaborative process that brings together farmers and other professionals in an interactive exchange of
information. It is a holistic approach based on developing comprehensive goals.
Whole farm planning is distinct from other farm planning approaches because it is founded on the longterm vision the farm family has for its future. A thorough understanding of the farm's resources is
necessary to set long-term goals. A farm is located in a watershed and community. The larger
community may have already established objectives to ensure long-term productivity and sustainability
of the natural resources and human communities of the area. If those objectives are clearly understood, a
farm family can take them into account in setting its goals.
Whole farm planning becomes useful when it guides the farm family to choose the farming practices and
systems best suited to meeting their goals. Whole farm planning provides an opportunity for more
varied farming systems and solutions that fall outside of best management practices.

Redesigning State Lands Using Ecological Principles
Presented by: Jane Butler, Glenwood State Hospital-School, Iowa (Manhattan, KS)

Summary by: Jane Butler and Tom Hurford, Area Conservationist-NRCS, Iowa

Project Renaissance represents a new application of landscape architecture and resource management at
the Glenwood State Hospital-School in the loess hills of southwest Iowa. In the past, the institution was
known for its dairy operation and brick factory. All food was grown on the 1,300-acre farm with the
residents' assistance. The farm was self-sufficient from its inception as a Civil War orphanage in 1865
through the 1950s. There are almost 1,000 acres of agricultural land with the remainder used for the
urban-campus area. Current agricultural use includes grazed land, row-cropped fields, and forested
areas. The variable landscape has areas with steep slopes, moderately rolling hills, and floodplain
terraces. The property has several major drainage ways that join Horse Creek in the southwest corner.
With the need of our clients and public in mind, Project Renaissance is founded on wise use of the land
and preservation of its natural resources. The final management and use plan will employ many natural
and human-impact elements, including timber stand improvement, livestock and pasture management
systems, wetland enhancement and creation, riparian corridors, energy efficient landscaping, prairie and
forest restoration, and cultural resources (archaeological) preservation.
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Whole Farm Planning in the Community Context
(Transcription of Overheads Used in the Presentation)
Presented by: Wayne Monsen, Minnesota Department of Agriculture (Morris, MN)
Goals of this session:
• Introduction to the concepts of whole farm planning
• Minnesota Department of Agriculture (MDA) Farmer Forums, How farmers plan
• Minnesota Whole Farm Planning Working Group (MWFPWG)
• Lake Benton Community Demonstration Project

•

U.S. Trends

Traditional Roles of Agencies, Extension, and Private Sector in Farm Planning
• Help write conservation plans
• Hold farmers accountable to implementation of plans
• Education
• Link researchers and farmers
• Monitoring
• Provide financial support
• Technical assistance in farm production
• Business and estate planning
Short Comings with Agencies, Extension, and Private Sector Using Traditional Ways
• We act as if we know what needs to be done.
• Packaged "expert systems" are not adaptable.
• We don't consider all aspects of the farm; focus just on one issue.
• We don't consider the possible unintended consequences.
Questions MDA asked in Farmer Forums
• How do you presently do you most comprehensive farm planning?
• Do you have a deep sense of where you want your farm to go? Describe your ideal farm.
• Is your farm vision related to your present planning process?
Trends in MDA's Farmer Forums
• Farmers think first about short-term issues, e.g. crop plan, marketing, no direct mention of
environmental stewardship
• Extensive discussion of environmental stewardship when asked where they wanted their farm to go.
The sense of stewardship is inseparable from long-term farm profitability and passing on the farm.
• Desire to have control over the direction of the farm in regard to farming the way they want, express
themselves in market place and size of farm
• Crave respect from their community
MWFPWG: Essential Elements of the Whole Farm Planning Process
• Participation is voluntary.
• Whole farm plans are confidential.
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•
•
•
•

Process identifies farm family goals for the operation. Fanners lead the planning process.
Process is flexible.
Integrates information from other fanners and from cooperation with service providers.
Information about farm planning needs to be accessible and understandable.

MWFPWO: Essential Content of a Whole Farm Plan
• Short-term and long-term goals defined
• Contains an inventory of the farm resources
• Lists short- and long-term decision making guidelines that help improve the environment, meet
profitability goals, and fanner's quality oflife
• Has a process for on-farm observation and record keeping
MWFPWO: Essential Outcomes of a Whole Farm Plan
Whole Farm Planning will improve or maintain...
• Profitability
• Quality of life
• Natural resource conditions
• Sustainability
• Relationship with the community
• Ability to observe and evaluate changes in practices and management
Can the Principles of Whole Farm Planning Be Used at the Community Level?
Yes, if the community...
• Can develop a common vision
• Sees benefits to the effort
• Buys into the concept
• Feels they have control of the project
• Has open communication
• Feels the program has flexibility to fit their situation
Focus of Facilitation:
• What do you want your area-landscape to be like in 50 years?
• What do you want your community to be like in 50 years?
• Identify major issues for work
• Educate yourselves about the watershed and community
• Develop action plans
Lake Benton Coalition's Vision:
A strong diverse agricultural base providing opportunities for future generations. Maintain a viable
community that values business, employment opportunities, services, schools, and churches. Decisions
are made locally through positive communications and participation.
Why Do Visioning? (Senge, 1990)
• Vision becomes a living force only when people truly believe they can shape their future.
People often don't see how their contributing to their current reality can contribute toward changing
that reality.
30

•
•
•
•

Compels courage to do whatever is needed in pursuit of vision
Fosters experimentation and risk taking
Uplifts people's aspiration, work becomes part of pursuing a larger purpose
Paints a picture of what we want

Major Issues Identified by the People of the Lake Benton Coalition
• Surface and groundwater quality
• Community and communication
• Livestock and manure management
• Stewardship (wise use of resources) and biodiversity
• Recreation
Concepts of Leadership (Foster, 1992)
• Leadership is not just the property of enlightened individuals.
• The idea that leadership occurs within a community suggests that ultimately leadership resides in the
community itself.
• Leadership is a communal relationship, that is, one that occurs within a community of believers.
• Leaders and followers become interchangeable.
• Think of people as participants in a practicing democracy...and where all can exert leadership.
Guidelines for Enrollment and Commitment (Senge, 1990)
• Commit yourself to personal engagement
• Be on the level
• Treat all stakeholders respectfully
• Let the other person choose-allow free choice, otherwise there might be manipulation
• Focus on positive visions, not negative
• Vision needs peoples' values that they live by
Outsiders of a Community Need to:
• Have empathy-take time to fully understand the community
• Listen and learn from them
• Allow the community to have ownership of the project
• Serve as facilitator, rather than manager
• Be their servant
• Allow the community to determine their own direction
Whole Farm Planning Activities in Minnesota:
• MDA's Whole Farm Planning Program
• Monitoring Team
• Holistic Management Training
• NRCS Whitewater Pilot Project
• Education materials-Tools for Whole Farm Planning
• Goal Setting Handbook
• Great Lakes Basin Network
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Common Elements in Minnesota's Projects
• Got all the players together (more than agency people).
• Local residents have ownership of the project. Allowed the local residents to have input in program
design and development.
• Worked on the "fuzzy stuff," e.g quality of life
• Did goal setting or visioning, can be thought of as philosophy, way oflife, values to live by, or what
you want for the future
National Trends in Whole Farm Planning
• Public more involved in ag and natural resource protection
• Bills introduced to prosecute "bad actors"
• Environmental crimes increasing
• Systems approaches popular
• Projects using local control rather than "blanket" plans
• Voluntary approaches work better than mandatory
• Safe harbor clauses decreasing in importance
Now, the role of Agencies, Extension, and Private Sector is to:
• Facilitate planning
• Building management skills in others
• Strengthen the link of the farmer to the broader community
• Use the ecological-systems thinking approach
• Let the people design their own plans
Wrap-Up
• Concepts not recipes
• Planning starts with vision
• Look at an issue from all dimensions
• Farmers lead planning process
• Planning must link economic, ecological, and personal and community values
Questions to Help Me
• How do you get farmers' attention?
• How do you get farmers to recognize their own self-interest to participate?
• How do you keep the spirit alive?
• What are some of your projects?

To get copies of Whole Farm Planning: What It Takes, a report from the Minnesota Working Group on
Whole Farm Planning, contact Wayne Monsen.
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UNDERSTANDING
YOUR WHOLE FARM

Ben Stinner
Ohio Agriculture and Research Development Cntr
1680 Madison Ave
Wooster, OH 44691
Phone: 330-263-3654
Fax:
330-263-3686
E-mail: stinner.1@osu.edu
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Understanding Your Whole Farm
I

'-'

Our goal is to improve the environmental, economical and quality of life aspects of the
entire farm and surrounding community. This project is designed co help farmers and communities
gain a better understanding of the interactions of different resources upon their farm. Our studies
will examine soil nutrient cycling, water quality, animal nutrition, crop production and more. We
are going ,0 accomplish this by working with farmers through the following process.
Process
• Identify and select five cooperating farmers
Criteria for selection
•
Using Management Intensive Grazing
Have row croos
farms with similar soil.
. on their farm or neizhbcrinz
types.
• Farm Assessment
Identify all available resources on farm, inputs and outputs.
Develop whole farm nutrient balance worksheet.
Conduct economic analysis of the farm.
•
Analyze water resource management of the farm.
Examine crop and livestock production goals.
Assess quality of life goals for the family.
• Develop and implement research.
• Develop action plan fur the farm.
Environmental Plan
Economics Plan
•
Quality of Life Plan
'Develop impact analysis, evaluate and disseminate the results.

-

Principle
Mark Bennett, Deb Stinner, Ben Stinner, Tom Neves.
. Investigators:
,
'

Larry Ault, Anu Rangarajan , Michael Cote'
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Understanding Your Whole Farm
Resource Accounting

The first step in understanding your whole farm is to take stock of all of the resources on
your farm, including human (management team), physical (equipment and buildings), natural
(water, soil and landscape) and economic resources. We will work with you to generate farm

,;.' .....

-.-

maps, including soil types and slope, production histories, and farmstead layout. These maps wiil
serve as a foundation for you to be looking at your farm as a whole, integrating the effects of one
enterprise on another as well as the environment. We will be able to understand how you are
currently using your resources and what opportunities and constraints might exist to making
changes in your operation.
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Understanding Your Whole Farm
Economic Analysis Of The Farm

Using the Finpack computer program (a financial planning and analysis system developed
at the University of Minnesota) each farm will have a year end business analysis using Finan. This
analysis will consist of a whole farm financial analysis and an in-depth analysis of each crop and
livestock enterprise. Finan's database will allow the development of customized reports, evaluate
financial, production and efficiency trends, quickly access information for planning and document
balance sheet data, profitability measures, yields and all inputs per acre.
Using the FINLRB program ofFINPACK we can do "what if planning". It allows a
comparison of the current operation with changes that might be made as a result of participating
in this whole farm resource study.
This process will take approximately one day with the assistance of a technician in
January or February.

'-...
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Understanding Your Whole Farm

How Does Nutrient Management Balance on Your Farm

We have found that it is helpful for farmers to know how nitrogen, phosphorous and
potassium cycle on their farms. Knowledge about nutrient cycles on your farm can aid in
determining where the biggest nutrient losses and gains are within an operation, and consequently
where to focus attention in making changes with nutrient management in order to increase
profitability and better protect water resources. Assessing whole farm nutrient balance will
contribute to:
•

•

optimizing soil fertility levels for crop field
maintaining pasture productivity and forage quality
using animal manure to maximum advantage as a soil fertility
resource
planning crop rotations to help save on fertilizer and feed cost

Information that you will need to begin a nutrient balance on your farm includes:

•
•

a map of your farm indicating the layout of crop fields, pastures, waterways, buildings,
etc.
soil fertility practices by field and crop rype
livestock and manure management practices
soil, feed and manure tests
feed purchases
pasture management practices
crop yields

This process will take approximately one day with the assistance of a technician in January
or February.
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STRATEGIES for NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT

Fertilizer
Feed
N fixation
other inputs

-...

Products

OBJECTIVES:
• maximum product output/input
• minimum environmental losses
• short- vs. long-term strategies
EXAMPLES:
• complex crop rotations: diversity
• animal integration / novel grazing systems
., agroforestry / perennial systems
• matching crop TYPE to nutrient conditions
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1885 University Ave. W.
Suite 315 .
St. Paul, MN 55104
(612) 645-6159

RR1, Box 81B
Canton, MN 55922
(507) 743-8300

A Center ForRuTai Community Development and Public Policy
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page:

St. Paul Fax (612)645-1262
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http://www.centers.agri.umn.edu/misa/mnproj.html

Whole Farm Planning: What is it? Why do it?
Great Lakes Comprehensive Farm Planning Network
John Lamb, The· Minnesota Project

2d Farmer-Led Watershed Initiatives Conference
February 7, 1997
Mankato, MN
Since January 1995, The Great Lakes Compprehensive Farm Planning Network
(Network) has convened farmers, farm service providers, sustainable
agriculture groups, and farm organizations to develop and disseminate
information about whole farm planning and other farm planning tools. Similar
working groups or task forces on whole farm planning were established in each
of the cooperating Great Lake states and Ontario. The Network has agreed upon
certain basic criteria that define whole farm planning, and has been educating
each other and the farm community about the benefits of comprehensive
planning. Comprehensive or whole farm planning includes inventorying farm
resources, setting goals, identifying problems and opportunities, analyzing
management options, putting a plan into action, and monitoring to evaluate
how the plan is working.
The Network has established many demonstration sites for farm plans. Results
of the planning demonstrations have shown that we can protect and enhance
the value of farm assets, demonstrate the farmers' good stewardship role,
implement profitable measures, and address multiple issues simultaneously,
including productivity, profitability, environmental impact, and conservation.
Several environmental areas of concern have been identified and addressed by
cooperating demonstrators in Ontario and the Lake states. These include soil
erosion, sedimentation, water quality, and wildlife habitat .

. PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER·
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A few examples of solutions applied:

•

In Wisconsin, 8 project participants' com acreage is projected to decline 60% by 2000. These
project participants previously had 58 acres devoted to pasture. Pasture acres are projected to
increase to 958 acres by 2000. These pasture acres are more likely to build soil organic matter and
soil structure because of their more extensive root system.

•

Ontario farmers have implemented practices addressing soil management environmental concerns
that include: purchase of no-till planting equipment, using cover crops, and planting grass buffer
strips to intercept sediments coming off crop land along watercourses.

•

In New York, soil erosion will be reduced by an estimated 1,369 tons!yr due to changes in farming
practices as farm plans are being implemented in the Skaneatales watershed.

•

In Michigan, a farmer has built a composting facility and has involved a local lake association in
collecting their leaves for composting, adding value and reducing lake pollution.

•

To address problems faced with pesticide handling and storage, Ontario farmers improved their
application skills, established no-spray buffer strips, and improved storage and mixing/rinsing
facilities. A farmer in Michigan secured grants to build a covered pesticide storage and handling
facility as his whole farm plan made him aware of health, safety and potential water pollution
problems inherent in his past farming operation.

•

The Wisconsin planners project that their herbicide use will decline 81% from 1990 to 2000.
Similarly, commercial fertilizer use is projected to decline 59% over the same lO-year period.

•

A Minnesota farmer planner has eliminated pesticide use (except fly spray) from his operations.

•

As a result of whole farm planning, one Michigan farmer planted a woodlot on some less

productive former crop-land, increasing value over the long term and providing more wildlife
habitat

•

In Minnesota a farmer, using whole farm planning, monitors stream and grasslands for birds and
other wildlife. He has observed increased numbers and diversity of species on grasslands since
converting much of his cropland to pasture. He manages paddock rotation so birds can complete
their nesting cycles.

These are results of some of the first Network demonstration projects. We will
continue to provide on-ground examples of successful whole-farm planning,
which will in turn encourage more farmers to incorporate whole-farm planning
and management process into their operations. In addition, the Network also
encourages local agencies and .private organizations to continue participating
and offering support for whole farm planning activities. The Great Lakes
Comprehensive' Farm Planning Network will continue to be a source of
information about whole farm planning for policy makers who need real-life
examples to make informed decisions about the effectiveness of whole farm
planning compared to other regulatory or single-issue approaches.
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The Minnesota Project is a nonprofit organization working since
1979 to strengthen rural communities and protect natural resources.
We hope to reach the widest possible audience with this report;
please copy or otherwise distribute it, in whole or in part, with a
printed acknowledgement of the source of the material. If you wish
to purchase further copies of Successful Whole Farm Planning, send
$5 to:

1885 University Avenue West, Suite 315
. St. Paul, MN 55104
(612) 645-6159
fax (612) 645-1262
water007@gold.tc.umn.edu
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ISSues of
Visit the Minn esota Proje ct Web site to see and retrie ve back
The Whole Farm Planner news letter at:

http://www.centers.agri.umn.edu/miSalmnproj.html
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Soil Quality
Summary by: Richard Olson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Rich, deep soils were among the many legacies of the native ecosystems left to the European settlersfarmers of North America. Unfortunately, these farmers did not understand the ecological processes that
produced this legacy or the agricultural practices that might maintain it. The result has been severe
erosion, compaction, loss of organic matter, and salinization. More than Y2 ofIowa's topsoil is gone,
millions of acres in the South grow scrub pine after erosion forced abandonment, and salt patches gleam
white in the California sun.
While soil continues to be degraded today, farmers have made great strides in their treatment of the land.
Practices such as conservation tillage, terracing, and contour plowing are widespread. To make further
gains, farmers need better methods of assessing soil quality and the effect of their farming practices on
soil quality. Declines in quality are often difficult to detect. With the exception of gully washers, erosion
is often not visible, and compaction or loss of organic matter, particularly during a period of years, is hard
to quantify. Yields can often be maintained through increased inputs offertilizers or irrigation water, and
although there is a cost involved, the true impact of soil degradation is masked.
Until recently, the mindset (promoted by the scientific community) has been that real measurement of soil
quality required expensive equipment and laboratory procedures. Farmers were taught to rely on experts.
More recently, we have seen the development of cheap, user-friendly methods that empower the farmer
to more accurately track changes in his or her soils. The educational materials in this section emphasize
these methods and a farmer-driven approach to measuring soil quality and applying the results to
management decisions.

Contents:
Soil Quality Information Sheets-USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service
• Soil Quality Introduction, p. 51
• Indicators for Soil Quality Evaluation, p. 53
• Soil Quality Indicators: Organic Matter, p. 55
• Soil Quality Indicators: Aggregate Stability, p. 57
• Soil Quality Indicators: Soil Crusts, p. 59
• Soil Quality Resource Concerns: Soil Erosion, p. 61
• Soil Quality Resource Concerns: Compaction, p. 63
• Soil Quality Resource Concerns: Sediment Deposition on Cropland, p. 65
How farmers assess soil health and quality, Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, D. Romig, et al.,
p.67
Getting to Know Your Soil, Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society Newsletter, M. Liebig, p. 75
Methods for Assessing Soil Quality, flier, p. 77
The Soil Management Guidebook, flier, p. 79
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Soil Quality Information Sheet

Soil Quality - Introduction
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

April 1996

Soil provides mechanical support for living organisms
and their structures. People and wildlife depend on
this function.

What is soil?
Soil is a living, dynamic resource that supports plant
life. It is made up of different size mineral particles
(sand, silt, and clay), organic matter, and numerous
species of living organisms, Soil has biological,
chemical, and physical properties that are always
changing.

What is Soil Quality?
Soil quality is the fitness of a specific kind of soil to
function within its surroundings, support plant and
animal productivity, maintain or enhance water and
air quality, and support human health and
habitation.

What does soil do for us?
Soil provides a physical matrix, chemical environment,
and biological setting for water, nutrient, air, and heat
exchange for living organisms.

How is soil quality important to
landowners?

Soil controls the distribution of rainfall or irrigation
water to runoff, infiltration, storage, or deep drainage.
Its regulation of water flow affects the movement of
soluble materials, such as nitrate nitrogen or pesticides.

Soil quality enhancement is important to support crop,
range, and woodland production and to sustain water
supplies. Enhanced soil quality can help to reduce the
onsrte and offsite costs of soil erosion, Improve
nutrient use efficiencies, and ensure that the resource is
sustained for future use. It is also essential to maintain
other resources that depend on the soil, such as water
quality, air quality, and wildlife habitat.

Soil regulates biological activity and molecular
exchanges among solid, liquid, and gaseous phases.
This affects nutnent cycling, plant growth, and
decomposition of organic materials.
'oil acts as a filter to protect the quality of water, air,
and other resources.

51

How can soil quality be evaluated?

How can my awareness of soil
quality be applied?

Soil quality and soil health can be evaluated by
monitoring several indicators. The type of indicator
chosen depends on the soil function and scale (i.e.
field, farm, watershed, or region) in which the
evaluation is made. For example, an indicator of soil
loss .by erosion may be the thinning of the surface layer
or .vlsual an~ physical evidence of gullies, small rills,
adjacent sediment, etc. Indicators for physical
chemical, and biological conditions can be simple field
tests or sophisticated laboratory analyses.

r

Soil quality can be applied through several natural
resource approaches:
-- Data from ~oil s!,rveys, fertility labs, and field
tests can help identify areas where natural soil
properties (texture, drainage, etc.) or management
related problems currently exist. Once these
conditions are identified, corrections can be
planned.
:- Areas with potential res~u.rce problems can be
Identified and shown on sod interpretive maps.
These fragi!e are~ that can easily be damaged may
need more intensive management to prevent damage
or be converted to a less demanding land use.
-- After installing conservation practices trends in
soil quality can be tracked to show the sJccess of
the practice or the need for other management
changes.

Soil quality indicators may be considered diagnostic
tools to assess the health of the soil or else as a cause
for concern to the farmer, producer, rancher, woodland
manager, or gardener, to stimulate a change in
management. Trends in soil health can help in
planning and evaluating current land use practices.
The information gathered from monitoring soil health
can be used to improve conservation recommendations.

What concerns are addressed by soil quality?
Loss of soil material by erosion
Deposition of sediment by wind or floodwaters
Compaction of layers near the surface

(

Soil aggregation at the surface
Infiltration reduction
Crusting of the soil surface
Nutrient loss or imbalance
Pesticide carryover
Buildup of salts
Change in pH to an unfavorable range
Loss of organic matter
Reduced biological activity and poor residue breakdown
Infestation by weeds or pathogens
Excessive wetness

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA)
.

. !he

U~i~ed Stat~s

Department of Agric~!ture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,
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What are indicators?

What are some indicators?

Soil quality indicators are physical, chemical, and
biological properties, processes, and characteristics
that can be measured to monitor changes in the soil.

Indicators of soil quality can be categorized into four
general groups: visual, physical, chemical, and
biological.

The types of indicators that are the most useful depend
on the function of soil for which soil quality is being
evaluated. These functions include:
- providing a physical, chemical, and biological
setting for living organisms;
- regulating and partitioning water flow, storing and
cycling nutrients and other elements;
- supporting biological activity and diversity for plant
and animal productivity;
- filtering, buffering, degrading, immobilizing, and
detoxitying organic and inorganic materials; and
- providing mechanical support for living organisms
and their structures.

Visual indicators may be obtained from observation or
photographic interpretation. Exposure of subsoil,
change in soil color, ephemeral gullies, pending,
runoff, plant response, weed species, blowing soil, and
deposition are only a few examples of potential locally
determined indicators. Visual evidence can be a clear
indication that soil quality is threatened or changing.
Physical indicators are related to the arrangement of
solid particles and pores. Examples include topsoil
depth, bulk density, porosity, aggregate stability,
texture, crusting, and compaction. Physical indicators
primarily reflect limitations to root growth, seedlinl;:
emergence, infiltration, or movement of water within
the soil profile.
Chemical indicators include measurements of pll,
salinity, organic matter, phosphorus concentrations,
cation-exchange capacity, nutrient cycling, and
concentrations of elements that may be potential
contaminants (heavy metals, radioactive compounds,
etc.) or those that are needed for flant growth and
development. The soil's chemica condition affects
soil-plant relations, water quality, buffering capacities,
availability of nutrients and water to plants and other
organisms, mobility of contaminants, and some
physical conditions, such as the tendency for crust to
form.
Biological indicators include measurements of microand macro-organisms, their activity, or byproducts.
Earthworm, nematode, or termite populations have
been suggested for use in some parts of the country.
Respiration rate can be used to detect microbial
activity, specifically microbial decomposition of
organic matter in the soil. Ergosterol, a fungal
byproduct, has been used to measure the activity of
organisms that play' an important role in the formation
and stability of SOli aggregates. Measurement of
decomposition rates of plant residue in bags or
measurements of weed seed numbers, or pathogen
populations can also serve as biological indicators of
SOlI quality.

Why are indicators important?
Soil quality indicators are important to:
- focus conservation efforts on maintaining and
improving the condition of the soil;
- evaluate soil management practices and techniques;
- relate soil quality to that of other resources;
- collect the necessary information to determine trends;
- determine trends in the health of the Nation's soils;
- guide land manager decisions.
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How are indicators selected?

(

".

Soil quality is estimated by observing or measuring
several different properties or processes. No single
property can be used as an index of soil quality.
The selection of indicators should be based on:
- the land use;
- the relationship between an indicator and the soil
function being assessed;
- the ease and reliability of the measurement;
- variation between sampling times and variation
across the sampling area;
- the sensitivity of the measurement to changes in soil
management;
•
- compatibility with routine sampling and monitoring;
- the skills required for use and interpretation,

Soil reaction influence on availability of plant nutrients.

Wha t does the value mean?

When and where to measure?

Interpreting indicator measurements to separate soil
quality trends from periodic or random changes is
currently providing a major challenge for researchers
and soil managers. Soils and their indicator values
vary because of differences in parent material, climatic
condition, topographic or landscape position, soil
organisms, and type of vegetation. For example,
cationexchange capacity may relate to organic matter, (
but it may also relate to the kind and amount of clay.

The optimum time and location for observing or
sampling soil quality indicators depends on the function
for which the assessment is being made. The
frequency of measurement also varies according to
climate and land use.
Soil variation across a field, pasture, forest, or
rangeland can greatly affect the choice of indicators.
Depending on the function, such factors as the
landscape unit, soil map unit, or crop growth stage
may be critical. Wheel tracks can dramatically affect
many properties measured for plant productivity.
Management history and current inputs should also be
recorded to ensure a valid interpretation of the
information.

Establishing acceptable ranges, examining trends and
rates of change over time, and including estimates of
the variance associated with the measurements are
important in interpreting indicators. Changes need to
be evaluated as a group, with a change in anyon e
indicator being evaluated only in relation to changes in
others. Evaluations before and after, or with and
without intervention, are also needed to develop
appropriate and meaningful relationships for various
kinds of soils and the functions that are expected of
them.

Monitoring soil quality should be directed primarily
toward the detection of trend changes that are
measurable over a 1- to lO-year period. The detected
changes must be real, but at the same time they must
change rapidly enough so that land managers can
correct problems before undesired and perhaps
irreversible loss of soil quality occurs.

The overall goal should be to maintain or improve soil
quality without adversely affecting other resources.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality
Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA)
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What is soil organic matter?
Soil organic matter is that fraction of the soil composed
of.anything that .once lived. It includes plant and
ammal rernams In various stages of decomposition
cells and tissues of soil organisms and substances 'from
plant roots and soil microbes. W~II-decomposed
organic matter forms humus a dark brown porous
spongy .material that has a pleasant, earthy'smell. in
most soils, the organic matter accounts for less than
about 5 % of the volume.

- makes soil more friable, less sticky, and easier to
work;
- retains carbon from the atmosphere and other
sources;
- reduces the negative environmental effects of
pesticides, heavy metals, and many other pollutants.
Soil organic matter also improves tilth in the surface
reduces crusting, increases the rate of water
Infiltration, reduces runoff, and facilitates penetration
of plant roots.

~onzon~,

Where does it come from?
Plants produce organic compounds by using the energy
of sunlight to combine carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere with water from the soil Soil organic
matter is created by the cycling of these organic
compounds In plants, animals, and microorganisms into
the SOIl.

What happens to soil organic
matter?

What does organic matter do?

Soil organic ~atter can be lost through erosion. This
proc~s selectively detaches and transports particles on
the soil surface that have the highest content of organic
matter.
Soil organic matter is also utilized by soil
ml~roorgan..sms as energy and nutrients to support
their own life processes. Some of the material is
incorporated into the microbes but most is released as
carbon dioxide and water. So~e nitrogen is released in
gaseous form, but some is retained, along with most of
the phosphorus and sulfur.

Organic matter is an essential component of soils
because it:
- provides a carbon and energy source for soil
microbes;
- stabilizes and holds soil particles together thus
'
reducing the hazard of erosion- aids the growth of crops by im'proving the soil's
ability to store and transmit air and water'
- stores and supplies such nutrients as nitrogen
phosphorus, and SUlfur, which are needed fo~ the
growth of plants and soil organisms'
- retains nutrients by providing catio~-exchange and
amon-exchange capacities;
- maintains soil in an uncompacted condition with
lower bulk density;

When soils are tilled, organic matter is decomposed
faster because of changes in water, aeration and
temperature co.nditions. The amount of organic matter
lost after clearing a wooded area or tilling native
grassland varies according to the kind of soil but most
organic matter is lost within the first 10 year;.
Rates of dgcomRosition are very low at temperatures
below 38 F (4 0c) but rise steadily with increasing
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temperature to at least 102 of (40 0c) and with water
content until air becomes limiting. Losses are higher
with aerobic decomposition (with oxygen) than with
anaerobic decomposition (in excessively wet soils).
Available nitrogen also promotes organic matter
decomposition.

Practices decreasing soil organic matter
include those that:

(

1. Decrease the production of plant materials by
- replacing perennial vegetation with short-season
vegetation,
- replacing mixed vegetation with monoculture crops,
- introducing more aggressive but less productive
species,
- using cultivars with high harvest indices,
- increasing the use of bare fallow.

What controls the amount?
The amount of soil or$anic matter is controlled by a
balance between additions of plant and animal materials
and losses by decomposition. Both additions and
losses are very strongly controlled by management
activities.

2. Decrease the supply of organic materials by
- burning forest, range, or crop residue,
- grazing,
- removing plant products.
3. Increase decomposition by
- tillage,
- drainage,
- fertilization (especially with nitrogen).

Practices increasing soil organic matter
include those that:
1. Increase the production of plant materials by

- irrigation,
- fertilization to increase plant biomass production,
- use of cover crops
(
- improved vegetative stands,
- introduction of plants that produce more biomass,
- reforestation,
- restoration of grasslands.

The amount of water available for plant growth is the
primary factor controlling the production of plant
materials. Other major controls are air temperature
and soil fertility. Salinity and chemical toxicities can
also limit the production of plant biomass. Other
controls are the intensity of sunlight, the content of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and relative
humidity.

2. Increase supply of organic materials by
- protecting from fire,
- using forage by grazing rather than by harvesting,
- controlling insects and rodents,
- applying animal manure or other carbon-rich
wastes,
- applying plant materials from other areas.

The proportion of the total plant biomass that reaches
the soil as a source of organic matter depends largely
on the amounts consumed by mammals and insects,
destroyed by fire, or produced and harvested for
human use.

3. Decrease decomposition by
- reducing or eliminating tillage,
- keeping the soil saturated with water (although this
may cause other problems),
- keeping the soil cool with vegetative cover.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA). Animal waste photo courtesy University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Institute
of Agriculture and Natural Resources
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs. and marital or familial status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
for communication of program information (braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact the USDA Office of Communications at (202) 720-2791.
To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 20250, or call (202) 720-7327 (voice) or (20~
720-1127 (rOD). USDA is an equal employment opportunity employer.
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Why is aggregate stability
important?
Aggregation affects erosion, movement of water, and
plant root growth. Desirable aggregates are stable
against rainfall and water movement. Aggregates that
break down in water or fall apart when struck by
raindrops release individual soil particles that can seal
the soil surface and clog pores. This breakdown
creates crusts that close pores and other pathways for
water and air entry into a soil and also restrict
emergence of seedlings from a soil.

Soil aggregates are groups of soil particles that bind to
each other more strongly than to adjacent particles.
The space between the aggregates provide pore space
for retention and exchange of air and water.

Optimum conditions have a large range in pore size
distribution. This includes large pores between the
aggregates and smaller pores within the aggregates.
The pore space between aggregates is essential for
water and air entry and exchange. This pore space
provides zones of weakness through which plant roots
can grow. If the soil mass has a low bulk density or
large pore spaces, aggregation is less important. For
example, sandy soils have low aggregation, but roots
and water can move readily.

What is aggregate stability?

How is aggregate stability
measured?

What are soil aggregates?

Aggregate stability refers to the ability of soil
aggregates to resist disruption when outside forces
(usually associated with water) are applied.

Numerous methods measure aggregate stability. The
standard method of the NRCS Soil Survey Laboratory
can be used in a field office or in a simple laboratory.
This procedure involves repeated agitation of the
aggregates in distilled water.

Aggregate stability is not the same as dry aggregate
stability, which is used for wind erosion prediction.
The latter term is a size evaluation.
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An alternative procedure described here does not
require weighing. The measurements are made on airdry soil that has passed through a sieve with 2millimeter mesh and retained by a sieve with a 1millimeter mesh. A quantity of these 2-1 millimeter
aggregates is placed in a small open container with a
fine screen at the bottom. This container is placed in
distilled water. After a period of time, the container is
removed from the water and its contents are allowed to
dry. The content is then removed and visually
examined for the breakdown from the original
aggregate size. Those materials that have the least
change from the original aggregates have the greatest
aggregate stability.
Soils that have a high percentage of silt often show
lower aggregate stability if measured air-dry than the
field behavior would suggest, because water entry
destro s the aggregate structure.

What influences aggregate stability? (
The stability of aggregates is affected by soil texture,
the predominant type of clay, extractable iron, and
extractable cations, the amount and type of organic
matter present, and the type and size of the microbial
population.
Some clays expand like an accordion as they absorb
water. Expansion and contraction of clay particles can
shift and crack the soil mass and create or break apart
aggregates.
Calcium ions associated with clay generally promote
aggregation, whereas sodium ions promote dispersion.
Soils with over about five percent iron oxides,
expressed as elemental iron, tend to have greater
aggregate stabil ity.
Soils that have a high content of organic matter have
greater aggregate stability. Additions of organic matter
increase aggregate stability, primarily after
decomposition begins and microorganisms have
produced chemical breakdown products or mycelia
have formed.

C

Soil microorganisms produce many different kinds of
organic compounds, some of which help to hold the
aggregates together. The type and species of
microorganisms are important. Fungal mycelial
growth binds soil particles together more effectively
than smaller organisms, such as bacteria.
Aggregate stability declines rapidly in soil planted to a
clean-tilled crop. It increases while the soil is in sod
and crops, such as alfalfa.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Qualit>: Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA)
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causing movement of soil particles. Thus water
erosion is initiated.
Crusts restrict seedling emergence. The physical
emergence of seedlings through a soil crust depends on
the:
- thickness of the crust,
- strength of the crust,
- size of the broken crust pieces,
- water content, and
- type of plant species. Non-grass plant species, such
as soybeans or alfalfa, exert less pressure under
identical conditions than grasses such as corn.

What are soil crusts?
Soil crusts are relatively thin, somewhat continuous
yers of the soil surface that often restrict water
.uovement, air entry, and seedling emergence from the
soil. They generally are less than 2 inches thick and
are massive.

Crusts reduce oxygen diffusion to seedlings. Seed
germination depends on the diffusion of oxygen from
the air through the soil. If soil crusts are wet, oxygen
diffusion is reduced as much as 50 percent.
Crusts reduce surface water evaporation. The
reflectance of a crusted surface is higher than that for
an uncrusted surface. Higher reflectance results in less
absorption of energy from the sun. This results in a
cooler soil surface and decreases the rate of
evaporation.

Crusts are created by the breakdown of structural units
by flowing water, or raindrops, or through freeze-thaw
action. Soil crusts are generally only a temporary
condition. Typically, the soil immediately below the
surface layer is loose.

Crusts decrease water loss because less of their surface
area is exposed to the air than a tilled soil. When
crusts become dry, they become barriers to evaporation
by retarding capillary movement of water to the soil
surface.

Why are soil crusts a concern?

Crusts affect wind erosion. Crusts increase wind
erosion in those soils that have an appreciable amount
of sand. Rainfall produces clean sand grains that are
not attached to the soil surface. These clean sand
grains are subject to movement by air along the smooth
surface of the crust. The sand breaks down the crust
as it moves across the soil surface. Cultivation to
break the crust and increase the surface roughness
reduces wind erosion on sandy soils.

Crusts reduce infiltration and increase runoff.
Rainfall and sprinkler irrigation water impart a large
amount of impact energy onto the soil surface. If the
soil is not protected by a cover of growing plants, crop
residue or other material, and if soil aggregates are
weak, the energy can cause a soil crust to form.
If a crust forms, individual soil particles fill the pore
space near the surface and prevent the water from
entering (infiltrating) the soil. If the infiltration is
limited, water accumulates and flows down slope,

For soils that have a small amount of sand, crusts
protect the soil surface and generally decrease the
hazard of wind erosion.
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clay content. Other means of measurement, such as a
penetrometer, may be used.
(

How do crusts form?
Soil crusts and associated cracks form by raindrop
impact or freeze-thaw processes.

,

Raindrop impact breaks soil aggregates, moves clay
downward a short distance leaving a concentration of
sand and silt particles on the soil surface.
Raindrop-impact crusts break down to a granular
condition in many soils that have a high shrink-swell
potential and experience frequent wetting and drying
cycles.
Freeze-thaw crusts are formed by the puddling effect as
ice forms, melts, and reforms. The temperature and
water regimes and parent material control freeze-thaw
crust formation. These crusts are generally 3/8- to 5/8inch thick, compared to 1I4-inch commonly for
raindrop-impact crusts.
The size and behavior on wetting of cracks associated
with raindrop-impact and freeze-thaw crust differ.
Both extend to the base of the crust. The cracks in
raindrop-impact crust are 114 inch wide. They close
on wetting and hence are ineffective in increasing
infiltration. The cracks in freeze-thaw crust are 1/4- to
3/4-inch wide. They do not close on wetting and hence
increase infiltration.

How can the problem be corrected?
- Maintain plant cover or crop residues on the soil
surface to reduce the impact of raindrops.

(

- Adopt management practices that increase aggregate
stability.
- Use practices that increase soil organic matter content
or reduce concentrations of sodium ions.

How are soil crusts measured?

- Use a rotary hoe or row cultivator to shatter crusts
and thus increase seedling emergence and weed
control.

Soil crusts are characterized by their thickness and
strength (air dry rupture resistance). Crust air dry
rupture resistance can be measured by taking a dry
piece about 1/2 inch on edge and applying a force on
the edge until the crust breaks. In general, more force
is required for crusts that are thick and have a high

- Employ sprinkler water to reduce restriction of
seedling emergence.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA). Soil crust photo courtesy of University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Institute of
Agriculture and Natural Resources.
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Deposition of eroded materials can obstruct roadways
and fill drainage channels. Sediment can damage fish
habitat and degrade water quality in streams, rivers,
and lakes.
Blowing dust can affect human health and create public
safety hazards.

Wha t are some signs of erosion?
Wind erosion:
- dust clouds,
- soil accumulation along fencelines or snowbanks,
- a drifted appearance of the soil surface.

Wha t is erosion?

Water erosion:

Wind or water erosion is the physical wearing of the
earth's surface. Surface soil material is removed in
the process.

- small rills and channels on the soil surface,
- soil deposited at the base of slopes,
- sediment in streams, lakes, and reservoirs,
- pedestals of soil supporting pebbles and plant
material.

Why should we be concerned?

Water erosion is most obvious on steep, convex
landscape positions. However, erosion is not always
readily visible on cropland because farming operations
may cover up its signs. Loss of only 1/32 of an inch
can represent a 5 ton per acre soil loss.

Erosion removes topsoil. reduces levels of soil organic
matter. and contributes to the breakdown of soil
structure. This creates a less favorable environment
for plant growth.

Long -term soil erosion results in:

In soils that have restrictions to root growth. erosion
decreases rooting depth. which decreases the amount of
water. air. and nutrients available to plants.

- persistent and large gullies,
- exposure of lighter colored subsoil at the surface,
- poorer plant growth.

Erosion removes surface soil. which often has the
highest biological activity and greatest amount of soil
organic matter. This causes a loss in nutrients and
often creates a less favorable environment for plant
growth.

How can soil erosion be measured?

Nutrients removed by erosion are no longer available
to support plant growth onsite, but can accumulate in
water where such problems as algal blooms and lake
eutrophication may occur.

Visual, physical, chemical, and biological indicators
can be used to estimate soil surface stability or loss.
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Visual indicators
- comparisons of aerial photographs taken over time,
- presence of moss and algae (crypotogams) crusts in
desert or arid soils,
- changes in soil horizon thickness,
- deposition of soil at field boundaries.

Physical indicators
- measurements of aggregate stability,
- increasing depth of channels and gullies.

Chemical indicators
- decreases in soil organic matter content,
- increases in calcium carbonate content at the surface,
provided greater content exists in subsurface layers,
- changes in cation-exchange capacity (CEC).

How can soil erosion be avoided?

Biological indicators

Soil erosion cari be avoided by:

- decreased microbial biomass,
- lower rate of respiration,
- slower decomposition of plant residues.

- maintaining a protective covl?r on the soil,
- creating a barrier to the erosive agent,
- modifying the landscape to control runoff amounts
and rates.

What causes the problem?

Specific practices to avoid water erosion:

Water erosion

- growing forage crops in rotation or as permanent
cover,
- growing winter cover crops
- interseeding,
- protecting the surface with crop residue,
- shortening the length and steepness of slopes,
- increasing water infiltration rates,
- improving aggregate stability.

- lack of protection against raindrop impact,
- decreased aggregate stability,
- long and steep slopes,
- intense rainfall or irrigation events when plant or
residue cover is at a minimum,
- decreased infiltration by compaction or other means.

Mechanical erosion

(

Specific practices to avoid wind erosion:

- removal by harvest of root crops,
- tillage and cultivation practices that move soil
downslope.

- maintaining a cover of plants or residue,
- planting shelterbelts,
- stripcropping,
- increase surface roughness,
- cultivating on the contour,
- maintaining soil aggregates at a size less likely to be
carried by wind.

Wind erosion
- exposed surface soil during critical periods of the
year,
- occurrence of wind velocities that are sufficient to lift
individual soil particles,
- long, unsheltered, smooth soil surfaces.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA)
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,.
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for communication of program information (braille. large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact the USDA Office of Communications at (202) 720·2791.
..
To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 20250, or call (202) 720-7327 (voice) or (202) 720·1127 (rOD). USDA is an equal employment opportunity employer.
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How can compacted soils be
identified?
- platy or weak structure, or a massive condition,
- greater penetration resistance,
- higher bulk density,
- restricted plant rooting,
- flattened, turned, or stubby plant roots.
The significance of bulk density depends on the soil
texture. Rough guidelines for the minimum bulk
density at which a root restricting condition will occur
for various soil textures are (glcc stands for grams per
cubic centimeter):

What is compaction?
Soil compaction occurs when soil particles are pressed
together, reducing the pore space between them. This
increases the weight of solids per unit volume of soil
(bulk density). Soil compaction occurs in response to
pressure (weight per unit area) exerted by field
machinery or animals. The risk for compaction is
greatest when soils are wet.

Texture

Bulk Density
(g/cel

Coarse, medium, and fine sand and loamy
sands other than loamy very fine sand
1.80

Why is compaction a problem?
Compaction restricts rooting depth, which reduces the
uptake of water and nutrients by plants. It decreases
pore size, increases the proportion of water-filled pore
space at field moisture, and decreases soil temperature.
This affects the activity of soil organisms by decreasing
the rate of decomposition of soil organic matter and
subsequent release of nutrients.
Compaction decreases infiltration and thus increases
runoff and the hazard of water erosion.
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Very fine sand, loamy very fine sand

1.77

Sandy loams

1.7S

Loam, sandy clay loam

1.70

Clay loam

1.6S

Sandy clay

1.60

Silt, silt loam

1.SS

Silty clay loam

1.S0

Silty clay

1.45

Clay

1.40

How do organic matter and
compaction interact?

What causes soil compaction?
Soil compaction is caused by tilling, harvesting, or
grazing when the soils are wet.

(
"-"

Soil organic matter promotes aggregation of soil
particles. This increases porosity and reduces bulk
density (i.e., compaction). It also increases
permeability and may increase plant available water.

Soil water content influences compaction. A dry soil is
much more resistant to compaction than a moist or wet
soil.

Addition of manure, compost, or other organic
materials including newspaper, woodchips, and
municipal sludge can improve soil structure, helping to
resist compaction.

Other factors affecting compaction include the texture,
pressure exerted, composition (texture, organic matter,
plus clay content and type), and the number of passes
by vehicle traffic and machinery. Sandy loam, loam,
and sandy clay loam soils compact more easily than
silt, silt loam, silty clay loam, silty clay, or clay soils.

Thick layers of forest litter reduce the impact of
machinery, thus reducing compaction.

Effect of Compaction
on. Permeability

Compaction may extend to 20 inches. Deep
compaction affects smaller areas than shallow
compaction, but it persists because shrinking and
swelling and freezing and thawing affect it less.
Machinery that has axle loads of more than 10 tons
may cause compaction below 12 inches. Grazing by
large animals can cause compaction because their
hooves have a relatively small area and therefore exert
a high pressure.

(
How long will compaction last?
Compaction

The persistence of soil compaction is determined by the
depth at which it occurs, the shrink-swell potential of
the soil, and the climate. As the depth increases, the
more persistent the condition. The type and percentage
of clay determine the shrink-swell potential. The
greater the shrink-swell potential and number of
wet/dry cycles, the lower is the duration of compaction
at a particular depth. Freeze/thaw cycles also help
decrease near-surface compaction.

How can compaction be reduced?
- Reduce the number of trips across the area.
- Till or harvest when the soils are not wet.
- Reduce the pressure of equipment.
- Maintain or increase organic matter in the soil.
- Harvest timber on frozen soil or snow.

(Prepared by the National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA, and the National Soil
Tilth Laboratory, Agricultural Research Service, USDA)
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national origin. sex, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs, and marital or familial status. (Not aU prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
for communication of program information (braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) shoufd contact the USDA Office of Communications at (202) 720-2791,
To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 20250, or call (202) 720-7327 (voice) or (20t
720·1127 (TD). USDA is an equal employment opportunity employer.
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Soil Quality Information Sheet

Soil Quality Resource Concerns:

Sediment Deposition on Cropland
USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service

April 1996

Deposits of infertile sand on a highly productive silt
loam that is high in organic matter and nutrients can
significantly decrease the quality of the silt loam.
However, soil quality would change little if similar
deposits occurred on a sandy soil that had a low
content of organic matter, and low levels of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potash.
The rate of deposition also affects soil quality. If an
inch of sand is deposited on a fertile sot! every year for
16 years, the effects would be much less than if eight
inches of sand were deposited in one year. Incremental
deposits become incorporated with the surface layer
and improve with organic matter accumulation.

Nhat is sediment deposition?

How is sediment deposition
identified?

Sediment is solid material that is or has been
transported from its site of origin by air, water,
gravity, or ice to a field or low landscape position.
Deposition occurs when the amount of sediment
becomes greater than the carrying capacity of the force
that is moving it.

Modern deposits of sediment have different physical
characteristics than the older, buried soils upon which
they were deposited. The buried soil is generally
darker and more uniform in color. The sediment
deposits are generally less dense, with a wider range in
grain sizes. Sediment deposits often show distinct
stratification or layering.

How is soil quality affected?
Sediment can either improve or degrade the soils upon
which it is deposited. The impact of sediment
deposition depends on the characteristics of the original
soil, rate of deposition, type of material, and depth of
deposition.
Fine-grained soil particles deposited on sandy soils
generally improve soil quality, but if coarser material
is deposited on fine-textured soils there is a more
delicate balance. Soil quality may improve over a
short period, but coarser material generally results in
degraded soil structure and physical characteristics and
decreased fertility.
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What can be done about sediment
deposition?

The best method for addressing sedimentation is
prevention, since soil qual ity generally decreases as ('
the depth of sediment deposition increases.

Management response to sediment deposition is
generally determined by the depth of deposition and the
quality of the underlying soil. Generally, as the depth
of sediment deposition increases, less mixing is
possible.

Prevent soil erosion in upstream landscape positions
by maintaining plant or crop residue cover, high
infiltration rates, and minimal runoff.
Conservation practices on upstream watersheds reduce
the risk of high volume flooding and damaging
sediment deposition. Dikes, levees, and intercepting
channels are used to provide local protection from
some flooding and sediment deposition.

Potential management practices include the one-time
use of:
- moldboard p'lowing, which generally turns 6 to 8
inches of soil over but causes a minimum amount of
mixing between the surface and subsurface layers.

Relationships between the depth and type of sediment
deposit and damage to soils on flood plains relative to
crop yield are shown in the following table. An
estimate of the amount of recovery and the length of
time required are made with the assumption that the
flooding was a one-time event and would not reoccur.

- chisel plowing, which causes a greater degree of
mixing but generally disturbs the soil to a shallower
depth of only 4 to 6 inches.
- deep chiseling, which disturbs the soil to the greatest
depth (12 to 24 inches) but generally results in a
minimal amount of mixing.

Depth and Texture

4-8

11

Damage
Pct

Recovery
Period
Yrs

Damage
Remaining
After Recoverv

Pet

fine sand and silt
coarse sand and silt

20

5

0

4 - 8"

medium sand
coarse sand

40

10

10

8 - 12"

fine sand
coarse sand

40

10

10

12 - 14"

coarse sand

60

20

30

12 - 24"

coarse sand and
gravel

90

30

50

(

(from Technical Release No. 17, Geologic Investigations for Watershed Planning, USDA, SCS, 1966)

(Prepared by National Soil Survey Center in cooperation with the Soil Quality Institute, NRCS, USDA)
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs, and marital or familial status. (Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means
for communication of program infonnation (braille, large print, audiotape. etc.) should contact the USDA Office of Communications at (202) 720~2791.
To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., 20250, or call (202) 120-1321 (voice) or (202)
720-1127 (TOO). USDA is an equal employment opportunity employer.
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he requirements of agricultural and environmental susrainabiliry have dramati-

cally redefined soil qualiry. The tradi-

tional view of soil quality, as measured by soil
performance and productivity, is now considered inadequate for what it does not and cannor reveal. Accordingly, the emerging definition
of soil quality extends beyond crop production
to issues of food safety, human and animal
health, and water quality (Doran and Parkin;
Parr er al.).
Concern for soil quality is not limited to
agricultural scientists, natural resource managers, and policymakers. Farmers also have a
vested interest in soil quality; its stewardship
and maintenance have always rested with them.
Farmer interest in soil health, a term some
farmers prefer co soil quality, may have been encouraged by their desire to examine and validate the management practices they use on
their own farm. Evidence of farmer interest
shows in the increased attention to soil health
in alternative farming publications like New

promotes farmer and scientist partnership, asserting that, "Combined they may achieve what
neither would alone."
To this end, the Wisconsin Soil Health Program has consulted the knowledge and experience of more than 100 \'(lisconsin producers in
order (Q understand their perspective on soil
health and quality. The program has progressed
from informal dialogues with farmers (Harris;
Harris er al.: Porter), to the development of an
interpretive framework that recognizes descriptive and analytical properties of soil and related
systems (planes, animals/humans, water, and
air) for soil quality assessment (Harris and
Bezdicek). This interpretive framework provided the foundation for a coordinated set of rools
to gather and analyze farmer knowledge of soil

Farm and Acres USA.

health and quality (Garlynd er al.), and for rhe

Over the last decade, farmers in traditional
farming systems have been credited for their sophisticated knowledge of agroecosystems (Al-

development of a soil health scorecard based on

corn; Bentley; Thrupp). The working knowledge possessed by these farmers accumulates
through experiences in the material world and
is attuned to the ecological and social realities
of the local environment (Harper; Kloppenburg; Orr; Weinstock). Researchers have articulated that those close to the land have complex
folk soil taxonomies (Bellon and Taylor;
Williams and Ortiz-Solorio), possess a variety
of practical solutions to conserve agricultural
resources (Pawluk et al.; Zimmerer), and employ intricate methods to manage soils (Bocco;
Hecht; Perrot-Maitre and Weaver; Wilken).
In the context of soil quality, farmers primarily attend to the local peculiarities of how best
to maintain a soil's health. Alternatively, scientific inquiry is concerned with the definition of
soil quality and establishing criteria to quantify
its parameters (Doran and Parkin; Larson and
Pierce). These different concerns and interests
theoretically complement one another, as both
parties work toward the goals of productivity
and susraiuabiliry (Kloppenburg). Chambers

Reprinted with permission
Journal of Soil and Water
Conservation
May-June 1995, p. 229-236

farmer knowledge (Romig er al., 1994, 1995).
This paper is an overview of our recent work
examining the nature of farmers' assessment of
soil health. Here we articulate farmers' knowl-

edge of soil health, specifically their prioriries
and how thev are characterized. Furthermore,
the potential "contribution of farmer knowledge
to soil quality research, especially the development of indices for soil quality and health assessment, is discussed.

Soil health interviews
In the summer of 1993, we discussed the
broad question "How do you recognize a
healthy soil?" during structured interviews with
28 farmers through a series of open- and
dosed-ended questions. Participants were associated with the University of \'V'isconsin's inregrated cropping sysrems 'research in \\7alworrh
and Columbia counties in southeast Wisconsin.
The farmers operated conventional and lowinput cash grain and dairy farms ranging in size
from 80 to 2,200 acres. Agricultural soils of the
reglOn are commonly formed in silt overlying
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photo: Fanners rely primarilyon sensory observations to
evaluate a soil's health and
quality. Healthy soil was
often described as having a
distinct sweet or earthy
smell.
MA\·JUNE 1995

Figure 1: Dlstrlbutlon of top 50 farmeridentified soil health
properties placed
within their respective systems. Relative rank of property
Is Indicated In parenthesis

organic matter (1)
( earthworms (3)
','erosion (4)
(tillage'ease (5)
(drainage (6)
;',structure (7)
'pH (8)
:.soil test (9)
i; compaction (11)
f ,infiltration (12)

aeration (39)
biological activity (40)
topsoil depth (42)
soil type" (43)
Ca.Mq ratio" (45)
landform/slope· (47)

crop appearance (2)
yield (10)
nutrient deficiency (17)
roots (20)
mature crop (21)
growth rate (22)

weeds" (23)
cost 01production & profit (30)
resist drought (31)
resist pests & disease (33)
test weight (36) leaves (37)
seed germination (38)
stems (46)
feed value (48)

,'6016('(13)

t-~~"itr'ogen (14)
[waW retention (15)
phosphorus (16)
decompostion (18)
'potassium (19)
I~rtility (24)
feel (25)
, surtacs cover (27)
surface crust (28)

Anirnal/Human
human health (41)
animal health (49)
wildlife (50)

Water
chemicals in groundwater (26)
surface water appearance (44)

smell (29)
, hardness (32)
micronutrients (34)

'Property had conflicting descriptions

texture (35)

glacial till or outwash.
Interviews were coded for 97 soil health
properties and a semi-quanritarive analysis of
the interviews scored each properC)' for frequency, sequence, and percenr of farmers who discussed it. Properries were considered greater in
importance if they were mentioned earlier in
the interview, used more frequently in the interview, and used by a majority of the farmers.
A procedure was developed based on these assumptions to rank each attribute relative to one
another. The words, phrases, or numerical values that farmers used to characterize soil health
properties were also cataloged 1. The methods
used in this study to gather and synthesize
farmer knowledge are detailed elsewhere".
Farmers' assessment of soil health

view analysis.
Overall, soil attributes rook precedence in
their mention (60 percent). Farmers placed
their emphasis on biological components (organic matter, earthworms, and decomposition),
chemical (pl-I, soil tests, and primary nutrients)
and physical (erosion, compaction, and soilwater relationships) properties. Many soil properties identified in Figure 1 are morphological
features that describe a soil's physical nature
and are common to field descriptions of soils.
These included structure, color, hardness (friability), and texture. Farmers frequently addressed properties of the topsoil rather than
subsoil features, presumably because ropsoil is
influenced more by tillage and plant growth.
Attributes of plants figured prominently in
farmers' assessment of soil quality. Again, many
of the plant properties described morphology

Farmer-identified soil health properties.
Soil is bur one of a variety of resources in a
farm enterprise. It therefore follows that farmers may not limit their diagnosis of a soil's
health strictly to attributes of the soil. From a
farmers perspective, reflections of a soil's health
can be seen in plants, animals, and water
(ground- and surface) that are both familiar and
apparent to farmers. To judge the quality of a
soil, farmers integrate chemical, physical!morphological, and biological properties of soils,
plants, animals/humans, and water. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution and rank of the top 50
soil health properties as identified by the inter, Characrerizarion of soil health properties was supplemented by interviews in a related field invesriguriou in Walworth County, where six of these farmers were revisited in
addition to rwo organic dairy producers.
l Romig, D.E., and R.F. Harris. In preparation. Survey,
synthesis, and use of farmer knowledge in assessment of
soil qualiry and health.
i
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features (roots, leaves, and mature crop) or characrerized their growth and performance (growth
rare, resist drought, (est weight, and seed germination). In the interviews, a majority of farmers
were quick to suggest that a crops' overall appearance would indicate a soil's health. Crop
yield, a measure of soil productivity. ranked
tenth, yet its relationship to soil quality remained problematic. As one farmer put it:
Take a poor soil and a good manager. If

[the manager} puts enough firtilizer in the
row, and kills the weeds, he can still get an
average to above average crop, and the soil
could still be out ofwhack.
A minority of farmers (39 percent) volunteered in open-ended questioning that the level
of crop productivity was indicative of a soil's
health. In follow-up questions that asked about
the relationship directly, an additional 54 percem
of rhc farmers (for a roral of 93 percent) considered crop yield influenced by soil

quality A simi-

I

l

-

...
lar answering pattern was observed for yield-reIared categories that dealt with grain appearance
and quality, specifically rest weight and mature
crop (Figure 1). It is interesting that. unless
prompted, farmers chose indicators other than
yield to determine the health of their soil.
Beyond soil and plant systems, the relationship of soil quality co animal health and water
quality becomes more tenuous and difficult co

document. With exception of chemicals in
groundwater, properties 'of these systems ranked
low in the interview analysis (Figure 1). But
farmers did not dismiss animal health or water
quality as important indicators of soil health:

A healthy plant is a healthy cow is a
healthy milk check. It; all related to me.
It remains ro be seen if farmers represeming
different farming systems from different geographical locations will use similar soil and nonsoil indicators of soil health functions (the ability
of a soil to support biological productivity, promote animal and human health, and protect environmental quality). Additionally, it will be interesting to track future changes in farmer and
scientist perceptions concerning soil quality and
health properties and functions as new knowledge continues to be developed and exchanged.

Characterization of soil health properties.
Farmers provided a wide variety of terms to describe properties of soil, plants, animal/human,
and water that they consider reflective of soil
health. Given this broad range of descriptive
terms, subtle gradations of properties could be
used by farmers to characterize soil health between healthy and unhealthy extremes. If soil
quality exists on a continuum, what level of resolution is necessary for its evaluation? For many
farmer assessments, \'{1i1shusen and Stone suggest that three categories of soil quality (good,
mediocre, and poor) may be sufficient; similarly, we use three categories (healthy, impaired,
and unhealthy) in the \Vjgonsin Soil Health
Scorecard (Romig er al, 1994; 1995). However,
in practice, farmers in our interviews recognized soil health on essentially a dichotomous
scale-healrhyor unhealthy.
The multiple descriptive terms used by farmers to characterize soil health presents, in principle, a logistical problem for the condensation
and use of this information. However, it is
often possible to discern a common theme or
pattern for a given soil health property. For example, a (Oral of 30 different descriptions were
collected for tillage ease, but most could be capcured in the generalization that, for healthy
soils, tillage was easier because the soil broke
down quicker with less traccion: unhealthy
soils, on the other hand, were harder to work,
requiring more horsepower and time to make a
suitable seedbed. This approach was employed
to develop a catalogue of healthy and unhealthy
descriptive rerrns used by farmers for the top 20
soil health properties Crable I).
The following is a distillation of the views of

farmers on descriptive differences between
healthy and unhealthy soils, recognizing that all
farmers did not subscribe to all viewpoints expressed.·Healthy soils were described by farmers
as loose, soft, crumbly, flexible, mellow, darkly
colored, and loamy. These soils were also characterized as having an abundance of earthworms; a sweet, earthy smell; and no problems
with crusting or compaction. Unhealthy soils
were described as massive, lumpy, or powdery;
·having a greasy -or rough feel; being dense or
solid; lightly colored; and too light or too heavy
in texture. These soils were further described as
having a sour or chemical smell, a surface crust,
and a hard plowpan. Plants grown in a healthy
soil were expected to have a large spreading root
system with numerous feeder roots: thick, tall
stems; and large, dark green leaves. Further,
they would germinate better, grow at a vigorous
rate, take longer to mature, and have grain with
body and a higher feed value than those plants
growing on an unhealthy soil. Overall, planes
on a healthy soil would appear in a dense, uniform stand, show little or no signs of nutrient
deficiencies, withstand drought and pest infestations, and be more economical to produce.
Animals grown on feed from healthy soils were
said to have less disease, and higher production.
Wildlife was seen more often around farms with
healthy soils, especially birds feeding on earthworms behind the plow. Half of the participants
felt that human health was affected to some degree by their soil quality. Healthy soils were said
to protect groundwater from chemical contamination and surface water from siltation.
Not all soil health properties are assessed by
direct observation. Farmers appear to have an
intuitive understanding of many local physical, chemical, and biological soil processes,
and wilt determine the health of a soil from a
multitude of observations under a multitude
of conditions. This temporal perspective of
soil quality is difficult for scientists to acquire.
The partitioning of water at the soil surface,
for example, can often suggest the soil's ability
to absorb water. But water observed ponding
or running off the soil surface does not immediately inform a person of the subsoil's ability
to drain or hold water. It is by observing how
their soils and crops respond to climatic extremes-times of intense precipitation,
drought, and supersaturation-that farmers
are able to deduce such properties as drainage,
water retention, and aeration.
Farmer understanding of soil biological
processes of healthy soils are again derived from
observing a few conspicuous and familiar signs.
Ifyou have a fot of worms in a soil, you
know you have a good soil.
In an unhealthy soil, you start lOJing alf
your microbes that help breakdown organic
matter.
Decomposition rates of crop residues and manures, in addition to the presence of earth-
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fTiI,~i~·1.Selected descriptive terms for top 20 soil health properties

l\t'EJ"(soil Health

Descriptions

1~'Cl,~~S~;,\!: ~rope,rty

Unhealthy

tjeallhy
as high as possible, at soil's potential, manure, compost,
>3%, 2%, 7,·8%, putting more back.

rough, lack of organic matter, less, low.

green, healthy, uniform, lush, dense stand, tall, larger,
sturdy, stout, proper color, darker, good crop.

yellow, stunted corn, small, poor color, poorer,
lack ofgreen, light green, streaks in field.

wouldn't erode, water & wind not taking soil, prevented,
stays in place, less, slowed down, delayed.

blows sooner, washes, topsoil's lost, erodes more,
clouds of dust, ravines, runs bad, any, easier.

fishing &':red worms present, see after rain, a lot, angle
worms, see holes & castings, see during plowing.

not there, don't work, can't find, no holes, lack of,
killed by insecticides or anhydrous, void.

'drainage

water goes away, fast, better, no ponding, moves
through, takes alot of rain, drains properly, dries out.

tight, waterlogged, drains too fast, ponding, no outlet
for water, won't drain, slop, poor, saturated.

6

tillage ease

one pass & ready, breaks up, mellow, easier, smooth,
crumbles, flows, plow a gear faster, minimum.

never works down, needs more disking, lumps, slabs,
shiney, pulls hard, worked wet, overworked.

7

soil structure

won't roll out of hand, crumbly, loose, holds together,
granular.

hard, doesn't hold together, lumpy, rausapart, massive,
cloddy, lumpy, clumpy, tight, compacted, powder.

8

pH

7.0,6.7-6.8,6.2-6.7, balanced, neutralize.

<6.0, high, nothing works, wrong, too low, high acidity.

9

soil test

up to recommendations, high, elevated, complete, where
it belongs, every year or two, stay up with soil test.

law of minimum at work.

10

yield

150·180 bu corn, 60 bu beans, 30·40% higher, +10
bu/ acre, better 5 year average, significantly higher.

110 bu corn, 150 bu corn, 35 bu beans, 20-50
don't get much off, down, reduced, low.

11

compaction

doesn't pack down, not compacted, stays loose, not out
there when wet.

compacted, plow layer, packs down, hardpan, plowsoil,
tight, can't get into it, packed.

12

infiltration

water doesn't stand, absorbs, water moves into soil,
soaks, rapid, no ponding, fast, spongy.

water runs off soil, sits on top, water stands, doesn't
absorb, puddles, nonporous.

13

soil color

dark, black. dark brown, gray, holds dark color.

orange, brown, light, white, red, blue-gray, subsoil color,
bleached, sandy colored, light brown, pale, anemic, gray.

14

nitrogen

put on less, manure, as required, compost, slurry, more
available, organic N, organic matter.

Too much N, chemical N, commercial fertilizers burn
ground, anhydrous, sludge.

15

water retention

holds moisture, get by with less, retains more, moisture
travels, gives and takes water freely, conservinq,

too much water, doesn't hold water, drys out, too wet or
dry, droughty, stays wet, runs out of moisture, poor.

16

phosphorus

as required.

17

nutrient deficiency

has what it needs, no shortage of elements, no spots on
leaves.

yellow, purple, discoloration in leaves, lodging, crop falls
off, stripping, brown streaks, firings on bottom, blight.

18

decomposition

breaks down, decays, rots in 4-5 months, manure part of
soil in 1 yr, disappears, not too fast, 2/3 gone in year.

see stalks from last year, doesn't break down, manure
plows up next year.

19

potassium

as required.

20

roots

larger, spread out, grow down, while, deep, numerous,
good penetration, full, lots of feeders, branched out.

,..,,', ;'i: .,'..,....
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worms, are measures farmers make over
months, even years, which inform them about
the condition of their soils.
This study showed that farmers rely almost
exclusively on sensory observations to judge a
soil's health. Even indicators considered essentially quantitative tended to be described qualitatively. For example, Table 1 reveals the absence of numerical references to soil tests and
their constituent nutrient analyses (nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium). Farmers were
quick to enlist the help of a soil test when asked
how they might determine the quality of an
unfamiliar field. Bur when prompted, farmers
were uncertain as to exact nutrient levels they
would consider a healthy soil to have. Rather:
We like to see elJel}lthing up to, and a little above, the recommendations.
Furthermore, the response "as required"
farmers gave for nitrogen, phosphorus, and
JOCR~AI.
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less,

don't penetrate, undeveloped, balled up, grow crossways,
discolored, diseased, at hard angles, shallow, short.

potassium (Table 1) would seem to indicate
that soil fertility is human-made, a technical attribute rather than an inherent soil property
(Williams and Ortiz-Solorio). And while soil
tests are tools that help distinguish healthy
from unhealthy soils , they may serve a more
important role in advising farmers of the
amount of corrective action required to build
or maintain soil fertility.
If a fm·mer wants to improve his system,
he has to start by testing the soilyearly.
Numerical descriptions were emphasized , to
varying degrees, for only five properties (organic matter, pH, yield, grain test weight, and topsoil depth). By and large these values defined a
range farmers knew they could work within
rather than a precise value. For example, 15 of
20 descriptions for soil pH were numerical,
defining a range for healthy soil between 6.2
and 7.0. Quantitative values were given less

often for soil organic matter; eight of 26 farmer
descriptions targeted the range of2 to 8 percent
organic matter for soils of high quality, recognizing its variability with respect to soil eype.
The remaining descriptions for organic matter
reveal that farmers prefer to be "at the soil's potential" and detailed methods to improve organic matter levels:

It takes a long time to create a healthy
soil; plowing under trash and manure and
tryingto build humus.
Though farmers held a common ideal for
most soil health attributes, consensus among
them was nor found for all properties. As indicated in Figure 1, conflicting descriptions were
given for weeds, soil rype, landform/slope, and
the ratio of calcium to magnesium of healthy
and unhealthy soils. While most farmers believed a healthy soil would grow more weeds,
others thought weeds were a sign of poor soil
health, indicative of nutrient imbalances. Soil
rype seemed to be a function of personal preference, though many farmers showed an affinity
for loamy soils developed under prairie vegeta~
tion. Nevertheless, farmers did not exclude
other soil types:

Ifyou are getting into a heavy clay, you
aregoingto have to understand it....to tie it
intoyourprograrn.

Two farmers described their ideal soil as having
a dark loam above a clay subsoil, with something underneath to improve drainage, In general, most farmers were reluctant to compare
different soil types:

There's prairiesoil, tight clay, gumbo, and
peat ground.... Its tough to compare [their
quality]' You really shouldn't do that. You
shouldlook at onesoiltype.
Landforms and slopes were again a matter of
preference and had more impact on management than on the health or quality of the soil.

Level land isn't necessarily the best land.
Gently rolling is the best, because then water
at least hasa place to run.
YOu mayhave agood soil, but if it's on a real
good slope, you'll need tobemore carefUL On ito
Finally, calcium and magnesium were frequent-

ly mentioned as imporcanr nutrients, but a specific ratio between them was not addressed by
these farmers,
Soil health as practice, Appraisal of soil
health by farmers was not limited to soil, plant,
animal, or water properties. Farmers repeatedly
referred to management practices as indicators of
soil quality. The following parcern emerged in
the analysis of the interviews: healthy soil is not
only a state that is recognizable, it is also a phenomena inwhich farmers actively participate. An
insightful dairy farmer put it in this way:

As soon asYOti settheplow in the ground,
you are working agaimt nature.... Then you
have to start managing and start thinking
ahead
In one case, when asked how an alternative

strategy of frost-seeding alfalfa related to soil
health, a dairy farmer responded:

This is soil health! It is all part ofit' I'm
not out there working the ground, trying to
get [the soil} preparedftr alftlft. I'm changing the thinking pattern.
In the minds of farmers it appears that the
management and the measurement of soil
health are inseparable parts of a dynamic system
(Alcorn).
Farmers engage in activities that directly impact the health of the soil. For the years that
follow, farmers measure the impacts of those
management decisions. They are also aware of
practices carried out on neighboring fields,
often making fenceline comparisons:

The neighbor has had corn ftr 15 years
straight....lOu cansee the difference in color.
Right across the fence, our soil looks a little
darker, richer.
Farmers spoke to several management prac~
rices that are parr of their diagnosis of soil
health:
• Chemical use

I think some soils that have been cropped
year afteryear, with heavy amounts ofpesticides, chemicalfertilizers, and anhydrous,
aredying.
• Rotations

If I see something that is in continuous
corn, I know that soil is flat healthy, I'd like
to see the rotation.

• Tillage practices

I believe a lot ofsoils are ruined because
they are worked at the wrong time, often
when they're too wet.
• Fertility management

My soils [have been] built up pretty good
by hauling manure and putting on some
commercialfertilizer and lime.
• Conservation techniques

Soil erosion is often dictated more by
firming practices and management, and less
by issues ofhealthy soil.
Comments such as these suggest that farmers
focus as much or more on processes they believe create or destroy soil health than on the
properties themselves.
Farmers possess a series of management activities or "scripts" related to soil health, Scripts embody cultural ideals and take care of many derails
that would otherwise divert a farmer's attention
from farming (Alcorn). Complex biogeochemical processes associated with crop rotations, for
example, are beyond the everyday concerns of a
farmer, but such a script does reveal a tacit understanding of the soil resource and the requirements for sustained production.
To me, there is something about having

hay in a rotation that makes a soil more
healthy. Now, there is some soil that will
neversee hay, It's still a healthier soil to me
If it has a rotation of corn and soybeans
uerses just straight corn. And iff can rotate
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Figure 2: First page 01 soil
section in the Wisconsin
Soil Health Scorecard

,SOIL- Questions refer primarily to the plow layer
SCORE

o
1ti3.
i!'(

TILLAGE EASE

0 Plow scours hard, soil never works down
2 Soil grabs plow, difficult to work, needs extra passes
4 Plow field in higher gear, soil flows & falls apart, mellow

ii'

,r
i~i4. SOIL STRUCTURE

:,
"

0 Soil is cloddy with big chunks, or dusty and powdery
2 Soil is lumpy or will not hold together
4 Soil Is crumbly, granular

" 5.

COLOR (MOIST)

o Soil color Is tan, light yellow, orange, or light gray
2 Soil color is brown, gray, or reddish
4 Soil color is black, dark brown, or dark gray

6.

COMPACTION

o Soil is tight, compacted, cannot get into it, thick hardpan
2 Soil packs down, thin hardpan or plow layer
4 Soil stays loose, does not pack, no hardpan

7.

INFILTRATION

o Water does not soak in, sits on top or runs off

2 Water soaks in slowly, some runoff or puddling after a
heavy rain
4 Water soaks right in, soil is spongy, no ponding

with a year of wheat, J think it's even
healthierfor tbe soil. I don't know why [soil)
needs small grains or ha)" but Jfiel it should
be in the rotation.
Following scripts, farmers use natural processes
to their advantage and guarantee that the final
product is of high quality.
'X'hile current scientific investigations seek to
establish analytical protocol to assess management effects on soil quality, many of the farmers in this study have already judged certain
management practices as either beneficial or
detrimental. Farmers recommended several
practices to maintain and improve soil healrh-cJOURNAL OF SOIL AND WATER CO:'>:SER\;.\]JO':
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o
o
o
o
o
o

the addition of manures and compost; cover
cropping; rotations with hay, sweet dover, oats,
or wheat; liming; keeping micronutrients in
balance; maintaining waterways; and practicing
conservation tillage. Practices some farmers
thought to avoid included plowing when wet,
producing cash grain crops continuously, and
applying anhydrous ammonia.

Farmer knowledge in soil qualiry research
Within recenr history, soil quality was considered by most scientists and farmers largely, if
not solely, in terms of soil chemical properties

defining the soil's capacity for crop production.
Farmer knowledge of soil fertillity was not necessarily disdained by scientists, bur was disregarded because of the exclusively analytical nature of soil fertility management.
Driven largely by groups external to agricultural science and the farming esrablishmenr, the
sustainable agriculture movement relied heavily
on the knowledge of farmers using alternative
methods to build its case while questioning
conventional production practices. After a period of mutual suspicion, distrust, and even contempt by production agriculturists and environmentalists, diverse scientists and farmers are
now converging conceptually on a similar
bcoad definition of soil quality and health. For
example, a soil quality rask force esrablished by
the Soil Science Society of America currently
defines soil quality as "the capacity of a specific
kind of soil to function, within natural or managed ecosystems, to sustain plant and animal
productivity, maintain or enhance water and air
quality, and support human health and habitation" (Karlen et al. 1995).
This expansion in the scope of soil quality
challenges scientists to develop soil quality assessment rools and strategies that not only serve
well in research, but meet the generalized needs
of all landowners and local communities (Acton
and Padbury). Further, while soil quality indicators fit inca familiar chemical, physical, and biological quantitative analyses, they must be convened to relative value-based indices, which
address different soil quality functions, perhaps
using a systems engineering approach (Karlen ec
al. 1994; Karlen and SCOrt). This conversion
process involves subjective decisions that implicitly confer a qualitative nature co soil quality indices (Granatstein and Bezdicek). Perhaps this is
an even greater challenge ro soil quality research,
acclimating the scientific community to soil
health and quality indices that qualitatively integrate analytical andlor descriptive data.
One outgrowth of our interview study has
been the development of the Wisconsin Soil
Health Scorecard (Figure 2), a farmer-based field
tool to assess and monitor soil quality and
health (Romig et al. 1994, 1995). The scorecard reflects the priorities, language, and intent
of the growers we interviewed, and allows for
holistic evaluation of soil, plant. animal, and
water properties. Figure 2 illustrates how the
index assesses soil health properties through a
series of question patterned afrer indices used in
human health and behavioral sciences (Bowling; Srreiner and Norman). Each question measures a soil health property along a 0 to 4 point
scale, directly incorporating a value judgment
for unhealthy (0), impaired (2), and healthy (4)
options. Final scores are totaled for each system
and, depending on the needs of the user, system
scores can be compared to one another or compiled into a total soil health score for a particular site. The scorecard provides a farmer-based

assessment of soil health that has, in addition to
inherent value, potential for use as a reference
base for soil quality assessment, and a soil
health data source for an integrated soil quality
and health scorecard.
Descriptive and holistic approaches used by
farmers to characterize soil health have practical
implications for soil quality work by scientists.
First, descriptive indicators of soil health provide
a mechanism for field assessment and monitoring of soil quality by scientists and farmers. Possible connections between farmer and scientist
descriptive indicators of soil quality are given by
Atshad and Coen, and Reganold er aI., including
surface crusting, evidence of erosion, ponding of
water, vegetative cover, soil structure, friability,
and consistence. These indicators integrate well
with rhe properties identified in this study and
provide a base for bridge-building between scientists and farmers to develop mutually acceptable
descriptive indicators for soil health and quality.
Second, the holistic manner in which farmers
interweave properties of the soil per se with
properties of plant. animal/human, water, and
air systems they consider an integral part of soil
health, has conceptual value for scientists, particularly in the development and validation of
indices addressing the functions of soil quality.
To date, however, recognizing non-soil properties such as vegetative cover in characterizing
soil quality is the exception rather than the rule.
Third, the high priority that farmers place on
certain descriptive soil health indicator properties suppOrts their inclusion of corresponding
analytical properties as soil quality indicators.
There is also scientific incentive to critically examine the basis of underlying farmer priorities
and assumptions. For example, the importance
attached by farmers to soil organic matter, soil
organisms, and biological processes gives direction and supporr for including biotic properties
as legitimate analytical components of soil quality. It also underscores the need for scientific
evaluation of the relationship between biotic
properties and soil quality. Similarly, farmer
perceptions about the relationship of weeds to
soil quality would appear worthy of scientific
examination.
Fourth, farmers perceive the relationship of
soil health to cropping systems and other management practices as dynamic rather than linear, measured not only by discrete properties
bur by the activities themselves. Furthermore,
farmer understanding of management effects
on soil health appear to warrant scientific investigation to interpret and predict the consequences of management on soil quality.
Finally. the broadening definition of soil
quality provides a bridge-building opportunity
for productive interactions and mutual understanding between scientists and farmers. We
must continue to face the challenge of combining the best ofscientific and fanner perspectives
and knowledge to meet the demands of regen-
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crating soil quality and health. Susrainabiliry
will come through the rediscovery and acknowledgment of the unique perceptions and
adaptations of farmers in partnership with new
research (Orr; Harris er al.). With greater understanding of soil stewardship through
farmer/scientist partnerships, it will be possible
to design better policies and implement appropriate programs to monitor, assess, and build
healthy soil.
1m
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Getting to Know Your Soil
Need a Simple Way to Test Your Soil Quality? Just Dig a Hole!
At a recent scientific meeting on soil quality, the question was asked, "If a person was to
make one assessment to determine soil quality, what would it be?"
As expected, this question created a lively debate among the meeting's participants. Soil
organic matter, salinity, aggregate stability, infiltration rate, soil respiration, as well as other soil tests
were all offered as being the assessment needed to determine soil quality. Unfortunately, but not
unexpectedly, the discussion turned into a bickering session, with each group defending their
assessment as superior to others.
After some time had passed, a well-respected soil microbiologist, obviously fed-up with the
scientific infighting stood up and said, "Just dig a hole." A silence fell over the room. It was as if a
new paradigm in soil testing was introduced. Somehow 'digging a hole' seemed to make perfect
sense.
Digging a hole has many advantages over traditional soil quality assessments. In a nutshell,
it's a quick, easy, no-cost test that does not require specialized equipment. It's a test that relies on
our common sense(s) for evaluation (i.e., senses of touch, sight, smell, and taste). Digging a hole is a
subjective activity; the conclusion one person has about a particular soil property may differ from
that of another person. Nevertheless, it is probably the most practical test for a quick assessment of
soil condition. Furthermore, because the person conducting the test is in direct physical contact with
the soil, it is the best way to 'get to know' the soil.
The first step in digging a hole is to choose a good shovel. A sharpshooter spade will work
nicely, but any shovel with a sturdy handle will do.
The next step is to choose an area to evaluate. 'Problem' areas are often good places to
check. If you're not sure where you want to dig, let vegetation be your guide. What exists below
ground will affect what grows above ground. Therefore, inspecting vegetation is a useful 'first step'
in determining soil condition. Noticing variation in crop color, height, and percent stand can give
clues as to what may be occurring in the soil, whether it be a nutrient or aeration problem or some
other limitation to crop growth.
Furthermore, weeds, when in clearly defined areas, are excellent indicators of soil condition.
Calcareous, saline, compacted, poorly-drained, and nutrient-rich soils are each characterized by the
growth of certain types of weeds. For instance, bindweed often indicates the presence of a hardpan,
docks usually indicate a poorly drained soil, and pigweek typically indicates high soil fertility.
Once you've chosen an area to evaluate, start digging. Dig a hole at least four to six inches
past the lowest depth of disturbance by tillage implements. While you're digging, be sensitive to how
much effort you're putting forth to get the hole dug. If excavation requires a significant amount of
energy (like standing on the shovel to get it to go in) you probably have a compaction problem.
Make sure the hole is dug wide enough so that you can inspect plant roots. Observe their
condition. Are they well branched with lots of fine root hairs, or are they balled up and growing
sideways at certain depths? A lack of fine root hairs indicates oxygen deprivation in the root zone,
and sideways root growth is a sure bet that there is a hardpan.
Having a feel for the amount of earthworm activity can give you a good idea of the overall
biological health of your soil. Searching for earthworms can be done as you're removing soil from
the hole. Count the worms as you see them. If you find ten earthworms in a hole a foot-square and
75

foot deep, you've got a healthy soil. If you didn't notice any earthworms while digging, inspect the
wall of the hole for earthworm burrows.
Once you are done looking for earthworms, cut out a slice of soil from the wall of the hole
and lay it out on the ground. Here's where the fun really begins! First look for color changes from
the soil surface downward. If you have a tape measure with you, measure the topsoil depth. Soil that
is dark brown, very dark gray, or black qualifies as topsoil in Nebraska. If you happened to leave
your tape measure back in the shop, but know the distance between the tip of your thumb and pinky
with your hand fully extended, you can estimate topsoil depth from that.
Next, break off a chunk of soil about the size of your fist from the top six inches of the hole.
Gently break it apart with your fingers and then hold it up to your nose. What do you smell? The
smell of soil can range from a strong putrid, sour, chemical smell, to a strong earthy, sweet, fresh
smell, to no odor at all. It's the earthy, sweet, fresh smell that we typically associate with healthy soil.
While you have the soil in your hands, notice the size and shape of the soil aggregates. Are
the aggregates blocky, granular, or powdery? Having a range of different types of aggregates is best,
with the majority having a granular shape and size of about 1/16th to 1/8th inch in diameter.
The next step is to check soil texture. Take what soil is in your hand and squeeze it. If the
soil does not stay in a ball after squeezing, then it's sand. If it stays in a ball, try to make a ribbon
with the soil by squeezing it between your forefinger and thumb. Make as long a ribbon as you can,
and then estimate its length.
If the ribbon is shorter than one inch, it's probably a silt loam or sandy loam. A silt loam will
feel smooth, while a sandy loam will feel gritty. If the ribbon is between one and two inches in length,
it's probably a silty clay loam. If the ribbon is longer than two inches in length, it's probably a silty
clay or clay.

It is important to recognize that digging a hole is not intended to replace analytical soil tests,
there is no substitute for charting trends in soil condition in a quantitative manner. What digging a
hole does that analytical soil tests do not do is that it gives you a quick, down to earth idea of what
the soil condition is like, without the use of specialized equipment.
Furthermore, you can develop a special relationship with your soil by digging a hole.
Checking for compaction, observing soil structure, and looking for earthworms are all activities that
will bring you closer to the source of much of our food and fiber. By getting to know your soil in this
way, you will almost certainly increase your respect for it as a living, dynamic system that is sensitive
to different forms of agricultural management.
For additional information on descriptive assessments of soil quality, consult The Soul of
Soil: a guide to ecological soil management (3rd ed.), Grace Gershuny and Joseph Smilie, 1995,
agAccess, Davis, CA (Address - agAccess, P.O. Box 2008, Davis, CA 95616; Phone - (916) 7567177.
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Methods for Assessing
Soil Quality

Methods for Assessing Soil Quality, SSSA Special
Publicalion Number 49, bridges our understanding of
the theory, methods, and applications of soil quality.
There are two unique features that separate this publication from other methods texts. First is the inclusion
of chapters that focus on the linkages of soil quality to
the health of plants, animals, and humans, and farmerbased approaches to assessing soil quality. The second
feature are the concluding chapters highlighting preliminary case studies that discern land use and management impacts on soil quality; develop and synthesize possible soil quality indices for sustainability; and
demonstrate educational tools and techniques to
increase knowledge and understanding about soil
quality and its role in the biosphere.
Researchers, resource managers, consultants, farm
owners and operators, and educators can quickly
grasp and use portions of the information presented in
this publication.

~versial.

cians, and researchers. Soil quality describes the soil's
ability to produce food and fiber and to function as an
important interface with the environment. It reflects
upon the growing awareness that soil is an essential
component of the biosphere. Not only is soil a key
ingredient in food and fiber production, it also contributes to maintaining and enhancing air and water
quality.
The concepts of air quality and water quality have
been accepted by the public. For many people, however, the concept of soil quality is much newer and the
standard against which soil quality is compared has
not been well defined. In fact, soil quality is evaluated based upon the intended use of the soil. It is for this
reason that the concept of soil quality is still centro-

among farmers, ranchers, environmentalists, politi-

Soil quality is a phrase that is gaining popularity

The chapters and authors include:
Introduction: Importance of Soil Quality to Health and
Sustainable Land Management, David F. Bezdicek;
Robert I. Papendick, and Rattan Lot
1. Linkages Between Soil Quality and Plant, Animal, and
Human Health, L. J. Cihacek, 1¥. L. Anderson. and
Phillip Barak
2. Quantitative Indicators of Soil Quality: A Minimum
Data Set, John W Doran and TImothy B. Parkin
3. Farmer-Based Assessment of Soil Quality: A Soil
Health Scorecard, Douglas E. Romig, M. Jason
Garlynd, and Robin F. Harris
4. A Conceptual Framework for Assessment and
Management of Soil Quatity and Health, Robin F.
Harris, Douglas L. Karlen, and David J. Mulla
5. On-Farm Assessment of Soil Quality and Health,
Marianne Sarrantonio, John W Doran, MarkA. Liebig,
and JonathanJ. Halvorson
6. Standardized Methods, Sampling, and Sample
Pretreatment, Richard P. Dick, David R. Thomas, and
Jonathan J. Halvorson
7. Physical Tests for Monitoring Soil Quality, M. A.
(Charlie) Arshad, Birl Lowery, and Bob Grassman
8. Soil WaterParameters and Soil Quality.Birl Lowery, M.
A. (Charlie) Arshad, Rattan Lal, and William J. Hickey
9. Soil Organic Carbon and Nitrogen, Lawrence J. Sikora
and D. E. Stott
10. Measurement and Use of pH and Electrical Conductivity for Soil Quality Analysis, Jeffrey L. Smith and
John w: Doran
11. Assessing Soil Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium for
Crop Nutrition and Environmental Risk, Deborah L.
Allan and Randy KiIlorn
12. Role of Microbial Biomass Carbon and Nitrogen inSoil
Quality, Charles W Rice, Thomas B. Moorman, and
Mike Beare
13. Potentially Mineralizable Nitrogen as an Indicator of
Biologically Active Soil Nitrogen, Laurie E. Drinkwater, Cynthia A. Cambardella, Jean D. Reeder, and
Charles tv. Rice

Methods for Assessing Soil Quality

SOIL QUALITY ASSESSMENT-PRELIMINARY
CASE STUDIES:
19. Soil Quality in Central Michigan: Rotations with High
or Low Diversity of Crops and Manure, E. FrancoVizcaino
20. Impact of Farming Practices on Soil Quality in North
Dakota, John C. Gardner and Sharon A. Clancy
21. Use of Soil Quality Indicators to Evaluate Conservation
Reserve Program Sites in Iowa, Douglas L. Karlen,
Timothy B. Parkin, and Neal S. Eash
22. Quantifying Soil Condition and Productivity in
Nebraska, Gail L. OIsan, Betty F. McQuaid, Karen N.
Easterling, and Joyce Mack Scheyer
23. Soil Quality Assessment Training for Environmental
Educatorsof Grades 5 through 12, Betty F. McQuaid
24. A Comparative Study of Soil Quality in TWo Vineyards
Differing in Soil Management Practices, S. Stamatiadis.
A. Liopa-Tsakalidi, L. M. Maniati, P. Karageorgou, and
E. Nation
25. Soil Quality Information Sheets, Gary B. Muckel and
Maurice J. Mausbach
26. Measuring Sustainability of Agricultural Systemsat the
Farm Level, A. A. Gomez. David E. Swete Kelly, 1. K.
Syers, and K. J. Coughlan

14. Fieldand Laboratory Tests of Soil Respiration, Timothy
B. Parkin, John W Doran, and E. Franco-VIZcaino
15. Soil Enzyme Activitiesand Biodiversity Measurements
as Integrative Microbiological Indicators, Richard P
Dick, Donald P. Breakwell, and Ronald F. Turco
16. Soil Invertebrates as Indicators of Soil Quality, John M.
Blair, Patrick J. Bohlen, and Diana w: Freckman
17. Tests for Risk Assessment of Root Infection by Plant
Pathogens, Ariena H. C. van Bruggen and Niklaus J.
Grunwald
18. Assessing Organic Chemical Contaminants in Soil.
ThomasB. Moorman

SSSA Special Publication Number 49

The Soil Management Guidebook
The Soil Management Guidebook is being created by a team of researchers, farmers, and ag professionals
representing Extension Service, crop consultants, state department of agriculture, and other Minnesotans.
Funding comes from The Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture, and the Soil Quality Institute of
the Natural Resources Conservation Service. Printing and distribution will be handled by the Minnesota
Extension Service.
Important features and objectives of the project are to:
o
Foster more balanced leaming relationships among farmers, researchers, and other ag professionals.
o
Create a soil management guidebook that will be useful to a broad range of farmers in Minnesota
and neighboring regions. This means that it will be written and organized from the perspective of
production agriculture.
o
Help farmers adapt general recommendations to their unique situation.
Focus on linkages among components of the farm and soil systems. This means that management
practices will be discussed in their ecological, economic, and practical context.
o
Involve farmers in the project in meaningful ways. Farmers are helping with the conception, design,
writiog, and editing of the guidebook.
The Guidebook will include:
I) Explanations of basic soil science principles and soil processes as they relate to production.
2) Practical reference material and management guidelines.
3) Suggestions for monitoring and assessing soil condition.
The Guidebook will consist of about twenty 5-to-10 page units that will be available separately or as a set.
Each unit will frequently cross-reference other units, so we recommend acquiring the whole set.
The proposed units are:
IntroductionlPrecision Agriculture
Organic Matter Management
Manure Management
Compaction
Soil Life
Tilth (structure, crusts)
Field Implements
Yield
Crop Residue Management
Drainage, tile lines
Fertility
Planting (timing, spacing)
Soil Sampling

Soil Productivity (inherent soil characteristics)
Crop Selection (varieties, rotations, cover crops)
Weed Life Cycles
Pests and Diseases
Amendments
(includes guidelines for using untested products)
Roots (species and varietal differences)
Tillage (tinting)

Erosion
LandlordlTenant Relations
History of the Farm and Community
(economic infrastructure)
Weather

The first five units on the list will be available in Fall of 1997. We strongly request feedback from people
who acquire these initial units, and will always welcome and incorporate input from users of the
Guidebook. Eventually, we hope to create an Internet version that can be easily updated.
If you are interested in ordering a copy of the Guidebook this fall, or have any questions about the project,
please contact the coordinator:
Ann Lewandowski
Soil Quality Institute, NRCS
UMN Department of Soil, Water, and Climate
439 Borlaug Hall
St. Paul, MN 55108
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612-624-6765
fax: 612-625-2208
alewand@soils.umn.edu
May 1997
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Agroforestry
Presented by: Jack Vimmerstedt, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (Wooster, OR)
Summary by: Richard Olson, University ofNebraska-Lincoln

One of the key ecological principles that needs to be considered in the design of sustainable agricultural
systems is that native ecosystems, our best models for an ecologically-based agriculture, are dominated by
perennial plants. Before settlement, forests and shrub-dominated systems covered nearly 60 percent of
the United States, while perennial grasslands occupied most of the rest. Dominance by perennials
conveyed stability on these ecosystems, particularly in the development and protection of soil. Another
important characteristic of these native systems is their biological and structural diversity, for example,
the 100 plus species occupying one square mile of oak-hickory forest.
American agriculture did not follow these models. Instead, diverse perennial ecosystems were replaced
with monocultures of annual grasses and broadleaves. The results are erosion, soil degradation, pest
problems, and the necessity for large inputs offossil energy to maintain these agroecosystems in an early
successional state.
Agroforestry is an intensive land management system that optimizes the benefitsfrom the biological
interactions created when trees and/or shrubs are deliberately combined with crops and/or livestock. It
is an approach that alters the structure of conventional agricultural systems to more closely resemble
native ecosystems by adding perennials and increasing diversity. Agroforestry practices that are
applicable to temperate North America include windbreaks, riparian buffer forests, silvopastoral systems
in which livestock graze among trees, and alley cropping in which crops are grown between rows of trees
until shading becomes too great.
Agroforestry systems can reduce erosion, increase total yields, and decrease pest problems. The
increased biological diversity can also translate into greater economic diversity and an overall
improvement in economic stability. Successful implementation of agroforestry depends, however, on an
adequate understanding of the interactions among trees, annual and perennial crops, and livestock, and of
the economic and social barriers to the adoption of agroforestry.
Contents:

Agroforestry in the United State, Agroforestry Notes, B. Rietveld and K. Irwin, p. 83
The potential of intercropping as an alternative land use system in temperate North America,
Agroforestry Systems, P. Williams and A. Gordon, p. 89
National Agroforestry Center brochure, p. 101
Free Informational/Educational Agroforestry Materials, order form, p. 103
Association for Temperate Agroforestry, brochure p. 105
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Jack Vimmerstedt
OARDC
1680 Madison Ave
Wooster, OR 44691
Phone: 330-263-3700

Fax:
NA
E-mail: vimmerstedt.1@osu.edu
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Agroforestry Notes
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USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Station· USDANatural Resources Conservation Service

August, 1996

Agroforestry in the United States
Bill Rietveld, Program Manager, National Agroforestry Center; and Kris Irwin, Public Service Assistant,
Warnell School of Forest Resources, University of Georgia

Agroforestry is an intensive land-management system that optimizes the benefits from
Agroforestry:
Pastand Present the biological interactions created when trees and/or shrubs are deliberately combined
with crops and/or livestock (Garrett et aI., 1994). Agroforestry is not a new concept,
nor is it a new technology. For centuries, agroforestry has been practiced around the
world and is most commonly associated with tropical and sub-tropical regions.
Agroforestry has been practiced since the early 1900'sin the United States.
In 1914, Russell Smith, an economic geographer at Columbia University, advocated
the use of permanent tree-protected systems to maximize production on arable lands.
But political and agricultural groups opposed his ideas of radical change in methods of
food production. In the 1930's the Great Depression and "Dust Bowl" spurred political
leaders to reconsider current policies and support research in this area. Investigative
activities continued through the early 1950's until the post-war economic and industrial technology boom brought a sudden stop to the need for tree crop projects. It wasn't
until the late 1960's and early 1970's that interest in trees and their potential role in
food production and soil conservation was renewed; it is now commonly referred to as
agroforestry. There were four reasons for this renewal: (I) environmental and ecological concerns; (2) decreasing availability and increasing cost of fossil fuel; (3) soil erosion rates and their direct effect on food production capacities; and (4) an increase in
world population and subsequent demand for increased output. Since this time, the
science of agroforestry has gained the interest of researchers and practitioners alike as
an alternative land-use suitable for the temperate region of the United States.
Agroforestry is an emerging concept and technology that bridges production agriculture and natural resource conservation with environmental enhancement and human
needs.

(

Agroforestry technologies, when used appropriately, help attain sustainable agriculturalland-use systems in many ways. Specifically, agroforestry technologies: I) provide
protection for valuable topsoil, livestock, crops, and both aquatic and terrestrial
wildlife; 2) increase productivity of agricultural and horticultural crops; 3) reduce
inputs of energy (physical, chemical, or biological) and chemicals; 4) increase wateruse efficiency of plants and animals; 5) improve water quality; 6) diversify local
economies; and 7) enhance biodiversity and landscape diversity, and ultimately, the
quality of life for people.
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Agroforestry
Practices

Agroforestry technologies are extremely flexible and can be tailored to work in almost
any situation. The multitude of agroforestry practices and their design variations can be
put into five categories: I) alley cropping; 2) windbreaks; 3) riparian buffer strips; 4) silvopastoring; and 5) forest farming. Understanding the differences among these systems
is the first step toward understanding and implementing agroforestry technologies.

Alley Cropping

This system has been National Arbor Day Foundation IUustration
widely researched and
is most applicable to
agricultural systems in
sub-humid regions.
Alley cropping systems are created by
planting single or multiple tree rows at a
wide spacing. This
Alley cropping systems can be designed in various ways. Shown here is 8
creates alleys where
three-row strIp with training trees and a slngle-row of crop trees.
agricultural or horticultural crops are planted. High-value hardwoods such as oak, walnut, and ash are typically grown in alley cropping systems. Short rotation biomass species can also be incorporated into the design. The cost of waiting for financial return on the long-term investment in trees is offset by annual income provided from the row crops in the alleys and
fruits (nuts) from the trees.
When designing an alley cropping system, it is important to carefully choose the tree
species component. Choose species that are compatible with the site, satisfy landowner
objectives, and have a viable product market. If multiple tree products are an objective,
short rotation species (i.e., Christmas trees, biomass production) can be incorporated to
encourage natural pruning and straight growth of the long rotation, high-value hardwood
species. The spacing of the tree rows and their orientation must also be considered. Tree
rows should be planted along the contour to maximize erosion control benefits, and be
wide enough apart to permit machinery to maneuver between and around the tree rows.
Depending on site quality and management expertise, more intensive multicrop systems
(timber, nuts, crops, forage) can produce higher rates of return compared to just timber
(Kurtz et aI., 1984). The overall planting design must accommodate the planting, maintenance, and harvesting needs of the crop(s) planted.

Windbreaks

(

Windbreak agroforestry systems enhance crop production and protect livestock.
Windbreak technologies are also applied to protect outdoor work areas from cold winds,
protect roads from dangerous crosswinds and blowing snow, provide buffers in the
rural/urban interface, and provide protection and buffers within communities. As a buffer
zone, they reduce noise and dust and decrease energy consumption for heating and cooling. Frequently a landowner wants a windbreak to provide timber, create travel lanes,
provide habitat for wildlife, or serve as a living fence. The intended function of a windbreak will dictate its placement and design parameters.
Windbreaks are designed so that tree and shrub rows are located as close to right angles
to the prevailing wind direction as possible. In farming systems, windbreaks (field, livestock, farmstead) are usually two to five rows wide, but sometimes may be as many as
eight if timber production is an objective. The number of rows depends primarily on the
intended function of the planting, but it also depends on landscape characteristics.
Windbreak densities of 40 to 60 percent provide the greatest downwind area of protection compared to a completely solid barrier. The downwind area effectively protected by
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National Arbor Day Foundation Illustration

a windbreak will

extend out a distance
of 10 to 20 times the
height of the trees. If
multiple field windbreaks are planted,
the spacing between
them should be less
than or equal to this
distance. Where
blowing snow may be
a problem, a living
snowfence can be
planted. It should be
located 150 to 200
feet upwind from
buildings, roads, and
Field, farmstead. and livestock windbreaks can be designed for almost
livestock confineany situation. A fIeld windbreak is shown here which will protect 8 windward distance of up to ten times the height of the trees and a leeward
ment areas to avoid
distance of 20 times the height.
unwanted snowdrifts.
In the dry, windswept areas of the Great Plains and western states, establishing tree
windbreaks requires a special effort. Fortunately, cost-effective material and equipment such as weed barrier fabric and drip irrigation systems are available that increase
survival of new plantings.

Riparian Buffer
Strips

Riparian buffers consist of perennial vegetation alongside
streams, lakes, wetlands, ponds, and
drainage ditches. They
serve as protective barriers against the negative impacts of activities originating from
adjacent land-use practices (agriculture,
urban, industrial).
Also, riparian buffer

NationalArbor Day Foundation Illustration

Aquatic Zone

I Riparian Zone

Upland Zone

Ariparian buffer strip can reduce floods snd erosion, trap nutrients,
strips may be designed and store water.Whether established or restored, they sre a homefor
to process water carWildlife and s recreation area for people.
ried away by field drain tile systems. They can stabilize streambanks and protect
floodplains, reduce non point source pollution, enhance aquatic and terrestrial habitat,
improve landscape appearance, provide harvestable products, and function as a windbreak in some situations. Buffer strips are designed to meet landowner objectives and
perform desired functions by adjusting plant material composition, width, and maintenance activities. For example, if sediment control of surface runoff is the priority then
grasses alone are superior, but if agricultural chemical control, streambank stabilization, and wildlife habitat are the primary objectives, then a combination of grasses,
trees, and shrubs function best. The design strategy is dictated by variables such as:
land characteristics (slope, aspect, drainage pattern); objectives and desired functions
(conservation, production, or both); current land use (grazing, row crop, grassed waterway, etc); and capacity for maintenance (low intensity vs. high intensity). When
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designing a new buffer, consider a multi-strata system consisting of bands of trees,
shrubs, and grass paralling the drainage. Such a combination will yield a balanced combination of the many benefits buffers can provide. Excluding or properly managing grazing
in riparian zones is vital to ensure the survival and function of the planting.
Silvopastoral
Systems

Under this system, the overstory tree component creates favorable microclimate conditions for growing forage (pasture or hay), while growing a tree crop at the same time.
This system is different from traditional forest or range management because it is intentionally created and intensively managed. Although currently practiced mostly in the
southern and western United States, integrated tree/livestock systems are gaining interest
everywhere because both economic production and environmental protection can be optimized.
The design and approach to creating a silvopastoral system from an existing woodland is
similar to the shelterwood method, in that the density of the overstory is reduced to
increase light and decrease competition, allowing the establishment of an understory
crop. Alternatively, trees can be planted within existing pastures. Whichever method is
used to establish the system, protecting the trees from livestock damage is vital, and proper management necessary. Select appropriate tree and forage species, tree spacing, and
tree pattern to balance wood and forage production and meet the economic objectives of
the landowner. Also, some systems are planted with tree species, such as honeylocust
(Gleditsia triacanthos) that provide fruit and foliage suitable for supplemental livestock
feed.

Forest Farming
Systems

In contrast to other agroforestry options, these systems add agriculture to forestry (Hill,
1991). A forested area is modified for producing crops in addition to timber. The key factors are that the production system must be intentionally created and intensively managed. Examples include: maple syrup production, medicinal plants (ginseng is probably
the best known and most valuable l, craft materials (grasses, branches, tree burls, pine
cones, seed pods, and evergreen cuttings), mushrooms, native fruits (persimmon, pawpaw), and nuts (black walnut, hazelnut). Removal of some trees may be necessary to create the appropriate shade conditions for the crop to be grown in the understory.

The Future

The opportunities for the application of agroforestry technologies are unlimited.
Currently, millions of acres of economically marginal or environmentally sensitive cropland and pastureland in the United States could potentially be put into sustainable use
using agroforestry technologies (Garrett et ai, 1994). There are millions more acres of
productive agricultural lands that could also benefit from adding agroforestry practices.
Agroforestry can contribute greatly to creating integrated agricultural and community
systems that maintain productivity, protect natural resources, minimize environmental
impacts, and provide for people's economic and social needs. Agroforestry is a system at
a field scale, it is part of a system at farm and watershed scales. We now recognize that
agroforestry is not an end in itself, rather agroforestry systems and technologies need to
be blended and balanced with other technologies to attain sustainability goals.
Strategically integrated into individual farm operations and watersheds, these technologies can create and enhance certain desirable functions and outcomes essential for sustainability: diversifying income, maintaining soil productivity, creating buffer zones to
maintain water quality and reduce runoff, enhancing wildlife habitat, increasing resilience
to stresses, and enhancing natural pest controls to reduce dependence on pesticides.
The attributes of agroforestry are well matched to our need to maintain productivity and
profitibility, protect natural resources and the environment, and provide for people's
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needs, now and in the future. Partnerships and teamwork between the natural resource
and agricultural disciplines are essential to successfully address complex and critical
issues associated with attaining sustainable development in agroecosystems.
Agroforestry is very amenable to such an approach, and is applicable and effective
whether it is implemented on an individual property or throughout an entire watershed.

(

Additional
Information

"Agroforestry and Sustainable Systems." Proceedings. Rietveld, W.J. (Technical
Coordinator) 1995. Fort Collins, CO. USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station, General Technical Report RM - GTR-261.
"Dryland Forestry: Planning and Management." Ffolliott, Peter F., Kenneth N. Brooks,
Hans M. Gregersen, and Allen L. Lundgren. 1995. John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
453 p.
"Conservation Trees For Your Farm, Family, and Future." The National Arbor Day
Foundation. 1994. Nebraska City, Nebraska 68410.
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Mission
The National Agroforestry Center (NAC) is a partnership of the USDA ForestService and the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.

The Center's purpose isto accelerate the development andapplication of agroforestry technologies to attain more economically environmentally,and socially sustainable ecosystems,
I

To accomplish itsmission, the Center interacts with a national network of cooperators to conduct research, develop technologies and tools,
establish demonstrations, and provide useful information to natural resource professionals.
For more information contact: National Agroforestry Center, USDA Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Station\USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service, East Oampus-Urql., lincoln, Nebraska 68583-0822. Phone: 402·437-5178.
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race, color, national qrigin, sex,
religion, age,disability, politicalbeliefs and marital or familial status. (Not all prohibitedbases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities
who require alternative meansfor communication of program Information (braille, large print, audiotape, ete.) should contact the USDA office
of Communications at (202) 720-5881 (voice)or (202) 720-7808(TOO).
To file a complaint, write the Secretaryof Agriculture, U.S. Departmentof Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250, or call (202)720·7327 (voice)
or (202)720-1127 (TOO). USDA is an equal employment opportunityempioyer.
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The potential of lntereropping as an alternative land use
system in temperate North America
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Department of Environmental Biology, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario NIG 2WI,
Canada

Key words: intercropping, land use, hardwoods, regeneration, recreation, temperate zone,
North America
Abstract. The success of many intercropping systems in North America is attributable to the
generation of a short term return from an agricultural crop during the early, unprofitable years
of a longer term crop that is fruit, nuts or wood. This highly-efficient use of land and related
profitability are important not only in the development of intercropping systems per se, but
also in other applications which have tremendous potential independent of profitability. For
example, intercropping can be effectively used during the establishment phases of hardwood
plantations where it is essential to have a high level of weed control, the costs of which are
often recovered with the agricultural production. Intercropping can also be used to grow trees
rapidly and with a form that can be easily integrated into recreational or park situations, or
urban fringe areas. In an urban context, intercropping can be used to grow trees in agricultural
areas that are likely to be developed where traditional forestry options are not appropriate
and the value of younger, thrifty trees may enhance property values far in excess of the cash
value of the wood.
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Introduction

,,

Agroforestry is defined as 'the deliberate integration, in space or time, of
woody perennials with herbaceous crops and/or animals on the same land
management unit' [Steppler and Nair, 1987]. The modern rediscovery of
traditional agroforestry and the development of new practices have occurred
in the last ten to fifteen years because of increasing pressures for food and
fuel combined with a degrading resource base. While much of the recent development of agroforestry systems has taken place in tropical areas of the
world, many systems have traditionally been utilized in or can be adapted to
temperate agricultural systems. Recent moves to make greater use of agroforestry practices in temperate agriculture have been driven by the real or
perceived benefits of profitability [Knowles, 1989; Garrett and Kurtz, 1983],
soil and water conservation [Kurtz et aI., 19911, agricultural diversification,
and wildlife enhancement [Gordon and Williams, 1991aJ. Recently, interest
in sustainable and low-input agriculture has also attracted interest in agroforestry practices.
The development and use of any land use practice will be different in
. .temperate North America than in tropical or less-developed countries given
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the existing social, environmental and economic situation. In comparison to
the critical needs of humans in many parts of the world, some uses of
agroforestry systems described herein may seem a bit absurd, but we are not
strongly involved with tropical systems such as those in the Sudan, Indonesia
or Peru. The type of problems in North America associated with resource
management policy, farming technology, politics, labor costs and real estate
values are realities alien to less affluent areas and must be dealt with on a
regional rather than global scale. Many of the land uses discussed in this
paper would come under the 'land-user' perspective developed by Raintree
[19911 as contrasted to a 'farmer' or strictly agricultural perspective as is the
convention. In developed countries, especially in urban fringe areas, traditional economic models for agricultural systems often break down. The value
of vigorous trees, established with an intercropping agroforestry system on
new residential building lots, would easily dwarf a ten percent return on
investment from the same plantation in an agricultural situation.
This paper will present several examples of intercropping in an attempt to
illustrate the flexibility of the system to grow trees with many end uses. In our
extension activities we have had difficult times convincing many agronomists
and foresters that intercropping methods have potential as a normal practice.
It is doubtful that large numbers of 'corn and soybean' or 'plantation forestry'
people will consider intercropping as a realistic alternative, and they may not
be enthusiastic about the idea of planting walnut trees in a corn field. However, there is a growing number of professionals and landowners who feel
that it is worthwhile intercropping on part of their property.
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Intercropping
Intercropping is an agroforestry practice that has been the subject of recent
research efforts in North America. Generally, trees are planted in spatial
configurations that accommodate the mechanized production of agricultural
crops among them. There is some difficulty in the classification of temperate
zone intercropping, as it contains elements of other systems described by [e.g,
Vergara, 19871, such as swidden agriculture or taungya and integral agroforestry practices like alley cropping. However, some swidden systems used
in the Peruvian Amazon [Padoch and de long, 19871 are very similar to
intercropping systems used in North America.
Although published domestic research has reported on the intercropping
of American black walnut iIuglans nigra L.) with cash crops, related practices have been used for many years. Crops have often been grown among
young pecan trees in the southern U.S., and in Ontario, some fruit producers
grow vegetables among the trees during the early years of orchard establishment. Along with a current surge in nut grove establishment in southern
Ontario is the use of intercropping as an efficient means to establish the
plantations and maximize returns. Farmers seem to develop and use these,
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innovative practices because they make good sense. Since the land is not
efficiently used by the trees, the farmers obtain income from the property
and at the same time recover some of their weed control costs.
When designing an intercropped plantation the landowner objectives
(economics of wood, nut and crop production; aesthetics, wildlife etc.),
current cropping systems, and the site and equipment considerations combine to determine the tree species, planting arrangement and cropping
scenario. Tree species and crops planted to maximize economic return are
different than those used to maximize wildlife habitat, provide nectar sources
for bees, or ultimately produce a mixed hardwood woodlot.
The spatial arrangement of an intercropped planting is determined by
landowner objectives and farm type. A cash-crop farmer may wish to grow
demanding crops like corn on the site for as long as possible, requiring a
wider between-row spacing (e.g. 12 m). On the other hand, a hobby-farmer
who wishes to take the site out of agriculture, grow specialty crops, or
convert the field into a hardwood stand might choose a narrower betweenrow spacing (e.g, 5 rn), Farm type can also influence planting configuration.
For example, the equipment used on a 500-ha cash-crop farm would required more widely spaced tree-rows than would the equipment on a lO-ha
specialty-crop farm. Within-row spacing will also affect the tree/crop competition, installation costs, and maintenance needs such as weed control,
pruning and thinning.
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Theflexibility of intercropping
One of the great advantages of intercropping is its flexibility as a land use
system; this allows for different scenarios and often results in a wide variety
of end land-uses. Among agroforestry researchers, intercropping has been.
viewed as a perpetual land use, or a system in itself. Crops are grown among
tree seedlings; as the seedlings get larger, the crops change, the trees mature
and are harvested, and the cycle begins again. However, in a traditional
sense, intercropping is often used and seen as a clever way to establish an
orchard.
Expanding on that thought suggests that intercropping can be used to
establish trees for many purposes. The utility of the system is quite broad and
the long-term uses of an intercropped planting include the perpetuation of
the intercropping system, marginal land rehabilitation, forestry, orchard
establishment, silvipasture, passive and active recreation and urban landscape
development.
The perpetuation of the agroforestry system is not discussed here as this
paper deals with alternative uses of the system. The inclusion of intercropping in the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) in the U.S. comes to mind
as a good example of an alternative use of intercropping technology. It has
often been demonstrated that intercropping is a profitable endeavour with
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much of the income being derived from the agricultural production [Kincaid
et aI., 1982; Garrett and Kurtz, 1983]. However, in the CRP, a farmer can be
paid by the government to intercrop with trees on erodible fields, with the
long-term objective of removing the field from crop production to some
other use (e.g., nuts, pasture, forest). With the subsidy, it is not essential that
the agroforestry system itself be profitable, or recover costs. As the economy
is fluid and incentive programs come and go regularly, it is the economic
environment that intercropping is used in that determines its utility and not
simply the productivity of the system itself.
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Hardwood establishment/marginal land rehabilitation
-v,

Intercropping methods used to establish hardwoods or other trees for
forestry purposes are similar to those used for marginal land rehabilitation.
This should not be unexpected since most forest plantations in agricultural
areas are on marginal land, considering that land can be marginal for agriculture because of low productivity, fragilityor economic situation.
Despite increased public interest in planting hardwoods, few lay-people
have a grasp of the difficulties and efforts required to bring a hardwood
plantation to maturity. The successful establishment of a hardwood plantation often requires zealous site preparation and competition control. The
ability to charge these costs against the agricultural production in an intercropped planting rather than against the wood production as in a forest
plantation makes a tremendous difference in the profitability of plantings.
Figure 1 is a conceptual comparison of the returns and expenses for both
conventional and intercropped plantations over time, showing similar establishment costs, but recurring annual income during the early stages of intercropping. Economic models have also shown that a 'third' crop (e.g., nuts,
syrup or honey) from the trees greatly increases the profitability (not reflected in Fig. 1).
Growth of hardwoods in intercropped situations compares favourably
with hardwood growth achieved using intensive site preparation and weed
control methods described by von Althen (1991). Figure 2 shows a 4-yearold black walnut intercropped plantation (9 ha) near Ailsa Craig, Ontario,
where seedlings average 137 ern in height with 95% survival; excellent
growth for this area. Table 1, adapted from Gordon and Williams [1991a.]
lists third-year height measurements, by three crops, for eight tree species in
an intercropped plantation near Guelph, Ontario. A detailed description of
this project and second-year data can be found in Gordon and Williams
[1991b]. While the spacings for a forest plantation are tighter, slight adjustments would accommodate crops for several years, greatly reducing establishment costs. While stem quality is a potential problem in some of the
wider spacings, it can be dealt with by regular prunings that are quite
expeditious during the early years of a plantation.
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Fig, I. Conceptual diagram comparing the revenues and expenditures of an intercropped and
conventional forest plantation,
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Fig. 2, Four-year-old black walnut intercropped with cam for the first three years and with
oats in the fourth in Ailsa Craig, Ontario.
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Table J. Means for third-year height and survival and dieback for eight tree species intercropped with corn, soybeans and barley at the Guelph Research Station in Guelph, Ontario.

Height (cm)'

. .;
. , ....-.', ~.
- "'

Survival (%)

:'. ','. _.

,

Soybeans

Barley

Corn

Soybeans

Barley

Corn

Red oak'
Norway spruce
Black walnut
White ash
White cedar
Red maple
Silver maple
Carolina poplar

41.7
43.9
83.6
116.9a
52.3
18.8
142.5
359.6a

27.8
43.4
48.9
65.0b
49.8
21.4
97.7
191.3b

35.8
48.1
88.1
134.3a
57.8
40.7
143.3
380.3a

90.3x
93.2
98.6
100.0
87.5
75.0
93.8
93.8

93.0x
95.7
93.0
100.0
81.3
38.9
93.8
76.5

97.3y
100.0
95.9
100.0
93.7
75.0
100.0
100.0

....

,'."

....... ..

Tree species

,

~"

..

-.'

.......--:

.....

, Height and survival are given for three growing seasons after planting (1990).
2 Within rows, means followed by the same letter are not significantly different (Duncan's
Multiple Range Test).
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If hardwood establishment or marginal land rehabilitation is the primary
objective of the plantation, rather than maximum economic returns from
produce, a greater flexibility in three species selection and cropping practices
is possible. Without the pressure for an additional crop from the trees, a
greater variety of trees can be used to better simulate a natural woodlot and
take advantage of variability in site conditions. Closer within- or betweenrow spacings will affect the length of time that cultivation is feasible and also
the amount of pruning required to control stem form. Once annual cropping
is discontinued, additional rows of seedlings could be planted to add greater
diversity to the plantation.
An example of these methods is illustrated by a planting installed by the
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (O.M.N.R.) near Kitchener, Ontario
in 1991. This plantation was established on agricultural land using widelyspaced rows of black walnut, red oak (Quercus rubra L.) and white ash
(Fraxinus Americana L.) intercropped with corn and alfalfa. The cropping is
being carried out by a neighbouring farmer who leases the land.· At an
appropriate time (10-12 years) the agricultural production will be discontinued and additional trees will be planted between the original wide-rows.
This scenario will result in the landowner (the local municipality) receiving
an income while achieving the long-term objective of converting the site to
forest production. The farmer is also able to derive income from the field
while the trees are young.
The O.M.N.R. has also successfully established hybrid polar plantations in
eastern Ontario while intercropping with potatoes, cabbages, corn, squash
and soybeans [Hollingsworth, 1979].
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Orchard establishment

Intercropping has been used for many years to establish fruit orchards or nut
plantations. The theory is similar to that for a forest plantation, but there are
substantial differences in practice. The plantation spacing will be dictated by
the cultural requirements and silvics of the trees, as well as the equipment
and interests of the practising farmer. With forestry as the main objective,
limited resources may be dedicated to cultivation, especially if the land is not
owned by the farmer. Where a landowner has invested money and is expecting to derive a substantial income from the plantation, a great deal of extra
care is usually given to both the cropping practices and the individual trees.
Orchard growers may also have greater flexibility in crop production and
marketing. If the grower has farm-gate sales for fruit, the opportunity exists
to produce and sell other high-value produce grown among the trees. Some
peach (Prunus persicas tree growers on the Niagara Peninsula in Ontario
grow tomatoes, pumpkins, strawberries, sweet corn and many other vegetables between the rows of peach trees. In Ontario, squash, rye and soy beans
have been also grown among chestnut (Castanea spp.] trees, and in New
York, oats have been grown in apple (Pyrus malus) orchards.
The planting configurations recommended for pecan orchards (13 m by
13 m) present many intercropping opportunities. It has been reported that
potatoes are commonly grown in pecan orchards in one area of Alabama and
that this combination has resulted in a prevalence of pecan growers there.
Various cash crops such as grains and soybeans are also grown among
pecans in Georgia. Another interesting combination is made of planting
peaches at the time a pecan orchard is established. The peaches require a
narrower spacing, produce fruit early and begin to fade about the time the
pecans begin to produce nuts [G. Westberry, personal communicationJ.
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Silvipasture
Intercropping presents some ideal opportunities to integrate siivipasture into
the later stages of plantation development. Depending upon chosen design,
the trees can be relatively widely spaced, with a herbaceous ground cover
providing forage opportunities. In regions where forages can be grown during
the winter there is minimal competition between the forage and trees. Economic relationships among intercropping, silvipasture and forestry were
highlighted by Kincaid et al. [19821 and Garrett and Kurtz [19831, who
showed that intensive management, including timber, nuts crops and grazing,
yielded the greatest return on investment. Less intensive scenarios were often
unprofitable.
On the negative side, there are some concerns with pasturing of livestock
when a plantation is being used for nut production. The most serious concern
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is a potential for contamination of nuts by bacteria if the nuts fall into animal
droppings. This has been suggested as a problem with pecans [G. Westberry,
personal communication] and it may be similar with black walnut. However,
the shell and husk characteristics of black walnut are quite different from
pecan so the health concerns may not be as much of a problem. If contamination does turn out to be a problem with black walnut, the moderate
income from grazing may not justify the loss of income from nut production.
This would not be an issue if the plantation was not being used to produce
food for humans.
The opportunity for hay and forage production in an intercropped plantation is especially important for some farm types such as dairy or beef. For
example, one Ontario dairy farmer installed an intercropped plantation close
to the barn complex so that there would be an opportunity to use the
plantation as a casual pasture for part of the year.
From the perspective of plantation establishment, silvipasture has some
important applications in combination with intercropping or by itself. In a
situation where intercropping is being used to establish a forest plantation
or to grow trees in preparation for a recreational or urban development,
carefully controlled grazing can act as competition control for the trees
and provide forage for the livestock and some revenue. Two scenarios would
be: intercrop with annual crops for several years, then plant to a pasture
mixture, or intercrop with annual crops, grow hay and then convert to
pasture. The critical factor for the success of any silvipasture system is
controlling livestock access to prevent damage to trees and to limit soil
compaction [Bezkorowajnyj, 1990].
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Recreational area development
The increasing demands for outdoor recreation by the general public stimulates various organizations to develop areas for active or passive recreation.
Often, the land to be used for the prospective recreation area is former
farmland which is no longer cultivated. The first stages in the development of
many of these areas involve establishing vegetation that managers feel is best
suited for the expected recreational use (e.g., picnic area, treed open space,
campground or forest), often relying heavily on trees.
If properly planned, intercropping can be used to help develop a landscape that will complement recreational uses. Conventionally, seedlings or
larger trees (up to 4 m tall) are planted in mown sod with the requisite
maintenance costs and competition for moisture from the grass. Alternatively, a site could be intercropped for a number of years to establish
vigorous, rapidly growing trees at a lower cost than conventional methods.
Figure 3 shows a widely-spaced planting in a recreation area near Guelph
that could be achieved using intercropping. This plantation currently requires
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Fig. 3. Widely-spaced plantation for recreational use near Guelph, Ontario.

regular mowing through the growing season and the trees suffer from competition problems with the sod. A number of trees in the planting died in the
last several years during droughty conditions.

Preparation for urban development

,

Many of the same factors mentioned in preceding sections also apply to the
potential for using intercropping systems to establish rapidly-growing, vigorous trees on former agricultural land that is likely to be developed in the
future. Often these tracts that are in the path of future developments are left
vacant or planted into forest plantations which are unlikely to ever be
harvested for forest products. In Ontario, some of the private lands forestry
policies allow for landowners to establish plantations, largely at government
expense, and obtain a rebate on property taxes for managing their property
for forestry purposes.
Forestry professionals involved in afforestation efforts in rural areas
become frustrated when they see young plantations, representing many years
of work, cleared for development. It has been suggested by some extension
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personnel that intercropping methods have the potential to use less forestry
resources (fewer trees and subsidies) and result in trees that are better able
to make the transition from a rural to urban environment.
Intercropping can yield vigorous well-formed juvenile trees that enhance
property values, better withstand the impacts of construction and adapt to
the altered conditions of a developed area. In a relatively-dense juvenile
plantation it is unlikely that any of the trees would be able to deal with the
stress from clearing and construction, let alone post-development land use.
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'Summary
An array of objectives and applications for intercropping technology have

been described, however it is important to note that some of the most useful
applications for intercropping are within the realm of traditional agriculture
and forestry. Although not prevalent, intercropping during the establishment
years of orchards has been regularly practised with a broad number of tree
and annual crops. It has also been demonstrated that intercropping systems
are a realistic alternative to other methods when afforesting agricultural land,
especially with hardwood species. The relatively new phenomena of black
walnut intercropping appears to be an adaption of the traditional 'orchard
establishment'scenario.
Intercropping should not be perceived as a rigid system defined by a
particular tree species, crop pattern or tree spacing. Intercropping encompasses a broad array of plant combinations and cultural practices. Growing
strawberries among peach trees is as much an intercropping system as
growing soybeans among black walnut trees. Both systems warrant documentation and research.
Ongoing research is beginning to provide some information on the interactions among various trees, crops and environments. It is important that the
research not be restricted by economics or tradition. The use of intercropping within the Conservation Reserve Program in the U.S. is an obvious
example of how traditional values may not apply to situations in the future.
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To effectively support the growing interest inag
roforestry, the National Agroforestry Center
is now a full partnership of the USDA Forest
Service and USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service. The Center serves natu
ral resource professionals across the United
States. For more information onjhe Center
and its services, look inside...
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Serving n~tural resource professionals

The National Agroforestry Center
APartnership of the USDA Forest Service and the USDA Natural ResoUrces Conservation Service
History: The AgrofOll!$lty Center was authorized In the1990 Fann Bill andbegan as the "Center for Semiarid
Agrofoll!$Iry". In February 1995 theCenter's name was changed to theNational p,gn;foll!$lty Center (NAC) in response to
strong national intell!$t in agrofoll!$lry. InJune1995 a partnmhlp agreement was signed bytheChiefs oftheforest Service
andNatural Resources COnservation Service, making the NAC an interagency joint-venture.

Purpose: NAC is a pioneeting program'to accelerate thedevelopment ofagrofoll!$lty, a science andpractice that integrates
agrtculture andforeslty land uses. The partnership combines resources ofthetwo agencies to develop and apply agrofoll!Slry
technologies inappropriate conservation andproduction systems for farms, ranches, andcommunities,
Role: The Center serves as a catalyst to fonn partnerships, proll)ote oooperation, andleverage ll!SOUrces. NAC interac1> with
a national network ofagencies, universities, andorganizations to encourage agroforestry researth andtechnology hansler.
The Center strives todevelop anddeliver agroforeslty technologies based on the needs of reSource professionals assisting
landowners.
'
,
Programs:
Researcb & Development: ,Forest Service scientlsls andco-located NRCS sclentlsls from theWatmhed Sciences Institute
and the Wetiandis Science Institute work with univelSlly oooperalolSto develop'and integrate agroforeslty technologies to
attain more economically, environmentally, andsociaDy sustainable ecosystems. Areas ofemphasis include:
Riparian buffer systems andbioengineering technologies for fanns andcommunities
Integraied production/conservation systems at farm andsmall watershed scales
Understanding ecological interactions within agroforestry systems
Quantification and valuation ofbenefils from agrofoll!Slty practices .
Decision-support models for evaluating alternative conservation buffer systems
Application guidelines and tools for applying tree-based buffer technologies
Technology Tranlfer & Applicilionl: Forest Service andNRCS AgroforestelS work with a national network ofcooperators to develop anddistribute agroforestry technical information. Products and services include:
Current infonnation through Inside Agroforeslrli theCenter's newsletier
Technical information through Agroforestry Notes, leaflets, videos, and displays
Technical support to facilitate thedevelopment ofagrofoll!Slry projecls In the f.. ld
Demonstrations to encourage local adoption ofnew/needed technologies
Appiications projeclsto adapt technologies to local conditions
Assessments andcase studies to assemble needed technical information
Special projecls to adapt agroforeslty technologies to new situations
Conferences andworkshops to facilitate information exchange
Training COUISe5 delivered at theregional andlocal levels
InlernallonatExchange: An International Coordinator facilitates the development ofagrofoll!$lty projecls with IntemationaI cooperators and selectively involves agency andunivelSlly professiona~ for mutual benefit.
Staleside Interface for theInternational Center for Resealth inAgrofoll!$lty (ICRAF).
Technical assistance to USAID missions and Peace Corps
Application ofagroforeslty technologies incities andcommunities.

For more information. call 402·437·5178 (extensions listed below):
Admlnlltraflon
• Dr. Bill Rieiveld, Center Director, ext. 27
Relearch & Development
• Dr. Michele Schoeneberger, Resealth Program Leader andSoli Scientist. ext. 21
Technology Tranlfer & Applicallonl
JelTjl Bratton, FS Lead Agroforester, ext, 24
Bruce Wight. NRCS Lead Agroforester, ext. 36.Voice Mall: 1-800-384-8732, Box 945-5956
Gary Kuhn, NRCS Agroforesler,localed althe NRCS WatelShed Sciences Institute, Seatile, WA. Phone: 206-616-7166.
Voice Mail: 1·800-384-8732, Box 851-1570
Jim Robinson, NRCS Agrofoll!Sler, located at th,e NRCS Grazing Lands Technology Institute, Ft. Worth, TX. Phone:
817-334-5232, ext. 3624. Voice Mall: 1·800-384-8732, Box 965-2290
IntemationalTechnology Exchange
Northern
• Dr. Sarah Workman, International Coordinator, ext. 40
PI.lnl
Midwest
Geographic Conlacls
Northeast - contact Bruce Wighl, NAC
Southeast - contact Jim Robinson, ft. Worth, TX
t
Midwest - 'contad Broce Wight, NAC
Northern Plains - contact JelTjl Bratton, NAC
~_"
"':,_, :L!:~ ..,:.--:south.. st
Wesl- contact Gary Kuhn, Seatile, WA
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FREE INFORMATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL AGROFORESTRY MATERIALS
All USDA publications and broadcasts are for public use
and may be reproduced for non-profit purposes.
You may photocopy any publicatIons or duplicate any videos for dIstrIbutIon.

INSIDE AGROFORESTRY The Center's quarterly newsletter covers the latest agroforestry news and information.

o Add me to your mailing list to receive future L4 issues
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o Special Applications, Fall 97
o Agriculture/Community Interface, Summer 97
o
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Marketing Agroforestry, Spring 97
Trees for Livestock, Summer 96
Partnership Special Edition, Winter/Spring 96
SustainableAgriculture. Summer 95

AGROFORESTRY NOTES

This technical note
series provides agroforestry information in a useful "how-to" format,
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WORKING TREES FOR AGR/CULTUR. An illustrated,

color brochure explaining agroforestry practices and their
benefits.
__ 0

WORKING TREES FOR COMMUNITIES An illustrated,

color brochure explaining the application of agroforestry
technologies for community conservation.
__ 0

AGROFOR.STIlY IS EVOLVING... The NAC fact sheet.

Briefly discusses the history, purpose, role, and programs of
the Center and lists regional contacts for more information.

-- 0

o Add me to your mailing list to receive future AF Notes
o AFN - I: Agroforestry in the United States
o AFN - 2: Outdoor Living Barns
DAFN - 3: Riparian Buffers for Agricultural Land
o AFN - 4: How to Design a Riparian Buffer for

PUBLISHED NOnS AVAILABLE: (CHECK ONE OR MOR')

WINDBREAK S.RIES Color brochures published by the
NRCS and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, providing
recommendations on all facets of windbreak technology.
_ _ 0 How WindbreaksWork
__ 0 WindbreakEstablishment
__ 0 Windbreaksfor Rural Living
_ _ 0 Windbreaksand Wildlife
Windbreaksin Sustainable Agricultural Systems
0 Windbreaks for Livestock Operations
_ _ 0 WindbreakManagement
_ _ 0 Windbreaksfor Snow Management
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Agricultural Land
DAFN - 5: Riparian Buffer Design for Cropland
AFN - 6: Guide to a Successful DemonstrationProject
AFN - 7: Forest Farming: An Agroforestry Practice
AFN - 8: Silvopasture: An Agroforestry Practice
o AFN - 9: The Biology of Silvopasturalism
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FREE INFORMATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL AGROFORESTRY MATERIALS
OTHER PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE
_ _ 0 AGROFORESTIlY FOR FARMS AND RANCHES A 26-page

__ 0

W,NDBREAKS FOR CONSERVATION A

__ 0

DIRECTOIlY OF AGROFORESTIlY EDUCATION AND

technical note published by the NRCS introducing the use of
tree and shrub practices in agricultural land-use systems.

__ 0

WORKING TREES COLORING BOOK

26-page booklet
published by the NRCS explainingthe benefitsaod implementation of conservation windbreaks.

TRAINING INSTITUTIONS IN THE U.S.

October 1995

I'WORKING TREES11 DISPLAYS
WORKING TREES FOR AGRICULTURE -

8'xl0'

WORKING TREES FOR AGRICULTURE - TABLETOP 5'x6'
• The WTA displays show how agroforestry practices fit
into agricultural land-use systems.
WORKING TREES FOR COMMUNITIES - 8'xl 0'
• The WTC display shows how agroforestry
technologies fit into a rural community and its
agricultural interface.

• These portable displays are available on a loan
basis as informational aids for use at conferences,
meetings, fairs, workshops, or just in your office .
• Use of the Working Trees display and brochures is free.
The only cost involved is UPS shipping to the next user.
SCHEDULING IS ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS.
CALL NOW TO RESERVE A DISPLAY FOR YOUR EVENT.

(402) 437-5178,

EXT.

EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS

14

AGROFORESTRY BROADCAST
• A 2 1/2 hour video of a national satellite broadcast featuring experts in the field of agroforestry.
AVAILABLE ON A LOAN BASIS.

(402) 437-5178,

EXT.

14

GREEN SIDE Up
• A three-module training video on conservation
tree planting.
AVAILABLE ON A LOAN BASIS.

(402) 437.5178,

EXT.

14

OR
PURCHASE BY CONTACTING:
WESTERN CINE

312

So. PEARL STREET

CO 80209
(303) 744·1017

DENVER,

National Agroforestry Center

USDA

'Z:i:..- ::: =:.::t:i..
_ _ N.tunoI ......

....,.eo-

The UnitedStatesDepartment of Agriculture (USDA)prohibits discrimination in its programs on the basis of race,color,
national origin,sex, religion, age, disability, political beliefsand marital status. (Not all prohibited bases applyto all programs.) Persons with disabilities who require alternative means for communication of program information (braille,large
print, audiotape, etc.) shouldcontactthe USDA Officeof Communications at 202-720-8551 (voice)or 202-720-7808
(TDD)

St.ttan
tIon Storvlc.

To file a complaint, write the Secretary of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250,or call
202-720-7327 (voice)or 202-720-1127 (TDD).USDA is an Equal Employment Opportunity employer.
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Association for
Temperate Agroforestry
School of Natural Resources. 1-30 Agriculture Building, University at Missouri. Columbia, MQ 6521 1, USA
H.E. Garrett, President. 181573-882-3647; Fax 573·e82-1gn; E-mail Gene_garrett@muccmail,missouri.edu

The Association for Temperate Agroforestry (AFTA) is a private, nonprofit
organization formed in 1991. The goal of AFTA is to advance the knowledge and application
of agroforestry as an integrated land use system to simultaneously meet economic, social
and environmental needs. The Association focuses on temperate agroforestry, with an
emphasis on North America.
AFTA seeks to catalyze technical innovation and adoption of ugroforestry in the
temperate zone through a variety of research and educational activities. These include (1)
the publication of a quarterly newsletter, The Temperate Agroforester, (2) co-sponsorship
of the biennial North American Agroforestry Conference series (begun in 1989), (3)
preparation of reports on agroforestry development and policy, and (4) serving as a liaison
with regional agroforestry groups. The current objectives of AFTA are to: (1) help
coordinate basic and applied agroforestry research, (2) promote the development of on-farm
agroforestry demonstration projects, (3) disseminate technical information for training and
extension use, and (4) increase communication about temperate agroforestry between
universities, public agencies, extension advisors, private organizations and practitioners.
Become a Member of AFTA
Anyone interested in temperate agroforestry is invited to become a member.
Membership support enables AFTA to pursue its scientific and educational programs.
Benefits of AFTA membership include:
• Newsletter: Members receive AFTA's quarterly newsletter, the Temperate
Agroforester. The newsletter covers a wide variety of topics on temperate agroforestry,
including those related. to on-farm implementation and research, tree species, techniques.
economics, and policy. Regular features include new publications, Internet sites and
information on upcoming meetings related to agroforestry.
• PUblication Discounts: AFTA has released several publications dealing with
research and policy recommendations to further the development of agroforestry in North
America. Members can purchase AFTA publications at a substantial discount.
• Conference Registration Discounts: Since 1989, AFTA has sponsored the North
American Agroforestry Conference (NAAC) series. The biennial NAAC brings together
researchers, educators and practitioners to share information on temperate agroforestry,
and includes field trips to local agroforestry projects. AFTA members receive a discount on
fees for registration and proceedings not only for the NAAC, but all other AFTA-sponsored
meetings as well.
AFTA welcomes you to become a member of the only national organization working
to further agroforestry in North America and other temperate regions. Please complete the
application form below and return it with your dues payment today.
•••••••·.-·---------.···-·•••••-.·-----.·••-Detoch: and Return Iu-····-·····-·······--···-···············-·------------------Dr. Deborah Hill, AFTA Treasurer, Forestry Dept., University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0073

I wish to become a member of the Association for Temperate Agroforestry as follows:
(Please enclose check or money order payable to AFI'A in US dollars)
•
•
•
•

REGULAR: 0 Individuals & Families: 1 year $25,2 years $45, 3 years S60
0 Students $10
CONTRIBUTOR: 0 Sustaining $SO 0 Lifetime $300 (Contributors receive all AFTA publications free)
SUBSCRIBER (Non-voting): 0 Corporate & Institutional $40
0 Nonprofit Organizations $20
OVERSEAS POSTAGE: Canada/Mexico, add $5 per year; All other countries, add $10 per year.

Name:

_

Address:

_

City:

Stat.:

Recruited by (new members/subscribers):

o Send me 8 current list of AFTA publlcetlonl.
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Agroforestry Combines Agriculture, Forestry and Conservation
Agroforestry systems combine trees, crops and/or livestock on farm, forest, and
rangeland. They are designed to produce both economic benefits (e.g., from short and longterm crops) and conservation benefits (e.g., by reducing soil erosion and sediment runoff).
Agroforestry Characteristics
Four key components that distinguish agroforestry practices from other uses of trees
on farms are:
• Intensive land use: Agroforestry systems are intensively managed with annual
operations such as cultivation, fertilization, irrigation, etc.
• Benefits optimized: As a land-use system, agroforestry provides economic,
environmental and social benefits, both to the practitioner and to society. Flexibility in the
design of agroforestry practices allows these benefits to be optimized according CO the
objectives of the individual landowner .e.g., emphasis may be placed on maximizing the
production of interplanted crops, animal forage, O~ trees).
• Increased biological interactions: Agroforestry management seeks to actively
manipulate the biological and physical interactions between the tree, crop and animals
components. The goal is to enhance the production of more than one harvestable
component at a time, while also providing conservation benefits such as non-point source
water pollution control or wildlife habitat.
• Deliberate treelcropllioestock combinations: Agroforestry deliberately manages trees
with crops and/or livestock together as an integrated system.
Temperate Agroforestry Systems
Agroforestry encompasses five basic systems - alley cropping, windbreaks, riparian
buffers, silvopasture, and forest farming - that integrate trees with crops and/or livestock:
• Alley Cropping: Alley cropping systems are created by planting single or multiple
tree rows at a wide spacing, with agricultural crops planted between the tree rows. The cost
of waiting for financial return on the long-term investment in trees is offset by annual
income provided from the understory crops.
• Windbreaks: Field windbreaks are planted to control soil erosion and enhance the
production of wind-sensitive field and orchard crops. Feedlot and pasture windbreaks are
designed to protect livestock from severe weather, thereby increasing survival and weight
gains. Windbreaks can also provide additional benefits, such as timber and wildlife habitat.
• Riparian Buffer Strips: Riparian buffers consist of perennial vegetation along
streams, lakes, wetlands, ponds, and drainage ditches. They can stabilize streambanks and
protect floodplains, reduce non point source pollution, enhance aquatic and terrestrial
habitat, improve landscape appearance, and provide harvestable products.
• Silvopastoral Systems: Silvopasture combines trees with livestock grazing. Under
this system, the overstory tree component modifies microclimate conditions for growing
forage (pasture or hay), and provides shade and shelter for grazing livestock. Income is
generated from grazing during the early years of, or throughout, the tree rotation.
• Forest Farming Systems: These systems utilize a forested area for producing
crops other than timber. Shade tolerant specialty crops such as ginseng or shitake
mushrooms are cultivated beneath native forest trees to provide supplemental income prior
to harvesting the trees for wood products.

>- Visit AFTA on the Internet: http://www.missouri.edu/-afta/afta_home.html
Become a member of the

Association for
Temperate
Agroforestry
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Grazing Systems
Contents:

Ecological and Business Management Principles Applied to Grazing Production Systems, P. Ohlenbusch
and Economics of Grazing Systems and Alternative Enterprises, R. Jones, p. 109
Rotational Grazing, ATTRA Information Package, A. Beetz, p. 111
Balancing Plant Growth Characteristics Using Controlled Grazing, B. Anderson, p. 121
Ohio Grazing Education Materials, order form, p. 137
Written and Published Articles, Forage Systems Research Center, order form, p. 139
Knee Deep in Grass, Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture, order form, p. 141
Understanding Grass Growth: The Key to Profitable Livestock Production, table of contents and
foreword, p. 143
A Guide for Planning and Analyzing a Year-Round Forage Program, foreword and page of text, p. 145
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contents, p. 147
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Department of Agronomy
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Kansas State University
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Fax:
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E-mail: pohlenbu@oz.oznet.ksu.edu

Rodney Jones
Department of Agricultural Economics
344 Waters Hall
Kansas State University
Manhattan, KS 66506
Phone: 913-532-1957
Fax:
NA
E-mail: jonesrd@loki.agecon.ksu.edu
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Ecological and Business Management Principles Applied to Grazing Production Systems
Presented by:
Paul D. Ohlenbusch, Extension Specialist, Range and Pasture Management, Kansas State
University (Manhattan, KS)
Rodney D. Jones, Extension Agricultural Economist, Livestock Production, Kansas State
University (Manhattan, KS)
Summary by:
Paul D. Ohlenbusch, Extension Specialist, Range and Pasture Management, Kansas State
University (Manhattan, KS)
Management of grazing land has changed dramatically over the last century. The open range of
early settlement where ownership of water ruled has given way to today's fenced in grazing land with many
kinds of forage. Over time, the economic, social, and political environments have also evolved and now
place pressures on grazing land that were not present even 20 years ago. Throughout these changing times,
many changes in technology, directly or indirectly, have further influenced the management of grazing land.
Ecological principles have been developed as six basic grazing management principles. The
principles are designed to maintain or improve the vegetation. Stocking rate, based on the carrying
capacity of the land, is the key principle. It is the land area allocated to each grazing animal for the grazing
period. Stocking rate is modified by uniformity of utilization or grazing distribution. Also, the degree of
utilization must fit the dominant or sub-dominant plant species that are being managed for. Degree of
utilization is modified by the season of the year that grazing takes place. The kind and class of livestock
being grazed is the final modifier of stocking rate. These five principles are the basic principles. Period
rest through its systematic inclusion should maintain or improve the land resource together with other
management goals. Periodic rest can attain its full potential only when the five basic principles are in
place.
Sustainable management requires that the "manager" establishes business goals for each resource
through an inventory/evaluation process. A further requirement is that the inventory/evaluation process
includes a risklbenefit assessment including production factors such as climate and markets.
After the inventory/evaluation phase, a long range business plan is developed to guide management
in reaching the business goals. Annual management plans are developed from the long range plan to
compensate for weather, market, economic, political, and social changes. The annual plan will be detailed
with options developed for risk factors (weather, markets, etc.). Flexibility will be the key to carrying out
the annual plan.
In addition to the business management, there must be personal goals developed by the "manager."
These should define the life style and conditions the "manager" and family want. When conflicts arise
between personal and business goals, adjustments to one or both must be made. In all cases, the integrity
and productivity of the land, labor and capital resources must be a major concern.
In order to determine and document the accomplishments of management, records are a key
requirement. Records needed must document the financial, production, and management aspects to fully
define management accomplishments.
Ecological and business management principles can and must be applied to grazing production
systems to insure that the business (production from grazing land) will be sustainable. Sustainable grazing
land production management is long term management that is ecologically, environmentally, and
economically sound. Sustainable in this presentation will discuss the sustainability of the land, labor, and
capital resources of the business while managing the land resource with ecological and business principles.
It conserves and preserves a landscape that provides for soil, water, air, plant and animal needs.
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Economics of Grazing Systems and Alternative Enterprises
Presented by:
Rodney Jones, Extension Agricultural Economist, LivestockProduction, Kansas State
University (Manhattan, KS)

Grazing systems, and in particular management intensive grazing (MIG), is a concept of
utilizing a single herd ofanimals to graze multiple pastures or paddocks. The proposed goal is to
make better use of the available forage through increased harvesting efficiency and periodic rest.
While many success stories have been documented, previousresearch results have not been
conclusive regarding performance and economic comparisons ofvarious grazing systems with
alternative enterprises. In addition, no prior farm level researchas evaluated modem grazing
systems in Kansas.
With the cooperation of producers and other interested parties, individual farm level
records are being obtained and used to compare various grazing systems in geographically diverse
locations in Kansas. For each pasture or grazingunit, cooperators are ask to record dates in and
dates out, weights in and out, number and type of animals, acres in the grazingunit, and time
spent managing the grazing system and caring for the livestock.
Kansas State Research and Extension personnel surveythe grazing system for an overview
of the topography and condition of the pastures. Local weather conditions for the years being
studied, and previous years, are also being recorded. Production per head and per acre for
various grazing systems are being calculated from these data. In addition, insights regarding time
requirements are being revealed. The impacts of weather, topography, location, and various
management factors on the success of variousgrazing systems are also being investigated.
The data are supplemented with area average prices for livestock of the appropriate
weight and type representing the animals going into and coming out ofthe various grazing
systems. Normal variable costs ofoperatinga grazing enterprise are estimated based on the large
sample in the Kansas Farm Management Association enterprise analysis summaries. Economic
comparisons are then made betweenvarious grazing systems.
To date, two years of data have been collected, and preliminary comparisons have been
made. Preliminary results suggestthat MIG has the potential to increase forage conversion
efficiency and increase per acre profitsrelative to conventional continuous grazing. Time
requirements vary between systems, largely depending on locationand topography. The
management level and commitment to the grazingenterprise appear to be primary determinants of
the success of the system. Educational efforts are focusing on the economical design and
management ofgrazing systems, and managing the grazing enterprise as a part ofthe whole farm.
Future plans include the continuation of data collection from existing cooperators, and
inclusion of new participants in the study. The results from these cooperators can be compared
with averages from more traditional grazingenterprises obtained from aggregate data sources. In
addition, a comparison of the production and economic risk across systems will be made
incorporating such factors as weather and price variation over time.
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. INFORMATION PACKAGE
ATTRA is l:he n"cionill t1utlralnable agriculture information center funded by [he USDA', Rural Businen -Cooper...rfve Service.

Introduction

oday in the United States, developing
pasture-based livestock systems is of interest
both to farmers seeking lower feed and labor
costs and to consumers interested in alternatives
to grain-fed livestock production. Ruminants
such as cattle, sheep and goats can convert plant
fiber--indigestible to humans--into meat, milk,
wool, and other valuable products. The choice
of a grazing system is key to an economically
viable pasture-based system.

T

Adding livestock broadens a farm's economic
base, by providing additional marketable
products and by offering alternative ways to
market grains and forage produced on the farm.
In addition, soil losses associated with highly
erodible land used for row crops decline when
such land is converted to pasture. Besides these
benefits, rotating row crops into a year or two of
pasture will increase organic matter and
improve soil structure. Livestock waste replaces
some purchased fertilizers and crop and animal
pest life cycles are interrupted.
Because ruminants co-evolved with grassland
ecosystems, they can meet their nutritional
needs on pasture. A profitable livestock
operation can be built around animals
harvesting their
INDEX
own feed. Such
a system avoids
Grazing systems /I Page 2
Making the change /I Page 3
conventional
Easy way to begin MIG /I Page 3
practices of
Fencing & water systems /I Page 3
harvesting
feed
Managing forage growth II Page 4
Seasonal adjustments /I Page 5
mechanically,
Effects on the animals II Page 6
storing it, and
Information resources /I page 6
transporting it
Internet resources /I Page 7
to the animals.
Conclusion 1/Page 7
Instead, the
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livestock are moved to the forage during its
peak production periods. Producers learn to
manage the pasture as an important crop in
itself; the animals provide a way to market it.
Reduced feed and equipment costs and
improved animal health will result from
choosing a species well-suited to existing
pasture and environmental conditions. In most
operations, a good fit between animal and
available pasture will provide more net income.
Some animals will produce acceptable meat
with little or no grain finishing. Marketing
these lean meats directly to consumers is an
opportunity to increase profits. Skilled
managers who can consistently offer high
quality forage to their animals producing lean
and tender meat should consider pursuing this
market.
III

Choo sing a grazin g syste m

Conti nuous grazing, which is the
most cornm on grazin g system in the
United States, usuall y results over
time in a plant comm unity of less
desirable species. When livestock
graze witho ut restriction, anima ls
first select the most palata ble forage.
If these plants are repeat edly
grazed witho ut allowi ng time for
root recove ry and leaf regrow th,
they will die. Plants not eaten by
livestock matur e and go to seed.
Thus, popul ations of undes irable
plants increase, while prefer red
plants are elimin ated, reduci ng the
quality of the forage available in a
given pastur e. Forage losses due to
tramp ling as well as anima l
avoida nce of their own wastes
furthe r reduc e the total amou nt of
usable forage available to livestock
under contin uous grazin g.

Other ATIRA mater ials of intere st:
,/"Susuinable Beef Production -- 51 pages
Feeding options, hea/rh. pests and parasite control , nvironm entsl
concerns
,/"Alternative Fly Contro l for Livesrock-. 36 pages
CuItUr.il1, biological, physical, and least roxie contro l for fiies ibsr affect
livestoc k on pasture.and in confine ment
,/"Meeting the Nutritional Needs of Ruminants on Pasture - 42 pages

Impact 01grazing manage ment on nutrition, supplem ental feeding
on high
qualirypasture, feed profiling, feed budgeting, marching livestoc k and
fOr.ilge
resourc es for efficient pasture use.

,/"Marketing Organic Livestock Products -- 37 pages
Resour ce evaluation, regulations, budgeting. market research, informa
cion
resources.
ATIM also has information on:

,/"Sustainable Pasture Management
,/"Guard animals
,/"Alternative Marketing of Beef

Contin uous grazin g does, howev er, offer the
benefit of low capital inputs since few fencing
and water ing facilities are requir ed. Because
livestock are seldom moved from pastur e to
pasture, compl icated manag ement decisions are
not requir ed. This type of grazin g manag ement
frequently results in highe r per-an imal gains
than other grazin g systems, as long as adequ ate
forage is available to maint ain high growt h
rates. But if pastur es are overstocked, higher
gains canno t be expected.

sequence. The rest period s allow plants to
recover before they are grazed again. Doubl ing
the forage utilization on a given acreage is often
possible when chang ing from a contin uous to a
controlled grazing system. These increases in
produ ctivity of plant and anima l resources
provid e considerable profit potent ial to the
produ cer willing to comm it to an initial capita l
invest ment and increased manag ement input
(1). The produ cer can meet indivi dual anima l
gain or gain-per-acre goals with sound
manag ement decisions.

Rotational or controlled grazin g, on the other
hand, increases pound s of anima l produ ction
per acre. How the system is manag ed znpac ts
the level of produ ction, of course. In fact,
manag ement -inten sive grazin g (MIG) is anothe r
term for rotatio nal grazing. This term
empha sizes the intens ity of manag ement rather
than the intens ity of the grazin g, and "MIG" will
be used throug hout this publication.

Faced with low milk prices, the potent ial loss of
price suppo rts, and ever-rising costs, some dairy
produ cers have changed to MIG to meet
economic and quality of life goals. Some are
provid ing cows fresh paddo cks after each
milking. Seasonal dairying, drying off the entire
herd during times when pastur e produ ction is
low, is often the next step, but it requir es even
more skillful manag ement .

Manag ement intensive grazin g (MIG) is defined
as grazin g and then resting several pastur es in
"j};.-A TTRA
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benefit from increased forage availability and
higher quality feed under MIG. Some graziers
have specialized in dairy beef and raising
replacement heifers for dairy operations. When
MIG is used with sheep and goats, fencing must
be excellent in order to keep the livestock in and
the predators out. Guard animals can enhance
predator protection.
MIG offers the manager a wide range of options
regarding grazing intensity. The enclosed
chapter from Forages, the Science of Grassland
Agriculture provides a thorough discussion of
various grazing systems from which to choose.
The section "Building Forage-Livestock
Systems" deserves special attention.

calculating stocking rates, and methods of
estimating forage yield and availability.

I
II

I.

The change to controlled grazing will have
impacts on the animals, the plant community,
and people. For livestock operators who have
not spent time monitoring livestock on a daily
or weekly basis, they will feel the greater time
.commitment. On the other hand, the need for
harvested forages declines resulting in less time
spent making hay or silage. Purchased feed
inputs are also reduced.
Economic benefits can be expected as animal
health improves and production increases.
Lower feed costs and fewer vet bills have been
recorded in most of the research that's been
conducted on operations making this transition.

Making the change

Actual figures vary widely depending on the
When a change is made in grazing management,
profitability and forage
a logical first step is an
condition of the old system.
inventory of the farm's
As the new system is fine.I Easy way to begin MIG
resources. An outline to
tuned, feed quality and
An easy way to begin MIG is to
help in this inventory
quantity increase, and
subdivide existing pastures with one or
process is enclosed.
management skills also
two fences (or simply close existing
Another useful tool is an
grow. As a result, more
gates). Managing these simple divisions
aerial map of the farm on
animals can be raised on the
provides a chance to try out a more
which to mark fences,
same acreage, translating
controlled system and offers the
water supplies, and
into more income for the
existing forage resources.
opportunity to begin learning this type
farm.
Writing down farm and
of grazing management at a basic level.
family goals in this
It takes commitment to
If the new fences are electrified high
process makes it easier to
succeed in making the
tensile wire, animals will learn to
stay on course with
change to MIG, a system
respect it and managers can practice
management decisions.
requiring a higher level of
handling it. Observation skills will
When a salesperson is
management
skills. Old
develop as the animals and forages
applying pressure, for
ways of thinking will need
adjust to the change.
instance, it helps to be
to shift. Analytical and
able to evaluate the cost
problem-solving skills will
of the product against the chosen goal.
develop. It will test that commitment to
continue despite the mistakes, unexpected
Once a decision is made to convert to controlled
weather patterns, and possible disapproval of
grazing, implementation requires dividing the
neighbors.
land area into subdivisions (paddocks, cells),
providing access to water, adjusting stocking
Fencing and water systems
rates, and monitoring grazing duration. These
Implementing a rotational grazing system
decisions may seem overwhelming at first.
requires an investment in fencing. New highSome of the enclosed materials offer information
tensile electric fencing materials are cheaper and
about setting up paddocks to fit the landscape,
'_~}rATTRA II ROTATIONAL GRAZI~JG
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easier to install than conventional fencing.
Temporary as well as permanent electric fencing
materials are available, and many producers use
a combination of the two. Energizers produce a
short-duration, high voltage impulse, very
effective in controlling livestock. This
equipment offers flexibility in managing animal
and plant resources.

edges of ponds or natural water sources can
destroy natural vegetation. Piping water away
from these sources or limiting animal access
results in higher quality water for them, and
provides benefits to wildlife habitat.
Economic benefits from providing cool, high
quality water have been reported by producers,
though-little research exists. Mineral blocks are
typically placed near the water supply, but
excessive use of the area can lead to the
problems listed above. Placing the minerals
away from water or other favorite areas can
redistribute animal impact and avoid overuse of
certain areas. Dispensing soluble minerals in
the water is another alternative.

Animals need to be trained to electric fences if
not accustomed to them. Producers sometimes
use a special paddock for introducing new stock
into the system (fencing suppliers can furnish
information). Once trained to respect the
electrified wire, it becomes a psychological,
rather than a physical, barrier.
Providing access to water is another capital
expense of setting up the rotational grazing
system. Experienced producers soon recognize
the value of an adequate water supply and some
have expressed regret that they did not invest
more initially in the water system. Designing a
water system for future expansion may be the
best option for beginners with limited available
funds.

Forage Growth

Decisions about-how much pasture area to offer
animals and how long they remain in that area
are tools of a skilled grazier. These decisions
influence the amount and quality of forage
available throughout the grazing season.

Many producers take advantage of new types of
pipe and portable waterers to create moveable
water systems. A permanent system can later
be designed on the basis of this experience, but
flexibility in water location within paddocks
should be part of the final design. Such
flexibility provides options for the manager in
controlling animal distribution and in avoiding
destruction of the area around the water source.

Phase 2

- - - - - Time - - - - - -

Some paddock designs use alleyways to give
animals access to one water source from several
side by side paddocks. However, the area
around aperrnanent water source will suffer
from heavy traffic. This heavy use area tends to
accumulate nutrients and is a potential source of
parasites, disease, and erosion. (Many
producers observe the same problems in any
location animals congregate, e.g. shade trees,
mineral sources.)

The forage growth curve above shows the
natural progression of growth through three
stages. Phase one is the first growth in the
Spring or the time required for regrowth after
extreme defoliation. Photosynthesis is low
because of the small amount of leaf area
available to capture sun energy.
During stage two, plants grow rapidly because
leaf area is increasing. Toward the end of this

The impact of heavy livestock traffic at the
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growth phase, the amount of forage growth is
near its peak, and it is of high quality. This
period when forage is lush and abundant is
ideal for grazing.
.

those that can tolerate repeated defoliation, such
as tall fescue.
With management intensive grazing, it is
possible to keep a wide variety of plants in the
pasture. Reports of increasing plant diversity
.when pasture is adequately rested are common
among observant new graziers. Plants adapted
to the varied soil and moisture conditions of the
landscape thrive in their microclimates.
Animals can graze plants during their seasons
of maximum palatability.

The transition from stage two to stage three is
marked by the beginning of reproduction and a
decline in rate of plant growth. The leaves
begin to die at the lower levels as they are
shaded out by those above them. Plant
resources are directed toward reproduction
rather than more growth. Quality of forage
available to graze begins to decline.

Livestock will, in fact, eat many "weeds" in their
vegetative stage, thus preventing both annuals
and perennials from going to seed. Many
"weeds" provide good feed value. Livestock
will eat "weeds" such as dandelions, quackgrass, redroot pigweed, and lambsquarters in
their vegetative stage, thus preventing both
annuals and perennials from going to seed.
These plants have been shown to have feed
values that compare favorably with oats. (2)

Managing Forage Growth

The manager uses this understanding of the
forage growth curve to keep pastures producing
a maximum amount of high quality forage.
Decisions about moving animals from paddock
to paddock are based on the amount of forage
available, size of paddocks, and estimated
seasonal growth rates. The number and
nutritional needs of the livestock must also be
figured into this balance. Additional
information on these management decisions is
included in the enclosures.

If adequate diverse vegetative forage is
available to the animal, livestock will have a
high quality diet. Since what is selected is
different from a profile of the plants in the
pasture, forage samples or harvested forage
tests will not necessarily reflect true animal
intake. It therefore becomes very difficult for
the manager to choose appropriate supplements
for the very productive (and profitable) animal.

After each grazing period, plants quickly
replace leaves lost without depleting root
reserves when adequate leaf area is left for
photosynthesis. The animals are introduced to
fresh pasture before plants are overgrazed, and
livestock have access to new, succulent growth
at frequent intervals. Thus the plants and
animals both benefit from good grazing
management.

Livestock with the potential for high returns
should be supplemented when available
pastures are unable to meet their minimal
nutritional requirements. Harvested forages,
grains, or by-product feeds are options. Very
little research on the subject of supplementing
grazing ruminants on high quality pastures has
been done in this country.

Many desirable plants, including legumes and
native grasses, disappear from pastures that
have inadequate rest periods. Animals must be
moved after three to five days, maximum, in
order to prevent them from grazing the initial
regrowth of any specific plant.

Seasonal Adjustments

Rotational grazing gives the livestock manager
flexibility in responding to changing forage
supply. During periods of rapid plant growth,
cattle are moved quickly through paddocks or,
if equipment is available or the work can be

If not removed from the area, livestock will
preferentially graze certain forages and deplete
root reserves, thus killing the most palatable
forage species. Continuous access to a pasture
thus eliminates desirable species and maintains
,~}r-ATTRA /I
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hired, excess forage can be harvested as hay or
silage for feeding later. During slow plant
growth periods, delayed rotation allows plants
in each paddock the longer recovery time after
each grazing period so plants can regrow.
Various strategies or specialized forages can
delay the time when harvested forages must be
fed. In late fall, stockpiled fescue or other
winter grasses can be strip grazed.. Grain and
stalks left in com or milo fields after harvest
offered as strips provide another source of good
quality feed into the winter months. Small
grains, seeded alone or with brassicas, are a
third option in some parts of the country for
extending the grazing season.

grazing system-are desirable. In an established
herd, culling animals which don't adapt is
essential to achieving a profitable grass-based
livestock system.
Information resources

A host of published and electronic information
resources are available to producers.
Many of the land grant universities have
developed materials about rotational grazing
which are especially applicable to that state.
Workshops and videos on management
intensive grazing may be available as well.
Check with local Extension offices regarding
such resources.

In some regions, providing excellent grazing
through the hottest summer months is the
biggest challenge. Native grasses, summer
annuals, and interseeded legumes can offset this
slump in cool-season grass production.
However, the costs of establishment-in time
and money-are justified only if the resulting
increase in livestock production translates into
sufficient profit potential.

The Stockman Grass Farmer (SGF) (4) is an
excellent monthly publication for news about
alternative forages and innovative management strategies, as well as for dialogue among
practitioners of management-intensive grazing.
In addition, the commercial and classified ads
offer many services, including grazing
workshops and supplies, which may be difficult
to obtain locally. Suppliers and their
salespeople often serve as consultants, having
practical experience of many grazing operations.
A free sample issue of SGF is available to those
who call or write to request it.

Effects on the animals

Multiple paddocks facilitate animal access and
handling. Cattle become easier to work because
they see people as the source of fresh pasture.
Because managers have a chance to observe the
animals frequently, they can identify and treat
health problems in their early stages.

A list of books for further information is
provided at the end of this Information Package.
If local libraries and book stores are unable to
obtain them, any issue of The Stockman Grass
Farmer has an ordering form for many of them.
AgAccess (5) is another mailorder source for a
wide range of agricultural books.

If just beginning an animal operation, the
producer should choose a breed adapted to the
climate and grazing system or pick individual
animals with good performance records on
pasture. Some types of animals, even within a
breed, are better able to use high quality forage,
and others are better adapted to low-quality
rangelands. Some tolerate legumes without
bloating.

Holistic Resource Management (HRM) is a
decision-making process initially used for
livestock management on range. Now the
model is being used by many farmers and
ranchers to evaluate options as they plan for
changes to their operations. The Center for
Holistic Management (6) can refer to state
organizations and regional representatives who
can provide information and contacts with
practitioners. After initial training courses,

There is as much variation among individuals
within the breeds as between breeds. To some
extent, animals learn grazing skills (3).
Therefore, animals that have been raised on
pasture--especially those from a controlled
,j}""ATTRA
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HRM practitioners often form
management clubs to further their
understanding and learning as they
apply the HRM principles.
There are many agricultural discussion
groups on the Internet covering a wide
range of topics. People without Internet
access through a university or other
public institution may contact their local
Internet subscription company to get
hooked up to the "'Net."
Internet discussion groups operate via
electronic mail (e-mail). Servers called
Listserv's receive and distribute
postings. When you subscribe your
name gets added to the mailing list.
If you wish to post to the discussion
group you only need to send one e-mail
and the listserv will send it all members.
Subscribing to newsgroups is a simple
and painless process, not to mention
free! Most groups have help to read
before posting for the first time.
In addition, there are lists associated
with most ruminant breeds. A "search
engine" such as Yahoo can be used to
locate other lists on the Web.

WORLD WIDE WEB OFFERS INFO GALORE
Here aresome sample web sites to visit:
GRAZING FORAGE SITES

.Two of particila;'-futerestOare "forage-mg" at alrnanac@oes.orst.edu and
"graze-l at listserv@taranaki.ac.nz and

To subscribe to forage-mg. send a message to the above address that says,
"subscribe forage-mg".
Graze-ldiscusses intensive rotationalgrazing and seasonal grazing. nus
newsgroup is based in New Zealand and has a definite international feel to it.
To subscribe send an e-mail to: listserv@taranaki.ac.nz
In the body of the ..mail type' subscribe graz..1
Then exit.
Graze-lalso has a WebPage.

Two sheep lists are SHEEP and SHEEP-L

To subscribe to SHEEP, send the email message SUBSCRIBE SHEEP to
listproc@listproc.wsu.edu. Send messages on this listserv to
sheep@listproc.wsu.edu.
To subscribe to SHEEP-L. send the message SUBSCRIBE SHEEP-L to
listserv@lis~rv.uu.se. Postemail messages at SHEEP-L@usrsERV.UU.5E.

Gary Fredricks, GARYF@Coop-ext.cahe.wsu.edu
Subsaiption address: GOAT5@listproc.wsu.edu

Dairy-L@umdd discusses a wide range of dairy issues right across the spectrum.
Topics tend to revolve mainly around the feeding and health of dairy cows.
Discussions are based around the American / Canadian confinement system.

Conclusion

To subscribe send an e-mail to listserve@umdd.umd.edu
Management intensive grazing is not for
In the body of the ..mail typeoSUB Dairy-L fuslname Iastname
every producer. It will not instantly
provide wealth and leisure nor solve ali
the problems livestock producers face.
Some experienced graziers say it takes three
be addressed before becoming serious.
years of observation and manipulation of soil,
plant and animal resources to really begin to
Nevertheless, those producers who have made
manage them well. During these years there
the change to MIG report many benefits
will be countless challenges and necessary
including increased net income and improved
quality of life. In groups of these innovative
adjustments.
graziers, one is struck by the enthusiasm and
creativity they bring to the management of their
Every attempt to prepare for potential problems
particular pasture systems. They observe the
will make the transition smoother. If a manager
results of their decisions and are constantly fineassumes that the system can continually be
tuning their systems to meet their production
improved, it will help to identify trouble early.
-and family goals.
Being alert for difficulties assures that they can
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Mundy, Victoria. 1995. Successful grazing systems
start with solid goals. NSAS Newsletter. No. 52. P:
4-5.
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PLANT GROWTH CHARACTERISTICS USING CONTROLLED GRAZ
ING
Bruc e Ande rson
Exte nsion Fora ge Spec ialis t
Univ ersit y of Nebr aska

Succ essfu l. graz ing mana geme nt requ ires know ledge
of plan t
grow th char acte risti cs. Every plan t grow th respo
nse
is
caus
ed by
a serie s of phys iolog ical reac tions (inte rnal chem
ical
chan
ges)
insid e the plan t.
The resu lts or caus e of thes e phys iolog ical
reac tions ofte n are morp holog ical (exte rnal struc tura
l) chan
the plan t.
Thus , forag e qual ity, quan tity, and surv ival ofges of
each
plan t is affe cted by phys iolog ical and morp holo gical
reac tions .
Graz ing beha vior of lives tock also affe cts the
succ ess of
graz ing mana geme nt.
Sele ctive graz ing,
tram pling ,
manu re
distr ibut ion, etc. all influ ence plan t cano py
mana
geme
nt
and
prod uctiv ity.
Unde rstan ding plan t reac tions to temp eratu re, soil
mois ture,
ligh t, graz ing, etc. will help deve lop flex
ible
and
high ly'
prod uctiv e graz ing progr ams.

Type s of Past ure Plan ts
Gras sland prod ucers are cons tantl y look
for the idea l
gras s: one that is prod uctiv e, nutr itiou s, palaing
table , and graz ing
tole rant throu ghou t the grazi ng seaso n. Unfo rtuna
tely, this plan t
does not exis t.
Thus , graz iers must take adva ntage of inhe rent
diffe renc es in the seaso nal grow th cycl es of vario
supp ly desi rabl e herba ge to lives tock throu ghou us forag es to
t the graz ing
seaso n.
Pere nnia l forag es can be clas sifie d as cool -seas
on gras ses,
warm -seas on gras ses, or legum es. Each type of forag
e
has its own
spec ial char acte risti cs.
Thes e char acte risti cs are used by
succ essfu l graz iers to take adva ntage of the
best graz ing
oppo rtun ities with each plan t.
cool seaso n grass es are hard y, prod uctiv
pala table , and rela tive ly graz ing tole rant when e, nutr itiou s,
They often prod uce more than 50% of thei r annu al used prop erly.
grow th prio
June 1.
They frequ ently becom e dorm ant, unpr Oduc tive, and r to
lowqual ity durin g summ er. Grow th resum es due to cool
er
temp
eratu
res
and rain fall durin g fall.
Impo rtant cool seaso n gras ses inclu de
smoo th and mead ow brom e, orch ardg rass, whea tgras
ses, blue gras s,
need legra sses, wild ryes, and timo thy.
Prep ared for the New Tool s For Past ure Prod uctio
n work shop s,
Crei ghto n, FUll erton , Nelso n, and Beat rice, NE, Janu
ary 13-1 6,
1992
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Graziers relying only on cool season grasses have a dilemma.
They can effectively graze spring growth but run out of forage
':i'..Ir ing summer and have 1i'!'!!stock l.ose weight.
Tr.ey can grl!.~e
lightly during spring to conserve forage for summer, thus
exchanging high quality spring forage for lower quality summer
pasture.
Or they can harvest excess spring growth and feed it
during summer.
Yearling stocker ~perations have difficulty being profitable
in these situations. Good gains occur for up to ten weeks during
spring and early summer, but summer gains (and sometimes weight
loss) are too low to support the ownership costs and negative price
margins.
Thus, yearlings are removed from pasture early, which
limits management alternatives, increases risk, and fails to use
high quality fall regrowth.
Cow-calf and cow-yearling
operations have
been more
successful.
Cows calve in early spring or late summer to take
advantage of high quality spring or fall growth for rebreedinq.
Poor summer feed, though, often causes cow weight loss, low calf
gain, conception and calving difficulties, herd health problems,
and low production per acre. Compensatory growth recovers some of
these losses, however, and full-season grazing allows full use of
all herbage produced during the year. Harvested feed is needed in
..
winter, however.

\.
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COOL-SEASON GRASS

WARM-SEASON GRASS

n
SPRING

SUMMER

FALL

SPRING

SUMMER

FALL

Warm season grasses start growth about four to six weeks later
in spring than do ceol season grasses. They produce at least 60%
of their annual grow~h between June 1 and August 31. They become
dormant in early fall. Some important warn season grasses are big
and little bluestem, switchgrass, indiangrass, and sideoats grama.
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Graziers that rely primarily on warm season grasses may have
abundant growth but the livestock operation will be restricted by
the short grazing 5~~50n. Cow ~pe~~tions will face substantial
harvested feed costs and/or lengthy dormant, low-quality grazing
periods. Yearling operations may be more successful, but the short
grazing season will limit management flexibility and increase risk.
Cool season grasses grow best around 65 to 75 F, but growth
virtually ceases above 90 F. Warm season grasses thrive at 85 to
95 F, but grow very slowly below 70 F. Warm season grasses use
less water to produce growth.
They also are more efficient in
nitrogen utilization and grow better than cool season grasses on
phosphorus-deficient soils. As a result, warm season grasses often
are grown on soils with growth limitations because they perform
better than cool season grasses on those sites. Both cool and warm
season grasses grow best on well-drained, fertile soils and they
respond well to proper fertilization, weed control, and defoliation
management.
Legumes like red, White, and ladino clover, alfalfa, and
birds foot trefoil have a more even distribution of growth through
the growing season although they tend to be most productive in
spring and have a slight summer slump in growth. Well-nodulated
legumes will produce sufficient nitrogen to support their own
needs. However, other physical or chemical growth limitations in
soils can be more detrimental to legumes than to grasses. Legumes
tend to use more water for each pound of production than grasses
will use, but some legumes, like alfalfa, can develop deep taproots
that permit use of deep subsoil moisture.
Legumes often are desired in pastures because they are
palatable and tend to produce better animal performance then grass
alone.
Since they produce their own nitrogen, less fertilizer
inputs may be needed. However, mn~~ ~lnvpr~ ~nn ~lf~l.fa r.an r.ause
bloat.
Physiology
Plants basically are miniature food factories. Leaves convert
solar energy into chemical energy using a process called
photosynthesis.
This process takes carbon dioxide from air and
combines it with water absorbed from soil to form carbohydrates and
oxygen. Sunlight is needed to power this reaction.
sunlight

carbon dioxide

~

water

----------->
green laaves

carbohydrate + oxygen

For pastures to be prOductive, photosynthesis must first feed the
plant before the plant can provide feed for livestock.
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When leaves produce more
carbohydrate than is needed for
growth and maintenance, some
carbohydrate
is
stored.
Storage
organs
in
forages
include roots,
stem bases,
rhizomes, and/or stolons.
In
contrast,
when
leaves
are
unable to meet demands of the
plant, stored carbohydrates are
used to supplement or replace
photosynthesis. This situation
causes little problem until
carbohydrate storage is nearly
eXhausted.
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Plants demand carbohydrates most when they are growing
rapidly.
Adequate lear area is essential to collect sufficient·
sunlight to meet this demand.
Maximum growth rates occur when
plants contain enough :eaves to intercept 90% or more of the
sunlight.
If leaf area i s low due to heavy defoliation or
environmental stress, growth rates will be slowed. However, very
high leaf areas do not increase production because basal leaves and
new tillers are shaded, old leaves die, and pests reduce
photosynthetic efficiency within the dense canopy.
Stored carbohydrates are used to survive winter and renew
growth each spring.
When spring growth initiates, no leaves are
present to produce energy.
The only source of energy for spring
green-up is stored car::ohvdrates.
Winter survival and initial
spring vigor are direct~y'~elated to the amount of carbohydrate
stored.
Once leaves ';.re ;:resent, photosynthesis produces the
carbohydrates needed for growth and replenishp.~ ~~rhnhynrates in
the storage organs.
Stored carbohydrates ';.lso are very important following
defoliation during the growing season.
If defoliation is severe
and all leaves are removed, energy for initial regrowth must come
from reserves, just like at :'nitial green-up in spring. However,
if adequate leaf area r sma i ns after defoliation, the plant can
regro~ with little need for stored carbohydrates.
consequently,
leaf area remaining after grazing is important for regrowth and for
replenishing carbohydrate reserves during the grazing season.
Remember:· Leaves are t:-.e key to satisfying qr owt.h demands and
producing carbohydrate reserves.
Abundant leaf area encourages
rapid pla·nt growth, accumulation of carbohydrate reserves, and
abundant feed for livestock. Inadequate leaf area will slOW plant
growth, deplete carbohydrate reserves, and reduce feed for
livestock.
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Horpholoqy
Grazing ~anagement decisions are easier when characteristics
of various parts of plants are understood. In particular, the role
and response of leaves, stems, growing points, dormant bUds, and
roots to plant growth and to grazing are important.
Leayes.
Leaves are the most nutritious part of pasture
plants.
As a reSUlt, high levels of leaf consumption are
encouraged to produce rapid animal gains.
Leaves also are the
primary site for photosynthesis. ThUS, leaf area removal should
not be too large or the rate of plant growth will be reduced due to
less light interception and carbohydrate production.
Tall, erect grasses like smooth brome and switchgrass need
large leaf areas to intercept most of the light because they have
narrow, semi-erect leaf blades. Other grasses, like bluegrass and
tall fescue, often have a dense cluster of more prostrate basal
leaves that intercept much light. Legumes, with broad and nearly
horizontal leaves, need less total leaf area to intercept light.
Stems. Grass stems have two distinct forms. Nonreproductive
plants have short stems, consisting of nodes and unelongated
internodes. The growing point (apical meristem) in these plants is
located near ground level and is protected from removal by grazing.
Thus, growth and development of new leaves continues from the
growing point in that stem even after grazing.
Reproductive
stems
elongate into distinct
nodes
and
internodes. The apical meristem transforms into a seedhead and is
elevated eventually to the top of the plant. Elongation makes it
possible to remove the apical meristem via grazing. Growth of a
tiller stops when the apical meristem is removed; new growth must
ini

t

i e r.e frnm rlnrm"nt". hl1rl,o;.

Stem elongation changes canopy structure. Unelonga~ed stems
usually have a dense cluster of leaves that makes it easy for
cattle to obtain a large mouthful of leaves with each bite while at
the same time maintaining sufficient amounts of basal leaf area to
continue rapid photosynthesis.
Elongated stems spread leaves
across a longer vertical distance, making it difficult for
livestock to consume many leaves with each bite. Also, these stems
often elevate leaves so that few leaves remain near the stem base;
leaf area and growth rate can be reduced dramatically by heavy
grazing.
Legumes have their growing point at the stem tip. For some
plants, like alfalfa, the stem tip is near the top of the canopy
and is removed easily by grazing. Regrowth must come from dorma~t
buds. The stem tip of·red and alsike clover often remains lower ~n
the canopy because long petioles elevate leaves
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to form the upper canopy. Light grazing may only remove leaves and
not remove the growinq point.
Ladino and white clover maintain
their ~tp.m tip near ground level so the growing point is removed
only with very close ,grazing.
Many grasses and legumes have horizontal underground stems
(rhizomes) or aboveground stems (stolons). New leaves or tillers
often develop from buds located ~~ these structures.
Dormant BUds.
Dormant buds are the sites of new growth
following removal of growing points during grazing and for next
year's tillers following winter. Buds are located at nodes at the
base of stems (basal or crown bUds), on stems at nodes or leaf
axils (axillary bUds), and at nodes of stolons and rhizomes.
Highly productive forages must manufacture and store
sufficient energy to develop bUds that will survive winter to begin
growth next spl;'ing, and are vigorous enough to initiate rapid
regrowth. All tillers begin growth from a growing point that once
was a dormant bud. As long as a tiller is vegetative, it has the
potential to continue to produce leaves.
Once the tiller is
stimulated to become reproductive or the growing point is removed,
no more leaves can be initiated by that tiller.
Three types of tiller regrowth occur after defoliation. The
most rapid regrowth occurs if the growing point of the defoliated
tiller remains intact.
This tiller itself continues to grow.
Removal of the growing point often stimulates development of new
tillers from dormant bUds.
Basal and rhizome buds are the next
most rapid source of tiller regrowth. Aerial tillers from axillary
buds, although active on some grasses like switchgrass and reed
canarygrass, are the least productive of the new tillers. However,
legumes like birdsfoot trefoil have little crown bud activity and
obtain much regrowth from axillary buds.
The ability and vigor at which dormant buds initiate regrowth
appears to be cyclical.
Part of this cyclic tendency is due to
carbohydrate reserve levels in plants and to amount of leaf area
remaining after grazing. BUds developing into a new tiller rely on
photosynthesis in remaining leaves or on carbohydrate reserves for
energy. Heavy grazing reduces photosynthesis in leaves as a source
of energy, forcing plants to deplete carbohydrate reserves instead.
Minimal stress occurs after severe defoliation if sufficient time
is allowed for new leaves to develop and replenish carbohydrate
reserves.
However, frequent intensive defoliation will prevent
plants from replenishing their reserves and will result in slower
recovery after defoliation dn<l lC~ver production. If residual leaf
material remains, new tiller growth can receive carbohydrates
manufactured by those leaves, maintaining rapid growth and
carbohydrate reserves.
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Horm onal anel othe r fac~ors also afte ct tile cycl ic
tenel ency
dorm ant buels .
BUels of smoo Ul bram e anel timo thy are rela tive ot
ly
inac tive batw aan ::liel-join~ ..nel anU laais , aven ',;han
'the
grow
ing
poin t is raov ael.
Buel dorm ancy app. ars to delay regro wth in
switc hgra s. 'anel -othe r ·...arm seas ong ras. e.du r1ng
summ er. crown bUels in alfa lfa tenel to begi n nqrOW micl to late
follo wing raov al of younq shoo ts, evan it cartlo Ch vary _slow ly
leva l. ue high . To main tain rapie l grow th rate s, hyclr ate r_ar ve
qraz ing may neeel
to be lax eluri nq time . when sit. . !or potan~ia
l reqro wth are
mini mal or rela tive ly dorm ant.
Root B. Betw een 20 ana 50
perc ent at the tota l root
syste m ot a gras s plan~ =us~ be
repla cea eaen year ,
Plan ~s
cann ot supp ort rapid grow th in
thei r
shoo ts
ana
roo~s
simU ltane ously for an exten ded
perio el ot time ,
Ifowe ver,
rese arch has show n that root
grow th is main taine d if no l:lore
than one- hal! of the leave s are
remo ved.

Ho W ' Gr as se s
Gr -o' w
Food Facto ries
sbont ops •
mean shan roots
\

Root
grow th steps 'ind
root s may die bac~ ~~ seve rely
graz ed
past ures .
If
ove rgra zing
con~ :~ue s.
carb ohyd rate ::-ese r':es '::ecc:::e
depl eted and ~he ~lan~ ~as
l i t':l.e lear area ::J":: arr'; en
?ho~ csyn thes is;
:~e
?lan t
tecc: ::es 1.0w :':1 e!1er,:;,:·.
:'aar
~rc·~ th

has

II

~ 1:-s':

c a ll"

~ ..

[JR:OCD~1
Gathe r & Store Food
short roots •
mean short tops
Overz razrnn

DeSlrO\'~

1J00h leaves and roots

=arb onyd rates r~o~ ~~c~=~y~~~esis
so ~here is no down warc ~cvernent or carb ohyd rates
:~r root grow th,
~oo~ s die back and :~e ;:lan t ~as only
enou gh ener~y :~ ~ain tain a
snall ow root ~ys~e:::. 7~e ;:3stU re bee::: ::es :::uc~ :::::re
envl ronm ental stres ses ~~c~ as dry Neat~er. So:::e suscept~ble t::
;:lan ts :::ay die.
allow ing weeci s t:J :~vace. !~en livin g ;:lan ts :ay leave
'..here '",eecis can "stae l :z~ ',.'1 t~ lit':: l.e como et:.:: .cn. cpen grou nd
This ,,,,hol e
oroc ess acce lerat es JS ~~tavorable ::ondi~~=ns
~ncr ease .
The
cast'. .:re beai ns a C:o·",n".ar::' s e i r a L ':hat: ends '.-nen
the
:iesi
rabl
e
past ure plan ts are repla ced ty plan t:s ':hat are "::-az
ing
::-e5istan~
beca use or ~ow ~alatao:~~~~ ~::- shor~ ~rc~th fcr=.
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Planl : grov thra l:e initi ally is slcw ·a.ca r::oh
are used to activ a':e dOnl anl: buds and init iate new vC:r ate rese rve.
area accu mula tes and more sunl ight is colle C'l:Qieav e.. A.a l ••~
incr ea.e .. Fina lly, as plan' :s matu:l::ll or larg e quand, groW ':h rate
accu mula te, the botto lll leave s begi n to die as quic titie s ot. gr ~
deve lops. Thus , grow th rate plate aus. Even tuall kly as new gr ~
y, ..eig ht 10•• can
actu ally occu r due to more leaf deat h than grow
th.
When
vario us
weal: her
cond ition s such as mois ture and
temp eratu re
are
favo rable ,
plan ts may comp le':e all three
grow th
stag es
(init iatio n,
accu mula tion, and plate au) of
this groW l:h curv e very rapid ly-30 to 45 days .
Howe ver,
durin g less favo rable grow ing
cond ition s it may take 60 to 90
days for plan ,:s to comp lete all
q:'c·...~~ ~t::.;~s.
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30

Days

60

~

90

Ther e is ~~tt~e ~e can do to chan ge thes e bas~
c patte rns of
gro.. th. ~hey are ~=~tr=lled ~ri~ aril y by weat her
~nd the plan t'S
pnys lolog y,
Fert ~~l: er ~ay ~~cr ease the rate of
;ro.. th and fina l
,'leld ~nen src~t~ ;late aus, but shap e ~f the qrc~
t~ curv e and the
t~=e 1t take s t: ::~p lete ~: ~lll not
be alter ed ~ucn. ~he same
r.c Lds
:="..:.e
:c:- ',. ; eea ::::::i.~==':'.
irr:.: ;atio n,
and
~ven
:;raz ing
:7',~~::.,;:~.::~":.
",!t:::.:: '.;~ ~.:.:-:. cc , :-::::w aver, is naria e c -:-..:.=
i==-='::
':'== =::
plan ts spen d ~OSt :: ~~elr t~~e ~~ the accu mula
t:c~ qrow t~ stag e,
"eqa rcles s of ~ne~~er ~lants are grow ing rapi dly
0" slow ly,
pri:a ry faCtC "5 :~fluenc~ng the plan t's respc~se
to graz ing
are stage of plan t ;ro·J th. frequ ency of defo liat
~o~, and ~nte nslt y
of defol~ation. ~lso l=cort~nt 1s t~e ~orc holo
a~ ~: the pastu re
plan ts (esp ecia l:,' ~eaf ·~rr""nge~,ent) and ~he ~ix-:..:re of spec ies
pres ent.
Inten sive

=ese rves

~~

defc l~at ion force s
plan ts to use car:o hydr ate
ini~ ~~~e qrcw th ~==~ buds teca use :eat
~rea ~as been
chot= 3';n~ ~esls ~s ~=~ avai labl e.
Grow ~~ =ate

~emo ved and
decl ines
crar nat:c all; beca use ~~itiat~:n of new crow th frcm
dorm
ant
=uds is
-, cn· c_.."e""";
a ........
-0 ' e nd .....
e·o~e"" raes s';o~ ....
-"'.1'· r"O""
-.----~-...
:s" .Rearc
"..Jtr.
can
t"" rocec,
be subs tant iall ~ delav ed 1f 1nte nsiv e defo liati on
occu
rs
at
a
t:me
wnen cues are rela t:,el y inac t:ve and/ or carb ohyd
rate reser ves are
1

10',.1.
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Inte n.ive defo liati on of erec t gra• •••
tchq ras., sllClOth
brom e) that have begu n relOr oduc tive grow th and(.wi
have
elev ated thei r
grow ing pain ts may h. an effe ctiv e way to redu ce stemm
in••s and
stim ulate tille ring .
Howe ver, the• • gra• ••• are part icula rly
sens itive to repeate~_intensivedefoliationbeca use
basa l leav es. Do not graz e reqro wth too soon beca usethey have few
carbo hydr ate
reser ves will become depl eted , r ••ul ting in slow reqro
wth, poor
vigo r, and even plan t d.ath . Gras .e. with abun dant
basa
l l ••v••
(blue qras ., tall fescu e) will reqro w rela tiv.l y rapid
ly
follo
wing
inten sive defo liati on and will not be supp r••••d as
much
as
erec
t
qras s.s by freq u.nt defo liati on. That is why th•• •
gras
.es
often
invad e over graze d past ures .
Legumes that regro w prim arily from crow
(alfa lfa, r.d
clov er) are favo red by brie f perio ds ofn buds
clos
e
grass /legu me mixt ures as long as suff icie nt tim. (usugraz ing in
ally 3 to 5
we.k s) is allow ed for regro wth betw een graz ing. The
close
graz ing
redu ces the regro wth rate of the gras s and p.rm its thes
e
legum
.s to
regro w with out being seve rely shad ed by the gras ses.
Legumes that regro w from axil lary buds or stolo ns (bird
sfoo t
trefo il. ladin o clov er) are main taine d with
gras
ses
best
by
frequ ent graZ ing that does not remo ve all the abov egrou
nd
regro
wth
sites of thes e legum es but does redu ce shad ing by
r gras s
tille rs.
Brie f close graz ing will enco urag e legum estalle
becau
se of
less ligh t comp etitio n from gras s but prolo nged perio
ds
of
close
graz ing often injur es legum es beca use th.i r broa d
leaf
lets
are
easi ly remo ved. Infre quen t graz ing of thes e mixt ures
will
perm
it
gras ses '.:0 become dens e and stemm y, depr essin g grow
th
of.
the
shor ter legum es as .ell as new gras s tille rs.
using Soth Cool and Warm Seaso n Gras ses
An effe ctive

~av

to

~~ke

Artv~ n~AaA

nf inhe rent

arass crow th
char ac~e r:st ics in a graz ing progr am is to use both
cooi
seas en and
warn

seaso n gras ses.
only can be used ~o
grow ing seaso n, thei r
effe c~:v ely when each

The diffe renc es betw een thes e gras ses not
prOV ide desi rabl e past ure throu ghou t the
respo nse to graz ing can be ~anipulated ~ore
type of gras s is avai lable for graz ing.

Cool seaso n and warm seaso n gras ses usua lly are ,:rown
in
sepa rate pastu res rathe r than mixe d toge ther. They
are
diff
icul
t
to manage when mixed beca use (a) sele ctive graz ing
nake
s
unifo
rm
defo liati on difficul~ due to inhe rent diffe renc es
stag e ::f grow th, and pala tabi lity, (b) grow~h of:n plan t age,
gras ses :::ay be inade quate due to depl etion of soil :::ois·...ar::: seaso n
ture by cool
seaso n gras ses, anu (~) respo nse to herb icide s,
ferti
lize rs,
graz ing ~anagemen~, and othe r cult ural oper ation s diffe
r.
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Early Nebr aska stud ies show ed that aver age dail y gain
s from
late Apri l throu gh early Nove mber incre ased 40t when
stee
rs
graz ed
cool seaso n gras ses in sprin g and fall and graz ed
warm
seaso n
gras ses in summer comp ared to graz ing cool seas on gras
ses
seas
onlong . ~ecent stud ies have avera ged 34' more gain /yea
rling
and
96t
more ga1n /acre (Tab le 1).
Tabl e 1.

paily gain , fib) of y,ar ling stee rs at MeAd. ME
Smog th BrQlnI

1985
1986
1987
3-yr ave.
acres tanim .

Wlrm Sealo n

Sprin g

Summer

Seas on

sprin g

Summer

Seas on

1.35
0.90
0.96
1.07

0.94
1.64
1.70
1.43

1.06
1.33
1.45
1.28
.95

1.38
0.60
1.12
1.03

1.79
2.14
1.68
1.87

1.73
1.49
1. 49

.35

.6

•:3!5

.4

1.71

.75

Cows and calv es incre ased thei r daily gain s by 0.64
and 0.35
lbs/d ay, respe ct:iv ely, ..,hen they sequ entia lly graz
ed
smoo
th brom e,
swit chgr ass, big blues t:em, and smoo th brom e agai n comp
ared
to when
they graze d smoo th brom e cont inuo usly . Sout h Dako ta
st:ud
ies
have
repo rted that a comb inat:i on of sepa rate past ures of cool
seaso
n
and
warm seaso n gras ses can perm it st:oc king rate to be
incre
ased
50\.
Rese arch and graz ier expe rienc e in Iowa and Miss
simi lar incre ases in daily gain and stock ing rate . ouri also show
Time Cont rolle d Graz ing
Time cont: rol of

tot:~

oraz inc perio d and rest perle a

~o effec t:ive oast: ure ~a~e ment ::

~t

1S the key
,111n" ,,,, "'" r." ,.,,,in r,,in r ap i d

?lant : growt :h and prOV ide past: ure wit:h high feed
valu e.
Past: ures ~ust: be cres s fence d into smal ler padd ocks t:o
achie ve
:i~e cont :roll ed graz ing.
A sing le stran d of high qual ity, high
:~pe danc e elec t:ric ..,ire usua lly is
suff icien t for effic ient , fast,
and econ omic al cros s-fen cing . ThUS, not only shou
gras s past ures be separ at:ed from warm seaso n gras s ld cool seaso n
past: ures, both
t:ype s of paec ure also shou Ld be SUbd ivide d.
Time
cont rolle d
graz ing work s well ..,it:h a to 10 tota l padd ocks but 15
to
20 is even
bet:t er.
Howe ver, divid ing each gras s into 2 or 3 padd
ocks is
bet:t er than no cros s-fen cing at all.
Regr owth ~ay begin 2 to 7 days afte r ~ plan
when plant :s are grow ing rapid ly. Plan ts with leavteshas been graze d
rema ining will
regro w more rapid ly t.han comp letel y defo l iated plan
Also ,
plant :s that ret:a in t.hei r aoic al ~erist:em afte r graz ing ts.
will
regro
w
soon er than plant :s t.hat: ~ad the meri stem remo ved.
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PLANT S
--AT START

EXTENT OF
GRAZING

50AVS

HECOVERY

10 DAVS

_15DA VS

RECOVERY

RECOVERY

Avoi d graz ing regro wth soon afte r it begi ns. Live
stock shou ld
graze a padd ock for only a few days duri ng rapid
plan
t grow th.
Since reco very is rapid , catt le may be retur ned
in
3
to
4 week s,
depe nding on gras s spec ies.
Duri ng rapi d grow th, do not ~ait too
long to graz e a paddo ck beca use feed valu e will
be decl ining .
As grow th slow s due to temp eratu re, mois ture, or
~atu
may not teain :or seve ral week s and it wav take ration,
2 to 3
~onths or long er tefor e plan ts reco ver SUff
icien tly from seve re
defo liati on to be thrif ty enou gh for regr azin g.
Live stock ~ay need
to rema in on each paddo ck for a long er perio d of
plan t grow th to allow othe r padd ocks more time ti~e duri~g slow
to reco ver from
thei r prev ious defo liati on.
Reme mber :
rest ceri~d is t~e main
:acto r that cont rols rate of lives tock move ment
throu gh padd ocks .
Leng thy graz ing perio ds per padd ock durin g
plan t grow th can have some nega tive side effe cts, perio ds of slow
howe ver. Plan ts
can be weak ened if regro wth begi ns and is
remo ved prio r to
lives tock rota tion . This effe ct is simi lar to an
perio d and caus es lowe ring of carb ohyd rate rese ultra -sho rt rest
rves , 1055 in root
~ass, and slow er subse quen t regro wth.
Leng thy graz ing perio~5 also
often lead to spot grazi ng and a redu ction in the
lives tock to sele ctive ly graz e. As a resu lt, lives opportun~ty for
tock perfo rman ce
suffe rs.
=ear o~th
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When only one type of grass is available for grazing, these
problems can be overcome partially by increasing the nUllll:ler of
paddocks.
This '.Yil.l reduce the duration of grazing on anyone
paddock while still maintaining a sufficient period of time before
livestock move through all paddocks and are in position to graze
regrowth.
.
Fortunately, when !;loth cool season and warm season grass
pastures are available, time controlled grazing is easier and more
effective. The plants themselves provide much of the time control.
For example, during rapid growth of cool season grasses in spring
the warm season grasses are dormant or growing very slowly.
Livestock rotation can be rapid within the cool season grass
paddocks without using warm season paddocks at all.
Later, as
growth rate of cool season grasses slows, growth rate of warm
season grasses increases and livestock can graze these paddocks
instead. Thus, rest period of cool season grasses can be increased
without needing lengthy grazing periods on any paddocks. As growth,
rate of warm season grasses slows, their rest period can be
lengthened by using some cool season paddockS.
Short-term rapid rotation may be desirable for some livestock
with higher nutrient requirements. Selective grazing opportunities
increase with rapid rotation although rest periods are be
shortened; animal performance improves for the short-term, but if
rapid rotation continues the pasture plants will be unable to fully
recover from the previous grazing so forage availability and
eventual animal performance will suffer.
Young lactating females prior to rebreeding are particularly
sensiti ve to low nutrition.
These animals night be managed in
separate pastures where supplements are fed. Another alternaeive
would be Co group them into a separate herd that is moved to fresh
paseure ahead of the other livestock. These "first grazers" will
selectively graze the bese forage the paddock has to offer and the
"second grazers" '",ill follow to clean up the remainder.
Special grazing needs of warm season grasses. Grazing needs
of cool and warm season grasses differ. Liveseock performance will
suffer and grass stands will decline if warn season grasses are
managed similar to cool season grasses.
Erect growing warm season grasses need lengthy rest periods (4
to 6 weeks) following heavy defoliation.
Rotational grazing is
essential if livestock reduce stUbble to less than 8 inches and
consume nearly all the leaves. If stUbble height can be maintained
between 10 and 15 inches, langthy grazing periods or continuous
grazing can be effective.
Do not graze stubble shorter than 8
inches after September 1.
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stem mana geme nt is n.ar ly as impo rtant as l.af mana geme
nt with
tall , .rec t warm s.aso n gras s.s. Stem s are unpa
latab
le
and
have
littl e nutr ition al valu ..
Mana g. graz ing to redu ce matu re stem
d.v.l opm .nt and stim ulate leaf cons umpt ion.
stem s elon gate and plan ts matu re at diff er.n t tim.
. for
diffe rent warm seaso n gras ses. swit chgr ass deve
lop.
stem
s
2
to 3
week s .arli er than othe r warm seaso n gras .es; india
ngra
••
is
on.
of the late st. When seve ral warm seaso n gras ses are mix.
d
tog.
ther
in the sam. pastu re, switc hgra ss often beco m.. stemm
y and 1•••
pala table earl ier in sUJlllller than oth. r warm
s.a.o
n
gras• •••
Liv. stoc k will refus e to eat switc hgra ss and will sel.c
tive
ly qraz .
less stem ay gras ses. Pala table gras ses will be over
graz
.d
whil e
sWit chgr ass is unde rutil ized in the same past ure.
S.le ctive graz ing can be redu ced by graz ing mana g.m.n
t. If
only on. warm seaso n past ure is avai lable , a coup
le
optio
ns
exis~ .
When gras s gets 8 to 10 inch es tall (abo ut June 1
in
sout
heas t
Nebr aska and abou t mid- June in nort heas t Nebr aska
),
stock
so
lives tock consume grow th abou t as fast as it grow s. Live
stock
will
graz e fairl y even ly for abou t 3 or 4 week s unti l swit chgr
as. begin
to get unpa latab le.
Afte r 2 more week s of graz ing y.arl ingss
usua lly will have gaine d 1.5 to 2.5 poun ds per day.
Four or more
week s of rest (graz e regro wth of cool seaso
n past ures ) will b.
need ed befo re ligh t graz ing of regro wth is allow ed.
Anot her optio n is to stock heav ily enou gh When gras s
gets 12
to 16 inche s tall to redu ce grow th to 6 inch es of
stUb
ble
with
in 3
week s. This grazi ng must begin early and be inten sive
enoug
h
to
use switc hgra ss befo re s~ems deve lop. Leav e grow th on
cool
seaso
n
past ure, ~f nece ssary , to acco mpli sh this.
Then re~urn to cool
seaso n pas~~res f:r abou t ~ week s to use thei r grow
~h and per~ it
warm seaso n grass es to regro w.
Then graz e warm seaso n regrow~h
un~i l eithe r cool seaso n gras ses are
ready for fall use or ~n~il
warm seaso n stubb le is 8 inch es.
A bette r ',Jay to use mixe d stand s is to rota tion ally
graze
with in them using time cont rolle d meth ods. Begi
n
when
gras
s is
to 10 inche s tall.
Graz e each paddo ck only a few days so that8
lives tOCk =eqin graz ing the fina l padd ock as swit
join ting , =efo re ~he boot stage . Graz e this las~ padd chgr ass ~s
inch es of s~ubble rema ins befo re cont inuin g the ock unti l 6
rota~ ion.
Alte rna~ e Which paddoc~ is graze d firs t
each year .
The best way to redu ce sele ctive graz ing is to elim inate
~~e
oppo rtuni ty :0 sele ctive ly graz e.
. Plan t new past ures 50
switc hgra ss is used only as a pure stand . It then can
be used as
past ure, hay, or early hay and regro wth past ure.
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Two meth oas are effe ctiv e for graz ing
swit chgr as••
Firs t, begi n graz ing when gras s is 8 to 10 inch espure
tall
ana stoc k so
gras s rema ins 8 to 16 inch es tall tor 6 to a week
s.
Ral!lcve
lives tock for 4 to 6 week s.
If mois ture is avai lable , regro wth
will be avai lable for ligh t graz ing.
The seco na meth oa is easi er to mana ge ana
well with othe r
warm seaso n past ures . When swit chgr ass gets 12fits
to
16
stoc k it heav ily to graz e it aown to abou t 4 inch inch es tall ,
with in 2 or 3 week s. Remove live stoc k (go to othees of stub ble
r warm se••on
past ures ) for 3 or 4 week s ana graz e regro wth so at leas
t 8 inch ••
of stub ble alwa ys rema ins.
Big blues tem ana inaia ngra ss may fit oper ation s
base a on
brom e, orch arag rass, or tall fescu e bett er than swit
chgr
ass.
They
also follo w switc hgra ss quit e well . They are late r matu
ring,
have
exten aed pala tabi lity, and good basa l leav es. Rota
tiona
l
graz
ing
is desi rabl e but not nece ssary as long as stub ble heig
ht
is
abov
e
8 inch es afte r Septe mber 1. stem mana geme nt will be
need
ed
and
can
be acco mpli shed acce ptab ly usin g mana geme nt sugg estio
ns abov e for
mixe d gras s pastu res.
Legu me/G rass COm binat ions
Gras ses nixed '..ith legum es are very desi rable
Legu mes prov ide nitro gen and ofte n impr ove anim al for past ure.
comp ared to gras s alon e. 11ixt ures of legum es and gras perfo rman ce
diffi CUl t to manage effe ctive ly than pure gras s stan ses are more
Morp holo gical diffe renc es in leaf arran geme nt and site ds, howe ver.
s of regro wth
must be cons idere d to iden tify prop er graz ing meth ods.
Com petit ien bet.e en ~he ~rass and
Legume can be
subs tant ial. ~s ~ resu lt, ~raz~ng ~anagement~he
can
r ~he ratio
nf g"'''''' '' r o 1equ::: e. For exam ple, alfa lfa IS a n tlp,.., alte
gMt 1egum e wi th
few or no basa l Leav es; :::ost regro wth orig inate s from
crow n buds
and seve ral week s usua lly are need ed betw een graz
ings
to prod uce
adec uate carbo hvdr ate reser ve leve l.
When mixed with blue cras s,
cont inuo us graz ing kills the alfa lfa beca use it: does
adeq uate rest pez i.cd and the blue gras s can not rece ive an
comp ete very
aggr essiv ely due to abun dant basa l leave s.
Howe
rota tion ally graze d ·. . ith a very shor t (1 inch) endin ver, when
alfa lfa will domi nate beca use blue cras s will be stres g stub ble,
remo val of nuch Leaf area and new ihoo ts of alfa lfa sed due to
will deve ':p
rapid ly and shad e blue grass unde rgrow th.
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CODcluaioD
Corn-belt pastures could be much more productive and
profitable with improved management and inputs. However, without
good grazing management, pasture inputs like .. fertilizer, weed
control, and reseeding as well as livestock inputs like genetic and
supplementation improvement will not be very profitable.
No single grass or legume, no single combination, nor no
single grazing plan will be able to meet the grazing needs of any
one producer, much less all graziers.
Understanding and using
knowledge of physiological and morphological characteristics of
different plants will allow graziers to develop flexible and highly
productive grazing programs that meet their needs and goals.
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FOREWORD

-

L

e
ivestock producers often pay more attention to their livestock than to their
pastures and hayland, Less attention to
pastures and hayland is not necessarily
due to a lackof interest, but a resultof
a lack of information in a usable form concerning the basic concepts of grassgrowth
and development. We felt a relatively
simple, comprehensive review relating
grassgrowth and development to grazing
management and livestock production
was needed.
Readers that do not have a background in
plant growth and development may, at
first, find the subjectcomplicated. However, the livestock producer mustunderstand that the plants he produces are no
more complex than the animals he produces. A basic understanding of both
plant and animal biology is critical to the
successof today's livestock grazing
enterprise.
We have put together available information on grass growth and development as

well as included our own intuition and
experience. The material presented may
have to be read several times; however,
each reading will provide increased knowledgeand understanding of the grazing
process and the economics ofgrazing
management. We know that livestock producers are willing to spend time on field
tours, a few days at AI School or a
nutrition short course to increase their
knowledge concerning livestock management. We believe these same producers
are willing to spend the time it takes to
understand grass growth and development. We are particularly convinced that
producers will spend the time needed
when they become aware that understsndinggrass growth is the key to profitable
livestock production. Much progress can
be made when plantand animal scientists
work togethertoward the common goal of
sustaining economic use ofthe grazing
resource.
The authorswelcome comments and the
experience of livestock producers
throughout the United States.

.,

0

•
2
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FOREWORD
Efficient grazing management programs cannot succeed without proper stocking rates. However, proper
stocking rate alone will not insure a successful grazing
program. Successful grazing management only occurs
when all factors affecting production are manipulated
properly: season of use; kind, class, and/or combination of animals; grazing distribution; grazing program;
fertilization; pest control; and water management as
well as stocking rate. The following suggestions are a
guide to initial planning of new pastures and the modification of existing grazing programs. Contact your
local Cooperative Extension Service or Soil Conservation Service offices for further help to develop and
implement a grazing and total year-round forage program.
Balancing forage plant and livestock needs is essential
for successful grazing programs. The grazing capacity
of a pasture is the amount of forage available for grazing; the biological potential of the forage resource. This
forage is used most efficiently when it is balanced by an
equal demand for forage (stocking rate). Stocking rate
is a function of size and number of animals, and the
length of the grazing period. The balance between available forage and forage demand is fragile and constantly
changing.
Past and current management and environmental
conditions such as temperature, moisture, soil condition, forage species, fertilizer, pests, and season of the
year all affect plant production. Forage intake is influenced by the size and type of animal, production
level, reproduction stage, past nutritional regime,
forage quality, water availability and quality, supplements, and environmental stresses. As a result, each
farm and ranch is unique and requires adjustments to
the suggestions given here.

Available from:
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Bulletin Distribution
ACB Rm 105
Lincoln, NE 68583-0918
$1.00 per copy, plus $1.00 for shipping
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Using Animal Units to Estimate Forage Needs
To start determining correct stocking rates, calculate
the amount of forage needed by the livestock. Multiply
the number of AU by the number of months grazing
(AU x M = AUM). The AUM describes the expected
forage intake during that grazing period. Forage demand during parts of the grazing period can also be
determined as shown in the following example.

Table 1. Animal unit values (AU) for different kinds and classes of
livestock and wildlife. The standard for tbis guide is based on lorace
Intake of a spring calvine cow (1000 Jbs, above averaae milking sbili.
.y) and ber calf (3-4 months). Estimates are based on expected forace
intake when forage quality is adequate. Consequently. these values are
primarily Intended to be used during the growing sesson. Fall, winter,
and early spring grazing are generally supplemented witb b"ayand/or
protein to meet the nutrient requirements of tbe animal. Since the
forage is generally Dot actively growing during these periods, livestock

numben must be managed to maintain adequate plant residue and
minimize mechanical damage.

()

ESTIMATING ANNUAL FORAGE PRODUCTION
Grazing capacities can't be determined for any forage
resource without measuring yield. Annual forage yield
is usually measured on ungrazed plants at the end of the
growing period. To measure this yield, a circle using a
21-inch wire tied to a large nail at each end is commonly
marked off (Figure 1). All of the current year's forage
plant growth in a circle is clipped at ground level. Forage is dried in an oven between 190 and 210 OF for 48
hours and weighed in grams (453.6 grams per pound).
The weight in grams is multiplied by 10 to get pounds
per acre. For example, if 136 grams of dry forage were
clipped from a circle, there are 1,360 pounds of forage
per acre present (136 x 10 = 1,360).
Several circle plots are used for each pasture to estimate average forage production. Since forage production varies with different range sites and different management inputs, a new set of circle plots should be
clipped for each range site within a pasture.

Figure 1. How yield of forage can be determined.
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Ecological Principles and Weed Management
Presented by: Joe Scrimger, Bio-Systems, Michigan (Wooster, OH)

Summary by: Joe Scrimger

To accomplish a working program of "Ecological Weed Management" other ecological principles will
need to be discussed beyond what is generally considered to be the specifics of weed management if we
are to have a versatile and successful weed management program.
Typically ecological weed control is based around cultivation and tillage. In a biological program the
interrelationships of many points should be considered, such as how:
1. Soil biological and mineral balance can affect weeds
a. Low calcium solubility can cause some grasses
b. High potash can cause broadleaf pressure
c. Compaction and lack of proper soil biology can cause bindweed or dogbane pressure

2. Effects of cover crops and rotations
a. Using alleopathic effects of grass cover crops, decaying on the surface to suppress broadleaf
germination
b. Raising a small grain where broadleafweeds would take control ofrow crops
3. How compost or manure can help or hurt a weed management program
a. Based on predetermining whether extra nitrogen and other nutrients are needed
4. Understanding what major weeds are indicating to you about your soil or management system
a. Quackgrass suggests low soil calcium and lack of decay
b. Velvetleaf represents good potential soil, with excess potash levels where it started naturally
5. The use of new and old high-tech designs for equipment
a. A IO-foot weeder or 60-foot spring tine can both be effective
b. Cultivator shields should be made and set up for speed to handle residue and for accurate soil
placement around the base ofthe plant
c. A LP-gas flame weeder is effective in com and can be used in other crops
d. Small or large mulching weed control systems
6. Matching the crop to the situation that exists in the soil
a. Utilizing crops that can withstand extra moisture where that situation exists
b. Using deep rooting legumes to remove deep soil compaction
7. You can manage cultivator speed to your benefit where it is needed.
8. Timing and understanding the biological soil processes can save many hours oflabor, decrease your
worries, and increase your profits.
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Although all these ideas do not need to be utilized but rather pick the items that can compliment your
cultivator and improve your weed control situation.
In most cases a high percentage of the basis of weed control in ecological agriculture comes around to
the farmer understanding the basics of a natural nitrogen cycle, especially in the transition from a
conventional program of purchasing processed nitrogen. This will entitle the use of deep rooting
legumes, like clover or alfalfa, in the rotation to remove compaction, condition the soil, and provide
nitrogen for following rotations. The use of compost will supply slow release nitrogen and build organic
matter levels that will help with other nutrient management and also address the compaction issues.
When nitrogen is purchased a source should be considered that has organic matter with it, such as
feather meal or blood meal. This is because the loss of organic matter from the over use of pure nitrogen
is probably the largest single reason for the decrease of organic matter and quality of humus across U.S.
soils that leads to compaction. Compaction in general leads to a system that has more weeds or weed
control problems through time.
Other issues are attending producers' meetings or farm tours of growers who are producing for markets
where herbicides are not used, to find out what are the problems and solutions currently used in the
region. You will also be able to pick up support from like-minded people, which is important in the
transition stage.
As you begin to understand "Biological Balance" you will start to gain an understanding that many
cases as you decrease your weed pressure you are improving your soil and farm balance which will also
make for better quality crops and healthier animals, leading in turn to a healthier farm and community in
time.
Other reading:

The Acres Primer now The Eco Farm, Walters and Fenzau, published by Acres, USA, Kansas City,
Missouri, includes a section on weeds as indicators
Weeds, Control Without Poison, Walters, published by Acres USA, Kansas City, Missouri
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Integrated Pest Management

Weed Seeds and the Seedbank:
Implications for Weed Management
Introduction
The primary reason for controlling
weeds during crop production is
to prevent crop yield IOSstS due to
compenncn with weeds; ytt most
farmers strive to obtain higher levels of
control than nttessary to protect crop
yields, The rationale for this is the
concern that weed seeds produced
by weeds left in the fieldwill cause
increased problems in future years.
Because the majority of weeds found in
Iowa row crops are summer annuals,
the seedbank is the source of new weed
infestations each spring. The seedbank
influences both the weed populations
that occur in a field and the SUCCess of
weed management programs.

I

The w eed seed cycle is depicted in
Figaft 1. The size of the seedbank fluctuates in response to the relative
Figure 1. In a recent study of agriculamounts of inputs and losses. The largestsource of seeds is weeds growing
tural fields in the north central com
in the field that produce seeds, Seeds are lost from germination, d=y, and
belt, the weed seedbank ranged from
predation. The relative importance of these sources of loss varies with
200 to 54,000 seedsper square fOOL
species and management practices.
The size of the seedbank fluctuates
rapidly depending on the magnitude,
Inputs to the Seedbank
of seed introductions and seed 10SstS. Many weed species
New seeds may enter the seedbank through many sources,
are prolificseed producers; thus the seedbank can increase
but the largest seed source is weeds that produce seed
rapidly followinga yur of poor weed control. However,
within the field. A characteristic of many weed species is
the seedbank diminishes rapidly during yurs when good
prolific seed production. Table 1 lists the seed production
weed control is obtained. This publication will discuss
potential of several weed species. While these numbers are
the different components of the weed seed cycle and the
impressive, seed production of weeds in agricultural fields
importance of the seedbank to weed management,

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
University Extension
IPM 48 nuqust 1996

usually is much less than presented in the table due to
competition from the crop, damage from herbicides, and
other factors. For example, an Arkansas stody found that
cocklebur growing in the absence of crop competition
produced more than 7,000 seeds per plant, whereas seed
production of cocklebur growing with soybeans was
reduced to 1,100 seeds. A delay in weed emergence
compared to the crop will greatly reduce the competitiveness and seed production capacity of weeds due to shading.
Seed production by velvetleaf in Iowa was reduced by 30
and 90 percent with 30 and 76 percent shade, respectively.
Although the reproductive capability of many weeds may
be overstated, seed production is still great enough to
allow rapid increases in the seedbank with moderate
weed infestations.

mate1y 34 weed seeds per square foot. Although this may
seem like a high number, it is relatively low compared to
the number of seeds already present In the seedbank. 1£
manure is spread on the same fields from where the feed was
harvested, the 'number of seeds returned to the field will be
of little consequence. However, manure can be a source of
new weed problems if feed is contaminated with weed seeds
not already found on the farm.

Table 2. Influence of passing through animal digestive
tract on weed seed viability.
Viable seeds

Weed species
Calves

Hogs

Chickens

----percent:-----

Table 1. Seed production capability of several weed
species.
Species
Redroot pigweed
Lambsquarter
Pennsylvania smartweed
Black nightshade
Sunfiower
Woolly cupgrass
Giant foxtail

Seedslplant
229,175
38,000
6,500
40,000
9,100
40,0001
4,030

lISU estimate
Source:Stevens, Nonh Dakota, 1957

Seeds also may enter fields from external sources, perhaps
carried by farm equipment, animals, wind, or in manure.
The number of seeds introduced into the seedbank by these
sources is much smaller than by weeds found in the field;
however, these sources are important in establishing new
infestations of weeds. Many weeds (e.g., Canada thistle,
horseweed, dandelion) have seeds that are adapted to wind
dispersal. Noxious weed laws originally were directed
toward windblown species with the intent of protecting
farmers from neighbors who failed to control weeds. The
rapid increase in problems with dandelion and horseweed
in no-till is largely due to the wind transport of their seeds.

Velvetleaf
Bindweed
Smanweed

Peppergrass

11.3

10.3

1.2

22.3
0.3

9.0

0.0
0.0

5.4

2.3
3.1

0.0

Source:Hannan and Keirn. Universityof Nebraska. 1934

Another mechanism of weed seed transpon is farm machinery moving between fields. This transport mechanism has
become more imponant as farm size has Increased and
machinery is moved greater distances. Movement of woolly
cupgrass seed on equipment probably is largely responsible
for the rapid spread of this weed. The risk of spreading weed
seeds into nonmfested fields can be reduced by working
infested fields last or by thoroughly cleaning machinery after
working in infested fields.

Losses from the Seedbank
Although the seeds of many weed species have the potentia!
for long-term survival in the seedbank, the majority of seeds
have a relatively short life-span in the soil. Several factors
account for the loss of weed seeds In the soil, including
germination, decay, predation by animals, and movement.
The relative importance of these mechanisms varies with
species and environmental conditions.

Germination and Dormancy
Manure can be an important source of weed seeds. While
the majority of seeds are killed when passing through the
digestive tracts of animals, a small percentage typically
survive (Table 2). A study of 20 New York dairy farms found
that spreading manure on corn fields introduced approxi-
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Agronomists are primarily Interested in those seeds that
germinate, because it is these seeds that result in new weeds
that must be controlled. Most weed species possess dormancy, a trail that prevents seeds from germinating even
when placed under favorable environmental conditions.

/

Without seed dormancy, a fanner could use Intensive
management for a single year with the goal of preventing
weed seed production, therefore ridding the field of the
weed problem. Dormancy ensures that once a weed becomes established In a field, it will continue to be a problem
for the foreseeable future.
Dormancy is a complex process and poorly understood in
most weed species. Dormancy In some species may be
controlled by one factor, whereas other species may have
several dormancy mechanisms. Seeds of some species,
panlcularly small-seeded weeds, may require Hghtto break
dormancy. This mechanism reduces the likelihood of seeds
,genninating deep in the soU prolUe where survival is
unlikely. The seedcoat of some species may enforce dormancy by preventing the absorption of water or oxygen.
Velvetleaf and mornlngglory are examples of weeds with
impervious seedcoats. Dormancy also may be due to
the presence of genninatlon Inhibitors or seeds having
immature embryos at the time of seed shed.
The level of dormancy In a group of seeds is Influenced by
both genetics and environment. Seeds coming from the
same mother plant have different
degrees of dormancy depending upon
environmental conditions at the time
........... Velvetleef
of seed ripening and seed position on
the seedhead. The complexity of
dormancy has limited our ability
to predict weed emergence;
however, current research on seed
dormancy and the seedbank is bringing
US closer to having this ability.

species will have a different optimum time for Implementation of control strategies.
Other Sources of Losses
The majority of weed seeds fail to develop into mature
plants. Seeds are an important food source for many insects,
birds, and small mammals. In natural settings, more than
70 percent of seeds may be consumed by animals. Seed
predation is-much less In agricultural settings due to the
intensive soil disturbance and lack of habitat for predators.
However, studies bave found significant weed seed losses
(nearly 50 percent) from feeding by insects in some notill systems.
Many seeds simply decay In the soil after being Infected by
fungi or other ntlcroorganisms. Research is being conducted
to isolate ntlcroorganisms that are more efficient at Infecting
seeds In the soil. If they are found, these pathogens could
be used to Inoculate soils and reduce the seedbank size. As
with any biological control organism, one must be found
that will infect weed seeds but will not attack seeds of
desirable species (crops).
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The pereentage of seeds in the
J
seedbank that germinate in a given year
20
..1
is influenced by both the species and
p'
environment that the seed encounters.
o
1-Mey 21-May 10-Jun 3O-Jun
ll-Apr
20-Jul
9-Aug
For most species, it is believed that
approximately 1 to 4Q percent of the
seedbank will emerge In a given year.
Source: Hartzler andBuhler, Iowa State University and U.S. Department of
Timing of gennlnatlon and emergence
Agriculture
varies widely among species. Some
Figure 1. The emergence pattern of four weed species was studied In central
species emerge early in the spring, such
Iowa during 1995. In October 1994, 2,000 freshly harvested seeds of each
as smartweed and lambsquaner, while
species were burled In the top two Inches of soil. Seedling emergence was
others require wanner soil temperaevaluated twice weekly throughout the 1995 growing season. There was
tures to trigger emergence. In addition,
more than a three-week difference between the first emergence of velvetleaf
most species demonstrate a prolonged
and waterhemp. Large differences existed among the four species In total
period of emergence with several
emergence and tinting of emergence. Over the entire growing season, 6, 8,
distinct flushes (Figure 2). Differences
35, and 40 percent of the waterhemp, velvetleaf, foxtail, and cupgrass seeds
in emergence dates among species and
emerged, respectively.
multtple llushes greatly complicate
weed management, because each
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 155
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Some weed seeds may be physicallyremoved from fields
by various mechanisms. Water moving through a Beld Is an

efficientcarrier of weed seeds, Fields that are occasionally
flooded by nvers or streams frequently have a more dlverse
weed population due to deposition of new species in the
field. Field machinery, particularly harvesting equipment,
also can carry seed out of a field. Lossesdue to movement
generallywill be small in relation to the size of the total
seedbank, but these seeds are Important in starting new
infestations.

Seedbank Dynamics
Because of the magnitude of seed losses and Inputs to the
seedbank, the size of the seedbank can change dramatically
in a two- to three-year period. It is estimated that approximately two-thirds of the existing seedbank is lost every year
due to germination, predation, or decay. Potential weed
populations in 'weedy' fieldscan be reduced with a few
years of good management; conversely, a clean field can
become a problem field following one or two years of
poorcontml.
A long-term study in Colorado evaluated changes in the

weed seedbank in continuous-com production over a
six-year period. The seedbank dropped by approximately
70 percent after three years of standard management
practices (2 Ibs atrazine + cultivation). After three years,
atrazine use was discontinued in some plots, and weeds
were managed with one or two cultivations. After three
years of no herbicide use, the seedbank was approximately
25 times greater than where atrazine use was continued.
A study in 10Wl! evaluated the impact of a single year's
velvetleafseed production on future velvetleafpopulations
(Table 3). Four years after seed production, velvetleaf
populations in plots where new seed were introduced were
still 10 to 20 times higher than plots with no new seed.
However. velvedeaf emergence declined 80 percent between
years two and four in plots with Input of seeds the first year.

These studies illustrate the fairly rapid decline in the
seedbank when seed introductions are minimized or
prevented. However,a small number of seeds generally will
survive for long periods in the soil. It is these seeds that
produce plants that replenish the seedbank when the
management program allows w••ds to escape control. This
is one reason why it is nearly impossible to eradicate weeds
from a field once they become established.
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Table 3. The Influence of seed produced by velvetleaf

growing in soybeans on future velvetleaf populations
was studied in north central Iowa. In the years
following seed production, all velvetleafplants were
removed after counting to prevent additional seed
production. Each plant resulted in more than 1,000
new seedlings in the first four years after seed production. Emergenceduring the four years accounted for
an estimated 25 percent of the seed produced.

Year

Velvetleaf
per 1989 plant

Emergence

of 1989 seeds'

Number
1990
1991
1992

Percent

347

490

1993

137
87

Total

1,060

8
11
3

2
25

'Assuming seed production of4,300seeds per plant
Source: Hartzler, Iowa State University

Impact oflillage onthe Seedbank
Tlllage is the agricultural practice that has the largest impact
on the weed seedbank. Changes in the density and distribution of seeds within the seedbank brought on by tillage
significantlyinfluence weed populations and weed management systems. Thus, shifts in weed problems are frequently
observed when tillagesystems are changed.
One impact of tillageon the seedbank is the distribution of
seeds witltin the soil proflle. More seeds are left near the
soil surface as the depth and intensity of tillageare reduced
(figure 3). In an Iowa study,85 percent of all weed seed
were found in the upper two inches of soil in a reduced
tillagesystem, but only 28 percent were in the same zone in
the moldboard plow system.
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(waterhemp.Iambsquarter) and most
annual grass species. Deep buria1 of
seed by moldboard plowing reduces
germination and establishment of these
species. Conversely, seed of largeseeded species remain near the soil
surface in conservation tillagesystems
where they are less adapted for establishment. Populations of these weeds
may decline following a reduction in
tillage intensity. These and other
changes should be taken into consideration when developing weed management systems for conservation tillage
systems.

Soil Depth

Impact of the Seedbank
on Weed Management

Source: Yenish, DoD, and Buhler, Unlve",ity ofWIsconsin, 1992
Figuft 3. The distribution of weed seed in the top 7.5 inches of soil
was influenced by five years of different tillagesystems. Moldboard
plowed plots had fewer seeds in the upper 7.5 inches of soil, and
the seeds were evenlydistributed in the soil profile. In no-till, over
60 percent of all weed seeds were found in the upper 0.5 inch. In the
chisel plow plots, 30 percent of the seeds were in the upper 0.5 inch
of the soil profile.

Changes in seed depth result in corresponding differences
in emergencedepth of weeds which may contribute to
shifts among weed species under different tillagesystems
(Figure 4). In greenhouse research,velvetleafestablishment
from seed placed on the soil surface was only 25 percent
of seed planted one inch deep. Plants that survived after
emergence on the soil surface were less vigorous, and height
was reduced more than 50 percent compared to seedlings
emerging from one inch. Giant foxtail seeds were better
adapted for placement near the soil surface than velvetleaf..
Foxtail seed germinating on the soil surface had establishment percentages and vigor similar to seed placed 0.5 to
1.5 inches deep.
The effectof tillageon weed populations is complex and
involvesseveral factors. However, seed depth in the soil
appears to be among the most important. Weed species that
have the ability to germinate and become established when
the seeds are at or near the soil surface have the greatest
potential to increase under conservation tillage systems.
These species tend to be small-seededand are represented
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Because the seedbank is the source
of all annual weeds, it is critlcally
important to crop producllon:We
know that more inputs are req\l1red to
achieve acceptable levels of control in
fieldswith a large seedbank than In
fieldswith a small seedbank. Less clear
is the impact that a small Increase In ,the seedbank size has on the emden,f
of weed management programs.

The economic threshold is deflned as the weed population
that causes a yield loss with a value equal to the cost of an
effective control strategy for that weed population. According to the threshold theory,weed populations less than the
economic threshold should be left in the field. Economic
thresholds have been criticized for not accounting for the
cost of weed seeds on future weed management programs.
Economic optimum thresholds are thresholds that consider
the impact of seed production on future weed populations.
Researchers at the University of Nebraska calculated that
the economic optimum threshold for velvetleafin soybean
would be '/7 that of a single-yeareconomic threshold.
In order to evaluate the influence of the seedbank on weed
control, a study was conducted in two fieldswith large
differences in weed seedbank size. In the first year of
the study, plots were established with either 0 percent or
100 percent weed control. During the second year of the
study, the influence of the previous year'sweed control on
herbicide performance was evaluated. In the field with a
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small seedbank, low grass populations
(1 plantlCt') the previous year did not
influence grass control by Dualill. This
study supports the idea that small
increases in the size of the seedbank
probably will not significantly influence herbicide performance.

Summary

1.0

0.5

0.0...l...._..L...-'-_-"
Tillege Systam

Source: Buhlerand Mester, University of WISConsin, 1991
Figure +. TIllage Significantly influenced the average depth of glantand
green foxtail emergence in a three-year study. In no-tillage, approximately
50 percent of the foxtail emerged from the upper 0.5 inch of soil compared
with about 25 percent in chisel plow and less than 15 percent in moldboard
plow plots.

large initial seedbank, Duale» provided 75 percent foxtail
control in plots where heavy infestations of giant foxtail
(60 plantsICt') had gone to seed the previous year. In the
same field, Dual ill provided 95 percent control in plots
maintained weed-free the previous year. In this field, an
increase in the seedbank from poor'control the previous
year reduced herbicide performance. In the field with a

A better understanding of weed
biology is critical for the development
of more efficient weed management
systems. Two areas of critical importance are seed dormancy and soil
seedbank dynamics. The knowledge
gained through weed biology research
will not allow us to eliminate the
inputs (herbicides and tillage)
currently used to manage weeds.
However, it will provide the foundation
for the development of new strategies
and more efficient techniques to use
these tools, resulting in more reliable
weed management systems that are
cost-effective and pose less threat to
the environment.

No endorsement of products or £inns is intended, nor is criticism
Impliedof those not mentioned.

Preparedby RobertG. Hartzler, extension weed management
specialist, and DouglasD. Buhler, researchagronomist,USDAARS, National Soli Tilth lab.

File: Pest Managernent9-7

... and justice for all

The Iowa Cooperative Extension Services programs and policies are
consistent with pertinent federal and state laws and regulations on
nondiscrimination. Many materials can bemadeavailable in alternative
formats for ADA clients.
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WEED CONTROL IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
Many farmers are interested in reducing the production costs of grain crops.
when possible. by reducing herbicide use. Also. environmental concerns have
brought attention to the intense use of herbicides in agricultural production.
This publication discusses methods of weed control that can help reduce the
amount of herbicides needed and used.
An effective weed control program requires planning. Preventing weeds from
entering a farm or field is much less expensive than trying to control an established infestation. This should be the first concern in developing a weed control program. Make sure new weed seeds are not carried onto the farm or from
field to field in crop seeds. feed. or machinery. Also. preventing existing weeds
from going to seed will help prevent their spread.

Tillage implements scatter pieces of roots over a field and can carry vegetative
materials to other fields or farms as they are transported. It is advisable to
clean all harvesting and tillage equipment before it is moved.
Moving livestock and spreading manure can spread weed seeds. Feeding
grain or hay or using bedding materials that contain weed seeds. then letting
livestock graze or spreading manure on fields can cause weed infestations.
Some weed seeds may also adhere to the hair of animals and be spread.
Keeping fence lines. roadsides and other uncropped areas free from weeds.
especially weeds that produce wind-borne seeds. will help prevent spreading.
There are four methods of weed control to be considered. cultural. mechanical. chemical and biological. When planning weed control strategies it is unlikely that only one method will be adequate in most situations. Two or more
methods should generally be used.
When developing a weed control program it is important to know the weeds
that are a problem and the extent of their infestation in each field. It is also
important to know the growth habits of the weeds. That is. whether the weeds
are winter annuals. summer annuals. biennials or perennials. Some control
methods are more effective on some weeds and not as effective on others.
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Scouting fields as often as possible to determine weed problems is an important part of a weed control. program. Regardless of the method of weed control
used. it is much easier to kill or destroy weeds when they are young.

CULTURAL
Crop competition is one of the cheapest and most useful methods of weed
control. It means using the best crop production methods to get the crop
planted and growing vigorously. Using adapted. vigorous, disease resistant
varieties, planting at the proper depth and plant densities, planting at the
proper time. and adequate fertility are important in getting the crop started
ahead of the weeds and provide competition. Narrower rows also provide
quicker canopy closure to reduce the amount of light available to the weeds.
Insects should also be controlled as they can weaken the crop stand and reduce it's competitiveness.
Crop rotation can reduce weed problems. Weeds that are generally a problem in a crop are those that have the same growth habits as the crop being
grown. iIor example. some weed species that germinate in the fall may establish With a fall seeded crop such as wheat. and be competitive With the wheat.
Weed species that germinate in the spring generally have little chance to compete With a well established stand of wheat. Rotations that include both summer row crops and winter or spring grain crops are more effective for controlling weeds than just a rotation of summer crops such as corn and soybeans.
Meadow crops, such as alfalfa, in a rotation are superior for weed control because of the dense top growth and repeated mowmgs that remove the tops of
weeds before seed can mature. Alfalfa also recovers quickly after mowing and
starts growth earlier in the spring creating competition that restricts weed
growth.

MECHANICAL
Properly planned tillage prior to planting a crop frequently promotes emergence of weeds before the crop is planted. The intent is to reduce the weed seed
population near the soil surface by shallow tillage. Deep tillage could bring
additional seeds to the surface.
A rotary hoeing can be effective in destroying small annual weeds that have
not had sufficient time to become well established. Rotary hoeing can be used
after planting until the crop is three to four inches tall.
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Row cultivation is an old but still common method of destroying weeds. Cultivation is more time consuming than other methods and has limitations based
on the weather. acres being farmed and other demands on the operators time.
Cultivation should be done shallow so as to "up-root" the weeds arid not bring
more weed seeds up from deeper in the soil. Enough soil should be moved to
cover the weeds in the crop row. Deep cultivation after the crop is well established may injure crop roots. It may also cause rapid moisture loss and drying
of the soil.
Mowing is generally thought of as a means of controlling weeds on pasture
and road sides, however this can be an effective way to control weeds, especially following small grain harvest. Because of the competitive nature of small
grains, such as wheat and oats, they may suppress weed growth relatively well
until harvest time. Harvesting the grain allows sunlight to encourage regrowth
of the weeds which will mature and produce seed. Mowing to prevent seed
production will help reduce the potential weed problem in next year's crop.

CHEMICAL
Although there is concern about the environmental effects from the use of
herbicides, there are several methods and techniques that may reduce the
amount of herbicide needed. With careful planning, the potential hazard of
herbicides to surface and ground water can be reduced while also reducing
input costs.
For efflcient and effective weed control with herbicides, sprayer calibration is
a major consideration. Studies of both commercial and farmer sprayers have
indicated that only about 45 percent of the sprayers were applying within 10
percent of the intended application rate. Over application increases the cost,
generally will not improve weed control and could result in damage to the crop.
Insufficient application can result in not adequately controlling weeds. This
could result in reduced yields as well as the possible need to apply more herbicides as a rescue treatment or in subsequent years.
Use only recommended rates and apply only at times specified on the label to
give optimum weed control.
Band application over the crop row requires less herbicide than a broadcast
application. This may control weeds in the row, however another method. such
as cultivation, may be needed to control the weeds between the rows.
Using a post-emergence program may reduce the amount of herbicide
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needed. By scouting the fields after the crop has been planted. it can be determined what the weed problems are and how extensive they are. If weeds appear to be a problem in the entire field, then a broadcast treatment may be
needed. However. if weeds appear to be a problem only in certain parts of the
field. then spot treatment may be adequate. This can reduce the amount of
herbicide neeed.

BIOLOGICAL
Biological weed control involves the introduction of a natural enemy or
predator of the weed. Insects have been the most successful to date. however
agents such as disease organisms and parasitic plants are being studied. Biological control generally works best on large infestations of a specific weed and
is generally best done on a community. multi-county or state basis. Thus far.
the use of introduced insects or disease organisms for weed control in the
midwest has been very limited.
Seeding cover crops. such as small grains. grasses or legumes that produce a
dense cover can help suppress seeds. Some crops can release toxic substances
to help suppress weeds. This is referred to as allelopathy. Cover crops for weed
control work best where the summer crop is no-till planted. Rye has generally
provided the best weed control compared to other cover crops commonly used
primarily because of its allelopathtc effect. If the rye is plowed down or incorporated into the soil. the allelopathic effect is lost. Wheat is quite competattve
as a cover crop and is easier to kill with herbicides than rye. Cover crops for
weed control are most effective where the summer crop will be no-till planted.
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FEATURE ARTICLE
National Academy of Science Report: Ecologically Based Pest Management

Within the past two years some significant national studies have been published on the
future of pest management in the United States. These studies have suggested a
significant and increasing role for biological control in the future of integrated pest
management (IPM). (Also, see OTA's report on biologically-based pest management).
The most recent study to be published, entitled Ecologically Based Pest Management:
New Solutions for a New Century, was conducted by the Board on Agriculture, National
Research Council, National Academy of Sciences. The study was requested by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and supported by the Environmental Protection Agency. I
was a member of the committee that conducted the study and wrote the report, so please
consider my comments in the following article within that context.
The unifying theme of the NAS study is that all phases of agricultural pest management,
from research to field implementation, should be evolving from its current product-based
orientation to one that is based on ecological principles and processes. Such pest
management practices would rely more on an understanding of the biological
interactions that occur within every crop environment, and the knowledge of how to
manage the cropping systems to the detriment of pests. The optimum results would
include fewer purchased inputs (and therefore a more sustainable agriculture), as well as
fewer of the human and environmental hazards posed by the broad spectrum pesticides
so widely used today. The committee proposed the term Ecologically Based Pest
Management (EBPM) to describe this approach to pest control.
A historical perspective. The report first provides an overview of the history of pest
management in order to set the stage for the recommendations which then follow.
Examples are provided of the importance of cultural controls (such as crop rotation and
sanitation of infested crop residues), biological controls, and plant selection and breeding
for resistant crop cultivars. Such practices were very important and widely used prior to
the advent of synthetic organic pesticides; indeed, many of these practices are still used
today as components ofIPM programs. However, the great success of modem pesticides
has resulted in their use as the dominant pest control practice for the past several
decades, especially since the 1950s. The committee concluded that, although pesticides
will continue to be a component of pest management, the following are significant
obstacles to the continued use of broad spectrum pesticides in particular.

Resistance to pesticides. All groups of pests (insects and mites, weeds, and
plant pathogens) have demonstrated resistance to various groups of pesticides. For
example, the incidence of insect species known to be resistant to one or more
insecticides increased from 14 in 1948 to over 500 by 1990.
Fewer new pesticides. The cost of developing new pesticide products is very
163
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high, and there has been a steady decline in new pesticides introduced since the
1970s. Many older materials are also being lost, through regulatory action or
marketing decisions.

Pesticide-induced pest problems. Some broad spectrum pesticides have been
shown to induce outbreaks of both target and non-target pest organisms, both
directly and by elimination of beneficial organisms that would normally suppress
the pest.
Lack ofeffective pesticides. Some pests, such as many that occur in the soil,
are naturally difficult to control. In crops where there is a low monetary return per
acre, the cost of pesticides may not be justified.
Human and environmental health concerns. Air, water, and food
contamination by pesticides continues to be a concern of the general public. Farm
worker safety has impacted how pesticides are used. Some pesticides cannot be
used in areas where endangered species exist.
Based upon these issues facing pesticide use, the report states that it is necessary to start
planning now in order for the future to be less reliant on broad spectrum pesticides.
Defining EBPM and identifying needs for implementation. The fundamental goals of
EBPM include (1) safety to humans and the environment, (2) assurance of profitability
for the farmer, and (3) long term durability.

Implementation ofEBPM relies on the knowledge that stability in biological systems
relies on feedback between organisms. For example, as the numbers of one organism
increase, the numbers of predators, parasites, and pathogens that attack that organism
also increase. In the most stable systems, the amplitude of these oscillations are minimal;
in agricultural systems this means that potentially damaging species usually never are
abundant enough to become actual pests. As stated by the report (p. 43) "Because neither
pesticides nor host-plant resistance methods are responsive to feedback, achieving
stability and balance within the agroecosystem is not possible with those [methods], but
is a fundamental goal ofEBPM." Therefore, the report concludes that the use ofliving
biological control organisms (i.e., biological control) is potentially the most important
foundation for pest management. However, the committee realized that pest problems
often may not be completely resolved using biological control, and therefore other
compatible methods may also be needed. However, other methods must be selected and
used with care so as to not disrupt the benefits of the biological control organisms. Also,
from an economic perspective, purchased inputs should be replaced, when possible, with
those management practices that are less expensive to implement. Purchased inputs that
might supplement indigenous biological control include (1) purchased biological control
organisms (for augmentation biological control, including living microbial pesticides),
(2) biological control products, such as the natural toxin derived from Bacillus
thuringiensis, (3) narrow spectrum synthetic pesticides, and (4) resistant plants, derived
either from conventional breeding or genetic engineering.
In order for EBPM to be successful, pest managers must accept a paradigm shift from
164
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practices focusing on purchased inputs and broad spectrum pesticides to those using
knowledge about ecological processes. EBPM will be more knowledge intensive than
the use of pesticides, and will certainly require a different type of knowledge. If EBPM
is not product-based, who will supply the information to farmers and other pest
managers? The report identifies the public sector, such as university Cooperative
Extension programs, as an important source for EBPM information, especially
considering that the public sector is more likely to do the underlying research. However,
the report also recognizes a significant need for private independent pest management
consultants to transfer EBPM methods to the farmer.
Research needs. The committee recognized that EBPM technologies currently do not
exist for many pest problems. Therefore, the report emphasizes the need to accelerate
research and development to provide more specific tools to implement EBPM. Most of
the discussion involves research needed on even the most basic ecological interactions
that are currently poorly understood. Each cropping system offers different challenges
for pest management, and must be studied independently. The report emphasizes that
significant advances in the development and implementation ofEBPM will come only as
national research priorities change. As governmental agencies, such as the USDA and
state universities, continue to face financial cutbacks it will be difficult to develop new
research programs. Therefore, while private industry continues to develop product-based
approaches to pest management, it will be increasingly difficult to make advances in
EBPM without significant new funding in the public sector. However, the infrastructure
needed for EBPM research currently exists at both national and state levels.
Public oversight. No technology is completely free of potential risk, including
biological control and other approaches to EBPM. Appropriate safeguards must be in
place for both research and implementation. The report discusses public oversight of
ecologically based pest management. Potential risks to both humans and the
environment are discussed, as well as the roles of appropriate regulatory agencies
(especially USDA and EPA). The committee felt strongly that the regulatory agencies
should work together to develop and publish a guide to risk assessment that could be
used to insure some uniformity in the regulation of biological control organisms and
supplemental products for use in EBPM.
Is EBPM truly new and different? There was considerable discussion within the
committee as to whether EBPM truly represents a change in pest management direction
for U.S. agriculture. Some committee members, myself included, feel strongly that this is
a logical next step in the evolution of integrated pest management (IPM). However,
others feel that the term IPM has developed a reputation as being primarily
threshold-based use of pesticides, without truly integrating biological or other control
methods. Therefore, the consensus of the committee was that a truly biologically-based
pest management paradigm, based on a knowledge of ecological processes rather than
broad spectrum pesticides, must be called something different from IPM, hence the
recommendation of the use of "EBPM". We should not get bogged down in semantics.
The important concept is that pest management needs to shift from being primarily based
on broad spectrum pesticides but a redirection in national research priorities is necessary
to make this shift.
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Ecologically Based Pest Management: New Solutions for a New Century, is a 144 page
hardbound book published by the National Research Council. Copies are available for
purchase from National Academy Press, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, DC
20418.
- Dan Mahr, University of Wisconsin - Madison
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FEATURE ARTICLE
No-till and Biological Control

Most agricultural systems are designed to be very simple the crop and not much else.
This simple system often leads to pest outbreaks because plant-feeding pests have an
almost unlimited supply of food with very few natural enemies present. The pests can
invade and damage a field before most biological control agents can respond. A major
obstacle to a successful biological control program is having sufficient biocontrol agents
present to reduce the target pest species. What is needed is an agricultural system in
which biological controls are present before a pest causes economic loss. However, there
is no incentive for natural enemies to be present in most agricultural systems.
Ecological theory states that a complex system is more stable (less likely to have pest
outbreaks) than a simpler or less complex system. While this is an over-simplification of
a complicated subject, we will accept it as true. One relatively simple way to make an
agricultural system more complex is by no-tilling or having a mulched layer of decaying
organic matter present in the agricultural system. Although there are soil property
changes in a no-till system, the largest effect on biocontrol agents is the result of the
presence of the decaying organic matter.
Organic Matter and Its Effects. How can something as simple as a 3-6 inch layer of
organic matter increase predatory arthropods (insects, spiders, centipedes, mites) in an
agroecosystem? The mulch layer reduces soil temperature and increases soil moisture in
the top 3-4 inches of the soil, creating a very favorable environment for fungi and
bacteria to thrive and begin to break down the mulch. In addition, there are detritovores
(organisms that feed on detritus) that help breakdown the mulch layer. Detritovores
include millipedes, many different mite species, beetles, etc. One thing that impresses
people when they first start using no-till is the incredible number of organisms they find
under a mulched area. Some growers become alarmed when they see so many insects
concentrated in one area, thinking that this cannot be a good thing. In fact, the opposite
is true. Most of these arthropods are detritovores and are harmless to the crop.
Detritovores break large pieces of organic matter into small pieces while they are feeding
on the mulch. This shredding of the mulch and the mixing of the detritovores feces with
the mulch makes it possible for a more rapid breakdown of the material by fungi and
bacteria. Some of the most common detritovores found in no-till fields are oribatid mites
and collembola (or springtails). These two groups of organisms can be found by the
hundreds under the mulch in every square foot of a no-till field. They provide a constant
food source for arthropod predators. These arthropods, in tum, are followed by still
larger arthropods that feed on many different things, such as different insects, seeds,
mites, each other, etc. Although they are primarily interested in what they find in the
mulch, they also move out of the mulch layer and search surrounding plants and soil for
prey. This type of agroecosystem is a more "stable" one for predators. The predators
have alternative food sources (besides pest species) and a conducive environment in
which to live. Therefore, they can be present in fairly large numbers before pests begin
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to build-up in a no-tillage field. No-tillage fields have from 50% to 5 times more
predators than a similar conventional-tillage field. These predators are there regardless of
the numbers of pests present.
The process of breaking down the organic matter can take place over a fairly long time
depending on the type of organic matter present. Com stalks, wheat or rye take longer to
break down than legumes such as clover, soybean or hairy vetch.
Research in the Midwest has shown that the type of mulch in a no-till field can influence
predator activity. Grass mulch, such as corn or rye, will be present longer than a legume
mulch, such as soybean. However, the legume cover will attract a greater number of
predators early in the season compared with the grass mulch. The predator population
will peak early as the leguminous organic material decays rapidly, so that by July little
usually remains of the organic matter and consequently, there are fewer predators. The
grass mulch is slower in attracting predators in the earlier part of the season compared
with the legume mulch, but because the organic matter is more resistant to decay it is
present for most of the season. This results in a more even distribution of predators
throughout the season and fewer peaks.
Yes, But What Can These Predators Do For Me? Now that these generalist predators
are in our no-till field, what can they do for us as biological control agents? One of the
most important groups of predators found in no-till systems are ground beetles. Adult
ground beetles (family Carabidae) are usually dark colored and range in size from 1/161 1/2 inches long. They rarely fly, preferring to rapidly run away if disturbed. They are
generalists, feeding on a wide variety of pests such as cutworms, armyworms, com borers,
Colorado potato beetles and rootwonn. Studies in the Midwest have shown a 30-50%
reduction of pest damage (black cutworm and rootworm) in no-till corn fields compared
with conventional-tilled fields. Immature ground beetles are even more predatory than
the adults and spend most of their time 1-2 inches below the soil surface. Ground beetle
larvae feed on any insect or mite they come across. Ground beetle adults, and at times
even the larvae, will climb plants and search for prey in the evening. Predation on large
Colorado potato beetle larvae (which do most of the defoliation) reduced defoliation by
half in mulched systems compared with non-mulched potato systems.
Other biocontrol agents found in the no-till systems include predatory mites, predatory
bugs, spiders and centipedes. While each of these predator groups has little impact
individually, as a whole they can significantly reduce pest problems in most no-till
systems because of their greater numbers as compared with conventional-tilled systems.
If There Are So Many Predators Why Don't I See Them At Work? Most of the
predators found in no-till like cool, dark places and are not active during the day. They
are most active between 10:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. This activity includes moving above
the surface of the mulch and climbing plants. I have found large (1 1/2 inches long)
ground beetles foraging in the canopy of corn, soybeans, and potato plants. Because of
the timing of their activity, their predatory acts usually go largely unnoticed by most
growers and researchers. An easy way for most people to test for the presence of these
predators in no-till fields during the day is to peel back the mulch layer very quickly and
observe the insects that scurry away. Any medium-to-large sized (3/4 - 1 1/2 inches),
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dark colored beetle is almost certainly going to be the beneficial ground beetle.
As discussed in previous issues ofMBCN, the generalist predator has both good and bad
points. The bad points are that the predator may not feed enough on the pest and will eat
other predators. The good points are that the generalist always will be present in a
system as long as there is alternative prey and it can feed on several different life stages
of a pest such as the eggs, small and large larvae, pupae, or adults. These last two factors
are very important in making the predators in no-till systems effective biocontrol agents.
Individually, most of the groups would have a small impact on any pest population.
However, the generalist predators found in most no-till systems work in a
predatory-guild. A predatory-guild is a group of several types of predators that feed on a
particular developmental stage of a pest. An example would be small ground beetles,
centipedes, and predatory mites that feed on the eggs ofrootworm; this would constitute
the predatory-egg guild. Some predators from one guild also could feed in other guilds
(e.g., centipedes also feed on small rootworm larvae). The presence of these guilds is
very beneficial in a field. Environmental conditions change each year and of course,
throughout a growing season. Some months it is cool and wet, others it is hot and dry,
etc. No single predatory group is active throughout a season. There are some periods in
which a predator is very active (catching a lot of prey), and periods when it is not.
However, when a predatory-guild is present, there is usually at least one or two types of
predators within that guild that are active to feed on the pest. These predatory-guilds
result in a fairly constant and reliable biological control resource in no-till systems.
Although there are some peak periods of predation, which usually coincides with the
pest's peak activity, there is usually a minimal amount of predation that goes on even at
the least active times of predation. Therefore, while there are drawbacks with generalist
predators, there are also some very positive aspects of their behavior that makes them
successful biological control agents.

Other Biological Control Agents. The predators found in no-tillage systems are by far
the most important components of biological control. However, parasitoids can also be
more active in no-till systems. It is difficult, though, to separate out the no-till effect and
the effect that weeds have on this increase of parasitoids. Adult parasitoids generally are
attracted to a sugar source such as flowers and the more flowering weeds that are present
the better chance parasitoids will be present. But, weedy fields are not appreciated by
most growers and the presence of the weeds can reduce yields and mask any benefit of
biological control. So, while parasitoids do playa role in the biological control of pests
in no-till systems their contribution is not well understood and is not as important as the
predatory-guilds.
Allelopathy and Other Attributes of No-till. Another aspect of no-till and the presence
of mulch is that as the organic matter decays chemicals are released from the plant
material that affects other plants and their germinating seeds. The chemicals can interfere
with weed-seed germination. This interaction is called allelopathy and although it does
not affect insect pests (at least we don't think it does), the release of these chemicals can
reduce certain weed species. The mulch also keeps light out that some weed seed species
need to germinate. Thus, the mulch can be used to suppress serveral weed species. The
absence of weeds could affect the insect population both negatively and positively, but
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the absence of weeds is usually beneficial to an agricultural system as a whole. The
mulch also keeps the soil moist and cool, resulting in increased yields for crops like
potato. In com, the cooler, wetter soil slows its early growth, but the no-till com quickly
catches up, and at times can surpass conventional-tilled com in yield. The presence of
mulch can also affect some pests by reducing their colonization of the mulched area and
thereby reducing their damage.
Are No-tillage Systems a Panacea? While I may have painted too rosy a picture of
predators in a no-till system, like any other biological control agent, they will not stop
every pest outbreak. Some pests, like black cutworm and armyworms, will be attracted to
weedy no-till fields. In a few instances, pests are able to reproduce rapidly enough that
the predators cannot keep pace with them. In addition, there are other pests that may
invade a field that the predators are not very good at controlling. An example of this
would be potato leafhopper in potato or soybean. No-tillage systems and the presence of
a mulch layer will increase the number of alternative prey in the system, which in tum,
will increase the population of predatory arthropods. Anytime you can increase predators
in a system and have them available before pests start to increase rapidly, you are going
to have a much more successful biological control program.

- Gerald E. Brust, Purdue University
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Biological Control of Insect and Mite Pests
Robert J. Wright. Extension Entomology Specialist
The advantages and disadvantages of the three
forms of biological control of insect and mite pests classical, augmentation and conservation - are
discussed.

Biological control is the conscious use of living beneficial organisms, called natural enemies, to control pests.
Biological control should be an important pan of any
integrated pest management program, an approach which
combines a variety of pest control methods to reduce
pest levels below an economic threshold. Virtually all insect
and mite pests have some natural enemies. Managing these
natural enemies can effectively control many pests. Often the
use of insecticides or other practices can injure or kill natural
enemies, increasing the survival of the remaining pest
insects. There are three basic components of biological
control: importation, conservation and augmentation.

Figure 1. The seven-spotted lady beetle, Cocillel/Q septumpUlIclala, was
imported from Europe by the U.S.DepartmentofAgriculture,
and is now established throughout Nebraska.

Classical Biological Control:
Importation of New Natural Enemies

Table I. Important non-native Insect pests In Nebraska.
Insect pest

Many insects are serious pests because they are not
native to Nebraska; they were accidentally introduced
through commerce or the transport of personal belongings
(Table I). Many of these pests were introduced from overseas with early settlers who unwittingly brought infested
foodstuffs or even plant material destined to start new
crops in the New World. Modem quarantine laws are
intended to eliminate the introduction of new pests, but
even now. serious new pests, such as the Russian wheat
aphid, find their way into the United States, become established, and cause damage.
When a non-native pest is accidentally introduced
in a new area, it usually arrives without the many natural
enemies that control it in its native location. Often some
of the most effective natural enemies of an organism are
those that have coevolved with it in its native habitat.
Therefore, some of the most dramatic successes in biological control have resulted from importing natural enemies from other countries, a practice often called
classical biological control. The first major successful

Original home

Russian wheat aphid

Russia

European com borer
Hessianfly

Europe
Europe
Mexico

Colorado potato beetle
alfalfa weevil
greenbug
imported cabbageworm

Mexican beanbeetle
codling moth

elm leaf beetle
euonymus scale
mimosa webworm
cabbage maggot
Japanese beetle

Europe
Europe
Europe
Mexico
Southeastern Europe
Europe
Asia
China
Europe
Japan

Adapted from Mahr & Ridgway (1993), NCR Publ. No. 481.

example of this method occurred over 100 years ago and
involved the control of cottony cushion scale, a serious pest
of the California citrus industry, by introducing a lady
beetle, the vedalia beetle, from Australia.
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products. However, of the three general approaches to
insect biological control, augmentation is the least sustainable because it requires the regular or periodic
purchase of products. Nonetheless, in some pest situations "it is a highly efficacious, cost effective, and environmentally sound approach to pest management.
The practice of augmentation is based on the idea that in
some situations there are not adequate numbers or species
of natural enemies to provide optimal biological control,
but that the numberscan be increased (and control improved)
by releases. This requires a readily available source of
large numbers of natural enemies. This need has fostered
the development of companies to produce and sell these
organisms. Many companies (called insectaries) produce
a variety of predatory and parasitic insects; other companies produce and market insect pathogens for use as
microbial insecticides.
There are two general approaches to augmentation:
inundative releases and inoculative releases. Inundation
involves releasing large numbers of natural enemies for
immediate reduction of a damaging or near-damaging
pest population. It is it corrective measure; the expected
outcome is immediate pest control. Because of the nature
of natural enemy activity, and the cost of buying them,
this approach using predaceous and parasitic insects is
recommended only in certain situations, such as the mass
release of the egg parasite Trichogramma to control moth
eggs. The use of some microbial insecticides (such as
those containing Bacillus Ihuringiensis) is also an example of inundation. Inoculation involves releasing small (
numbers of natural enemies at intervals throughout the
period of pest activity, starting when the pest population is
very low. The natural enemies are expected to reproduce to
provide more long-term control. The expected outcome of
inoculative releases is to keep pest numbers low, never
allowing the number to approach an economic injury level;
therefore, it is more of a preventive measure. Two examples are the release of predatory mites to protect greenhouse crops, and the inoculation of soils with the milky
spore pathogen (Bacillus popillae) tocontrol Japanesebeetle
grubs.
Targets of augmentation. Augmentative biological
controls have not been developed for all pest problems.
Indeed, relatively few situations are amenable to this
approach. One of the most frequent uses of augmentation is
to protect greenhouse crops, a practice that was started in
Europe over 30 years ago in response to widespread
insecticide resistance to greenhouse pests. Today, commercial natural enemies are available for controlling
aphids, mites, scale insects. mealybugs, leafrniners, thrips.
caterpillars, and other greenhouse pests.
Augmentation, other than the use of microbial insecticides, has not been widely used in Midwest crops. It is
heavily used in some areas of California, where citrus
growers have their own insectaries for natural enemy production. In row crops, generalist natural enemies are frequently used, such as the egg parasite Trichogramma,
green lacewings, and microbial insecticides. In the United
States, augmentation has probably been used the least on
field crops, partly because of the lack of effective

The goal of classical biological control is to find useful
natural enemies, introduce them into the area of the target
pest, and permanently establish them so that they will provide continuing pest control with little or no additional
human intervention.
Classical biological control differs from the other two
general methods (conservation and augmentation) because
it is not directly conducted by the farmer or gardener.
International agencies, federal agencies (especially the
United States Department of Agriculture), and state
agencies (state departments of agriculture and the Land
Grant universities) are responsible for identifying potential
target pests, locating their natural distributions, searching
these areas for candidate natural enemies, and introducing
selected natural enemies into the necessary areas. Indeed,
there are specific quarantine laws that prohibit private
individuals or agencies from introducing non-native
organisms (including natural enemies) without proper
authorization from the USDA.
Natural enemies must be carefully screened by trained
personnel under rigid quarantine conditions to be certain
that (I) they will provide benefit in controlling the target
pest, (2) they will not, themselves, become pests, and
(3) they do not harbor their own natural enemies that might
interfere with their effectiveness or that of other natural
enemies.
Many of the past successes in classical biological control have occurred in tropical and subtropical locations.
California, Hawaii, Texas, and Florida have achieved significant successes by introducing exotic (foreign) natural
enemies.
In Nebraska, USDA efforts have resulted in establishment of a European lady beetle, the seven-spotted lady
beetle (Figure 1), which is now found in all Nebraska
counties. The USDA also introduced natural enemies of
the alfalfa weevil and European com borer in Nebraska.
There are over 75 non-native pests of crops, livestock,
human health, forests, and landscape in the Midwest;
many of these are candidates for classical biological
control.
Although farmers and gardeners are not directly
involved in the classical biological control process. they
need to be involved in the manipulation of the exotic
natural enemies that become established. Recognizing
these natural enemies, and understanding their benefits
and use in an overall integrated pest management program are important considerations in both the conservation and augmentation of natural enemies.

r.

Augmentation: The Periodic Release
of Natural Enemies
To many people, "biological control" means buying
and releasing beneficial natural enemies to control insect
and mite pests. This approach is known as augmentation.
The underlying reason for the wide recognition of this
technique is that it relies on commercial products, which
may be advertised in magazines and publicized in the
media. Further, the use of pesticides has trained us to
think about pest management in the context of purchased
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pesticides or other pest management practices. On high
value crops, the expense of biological control may be relatively low when compared to overall production costs.
On low value crops, the use of natural enemies must be
inexpensive to be justified. This does not preclude the use
of augmentation in field crops; inundative controls such
as Bacillus thurin-giensis and Trichogramma may be cost
effective, as can be inoculative releases that rely on relatively low numbers of natural enemies. The cost of natural
enemy releases should be carefully evaluated. as with any
other production COSI.
In summary. Extension personnel get more questions
about the release of purchased natural enemies than all
other approaches to biological control. And in some cases, it
is the area where there are the fewest answers. Many augmentation programs do work and are cost effective. but
augmentation can not be considered ..the silver bullet" of
biological control. 11 is not foolproof. and it requires a certain level of knowledge and understanding to make it
work. Additionally. effective commercial natural enemies
are available for only a small percentage of all the types of
pests we must manage. 11 is the most costly and least sustainable form of biological control. However. where it does
work and is cost effective. augmentation can be very useful.

natural enemies and partly because the expense may not
be acceptable on low-value crops.
Bacillus thuringiensis is commonly used for controlling European com borer larvae, and considerable research
is aimed at making the release of Trichogramma, which
parasitizes com borer eggs, a viable option. Home gardeners are increasingly using natural enemies to protect
food crops and landscape plants. There are several other
areas where commercial natural enemies may be used. and
some companies target specialized markets. such as the
gypsy moth. fire ant. and stored product pests.
Types of natural enemies available. There are over
100 types of commercially available natural enemies.
including predatory insects and mites. parasitic insects.
insect-parasitic nematodes. and insect pathogens. Although
this sounds like a high number. it is small compared to
the total number of pests in the United States. Further. many
of these natural enemies are specialized for pests on
crops such as cotton and citrus which are not grown in the
Midwest. Other commercial natural enemies. such as lady
beetles and praying mantids, are of questionable value,
even though they have been highly popularized.
Efficacy. "But do they work?" This is a frequently
asked question about commercially produced natural
enemies. The shon answer is ..yes...• and no." There is no
doubt that well-researched applications of natural enemies
can be very effective. This includes the use of microbial
insecticides as well as many specific uses of predators
and parasitic insects. There is also no doubt that many
natural enemies that are sold do not control the intended
target pest(s). The reasons for the latter scenario are multiple and complex. They range from the ridiculous
(e.g.• a community that bought and released lady beetles
for mosquito control) to the obscure. Probably the
common thread that exists with "failures" is a lack of
knowledge. This encompasses both a lack of research
needed to make recommendations for successful implementation. and the user's lack of knowledge about the
biology of the pests. their natural enemies and their
environment. all of which are crucial to making augmentation work. The best advice for pest managers
interested in starting an augmentation program is to get
as much information as possible to assure a reasonable
chance for success.
Cost effectiveness. Some natural enemies are much
easier and less expensive to produce than others; this is
reflected in their prices. Because of the differences in prices
and usage patterns. it is hard to generalize on the cost
effectiveness of purchased natural enemies. Other less
obvious factors also have to be considered, especially
when comparing the release of natural enemies to the use
of pesticides. These include pesticide resistance management, worker protection. impacts on non-target pests,
environmental considerations. and marketing practices
(such as conventional vs. organic). Another problem is
that. for many commercial natural enemies and their potential target pests. there is not adequate research to recommend specific release rates based upon pest population
levels. There are. however, many situations where augmentative biological control is cost competitive with the use of

Conservation of Natural Enemies: Keeping Your
"Livestock" Happy and Productive
Conservation of natural enemies is arguably the most
important concept in the practice of biological control and
fortunately is also one of the easiest 10 understand. Simply
put. conservation of natural enemies means avoiding
practices which harm natural enemies and implementing
practices which benefit them. It may sound like good
common sense. but the tricky part comes in understanding exactly what practices are harmful and how
beneficial practices can be integrated into a production
system. This requires understanding the biology of
natural enemies and being willing to modify practices to
accommodate them.
Natural Enemies as Livestock. Everyone understands that a dairy cow needs food. water. shelter and
protection from adverse conditions. To perform her best
she also needs protection from biting flies, diseases and in
some cases. predators which may injure or kill her. The
dairy producer knows her requirements change through the
year and makes provisions to provide for these needs. In the
winter. shelter is critical. while in the summer adequate
water and shade are necessary. In some months. grazing
may provide her total food requirements. but as pasture
growth slows, supplemental food may need In be provided.
Naturalenemies have exactly the same types of needs as
the dairy cow. To perform their best. they need food. shelter
andprotectionfromadverseconditions.Frequently.wedonot
fully understand or provide for these needs. The result is
many instances where biological control could be effective. but has failed or resulted in less than adequate
control because we did not provide for the natural
enemies' basic requirements. So what do natural enemies
need and how can we help them?
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Avoid Harmful Practices. The most obvious practice
is the use of insecticides at times when natural enemies
will be harmed. Insecticides can have direct effects on
natural enemies by killing them or indirect effects by eliminating their hosts and causing starvation. In some cases,
insecticides can be successfully integrated into the systern without harming natural enemies. This may be through
the use of a selective insecticide such as B.t., timing the
application to avoid periods when important natural enemies would be exposed; or placing the insecticide in a
location where natural enemies will not contact it. In
other cases, adequately protecting natural enemies may
require not using an insecticide.
Certain cultural practices also can be detrimental to
natural enemies. Plowing, cultivation, mowing or harvesting operations which disrupt natural enemies at critical
points in their life cycle should be avoided. Excessive
amounts of dust from roads or cultural operations also can
disrupt the activities of predators and parasitoids resulting
in reduced control. Burning crop residues or inappropriately timing irrigation also can kill many natural enemies.
Finally the ambiguous category of "clean farming",
which includes removing weeds and noncrop habitats,
has been identified as detrimental to many natural enemies.
Incorporate Beneficial Practices. Here is where a
detailed understanding of the biology of the important
natural enemies in your system becomes extremely critical.
If you do not know what natural enemies you want to manage, it is doubtful that you will be successful. The first step
is to gather information on the types of natural enemies
you want to conserve. Then consider these points:
·Where does the natural enemy overwinter? In
England, a group of researchers discovered that important
predators of aphids in wheat overwintered in areas of
grasses in hedgerows on the edges of fields. The predators
migrated into the fields in the spring, but got there too
late to control aphids in the center of the fields. By planting a one meter strip of tussock grasses in the center of
the field, overwintering predator numbers soared and
aphid damage was controlled.
·What alternate food sources do the natural enemies
need? Are these close by and available at the right
times? After emerging from overwintering, pink-spotted
lady beetles feed on plant pollen (dandelion, spring
beauty, etc.) for several weeks before moving into alfalfa
and wheat fields to feed on aphids. Many parasites also
require the protein-rich pollen to develop new eggs.
Sources of sugar (carbohydrate) are needed by many
parasites, which they frequently obtain from the nectar
of flowering plants or from aphid honeydew. Having a
diversity of plants in and around fields has been shown to
improve biological control.
·00 my natural enemies need alternative prey/hosts?
Many predators and parasites require alternative hosts
during their life cycle. Lyde//a thompsoni is a tachnid fly
which parasitizes European corn borer. It emerges before
borer larvae are present in the spring and completes its

first generation on common stalk borer instead. Clean
farming practices, which eliminated stalk borer hosts, are
thought to have contributed to the decline of this parasite.
Alternative prey also may be important in building up
predator numbers in a field prior to the appearance of the
target pest. Lady beetles and minute pirate bugs can consume many European corn borer eggs, but alternative prey
must be present in the field prior to European corn borer
egg laying to maintain high predator numbers.
.What shelter is needed by my natural enemies
during the growing season? The activity of ground dwelling predators (e.g., spiders and ground beetles) may be
limited by high soil temperatures during the day. Incorporation of cover crops or intercrops may help reduce
soil temperatures and extend the activity period of these
organisms. Increased crop residue from reduced tillage or
use of grassy field borders also may benefit ground dwelling predators. Similarly, many parasites require moderate
temperatures and higher relative humidity and many need
to leave fields in the heat of the day to seek shelter in
shady areas. For example, the activity of a parasitic wasp
attacking European corn borers was found to be highest
at field edges with wooded areas which provided shade
and reduced temperatures, and contained flowering
plants which provided nectar or honeydew for the wasps.
Conclusion
Consideration of the biological and ecological needs
of natural enemies is critical for the success of any biological control effort. It is one of the easiest ways for producers to initiate biological control on their farms and
should be a major consideration in any importation or augmentation program. While there are innumerable practices
in your production system which may benefit or harm the
natural enemies you are seeking to manage, understanding
the biological and life cycle of the specific natural enemies you want to conserve is the first step to achieving the
best results.
This publication was adapted from material published
in the Midwest Biological Control Newsletter, which is
available by subscription for $12 a year from: Midwest
Biological Control News, Dept. of Entomology, University
of Wisconsin, 1630 Linden Drive, Madison, WI 53706.
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Long-term Soil Management and Its Relation to Crop Health
Presented by: Larry Phelan, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (Wooster, OR)

Charlotte Bedet, Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center (Wooster, OR)
Summary by: Larry Phelan

Proponents of organic agriculture have long held that their soil-management practices produce healthier
crops, which are both less susceptible to insects and disease and of higher nutrition for animals and
humans. Unfortunately, there have been few attempts by agricultural researchers to test these precepts
using scientific methodology. We have adopted a dual approach to understanding the relationship
between soil management and crop health by combining on-farm research of organic and conventionally
managed farms with controlled greenhouse studies. In the field, we have found lower levels of serious
com pests, most notably European com borer (ECB) on organic farms, and in the greenhouse we
determined that European com borer shows a behavioral preference for com grown in soil collected
from conventionally managed farms. In our attempts to understand the link between soil-fertility
management and insect outbreaks thus far, our studies have provided support for two hypotheses: (1) the
maintenance of plant-mineral balance plays a significant role in crop susceptibility to pests and (2)
managing organic matter increases the ''biological buffering capacity" of soils. Studies of crop
nutritional quality are also underway, but not completed.
Principal Findings:

Greenhouse studies
• ECB preference for com in conventional soil
• disease outbreak in Kline/Yoder comparison
• ECB preference correlates with mineral balance and protein levels, but not with photosynthesis or
growth
• mineral balance model
• biological buffering of organically managed soils
On-farm research
• plant-nutrient profiles differ in ECB-damaged and undamaged com fields
• plant growth patterns differ between paired organic and conventional farms
• levels of ECB tend to be higher on conventional farms
• com yields are comparable between organic and conventional farms
Larry Phelan
OARDC
1680 Madison Ave
Wooster, OR 44691
Phone: 330-263-3728
Fax:
NA
E-mail: NA

Charlotte Bedet
OARDC
1680 Madison Ave
Wooster, OR 44691
Phone: 330-263-3725
Fax:
330-263-23686
E-mail: bedet.l@osu.edu
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Is It Something in the Soil?
An GARDe study offers evidence that organic farming helps plants resist pests.
This is a story about the soil, and whether how you manage your soil over many years, 15 or 30 years or
longer, affects the health of your crop today. It is based on another story, one that Larry Phelan kept
hearing in his work with organic farmers that organic farms had comparatively few insect problems.
"I thought, ifit's true, it's very significant," Phelan said. So he began working to find out. What he
found may indeed be significant-perhaps the first evidence that long-term management of soil can
increase a plant's ability to resist insect pests.
For farmers, whether organic or conventional, the finding could help them grow crops that are less
susceptible to insects and disease, yet still yield well. Inputs could be reduced without losing income.
For scientists, the finding sheds new light on the life of farm soils, and how soils work as ecosystems.
The result could be a new way to advise farmers.
Phelan is an entomologist, based on OARDC's Wooster campus. He is studying the effects of soil
management and plant fertility on insects. The work takes him to many farms, both conventional and
organic. "One of the things we've encountered is that organic farmers aren't really concerued about
insects," he said. "I ask them why, and they say organic farming feeds the soil, that healthy soil leads to
healthy plants, and that insects don't like healthy plants." He wanted to see if this held up in
experiments.
Only a Road Between
So Phelan and his colleagues collected soil from neighboring organic and conventional farms. Soil
types were carefully matched. Often only a dirt road separated the paired farms. The only difference in
each pair was that the farms had been managed differently for the past 30 years or more.

The soils were taken into a greenhouse, and samples were fertilized with organic and inorganic
fertilizers. The idea was to separate two factors: soil management history and fertilizer type. Then com
was grown in pots of the soil-fertilizer combinations, and European com borers were released into the
greenhouse. The question: Where would the pests lay their eggs?
"What we saw was that the plants in the organic soil received fewer eggs consistently, irrespective of the
fertilizer added; whereas in the conventionally managed soil, sometimes we saw elevated egg laying and
sometimes it was low," Phelan said. "Egg laying was much more variable."
Biological Buffering by Soil
The findings were published in the journal, Agriculture, Ecosystem, and Environment. They suggest
what Phelan calls biological buffering. That is, adding organic matter, a key to organic farming, makes
the soil more amenable to many forms oflife, for example, microarthropods, earthworms, and microbes.
The soil gains a diverse network ofliving things. "As a result, when you add something to that field,
like a fertilizer, it has to go through the network, and the network acts like a sponge to take out the
excess and release it through time, as opposed to a conventionally managed soil where what you put on
is available immediately," according to Phelan.
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Previous studies have shown that organically managed soils enjoy buffering of pH and moisture levels.
But this is the first study to suggest that the buffering also affects the interactions of plants and aboveground plant-eaters, like European com borers.
Fewer extremes in nutrient rations might be the key. Plants that are in good nutrient balance might be
less susceptible to insect and disease damage; plants that are not in balance might be open to outbreaks.
Understanding this nutrient balance is Phelan's next step. Com and soybeans are the focus.
"Good nutrient balance, ifthere is such a thing, is a point where you get all of your nutrients in the right
rations and levels so that you get good yields and you also get lower susceptibility to insects and
diseases," he said. "That's our goal, to see ifthere really is an optimal balance and to describe it for the
major crops in Ohio. It is a complicated question."
It is complicated because the balance could include more than minerals. It could include sunlight and
moisture levels, variety differences, and more. "We wi1llook at this after we get a better handle on
nutrient balance," Phelan said.
What is Nutrient Balance?
For now, intensive field studies are underway on organic farms in Knox, Holmes, and Wayne counties in
north-central Ohio. The scientists are looking at insect populations, mineral and plant-growth dynamics,
and even soil respiration, an indirect measure of microbial activity.

At the same time, greenhouse experiments are testing different nutrient rations to see how they affect
insect egg laying and feeding. "By looking at it both ways, in the field and in the greenhouse, we hope
to come up with a more complete picture of what's going on," Phelan said.
Meanwhile, he is not recommending that all Ohio farmers go organic or not. "A lot of factors go into
deciding on management practices, more than just pest levels," he said. "My objective is to describe
these systems so we can better understand them as ecosystem, and then provide information to farmers
to help them make decisions."
"The organic farm can be a model system, and elements of organic farming could someday benefit
conventional farming, too. Some people misunderstand my objective," he stated. "It is not to say that
one system is good, and one is bad. It is to see how they differ and to learn from that, and to see ifthere
are some principles that we can draw out of that." Organic or conventional, Phelan said farming needs a
more holistic approach as does agricultural science.
Integrated Approach
"The main thing I would like to do is get away from a system of agriculture, and a system of advising
farmers, in which all of the factors are compartmentalized. Each factor, such as insects, nutrients, and
diseases, gets separate recommendations.

"Instead, I would like to move toward a process where farms are looked at as a whole, and scientists
from all the disciplines are involved in making recommendations. I think we are very rapidly moving in
that direction, and I am very excited about it. My whole goal is to see agriculture integrated better, so
we all see it as a more integrated system," he said. "We need to take a broader perspective."
Centerpiece, Research Feature, August 1996
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Extension in Action, Bringing Together a Community to Benefit
Farming
Presented by: Jim LeCureux, Michigan State University Extension (Wooster, OH)
Summary by: Jim LeCureux

The Innovative Farmers (IF) were organized more than four years ago to develop alternative cropping
systems to reduce erosion, improve soil tilth and increase family farm income. The need for this project
arose out of two projects that were initiated in the early 1990s.
The first project was the Saginaw Bay Water Quality Demonstration Project (SBWQDP). The SBWQDP
is a USDA-funded project designed to reduce the potential for sediment, pesticide, and nutrient loading
of the area's surface waters, namely Saginaw Bay. Ninety-five percent of the land in the Eastern Coastal
Basin of Saginaw Bay is row cropped and fall plowed leading to wind erosion and the related water
quality concerns.
The second project was a W.K. Kellogg Foundation Leadership Development Project designed to bring
agriculture and non-agriculture representatives of the county's population together and identify critical
issues. As a result of this project, we found that communication between the two groups needed
improvement and that agriculture had to start addressing water quality and enviromnental concerns.
Most important, the agriculture community accepted that changes had to be made.
A group of farmers came together to determine what should and could be done. They agreed to assess
themselves $100 per year to start the IF group. However, if farming practices were to change, the
farmers needed the support ofthe entire community including implement dealers, suppliers, lenders, and
the various agencies. A plan was put into place, and sponsoring partners were solicited.
For significant change to occur, the group needed to help each other and their neighbors work through
some serious social and psychological issues. To change, the farmers had to work through several
philosophy steps including denial, anger, resistance, acceptance, and finally implementation.
We also needed to address more than 16 reasons why farmers can't or won't adopt conservation tillage.
That is why the entire community had to be involved and supportive of the farmers as they evaluated and
considered dramatic changes in their operations.

In the first year, there were 47 IF members and 39 sponsoring partners. In 1997 there are currently 57
members and more than 50 sponsoring partners, including equipment manufacturers, lending
institutions, enviromnental agencies, supplies (local and regional) and the Michigan State University
Agriculture Experiment Station.
The IF group has divided itself into eight working groups/committees to design and plan comparison
studies to develop alternative cropping systems utilizing reduced tillage, cover crops, and reduced
herbicides and fertilizer. The working groups/committees also evaluate and interpret the plot results.
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Several Michigan State University specialists are involved in finding answers to questions about the
effect of residue in suppressing white mold, effects of tillage on soil quality (bulk density, water
infiltration, C/N ratio, mineralization, etc.), cover crops, and nitrogen management.
This work is being done on two 40-acre parcels rented by the IF group for five years. The group also
has the equipment to till, plant, cultivate, and spray plots. The members wanted the plots planted when
they plant with the plots large enough to harvest using traditional harvesting equipment.
The "MAX" Economic Analysis Computer Program, developed by CTIC and Successful Farming
Magazine, is used for the economic comparisons. After four years, the chisel system appears to be the
most profitable, but there is little difference between the fall plow, chisel, trans-tilled, and zone-till
system. After the members review the data, a report is published and distributed to more than 750
farmers, sponsors, and others interested in the project.
The initial question was, "Can a rotation of sugar beets, corn, and dry beans be produced with reduced
tillage to reduce erosion and improve soil tilth?" The answer appears to be yes.
At a recent IF meeting, almost every member identified at least one change that has occurred on their
farm as a result of the project. While tillage/cropping systems were the initial focus ofthe IF group,
changes are taking place within the organization. The Michigan State University Agriculture
Experiment Station has come aboard as a full partner. Grants have been received from the Michigan
Department of Agriculture's Groundwater Protection Program to provide cost-sharing to 25 farmers for
on-farm fertilizer containment structures.
Grid sampling has been implemented at the research sites and on member farms with GPS equipment
owned by the local Extension Office. A Public Policy Tour was conducted in cooperation with the
Michigan Integrated Food and Farming Systems Project with environmental agencies, legislative aides,
and university staff.
A new component is added-value. Members of the group are looking into the feasibility of establishing
a soybean processing plant, alfalfa processing, and aquaculture. The term Innovative Farmers continues
to take on new meanings and has gained special attention in a recent issue of the Michigan Farmer
Magazine.
References:
"Why Farmers Can't or Won't Adopt Conservation Tillage," Pete Nowak, Rural Sociologist, University
of Wisconsin.
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Innovative Farmers of Michigan
The Innovative Farmers (IF) effort was
organized in response to water quality
concerns defined by the USDA Saginaw
Bay Water Quality Demonstration
Project (SBWQDP). The SBWQDP is a
multl-apency effort of the Farm Service
Agency,
Natural
. Resources
Conservation service and Michigan
State University Extension with the
purpose of reducing sediment, nutrient
and pesticide loading of the Saginaw
Bay'S Eastern Coastal Watershed surface
water.
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Innovative Farmers Mission
Statement:
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Innovative Farmers Goals:
1. Promote research that will make
the Huron County agriculture
industry efficient, economical,
and environmentally sound.
2. Aid in the development and
expansion of new technology to
neighboring farms.
3. Informing non-agriculture
audiences about the changes
taking place on the members'
farms.
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During the three years of its existence,
the Innovative Farmers group has
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increased its membership from 47 to 81
in 1996. In addition, new groups have
formed in Tuscola, Barry and Calhoun
Counties.
While their activities are
different due to crop and rotation
difference, the overall goals and purposes
remain the same.
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To accomplish their goals and fulfill their
Mission Statement, a project was
established at two sites in Huron County
to develop altemative tillage systems that
reduce-erosion and increase family farm
income.
The project was titled
"Integrated System for Sustainability of
High Value Field Crop Rotation."
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The objectives for this project and some
of the accomplishments are outlined
below:
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Objective 1:
Develop high residue sustainable
agriculture cropping system for the
production of corn, dry beans and
sugar beets using reduced tillage,
cover crops and a total integrated
cropping system to reduce soil
erosion and increase farm family
income.

Farmers want to be involved in finding the
best solutions for their individual
problems. General recommendations no
longer 'NOrk due to varying soil types,
rotations and management styles.
Therefore, it is more important that
fanners share infonnation and gather the
"ingredients" for a successful "recipe".
The recipe will change from farm to farm
and even within fanning operations on a
field-by-field basis.

Accomplishments

The Innovative Farmers Project is not
designed to develop the "perfect" system,
but rather encourage the members to
adjust their operations to changing
environmental, economic and social
situations.
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- Developed !'NO 40-acre applied
research sites to address objective #1.
- The most profitable tillage system over
the three years h8$ been the chisel
system.
. - The most profitable tillage system over
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the last two years has been the chisel
system followed by zone-till, trans-till
and plow.
- Organic matter, water infiltration and
bulk densities are improving under
zone-ti II at one site.
- A cover crop study resulted in higher
sugar contents in sugar -beets with
cover crops.
- Sugar beet yields were over 21 tonla
with reduced tillage systems in 1996.
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Objective 2:
Help
policy
makers,
agency
representatives and agribusinesses
become part of the solution and limit
barriers to the adoption of new
technology.
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- IF representatives have been invited to
participate in a World Wildlife Fund
meeting to express member's views. _
- IF: representatives have been invited to
participate in a press conference in
Washington, D.C., with the Coast
Alliance.
- World Wildlife Fund arranged for three
Scandinavian farmers to meet with the
IF group.
- The IF hosted a Public Policy Tour for
the purpose of discussing filter strip,
wetland,
drainage,
manure
management and irrigation issues with
MDA, DEQ, NRCS and legislative
aides.
- Special agribusiness tours have been
conducted at the IF sites.
- The IF group hosted state DEQ and
EPA representatives.
- The IF group was recognized by The
National Association of Counties with
an Achievement Award in 1995.
- In 1996, there were 52 sponsoring
partners inclUding local
lending
institutions,
agribusinesses,
governmental agencies, com mod i t Y
groups and manufacturing companies.

- One member has built his own zone-till
planter.
- Two members purchased a zonebuilder.
- One farm has converted entirely to
zone-ti II/no-tiII.
- One member purchased a zone-till cart.
- Another member has converted to twin
row production and is interseeding
clover.
- Members are switching from plow to
chisel.
- Over 5,000 acres of cover crops were
seeded in Huron County during the fall
of 1996.
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Objective 3:
Develop techniques for farmers to
learn farmer-to-farmer and for them to
be actively involved in the process to
find solutions to societal problems.

In addition to the activities mentioned,
the Innovative Farmers have received
grantsfrom the Michigan Department of
Agriculture's Groundwater Protection
Program for the purpose of providing
cost-share assistance to farmers to build
on-farm fertilizer containment facilities.
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In 1996, ten such facilities were
constructed in Saginaw, Tuscola and
Huron Counties. Fifteen more are being
planned for 1997.
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Additional funding was provided for ten
farmers to install herbicide injector
systems on their equipment to reduce
rinsate and risk of high volume spills.

- Farmer members participate in eight
workgroups to plan, design, evaluate
and interpret plot results.
- Members serve as tour guides and
speakers at IF tour sites.
- The IF Newsletter is published six times
a year and sent to over 250
subscribers.
- Chapters have been established in
Huron, Tuscola, Calhoun and Barry
Counties.
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High School AgriScience students have
been invited to participate in field days at
the IF sites to learn more about water
quality and the Innovative Farmers
activities.
The IF group is also working on GPS with
the IF sites being grid mapped to learn
more about soil fertility, organic matter
and other soil characteristics.
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Currently, many of the Innovative
Farmers are exploring the possibility of
establishing a soybean processing plant
that will be organized as a second
generation added-value cooperative.
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To learn more about the Innovative
Farmers, contact the MSU ExtensionProject Office, 1460 S. Van Dyke, Bad
Axe, MI 48413, (517) 269-6099, fax
(517)
269-8421
or
e-mail
at
huron1@msue.msu.edu.
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ENHANCING SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
THROUGH FARMER GROUPS:
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE KANSAS
HEARTLAND SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE NETWORK
BACKGROUND
In recent years, farmer groups have become very popular in agricultural related activities in both low and
high income countries. These have been both formal (e.g., cooperatives) and informal in nature. Many
factors have motivatedthe formation of groups, including an efficient means for transmitting information
(e.g., extension); sharing information (e.g., study circles, focus groups); identifying and evaluating
relevant technologies; improving en-farm/off-farm linkages (e.g., panicularly providing credit, purchasing
inputs, and marketing of products); and encouraging empowerment of farmers (e.g., influencing research
agendas).

The Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network that was launched 3 years ago empowers farmers and rural
communities to develop and practice integrated farming systems that effectively balance farm profit with
resource conservation, using an operational mode that encourages two-way interaction between farmers
and others representing agricultural institutions. The Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network identified
13 communities to host clusters of innovative farm and ranch families committed to the investigation and
adoption of sustainable farming systems. These clusters are developing community-based approaches to
overcome their barriers to sustainable agriculture by sharing experiences and engaging in mutually
beneficial joint activities that enhance quality of life, including assurance of adequate income.
As a result of our experiences with the farmer groups or clusters both in the Heanland Sustainable
Agricultural Network and elsewhere, we are convinced that they provide a valuable mechanism for dealing
with the very complex issues relating to sustainability. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to
summarize these experiences, so that they can be taken into account in using farmer clusters in future
initiatives relating to sustainable agriculture in Kansas and elsewhere. To accomplish this, the paper is
divided to into a number of sections. The first expands on the rationale for having farmer groups or
clusters, the second relates to their formation, the third deals with operational issues, and last section
considers matters relating to their sustainability. To illustrate some of the major points, anecdotal
information from various sources, but especially farmers, is given in a box format.

RATIONALE
Successful groups build mutual empowerment. Five very imponant reasons for encouraging the formation
of farmer groups that are not necessarily specific to sustainable agriculture are the following:
•

To provide support for each other (Box 1). This becomes particularly important when farmers
are planning or implementing changes, especially if they are unconventional. Obviously, many
initiatives relating to sustainable agriculture currently fall in that category. Having the support
of other farmers who share the same vision or goals is critically important for farmers being
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willing to start and persevere with sustainable agriculture initiatives.

•

To obtain, impart, and exchange
information.
These are particularly
Box 1: Farmer Groups Provide Mutual Support
important functions of groups for
improving the efficiency with which
"The only way I' d try mauagement intensive grazing
was if I could. talk these guys (other cluster members)
outsiders can deal with farmers both in
into ttying it too. lfhe only lives three or four miles
giving and collecting information (Box 2)
from
me and I could see he was 00 the right track,
and ensuring greater use by farmers of
I
could
ask 'When did you plant that? What was the
information possessed by other farmers
rare?' I could feel more confident it would
seeding
(Box 3). An attitude survey on research
work on my farm since it was close. But if it was in
and experimentation among Kansas
Oklahoma, it would still be quite a gamble.."
farmers indicated a desire to have greater
Steve Suther. Four Seasons Cluster
input in the research process. Farmers
were enthusiastic about on-farm research,
and
personal
experiences
and
communication with other farmers were
Box 2: Outsiders Benefit from Dealing with
two of the most important and reliable
Farmer Groups
sources of information (Freyenberger er
al, 1994). The importance of sharing
Working with clusters of farmers is much. more
information also has been noted by other
effective than. working with. single fanners in
researchers: "producers often feel they
multiplying the impact of the Kansas Rural Center's
learn most by watching what new ideas
(KRCs) .ioitiatives.
Consequently, the KRC has
reorientedits program.ioitiatives to working within a
are being tried on their neighbor's land.
farmer group context under the auspices of the
Formal and informal on-farm research and
HeanIaod
Network.
Kansas Rural Center
demonstrations, done on large tracts, are
highly valued as sources of decisionmaking information" (Eberle and Shroyer,
1996). The need for sharing information is becoming particularly important, because many
.current agricultural problems are fundamentally human challenges that require more than just
technology for their resolution (Hesterman and Thorburn, 1994).

•

To create opportunities that would not be
available
if
farmers
operated
independently.
Obvious examples of
these would be collective purchase of
inputs to take advantage of price discounts
and collective marketing of products to
improve efficiency of marketing and
service specific outlets (Box 4).

Box. 3: Sharing Information Accelerates the
Learning Curve

"Our cluster fur me has accelerated the learning curve
by years through learning shared by several people."
SCOtt Nicnols, Smoky Hills Cluster

•

To leverage institutional resources. Farmer groups can encourage collective representation and
action, particularly with external agencies/institutions. Such actions, in turn, facilitate farmers
believing in themselves and in their ability to control their own destinies. This has been a
particularly important principle underlying the Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network and has
been a key component in the enthusiastic support many farmers give to the Heartland Project.

•

To encourage systems thinking and dialogue because of locational specificity of solutions. This
last reason relates to the need for thinking in a systems perspective and the fact that solutions to
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Box 4: CoUec:tive Marketing Helps Farmers

One Heartland cluster, Rolling Prairie Alliance, over the past two years bas developed a subscription freshproduce service wilil eight growers. and. 300 weekly customers. Before the Heartland Project, .these eight
growers knew each other but.didn't share any business.. After liIe first focus, group discussion, litis group
decided Ul share a subscription market Their growth of sales is.shown in Table I. They work wilil a local food
co-op with recipes, sample meals, and nutritional education. Sales in.the co-op also increased as a result of litis
weekly partnership by an estirIlared $1,000 on the.day of the. fanner deliveries. The co-op manager commented:
"The Mercantile store comes alive with.the fanners, with everyone feeling good." This co-op bas been very
popular with the. media, wilil coverage in six different newspapers and on a Kansas City television station.
Table 2: Gross Sales and. Growers,
Kansas Organic Growers

Table 1: Gross Sales and Customers,
Rolling Prairie Alliance

Year

Gross Sales ($)

Customers
(Nos/Week)

Year

Gross Sales ($)

Growers
(Nos)'

1994
1995
1996'

28,000
53.000
80,000

135
235
300

1993
1994
1995
1996'

20,680
214,656
285,524
425,000

12 (1)
19. (4)
28 (5)
33 (4)

a. Projected

a. Projected
b. First figure indicates certified organic and
second indicates pending certification
Anolher Heartland cluster, the Kansas Organic Producers, is a marketing cooperative that collectively brokers
organic grain. to bolil domestic. and Japanese buyers. These fanners cooperatively determine.prices, clean seed,
send test samples, coordinate storage, andtransport their grain. Aware liIat sales to Asia aren't sustainable over
the long term, lhey are exploring buyinga small grain processor to diversify·liIeir marketing., Contacts and sales
to different buyers have strengthened lheirmarketing(Table 2). Althcugh soybeans have dominated their sales,
liIey are slowly diversifying to include com, oats, red clover, alfalfa, and hairy vetch. Plans are underway to
branch out to meat marketing. New computers and skills now increase management effectiveness. They have
applied for grant support from .the Kansas Value-Added center and the Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education program to expand their marketing ability. The' cluster coordinator concludes: "I continue. to be
impressed wilil how cooperation in farm marketing and production creates opportunities that otherwise would
be unavailable."

problems
are
likely
10 be
farm
and
farm
family
specific
(Box
5).
Consequently, solutions are not likely to be mechanistic Or recipe driven but rather evolve after
extensive thinking and consultation (i.e., through discussions with others, especially farmers, and
reading relevant materials). Any major change in behavior (in this case, a shift from conventional
10 sustainable agriculture) involves new paradigms of thinking (Covey, 1991). The challenge of
sustainable agriculture is to shift mental gears from the competitive "top yield" farm characteristic
of conventional fanning to the "high quality of life" farm characteristic of sustainable agriculture.
The move from recipe-driven solutions 10 applying "thinking risks" that develop appropriate
system solutions for their own farms means that farmers have to develop their own expertise in
using management IOOls suitable for addressing their own farm's goals and values. Management
complexity increases in sustainable agriculture because of its multidimensional nature involving
the need 10 balance quality of life, profitability, resource conservation, and community
responsibility (Norman et al, 1996). In sustainable agriculture, this move to increasing emphasis
on process rather than just product obviously enhances the importance of the constructive
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interaction potentially available in fanner groups (Box 5).
Box 5: Need for Systems Thinking, Not Just Recipes
"We need to stop expecting easy answers but rather ask system questions. "
Darrel Parks, Kaw Valley Cluster.
"A neighbor quizzed me wanting a cookbookanswer. I don't have one. I 'only-listed ·options. I think he was
Calvin Carlson, Smoky Hills Cluster

frustrated, "

Example of dialogue between two farmers:.
Bruce Spare:
"Calvin introduced me to the idea of management intensive grazing (MIG). When I started
asking questions of him, he didn't have a whole lot of answers for me. He pointed me to
reading materials and people he had been talking to and said I would have to do my
homework myself. "
Calvin Carlson: "Bruce wanted answers, and I didn't have answers for him. People often want answers and
there are no pat answers. They have to dig in and do the homework themselves. But it is
different from conventional farming because there are no recipes. Every farm will be different
and there is so much variation. This is one, area that creates frusrration in people."
Calvin Carlson and Bruce Spare, Smoky Hills Cluster

Thus, the benefits of forming fanner groups or clusters are many. Indeed they are even greater than the
discussion above would suggest. This is because the benefits given are not necessarily mutually exclusive
and, in fact, can reinforce eacb other througb interaction. Cooperative learning about better or new ways
of management can become a tool for empowerment, for example, in collective action (Box 6). Also,
outside institutions (e.g., research organizations) see greater benefits and efficiencies in cooperative
activities with groups of. fanners, while at the same time, farmers can influence the activities of such
organizations to some extent (Box 7). Thus, groups of farmers also have greater leverage than individuals
in influencing or encouraging institutional change. The key to facilitating this change is in bringing the
different stakeholders together in a collegiate operational mode. Constructive interaction between the
stakeholders can be mutually beneficial (Box 8).

GROUP FORMATION
The Approach Used in the Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network
Over a period of a decade, the KRC established relationships with farmers and Kansas State University
(KSU) on sustainable agriculture with on-farm trials and education. In 1992 as a result of receiving the

Kellogg Foundation IFS (Integrated Farming Systems) Grant for the formation of the Heartland Project,
the KRC with the help of a local farmer, recruited interested farmers to participate in a focus group
discussion. The KRC contacted 22 farmers about being local organizers for a focus group discussion
concerning the Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network. Focus group discussions were held with 13
different farming communities. Two other communities were approached through a short presentation
with a question and answer session. A set of questions presented to the farmers focused on farm goals,
barriers, attitudes toward sustainable agriculture, and potential cooperative solutions. Participating farmers
were rewarded for participation with a meal and a book or magazine of their choice on alternative farming
practices. Participants were offered an opportunity to organize themselves into a cluster to apply for a
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Heartland Project grant over a 3-year period. Clusters developed their own decision-making process,
goals, membership, work plans, and budgets. In all, KRC participated in 43 meetings, with a combined
attendance of 450 people, that encouraged the development of cluster grant proposals.
Box 6: Group Leaminll Can Facilitate Group Action
Tallgrass Prairie Producers, a-Heartland cooperative, working with'the Kansas Value Added-Center, the Small
Business Development Center, and the KSU Department ofAnimal Sciences and Industry is developing a
processing" marlreting, and disttibUlionsystem for beef products from grain-fed cattle, This cooperative of nine
Flint
ranchers participated in group-building sessions" developed a group decision-making process,
constructed a strategic business plan, and-set up an effective comminee system. Market research tools have
included two focus groups"a marketing' survey" several taste tests, a card-son survey, carcass analysis, and a
literaturereview. Three public tastings, .five newspaper articles; aTV story, a tour with the Society for Range
Management, and a conference on farmer cooperative.marketing advanced their public visibility. Tallgrass has
a federal label and is developing certification for their claims of grass-finished, hormone- and antibiotic-free,
and family ranch production. They sell products to a hospital, restaurant, and a food retail cooperative and
boxed beef directly to customers. During the first 6 months of being officially in business together, they sold
their first29 head through the Tallgrass Cooperative and have a goal of selling 200 head by the end of the year
(1996). Ranchers summarize their cluster experience as follows,: "I have been cautious about what we have
been trying to do until last weekend at my 25-year reunion at Texas Christian University. 1 was, talking to one
of myoid professors and he toldme we were on the future cuning edge. Now 1 am ready,to go .... Developing
our C(HlP needs to be seen as a part of ranch work ... The strength of Tallgrass is all of us doing this together,
sharing skills, and a producing a product that appeals to the market ... Twenty-five years ago I was in a radio
interview" and I said the future ofagriculture is in marketing. Twenty-five years later I aiD fiI1ally here."

Hill.

Tal/grass PrairieProducers

Sixteen clusters presented written grant proposals to the Heartland Initiation Team composed of farmers
and KRC and KSU representatives. One or two representatives from each of these clusters also gave a
5-minute oral presentation to all the cluster representatives and the Heartland Initiation Team. The team
then interviewed each cluster privately concerning their proposals. The Heartland Initiation Team spent
several hours over the next 2 days in making the final selection of 12 clusters. Based on the strong
presentations and the larger than anticipated interest, the KRC revised its original budget to reallocate
more program dollars directly to clusters.
The clusters chose one of its members to be the coordinator who organized meetings, preformed treasurer
duties, kept records, and coordirtated activities. In 8 of the clusters, this farmer was paid to carry out
these functions. Three clusters have outgrown their collective purpose and have disbanded. Two new
clusters have emerged and also have been supported.
The individual farmer clusters have been melded into the Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network. A
number of initiatives have been used to facilitate this bonding. These include the following:
•

Cluster coordinators meet with their peers twice a year to share experiences, set personal farm
goals, visit farms, and conduct project business.

•

The annual Heartland Roundup draws together all the clusters, collaborators, and the public
(including KSU staff) for a meal of locally grown food and for the purposes of listening to
keynote speakers, attending workshops, and personal networking. Care is provided for younger
children.
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Box 7: Farmer Groups Can Influence the Agricultural Research Agendas of Land Grant Universities
The Green Hills Project bas influenced the University of Missouri's Forage Systems. Research Center to
investigate pasture finishing of beef cattie.. The station superintendent remarked to Trico Graziers, another
Heartland cluster: "The Green Hills Project, which is similar. to your cluster, is responsible for getting this
research started. We had meetings and worked pretty closely together, and they were talking about pasture
finishing and marketing. And mat really is what got me interested in it. I began to realize that was a need.
It was appropriate, and so that is how we got into it. "

Station Superintendent, Forage Systems Research Center, University of Missouri
Two Heartland Project clusters have linked' up with two KSU Research Centers to conduct complementary onfarm and on-station cover crop research. These links at the local level are shaping institutional change and
enabled SARE (Sustainable AgricultureResearch and Education) program funding to be obtained. The
cooIdiDator. of one of the collaborating clusters bas commented as follows: "One thing I really appreciate about
our cluster is even though we are spread out over a five county area, we all share an interest in cover crops.
All the farmers bring a different experience with.a special interest that they focus on. A lot of things that
probably wottldn't work on an experiment field may work when a farmer gets to looking.at itand tries to finetune it. That is where farmers with their inventiveness and creativeness have a lot to offer to research. stations.
One of the things that has been exciting for me is this cooperative effon with KSU with these on-farm and onstation trials with hairy vetch and winter peas. Those groups have a lot to contribute to each other. Farmers
do a lot of tweaking of the system. They play with seeding rates and tillage and with.a lot of things that a true
researcher bas trouble manipulating. This is because the researcher sets up his experiment in advance, and it
is hard to change in midstream•..whereas the farmer is less concerned about standard deviation and coefficients
of variation. Fanners are concerned with what they see. Ninety percent of the field IIll\Y be a failure, but they
see one pan of the field where something bas worked. They are able to key off that, and. the next year they
are hopefully able to get it to. work. So I see this as a. really healthy mix. when farmers and. researchers can
work together, because the researchers can get harddata.on some of the farmer ideas, These hatd figures are
useful to belp persuade some of our more conventional neighbors wbo may think we are doing voodoo
agriculture."
Russ Toevs, Covered Acres
In the 1940s and 1950s, the Extension Service sponsored corn and beef improvement clubs, These clubs
effectively helped spread. postwar agricultural technologies throughout rural America.... The Alternative Energy
Resources Organization in Montana began "farm improvement clubs" in 1990. A minimum of four farmers
can receive up to $800 to make sustainable changes on their farms. As these clubs developed an interest in
cereal-legume rotations, they found Montana State University more responsive to conducting research on these
rotations.
Matheson (1993)

•

•

Clusters have been encouraged to
establish contact with each other on
matters of common interest. Means
for doing these have included visits to
each others farms, conference calls,
and sharing outside speakers,
Clusters have been encouraged to
develop
linkages
with external
institutions
such
as
Extension,
Experiment Station, or a local
business, Small project partnership
grants up to $5,000 between a

Box 8: Farmer Groups. and External LInkages Are
Potentially the Keys to Survival
A new parmersbip within the Heartland Network is an
agribusiness CO-<lP that belped organize a new grazing
cluster, the Flint Hills Grazers. A sales representative
for the co-op explained why he was helping organize
their faJmerrnembers: "These dairy farmers will have to
either make changes, or they will be out of business in
five years. That's why we're working with starting a
grazing group. Farmers are necessary for the co-op to

survive."
Sales Representative, Agribusiness Cooperative
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farmer(s) and an institutional representative(s) have been made available under the Heanland
Project to facilitate such cooperation! collaboration.

Factors Critical to Successful Group Formation
Experience within the Heanland Project and experiences elsewhere (for example, see Groverman, Cook
and Thomas, 1994) have convinced us that a number of critical determinants underlie the successful
formation of groups. Four of the major ones are as follows:
•

A participatory mode of operation is needed between members both before and after group formation.
To accomplish this, the members need to: have common interests that translate into clearly focussed

Box 9: Work Sbaring Builds Group Participation and.Trust
During the last year, five farm families in the Green Hills cluster worked together to home-process 3,000
broilers. They also laid water lines and. repaired the storm-damaged barn at the University of Missouri's
researcb station.
The Resourceful Farmers cluster also .focused on cooperative chicken processing. Their coordinator stated:
'Spending several mornings together working and enjoying eacb other's company isimportanr, I remember
a particularly beautiful day last October .•.. I couldn't tbiok of a more beautiful day."
The Rolling Prairie cluster builds.common identity through their weekly deliveries, and the Kansas Organic
Producers share work ofcJ""ning seed, transportation,.and fixiog up a small processor that they are considering
purchasing.
.

(i.e., limited number) objectives; agree on operational rules for the group and assignment of
responsibilities within the group; and, be willing to actively play their pan in discussions, be involved
in the necessary decision-making activities, help keep the requisite records, and participate in the
group activities (Box 9). Consequently, during the group formation process and also afterwards group
members should be encouraged to use imagination, creativity, and synergy in exploring opponunities
and identifying solutions to pressing problems.
Box 10: Find Appropriate Roles for Farmer GroupMemhers
The Rolling Prairie cluster uses its more extroverted members in dealing with the public, a math-minded member

to be the accountant, a respected grower to monitor quality control, a former chef to sell excess produce to
restaurants, anda member with years.of militaryexperience to coordinate production.
A fair proportion of mrmers dislike bookwork.. Consequently, expecting them to handle paperwork is unlikely
to be acceptable, but they may be able to make. good public presentations. Alternatively, some farmers dislike
public speaking roles but are very much at ease in roles that coordinate work days, transportation, or tables aod
chairs.

•

To facilitate the above, the groups need to be voluntary, democratic, fairly small, and reasonably
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homogenous in terms of farming systems and resources at their disposal. Successful programs evolve
from people who are self-motivated, trustworthy, and opportwlity minded and know how to work with
others. The challenge is to help bring these people together around a shared vision. Together they
attract others and the resources to make it happen. Under such circumstances, group members are
more likely to trust each other and accept joint responsibility for any actions the group takes.
Individuals must see personal self-interest served within the collective group interest.
Box 11: Self and Group Awareness Exercises Can Enhance Leadership Development

The TalJgrass Prairie Producers:cluster used.a DiSC Personal. Development Profile and a CARE Profile as tools
to identify how individuals fit together in an effective business ream. The cluster coordinator reflected: "One
great sessioninvolved a personaIiiy analysis.exen:isewhere we learned how we tend to function in a group. We
learned that people have very different roles in a group. And instead of being upset that. everyone is not like
us, we can be reassured that these different persolla1ities complement each other and give the group strength.
For example, I tested out to be an objective. thinker described as restrained, logical, calculating, and precise,
whosegoals are correctness and accuracy. Another member in our group tested as a promoter, wbo is described
as enthusiastic, sociable, entertaining and spontaneous, and whose goals are approval and popularity. No, I
don't think these tests are foolproof. But! know in many ways, this fellow and I are opposites. Sometimes
his lack of organization drives me crazy. But guess what? When we had our first promotional activity, we
needed someone to go Out in the crowdand draw in people. And who do you think was good at it? I was
pettified and begged to come in as quickly as possible. I couldn't do it. He went out and stayed outall day.
He just loved it, and people loved biro. He was a wonderful assetto the group. Everyone is going to have their
streugths. When you. are. forming a group and thinking about bringing people in, think of all the different levels
of strengths and assets that they. can bring to the group."

Annie lWL5on, Tallgrass Prairie producers Cluster

•

Such desirable traits as outlined in the
Box 12: Different Challenges Can Develop
previous two paragraphs rarely occur
Leadership QllaIities
spontaneously.
Rather, they have to be
encouraged through sensitive and responsible . TheKaw Valley cluster coordinator, Darrell Parks,
leadership. Cluster leaders who earn the
agreed to. spend two days last summer traveling. with
respect of members through their character
three professional people from the Campaign for
and commitment build trust and create a
Sustainable Agriculture to meet the Kansas media and
discuss the new farm bill. He later said: "I was not
worthy example for others to follow.
really comfortable to begin with doing it or even
Leadership must communicate a vision of how
agreeing
to do it. Actually, I was extremely nervous
their cooperation can move the group from
at
first.
but it got easier. I never got completely
independence to interdependence for the
comfortable, but I did feel I made progress ... It was
benefit of everyone. Although some people
a crazy couple of days. As chairman of the KRC, I
already possess strong leadership abilities,
felt I had a responsibility to be a spokesperson for the
others can enhance their leadership qualities
organization. • He now feels it was a good learning
through on-the-job experiences by working
experience, helped raise public awareness about
with other people on issues that they care
policy issues, and gave him new confidence.
about and providing them with appropriate
roles to fill within the group (Box 10).
Another useful tool in developing leadership qualities can be self- and group-awareness exercises (Box
II). At the same time, leadership qualities are further enhanced and made more versatile by providing
opportwlities for such individuals to operate outside their usual milieu (i.e., comfon zone) (Box 12).
The foundation for effective leadership is a sound personal character, supplemented by an attractive
personality, appropriate social graces, charisma, and relevant technical expertise and human
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connections (Box 13). In the end, leadership shows itself in the ability to set priorities, to organize
resources around those priorities, and to implement activities in a disciplined manner. Leadership,
however, does require suppon in order to be effective, panicularly in situations where something is
being advocated that is different from conventional wisdom. Group members themselves can provide
such suppon (Box 14). Networking, which is discussed in the following paragraph, also can provide
suppon.
Box 13: Leadership Can Benefit from Transparency
County Extension and Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)·agents visiting sustainable agriculture
farms often view the farmers witbin the context of the.outside social community. It is quite likely tbal such
fanners will have eslablished some son of reputation from past interaction with those public agencies, civic and
religious organizations, andotber fanners. One farm family opened their financial books for the past few years
and invited lI1eir farm accountaDl to comment on their transition. The books snowed that during this traosition,
lI1ey had lost money for II1e first time, and the husband was forced to take an off-farm job. It was obvious that
this was not easy for this farm couple to share, but lI1ey wanted to be fully honest with their visitors. This farm
visit received II1e highest rating with respect to a training program that took place during those two days. It is
likely that the favorable rating was based partially on the trust that is generated wben people are willing to be
honest and open even to the public and strangers.
Jerry Jost, Kansas Rural Center

•

If the initial inspiration for forming farmer groups is external, then it is very important to have some
form of networking between farmer groups, as exemplified by the Heartland Sustainable Agriculture
Network
discussed
earlier.
Undoubtedly,
networking is
Box 14: Members of Groups Are Important In Providing
viewed as critically important by
Support for the Leadership
farmers in sustainable agriculture
as a means for accessing
If leadership involves advocating sometbing uoconventional(e.g.,
information that is not readily
sustainable agriculture), then it is irnpottaot to have a supportive
available from outsiders (Norman
group, An.unwnnen rule of maay rural communities is that
et ai, 1996) (Box 15). Such
bebaving differently from the generally accepted norms isn't
welcomed. The challenge is to provide a sense of belonging for
networking also can be a way of
individuals
with imagination, innovation, and critical questions.
building bridges with outside
One
grazing
cluster in their first focus group talked about the barrier
institutions and individuals (Box
of
reactionary
negativism within lI1eir community. The first meeting
16). Such types of initiatives
of mostly strangers resulted in a transition towards a group of
also can facilitate bonding and
friends. Cluster talk now occurs in the church lobby, parlting lot,
create feelings of mutual support
county extension office, and on each other's farms.
and common destiny and reduce
feelings of isolationism.
A
broader network also can play an
important role in validating or
supponing the experiences of farmer innovators by communicating their stories to the general public.

Another ingredient that can be important in the development of groups, especially if the initial impetus
for their formation is external, is the provision of funds and organizing assistance. However, we are
reluctant to conclude that group success is dependent on external funding. Regardless of the funding, the
purpose of the group must be accountable to the needs and vision of the members. In the case of the
Heartland Project, some external funding apparently was important in the initial stages (Box 17), because
farmers did not initially appreciate the benefits resulting from forming groups.
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Box 15: Interaction between Farmer Groups Helps Information Exchange
The Smoky Hills and Four Seasons clusters had a joint tour of the Hubbard ranch and after supper discussed
topics of mutual interest.
Conference calIS between clusters. have been used to resolve issues relating to the transition into new farming
practices (e.g.; management intensive grazing and pastured poultry).
Conference caI1S also have been. used to plan Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network activities. During the
next twO years, the Heartland Network will use the conference call system to extend the direct marketing of farm
prodUcts.in the nOrlhcenlI'a! tllgionofKansas !hrougb.a$ARE grant,

DAY-TO-DAY OPERATION OF FARMER GROUPS
A key precondition to successful day-to-day operation of farmer groups is ensuring that the issues relating
to their (ormation, which were discussed earlier, are addressed satisfactorily. If this is done, then optimal
performance of farmer groups is achieved through common understanding and needs, transparency, and
accountability in daily operations. More specific issues relating to these are:

..
Box 16: Network Meetings Can Build Bridges with Outsiders
The annual Heartland Roundup is.targeted to .Heartland fanners but also attracts interested.ousiders (e.g., KSU
staff, conventional farmers),

After one such meeting, a county agentstated: ."Fantastic) Incredible! It reallyrejuvenatedmy emotional
battery. I went back to the office the next week and wrote my newspaper column on.creating a visionfor your
farm and setting goals. It was so good 'to spend an entire day with.people who really cared about the land,
quality oflife, and.their families."
.

Also a fanner wrote the following lines: "It opened.my eyes. My goals are changing ..• Best of all wasjust
talking to Heartland Sustainable Agriculture Network people and hearing their enthusiasm and success stories.
No, best of all was having our conventional agricultural friends attend with us and listening to their positive
feedback about it the whole way bome! One was talking about the people he wants to bring back next year!"

•

Members of farmer groups
must continue to have a
shared vision, motivation,
and aspirations in order to
provide a focal point for
group activities (Box 18).
This
is
facilitated
by
avoiding, to the extent
possible, the use of words,
terms, and expressions that
are not familiar to all group

Box 17: External Funding Can Facilitate Externally Stimulated
Farmer Group Formation
Individual clusters have received between $1,000 and $29,750 over a
three-year period. Roughly 40% went to cluster coordinators, and 60%
went for local cluster activities.
Jerry Jost, Kansas Rural Center
"The financial comminnentwith Kellogg so far is the backbone of the
whole education system that will allow the clusters to educate a 101 of
people by doing rather than just talking about it. "
Steve Burr. Smoky Hills Cluster
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members (Box 19).

•

In the light of the above, it is important that clusters regularly (e.g., once per year) reevaluate and,

Box 18: Whole-Farm Planning Is a Shared Vision in Many Heartland Clusters
In many clusters, whole-farm planning is viewed as a key to havingsuccessful farm families. Setting long- and
short-term goals, establishing a shared decision-making process, and monitoring progress toward goals is viewed

as important in ensuring successful management, Holistic Resource Management (HRM) is one popular tool
used by clusters to develop these goals. The cluster model can provide a supportive atmosphere to "group test"
ongoing individual management decisions, identify weak links, and suggest creative options. Ideally, this

enhances.creativity, accountability, and honesty, thus paving lbe way for wiser management decisions.
Six clusters bave sponsored HRM planning or training. The Green Hills cluster and.lbe University of Missouri's
Forage Systems Research Cenrer are jointly developing an HRM goal for one of lbe university's demonstration
farms. Fanners have stated that; "This training was helpful in looking at the entire farm including family and
lifestyle. It was a.msjor stepping stone to get more family involvement in lbe farm. When I make decisions.
I use lbe resting guidelines so that I can know I'm not kidding myself ... One thing I didn't realize at lbe time
when I first starred in !be cluster was !be po(ential value of HRM. What I gained out of the class I attended was
lhat grazing was not the end. It was just one tool that makes a lot of sense. You have to cbange your whole
way of thinking."

if necessary, adjust their goals, planned activities, and budgets based upon what they have learned
from the recent past. This planning must build cluster activities that directly reward members for
panicipation. These could take a number of forms, for example, better farm management, improved
profitability, added biodiversity, or higher quality of life. Farm visits and discussions about
management options are strong group-organizing tools.
•

•

In the interests of transparency and
accountability, each cluster coordinator
should be responsible for ensuring
preparation of an annual report and a
statement of expenditures.
To ensure continuity, transparency, and
accountability, agreement must be
reached on the obligations of members
and frequency of meetings and joint
activities. These can vary significantly
from cluster to cluster. For example,
marketing cooperatives are likely to
require the most frequent collective
activities with some getting together
every week during the selling season.
Other clusters may meet more irregularly
and make adjustments according to
seasonal farm demands.

.Box 19: Ensure Transparency in Communication
within Farmer Clusters
One of the cluster coordinators in the Heartland Project
wasn't familiar with the words sustainable agriculture until
well intO the project. He was attracted to the cluster
because he was frustrated with what conventional
agriculture was doing to family life, and he thought that
management intensive grazing was a better alternative. A
lillie less than 3 years later, he was talking to an annual
conference of Kansas extension agents about how
suslainable agriculture took shape on his farm, participating
in a KSU focus group about indicators of sustainability.
and hosting 40 KSU and NRCS agents onhis farm and
explaining this alternative agricultural practices. Practical
benefits from change attracted this individual - not any
"popular appeal" relating to sustainability of agriculture.
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SUSTAINABILITY OF FARMER CLUSTERS
Many of the factors relating to the sustainability of farmer clusters relate back to issues discussed with
respect to the formation of clusters and their day-to-day management. Without continuing satisfactory
resolution of those issues, farmer clusters are unlikely to be sustainable in the long run. Three other
critical factors influencing the sustainability of farmer clusters are the following:
•

Farmers operate in a dynamic ever-changing environment, and the goals and activities of farmer
clusters need to be sufficiently flexible and responsive to address the changing constraints, needs, and
opportunities faced by its members. Effective clusters grow through the forming, storming, norming,
and performing stages of development. All other things being equal, there is considerable merit in
adjusting goals and activities of farmer clusters over time rather than disbanding and forming new
ones. This is because of the dynamics relating to human relationships within farmer clusters. In the
initial stages, these may not be well developed, but careful attention to the various issues discussed
earlier can result in increasingly interactive relationships that give rise to mutual trust and hence
sharing. The time needed to reach this stage varies, but the major benefits from farmer clusters only
stan becoming obvious when this stage is reached. Because it is not always possible to predict in
advance how long this will take and whether, in fact, this will occur, there is considerable merit in
seeking ways in which successful farmer clusters can have longer lives. Remaining relevant through
flexibility in goals and activities over time is one way of facilitating such longevity. No adjustments
over time will inevitably reduce the sustainability of farmer clusters. As far as day-to-day operation
of farmer clusters and their sustainability are concerned, a shifting focal point (i.e., with reference
to goals and activities) over time is likely to be much more effective than pursuing a number of foci
at anyone point in time. Clusters who rate high in the group development process apparently have
women playing major roles. Women in such groups often have leadership roles and help in
coordination, communication, and organization of the clusters. Women in these groups participate
and voice their opinions freely. Some groups do have an end, and it is important that this is well
understand by farmers and that past cooperation is celebrated rather than disbanding occurring with
feelings of ill-will.

•

Farmers are most likely to continue being members of specific clusters as long as they perceive that
the benefits of belonging to them outweigh the costs associated with them. In this respect, clusters
with a marketing function requiring collective action are likely to be most sustainable, because these
influence the prices farmers receive for their products (i.e., adds value). On the other hand, clusters
in which the main activity relates to learning and sharing information may be more vulnerable in the
long run, unless the subject matter changes over time or the need for emotional support continues.
Adding new members may delay the need for adjustment, as will situations where farmer clusters see
as part of their role reaching outside the group by promoting and sharing their knowledge with others.
Groups that choose to be highly public show a willingness to be followed, coupled with strong
confidence in themselves and the results of their activities.

•

Attention needs to be paid to the possibility of burnout of the leadership and more active members.
To avoid this, it is important to rotate leadership and other responsibilities amongst the farmer cluster
members. This is less risky and easier to do once the group has bonded and the prevailing attitude
is one of mutual trust and sharing.

Continued external funding is certainly helpful in keeping the momentum of clusters going. At the very
least, this suppon should be used in organizing new groups and in helping the transfer of information
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between existing groups. However, sustainability of farmer groups remains dependent on leadership
development, farmer empowerment, continuing perception of net benefits as far as members are
concerned, and local control.

CONCLUSION
The experience of the Heartland Project with respect to farmer groups has been very positive, and we are
convinced that they can playa critically important role in encouraging and nurturing the implementation
of sustainable agriculture. In conclusion, this is because:
•

Sustainable agriculture requires strong management skills. It is not just product oriented (i.e., which
concentrates on technological innovations), but because of its multiple objectives, the process of
making decisions becomes critically important in determining how successfully it is implemented.
Thus, learning and sharing become important in adopting sustainable agriculture and can be done
easily in a farmer cluster format.

•

Many of the relevant solutions to sustainable agriculture are locational specific. Once again, a group
format is likely to be efficient in identifying the relevant strategies for specific localities.

•

The farmer group approach can help in the empowerment of farmers. While improving the efficiency
with which extension, research, and other institutions can interact with farmers, the group format also
potentially empowers farmers by harnessing the help of such institutions in identifying system-based
responses to local needs. Empowerment of farmers also occurs through collective action in marketing
of products (i.e., particularly niche marketing).
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Farmland Conversion
Presented by: Richard Olson, University of Nebraska-Lincoln (Wooster, OH, and Morris, MN)
Steve Taff, University of Minnesota (Morris, MN)
Summary by: Richard Olson

During the decade from 1982 to 1992, 1.4 million acres offarmland and other rural lands were converted
each year to houses, highways, and other development. For all practical purposes, this conversion is
permanent. Development forecloses any options for agriculture on a particular piece ofland.
Farmland conversion is driven in part by population growth - the population of the United States
increases by more than 2.4 million people each year. It is also driven by our recent adoption of sprawling
development patterns. Each person added to our population today results in the conversion of nearly
twice the amount ofland used per person in 1982. People want space - a large lot in the suburbs or
even better, an acreage in the country. These types of development eat up land at a rapid rate.
However, the numbers underestimate the true impact of development on rural landscapes. Scattered
housing fragments the remaining farmland and makes it more difficult to farm. Conflicts regarding odors
and dust increase, heavier traffic on roads makes it harder to move machinery, and new residents want
more services, increasing the tax burden. Long before all the land is developed, the critical mass of
farmland needed to support an agricultural economy is gone, and a supportive climate for farming has
been lost. An impermanence syndrome sets in, and the remaining farmers start to think like land
speculators.
The impacts of these trends? Rural landscapes converted into ugly, inefficient sprawl lacking any sense of
community; the loss oflandscape services, such as clean water, air, and wildlife; the degradation of rural
cultures, such as the Amish in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania; and ultimately, the end of cheap food and
perhaps offood security as the U.S. population continues to grow.
Contents:

Making Agriculture a Permanent Resident, The Land Stewardship Letter, B. DeVore, p. 205
Fact Sheet: Food, Land, Population, and the U.S. Economy, Carrying Capacity Briefing Book, D.
Pimentel and M. Giampietro, p. 209
Food, Land, Population, and the U.S. Economy, Carrying Capacity Briefing Book, D. Pimentel and M.
Giampietro, p. 211
American Farmland Trust, brochure, p. 231
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Making Agriculture a Permanent Resident
Purchasing development rights
offers a way for farms and
farming to remain a major part of
a community's future.
By Brian DeVore

D

avid Dixon is a man of many
deep passions. One minute the
central Minnesota fanner can be
talking excitedly about the joys of
plowing soil that's never been exposed to
chemicals; the next he's off on sugar
mapling, deer hunting or the story of how
his great-grandfather came to the area in
1856 looking for "clear water to make
coffee with." The patriarch ended up
homesteading on a hill overlooking Lake
Charlotte, a place where one can still see
a sunken dime in 10 feet of water. Dixon's
fann sits across the lake from the original
homestead site.
But on this particular November
morning, farming, hunting and history are
taking a back seat to another subject: How
can he and his neighbors continue
producing food in the midst of sprawling
development?
"Houses will be built there," he says,
pointing out the window of his brown
Suburban truck as he drives by a
neighbor's plowed field, black soil
peeking out between caps of snow.
He says it with a sense of finality. And
for good reason: Dixon's 15O-acrecrop
and livestock fann sits in a pan of Wright
County that's just a half-hour commute
from downtown Minneapolis. Across the
lake from where he lives, only 130 acres
of the original 213-acre Dixon family
homestead is left as farmland: The rest is
occupied by 100 houses. A sewer line
proposed for the area promises to draw
.

'\f

more development like flies to a leaking
septic tank.
"Twenty years ago there were 20 dairy
fanns in the seven miles hetween here and
the town of Buffalo," he recalls. "Now we
can count them on one hand."
Dixon sold his first crop of certified
organic soybeans for a premium price this
year, and he's ecstatic about the increased
profitability such alternative enterprises
offer farming. He's also proud that his
land is sending a minimum of chemicals
into the ground water. A look across Lake
Charlotte to where chemically manicured
lawns hug the shoreline tells a different
story.
But even high-value, environmentally
friendly crops can't compete with the
juggernaut of sprawl. Dixon and his
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neighbors fear they will eventually be cut
off from the rest of agriculture by
residents that won't cotton to slow
tractors on the roads, manure spread on
fields, or any of the other inconveniences
that come with farming.
That saddens Dixon: The big bucks he
could get by selling out to a developer
pale in comparison to the idea that his
two-year-old grandson may want to farm
this land someday. But even if the 40
acres of maple trees, the cropland and the
.
pasture don't stay in the family, Dixo~
would like to retire and sell out knowing
that good farmland will be put to use
raising food, instead of being wasted by
sprawling housing tracts.
.
So it's a bit surprising that as DIXon
drives by yet one more nest of subdivisions planted in the middle of a former
farm field he makes this statement:
"We're not beyond hope yet."
Even though sprawl is knocking
vigorously on the door of Dixon's
community, this area still has at its core
an agricultural economy. If there were a
way to guarantee that enough farms
remained viable to maintain an agricultural infrastructure, some sort of balance
could be struck that would preserve the
rural character that drew people out here
in the first place. And places like Lake
Charlotte might be cleaner, to boot. But
such a land protection program would
have to take into consideration that a
farmer's land, is a farmer's retirement
fund, says the 57-year-old Dixon.

Sell a right, keep the land
Promoters of a concept called "purchase of development rights" (PDR)
programs say areas like Dixon's community are prime locations for such a land
protection strategy. PDR programs are a
recognition that even if society could
afford to buy up and lock away all the
Farmland threatened by development, it
..ould not create the kind of rural
:ommunities we truly want. Rather, this
and protection system makes it possible
o buy just one right off that farm - the
ight to erect subdivisions, parking lots,
md other non-ag developments. The
armer keeps the land and continues
xoducing food and fiber, passing on that
'ight restriction to anyone who owns
hose acres in the future. In other words,
'DR programs are a community's
ecognition that a thriving, working farm
:ulture is a key element in what makes a
71. Lantl Slew_IIIp IMHr

rural area a good place to live.
In the past, land has been protected via
voluntary conservation easements, where
landowners essentially donate their right
to develop. Although those are still
effective and economical ways of
protecting land, they are not always
practical in areas where farmers ~ely on
thin profit margins to stay 10 business.
The mechanics of PDR programs can
vary widely depending on location and
circumstances, but they usually work
something like this: A state, county,
township or nonprofit community group
pays a farmer an amount of money based
on the difference between what a developer would have paid for the land and
what its agricultural value is. In return..
the land's deed is changed to exclude 10
perpetuity the establishment of non-ag
development. But the rest of the "rights"
that come with land ownership stay in
place: The farmer can still practice
agriculture or sell the property.
In a simplistic example, if a farm
could be sold to another farmer for
$1,000 per acre, but a developer would
pay $2,500, then the development rights
would be worth $1,500 per acre. The
group that is administering the PDR
program can't always afford to pay the
same amount of money a developer
would, but it can offer a price that will
stave off the lure of real estate speculation while providing a nest egg for the
farmer. Those administering a PDR
program usually arrive at a final sale
price through an appraisal process.
Financing for purchasing those rights
often comes from property tax increases,
although local and state governments are
utilizing various other creative ways of
generating funds, including taxes on real
estate transactions and even "sin taxes"
on cigarette sales.
Participation in a PDR program is
voluntary, with farmers applying to have
their development rights put on the
market. A committee considers the
applications, using such criteria as how
good the soil type is, the farm's production history, how threatened it is by
development and the proximity of other
protected lands. Farmers can increase the
chances of getting their rights purchased
by offering them for a lower price than
the appraised PDR value.
Such programs are often implemented
in conjunction with zoning rules that .
designate a certain portion of a township
or county as "agricultural," and thus not
open to development. But planning
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experts say such a program has a distinct
advantage over protection strategies that
rely only on zoning. After all, zoning
rules can be overturned by legal challenges, or a change in local government.

East Coast monopoly
Some of the farms in Suffolk County,
on New York's Long Island. have been
around since the 16oos. The region.
which is still known for its production of
potatoes, nursery plants, sod and wine, is
also home to some of the nation's original
suburbs. So perhaps it's not surprising the
first PDR program originated there in
1974. County officials knew that living in
the shadow of New York City would
always make Suffolk County vulnerable
to sprawl; they needed some sort of tool
that would take land out of the development picture permanently.
"The east end of the county is more
like rural New England than New York,"
says Roy Fedelem, a planner with the
Suffolk County Preservation Program.
"You take out the farms and it just looks
like any other suburb."
Thus far, the County has purchased the
development rights on 7,000 acres, with
approximately 30,000 other agricultural
acres left. The Suffolk County idea has
spread down the East Coast and beyond.
Today, an estimated 400,000 acres of U.S.
farmland is being protected through PDR
programs. At least a dozen eastern states
are using the tool, while several local
versions of it are being administered by
county or township governments (some in
the Midwest and on the West Coast).
Maryland and Pennsylvania are the
undisputed champions of preserving
farmland using this tool. As of 1996, PDR
programs had purchased the development
rights on 128,000 acres in Maryland and
78,000 acres in Pennsylvania.

For future generations
The grain, beef and dairy operations of
Harford County, Md., are a 30-minute
commute from Baltimore, and a one-hour
drive from the nation's capital. With its
lush countryside and rural atmosphere,
this part of the state has long been
inundated by urbanites willing to commute. Since 1979, state and local purchasing of development rights has placed
20,000 acres (that represents approximately 70 farms) under permanent
protection in the county. Another 15,000
acres is being guarded agamst sprawl by
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the designation of agricultural districts,
where development is restricted. The size
of farms that sell their development rights
varies from 150 acres to 400 acres, with
one 8()()..acre operation included in the
program.
Bill Amoss, the county's agricultural
planner. says their ranking system for

choosing what land to protect favors
highly productive agricultural areas, but
county residents in general support tbe
program for various reasons.
.
"Some people want to protect pnme
agricultural production, some open
spaces. We'll take either one,"
Farmers' reasons for supporting PDR
programs also vary.
Bob Kelly's family has sold development rights on 500 acres of farmland
within the past year. Kelly says that at
first, the permanence of selling development rights concerned him. But the 53year-old has a younger family member
who is interested in farming the land.
Their accountant suggested enrolling
in the program and spreading their
development rights payments of $2,500
per acre out over a period of 20 years.
The family will receive interest payments
on that money, which will help pay
inheritance taxes when Kelly's elderly
aunt passes on her portion of the land.
"If you have someone in the family
interested in continuing to farm, there's a
real advantage to it," he says. "But if you
are in a development envelope and have
no one in line to farm it, then you'd he
better off selling out for development."
But Pennsylvania farmer Dennis
Drager says even if his two college-age
sons never return to the 210 acres he
produces milk and crops on, be's glad the
development rights have been sold.
Drager farms in Lancaster County,
which, with its 4,700 crop and livestock
operations, is considered the crown jewel
of diversified agriculture. Unfortunately,
land that's good for farming is also good
for development. Maytown, which
borders Drager's farm, has seen its
population double to 800 in the past 15
years; the farmer has sewage and water
lines running through his property. He
sold his development rights for $3,900
per acre in 1992, knowing that he could
have sold even a part of his land for more
as a development parcel. But subdividing
the property would just bring neighbors
closer to his operation, thus increasing
chances they would object to certain

practices that are part and parcel of
production agriculture.
"Every morning I wake up and see a
housing development on land that was a
farm," he says. "But the way I look at it,
now if I got tired of farming I could sell
my land tomorrow and I could come back
in 10 years and it would look the same.
You can't say that about a lot of places."

The limits of PDR
But PDR is not a gold-plated cure for
all our land-use woes. Tom Daniels,
director of Lancaster County's Agricultural Preserve Board, says one of the
hardest lessons local governments have
learned is when it's too late to wield the
PDR tool as a sprawl fighter. Sometimes
isolated farms are chosen for protection,
creating islands of agriculture in the
midst of development. This creates a
farming operation that is cut off from the
social, business and environmental
infrastructure required to carry on
production agriculture.
The Lancaster County PDR program
has emphasized protecting farms in
blocks, thus creating large, contiguous
tracts of permanent farmland. This not
only keeps farms from being isolated, but
reduces the need to purchase the development rights on all the agricultural land in
an area. Once enough farmland is
protected in a community, development
pressure in general is relieved, creating a
situation where the preserved farms
create a protective umbrella that shields
their neighbors who haven't sold their
development rights.
"You must cluster farmland," says
Daniels emphatically. "That absolutely
has to happen."
It's also been made clear in the past
few years that PDR programs aren't good
at winning foot races against development. Because of the paperwork involved, and the general delay in the
application procedure, it can take
anywhere from six months to more than
two years to conclude a PDR transaction.
That gives developers plenty of time to
swoop in and make a purchase.
Perhaps the largest barrier to PDR
programs living up to their full potential
is lack of funding. This fall, the federal
government provided $15 million in costshare money to qualified state and local
farmland protection programs. That helps,
but the price of preservation is rising at a
time when we're losing 1.5 to 2.5 million
acres of farmland to sprawl annually.
Without exception, communities using
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PDR program have many more farmen
applying for protection than their budget
can sustain. Daniels says there are 200
farmers on his PDR waiting list alone.
One of the more exciting low-cost
alternatives to PDR programs is a concept
called "transfer of development rights"
(TOR). Under such a strategy, a local
government sets up an area that will be
left in agriculture in perpetuity, called a
"sending area." Then a "receiving" or

development area is designated. When
developers propose a project, they are
given a list of farmers with land in the
sending area. It is then up to the developer to approach the landowners and
purchase the development rights directly.
Once those rights are purchased. the
developer can then use them in the
receiving area, which is zoned to promote
the kind of clustered development that
reduces land-wasting sprawl.
The TOR system is basically a private
transaction, with local government actin.
as the coordinator. Farmers often prefer to
deal directly with a developer, rather than
selling their development rights to a
government entity or nonprofit group. All
of this makes for a very low-cost pr0gram; the main expense being the
administrative staff needed to coordinate
the sending and receiving.
It's drawbacks are that it can be
complicated to implement, and difficult to
find a municipality willing to serve as a
receiving area, says Richard Tustian, a
planner who helped develop a TOR
program that's protected 90,000 acres in
Montgomery County, Md.. thus far.

The public's view
But even the cheapest farmland
protection strategy must have the support
of local citizens. For one thing. the

general taxpayer normally ends up
footing the bill for such programs one
way or the other. Some local governments
have found it relatively easy to pass
bonding referendums funding PDR
programs. But many referendums run into
the buzz saw of anti-tax feelings and
concerns that such a program will provide
unwarranted windfalls to landowners
while inhibiting the kind of development
needed to keep a community thriving.
Educating township or county residents about farmland protection can be
particularly difficult in an area where the
land is not particularly valued for scenic,
environmental or historical reasons: it's
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just plain good for farming. That's a
tough sale in a country with a seemingly
endless supply of cheap food.
Dairy farmer Roz Gausman faced that
question two years ago when Dunn
Township, WIS., started looking for ways
to preserve farmingjust 10 minutes from
downtown Madison. Gausman is also the
town's clerk-treasurer, so she has a good
perspective on both sides of the issue:
The desire to keep agriculrure in the area
balanced with the need to maintain a
healthy tax base.
The township had long used zoning to
protect agricultural areas. But as sprawling development continued to creep in, it
became clear something more permanent
was needed. Townshipofficials contacted
other local governments that had instituted PDR programs, wrote newsletters
covering their findings and hosted many
public meetings on the subject. It was a
difficult education effort.
"People didn't even know what PDR
stood for," she recalls. "It took people
awhile to understand they will still own
the land, we are just buying one right."
But the message eventually got
through. In September, the township's
residents voted 531-412 to establish a
PDR program. It will be financed by a
property tax increase of 50 cents per
$1,000 of estimated market value. In
other words, the owner ofa $100,000
house will pay $50 more in property taxes
annually.
Higher taxes aren't always easy to
swallow, but Gausman is convinced
paying more now will result in significant
savings later. Each year, she posts on the
wall of the town hall Dunn's property tax
rates. Next to that, she lists the much
higher rates of neighboring municipalities
that have gone the "development route"
and taken few steps to control sprawling
growth. The contrast bears out what more
and more studies from around the country
ore showing: Often sprawling growth,
with its hunger for roads, sewers and
otherthinly dispersed services, extracts
more from the tax coffers than it returns,
while ag land provides a net increase to
the property tax base (see page 14 for
information on ordering a study on the
cost ofcommunity services).

But ultimately, any ag land preservation effort must have at its core a desire
onthe part of the non-farming public to
protect something valuable. If the public
doesn't see agriculture as a thriving part

of the economy that will keep subsequent
generations on the land, no amount of
developmentrights purchasing will keep
farming as a wa, of making a living a
part of the picture.And if subdivision
residents see farms as polluting neighbors
that ship all their food thousandsof miles
away, it's difficult for them to support
agriculture on a personal level, no matter
how much "feeding the world" rhetoric
is bandied about.
Rural sociologistshave been perplexed
by what type of farming newly-arrived
rural residents' think they want to live
next to. Often these urban refugees have a
somewhat naive view of what food
production is all about.
"They almost want farmland without
the farmers," says LancasterCounty's
Daniels.
But studies have shown that rural
residents react favorably to and value
more highly those farms that offer
produce and other food products through
direct sale locally. They have a less
positive view of farms that specialize in
one commodity- grain, meat, milk and ship it off somewhereelse. So it's no
surprise that areas which have diverse
farms that offer food locally often are
stronger supporters of PDR programs.
In Maryland, Harford County officials
recognize this fact and have made ag
promotion a part of their PDR program.
They've helped establish farmers'
markets, developed a directory of farmers
offering food for direct sale to consumers,
and served as a go-betweenfor local
producers and retail grocery outlets.
If this sounds like a chance for
diversified, sustainable agriculture to
team up with the PDR concept, it is. Pete
Reese, a marketingconsultant to farmers
raising food sustainably, says some
producers on the urban edge see the
influx of non-farmers as a direct-marketing opportunity.
"We can look at it as our land base is
shrinking, or as a situation where our
customers are moving closer," he says.
The success of any farmland preservation effort hinges on the feeling among
farmers that there is a long-term future
for their way of life. Knowing neighbors
will support their direct-marketingefforts
is one part of it. But there must also be a
larger commitment to farms and farming
on the part of the community. The fact
that Dunn Township had taken steps early
on to protect farmland through ag zoning
convinced the Gausman family it was a
good place to stay and produce milk,
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despite its proximity to a metro area.
That commitment to an agricultural
future also gave the Gausmans the
confidence to consider sustainable
farming methods that take time to adapt
and perfect. During the past five years,
they've been producing milk using
management intensive grazing, a production system that is profitable and environmentally sustainable.
The feisty Roz Gausman likes to think
this innovative method is showing their
commuting neighbors that the land is
good for more than growing subdivisions.
"We have very valuable farmland
around here. When I say valuable, I mean
for farming." 0
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Population
* At the present growth rate of 1.1 % per year, the U.S. population will
double to about 520 million in about the next 60 years, if current fertility
and immigration trends continue. Each year 3 million people are added
to the U.S. population.
Land and Food Production
* More than 99% of U.S. food comes from the land, while less than 1%
comes from aquatic systems.

* Of the nearly 470 million acres of arable land that are now in
cultivation in the U.S., more than I million acres are lost from cultivation
each year due to urbanization, multiplying transportation networks and
industrial expansion. In addition, about 2 million acres of prime cropland
are lost annually by erosion and salinization and waterlogging.
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* Iowa has lost 1/2 of its fertile topsoil after farming there for about 100
years. Their topsoil is being lost about 30 times faster than its natural
formation rate.
* If present trends continue, over the next 60 years, both erosion and
urbanization will diminish our arable' land base of 470 million acres by
120 million acres.
* Only 0.6 acres of arable land per person will be available in 2050,
whereas more than 1.2 acres per person is needed to provide a diverse diet
(currently, 1.8 acres of arable land is available).

cultural. and social

environment,i.e.,without
reducing the ability of the
environmentto sustainthe
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thelongterm.

* A doubling of the American population will accelerate the need for
food. For every I % increase in food demand. the price at the farm gate
increases 4.5 %.
Food Exports and Oil Imp0l1s
* The U.S. is the largest food exporter in the world and ever-increasing
millions of people rely on the U.S. to simply survive.
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* Currently, the U.S. earns $40 billion per year from food exports. About 58% of the oil used
in the U.S. is imported at a cost of $70 billion per year. This reliance on foreign oil is projected
to increase.

* If present trends in population growth, domestic food consumption and topsoil loss continue,
the U.S. will cease to be a food exporter by about 2030, thus terminating any financial return
from food exports.
Er.el'gy

* Fossil energy use in the U.S. has increased from 20 to as much as I,OOO-fold in just four
decades.
* About 400 gallons of oil equivalents are expended to feed each American, about

17% of all

energy used, each year.

* Currently, 92% of U.S. energy needs are provided by finite fuels, with 6% of the total energy
used for agriculture.

*

The availability of renewable energy, like hydropower and biomass, provide 8% of U.S.
energy and is increasing very slowly.

* Approaching 2050, most of the oil and natural gas in the United States will be exhausted 'and
world supplies will be ever closer to depletion.

*

A renewable energy source, solar energy, would require tile use of about 20% of U.S. land
area (about 450 million acres) to support a system that would supply only 1/2 of all current
energy consumption, and the U.S. oil and gas reserves will have to run out by 2050, leaving us
with environmentally problematic coal.
Water

* Water is essential for all life, including a productive agriculture. Agriculture consumes about
85% of U.S. water and shortages exist, particularly in the west.

* Rainfall is used directly by crops, is stored in diverse waterbodies and in underground
aquifers. Groundwater provides 31 % 'of the water used in agriculture and some aquifers have
already become economically unproductive and more are projected to become unproductive in
the future.
* Even if water management is substantially improved, the 520 million Americans will have
only 700 gallons/day/capita, considered a minimum for all human needs. This assumes even
distribution, which is not the case -- much of our population and agricultural production is in
arid and semi-arid regions.
The Solution: U.S. Popuilltion Stabilization and Conservation
* To avoid the harsh outcomes projected for the future. we must stop U.S. population growth,
especially excess immigration. and conserve our land, water, and energy resources that are vital
for a sustainable economy and environment.
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HIGHLIGHTS

ill:

"FOOD. LAND. POPULATION. AND THE U.s. ECONOMY"
The following two pages are highlights of the study, "Food, Land, Population, and the U.S. Economy" by
Drs. David Pimentel of Cornell University and Mario Giampietro of the Istituto Nazionale della
Nutrizione, Rome. This comprehensive assessment of U.S. population growth and its impact on America's
agricultural productivity was commissioned by Carrying Capacity Network (CCN), anon-profit
organization in Washington, DC which focuses on the interrelated nature of the economy, population
growth, and environmenLal degradation.

KEY FINDINGS
... At the present growth rate of 1.1 % per year, the U.S. population will double to
more than half a billion people within the next 60 years. It is estimated that
approximately one acre of land is lost due to urbanization and highway construction
alone for every person added to the U.S. population.
... This means that only 0.6 acres of farmland would be available to grow food for each
American in 2050, as opposed to the 1.8 acres per capita available today. At least 1.2
acres per person is required in order to maintain current American dietary standards.
Food prices are projected to increase 3 to 5-fold within this period.
... If present population growth, domestic food consumption and topsoil loss trends
continue, the U.S. will most likely cease to be a food exporter by approximately 2025
because food grown in the U,S. will be needed for domestic purposes.
... Since food exports earn $40 billion for the U.S. annually, the loss of this income
source would result in an even greater increase in America's trade deficit.
... Considering that America is the world's largest food exporter, the future survival of
millions of people around the world may also come into question if food exports from
the U.S. were to cease.

U.S. POPULATION GROWTH AS A PRIMARY CAUSE
Drs. Pimentel and Giampietro have concluded that U.S. population growth is a primary
cause of these harsh potential outcomes. The study explains that the United States is
the fastest-growing industrialized country in the world, now increasing by
approximately three million people per year. This population growth rate is equivalent
to adding 58,000 people per week or a city the size of Washington, D.C. to our country
every year. The overall growth rate of the U.S. population has escalated in large part
because of the unprecedented number of immigrants that have been allowed to come
into the United States and their disproportionately higher birth rates compared to the
native-born. About half of U.S. population growth is currently the result of
immigration.
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CARRYING CAPACITY* CONSEOUENCES
Land: On-going soil erosion and expanding urbanization contribute to the
continuous loss of cropland in the U.S. Annually, more than two million acres of prime
cropland are lost to erosion, salinization, and waterlogging. In addition, more than one
million acres are removed from cultivation as America's limited arable land is
overwhelmed by the demands of urbanization, transportation networks, and industry.
As a result of arable land shortages, U.S. meat consumption may be reduced.
Water: The groundwater that provides 31 % of the water used in agriculture
is being depleted up to 160% faster than its recharge rate. The vast U.S. Ogallala
aquifer (under Nebraska, Oklahoma, and Texas) will likely become non-productive
within the next 40 years. Even if water management is substantially improved, the
projected 520 million Americans in 2050 would have about 700 gallons/day/capita,
considered the minimum for all human needs, including agriculture.
Energy: The availability of non-renewable fossil energy explains in part the
historically high productivity of U.S. agriculture. Currently the 400 gallons of oil
equivalents expended to feed each American amount to about 17% of all energy used
in this country each year. Yet given current use levels, only IS to 20 years of oil
resources remain in the U.S. Although imports now account for 58% of oil used in the
U.S., these international reserves are expected to be exhausted within the next 30 to
50 years.

CONCLUSION
Given current depletion rates of land, water, and energy resources, U.S. agricultural
productivity is already unsustainable. Should the U.S. population double within the
next 60 years, the subsequent decrease in arable land will substantially change
American eating habits and dramatically reduce future food exports. If Americans
want continued access to abundant and affordable food with the ability to continue
exporting food, we must work together to stop U.S. population growth and conserve
our country's limited land, water, and energy resources in order to achieve a
sustainable American future.

·carrying capacity refers to the number of individuals who can be supported without degrading the
natural. cultural, and social environment, i.e. without reducing the ability of the environment to sustain
the desired quality of life over the long term.
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Introduction

Population growth reduces self-sufficiency in food, availability of vital natural
resources, standard of living, and ultimately U.S. national security. The United States
is in a privileged situation compared to many other nations in the world because its
per capita endowment of natural resources is relatively high based on its current
population density. However, the United States is at serious risk of losing this
privilege if attention is not given to the control of population growth (including
immigration), the sustainable management of natural resources, and the development
of alternative energy sources. Food security depends on ample fertile land, fresh
water, energy, and protecting biodiversity of plant and animal species.
Native-born Americans are reproducing at about replacement level. However,
the overall growth rate of the U.S. population has been escalating during the past
decade in large part because of the unprecedented number of immigrants that have
been allowed to come into the United States and their high birth rate (Figure 1). Since
the 1950's, the U.S. population has grown from 150 to 260 million. This means that
about 3 million people are being added each year or 58,000 per week. About half of
this increase results from our liberal immigration policy. At the present growth rate of
1.1% per year, the U.S. population will double to about 520 million within the next 60
years. Such a major expansion will dramatically decrease per capita availability of all
the resources that support human life. Significant changes in food availability, type of
diets, food costs, food exports, and food security will follow.
Consider also that 36 million Americans now live in poverty and many of these
do not have sufficient food. The number in jeopardy continues to grow and gives
further evidence that our food situation will worsen as our population grows and all
resources, including food, become in shorter supply than ever before.
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To clarify the extent of the problems concerning land and food supply we surely
will face in 2050, an assessment is made of the carrying capacity of available land,
water, and energy resources-all vital to achieving an adequate supply of food.
Balanced against these, are the impacts a doubling of the U.S. population can be
expected to inflict on these natural resources.

Land Resources
Arable land, with its fragile top 6 inches of fertile soil, determines the
productivity of our food system. More than 99% of U.S. food comes from this land
while less than 1% comes from aquatic systems'. Of the 2.3 billion acres of U.S. land,
only 20% is sufficiently fertile for crop production-. Most land is either too dry, wet,
steep, or cold for crop production. Approximately 26% of our land is used to pasture
livestock, 25% for forestry-, while the remaining 29% is deserts, mountains and
devoted to urbanization and highways.
Nearly 400 million acres of arable land now are in cultivation in the U.S. to
produce our food. Included are about 215 million acres planted to grains. Of this, 68
million acres are used for food products and 68 million acres for livestock feed. The
remaining nearly 80 million acres are planted to corn, wheat, rice, and other grains for
export. These exports give a return of about $40 billion per year. Fortunately, an
additional 70 million acres suitable for crop production are held in reserve and are not
being used at presents.

1 Per capita fisb production from aquatic systems wiUcontinue to decline because of overfishing,
pollution, and population growth.
2 Combined, crop and pasture land occupy 50% of the U.S. total land area This amount of land is essential
to provide the diverse diet Americans presently enjoy. However, if the U.S. population doubles in about
60 years, Americans will bave a less varied diet, one consisting mostly of grains and vegetables.
3 Additional forests should not be convened into agricultural and urban uses because forest products are
already in short supply. U.S. forests also are essential in preventing flooding, purifying water, and
removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere,
4 This 70 million acres in reserve represents less than 0.7% of U.S. agricultural land. This small amount
of land is insufficient to rescue agriculture wben the population doubles.
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On a per acre basis the United States now has 1.8 acres of cropland resource
per capita to provide Americans with an ample diet of plant and animal products
(Figure 1) (Table 1).
Not only does population expansion reduce available cropland per capita, but
on going soil erosion and expanding urbanization continually result in the slow but
continuous loss of cropland. Annually, more than 2 million acres of prime cropland are
lost to erosion, salinization, and waterlogging. In addition, more than 1 million acres
are lost from cultivation as urbanization, transportation networks and industries take
over croplands.
Soil erosion, whether by wind or water, occurs when vegetative cover is
removed from land and also when conservation practices are not implemented by
farmers. Erosion not only depletes the soil of nutrients and water resources, but also
removes soil organic matter and beneficial soil biota, which are essential for
maintaining a productive soil.
The natural replacement of fertile soil is infinitesimally slow. For example, it
takes about 500 years to replace just 1 inch of soil. Depending on the area of the
country, wind and water erosion are reducing productivity of U.S. soils from 5 to 65%
each year. For instance, Iowa, a prime agricultural state, has lost one-half of its
topsoil after farming for about 100 years. There, soil is being lost about 30 times
faster than the natural formation rate.
Furthermore, soil erosion removes about $20 billion worth of plant nutrients
from U.S. agricultural soils each year. At present these nutrients are being replaced
by heavy applications of expensive, fossil energy-based fertilizers. Other fossil-based
inputs, like pesticides and fossil-powered irrigation systems also are being used to
offset soil degradation. Once land becomes seriously degraded and unproductive,
however, farmers are forced to abandon it and look elsewhere for more land to
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cultivate. However, this option will not be possible in the future, because there will be
no more land to move into agriculture.

Water Resources
Direct rainfall and that collected in rivers, lakes, and ground provide the
freshwater supply needed by individuals, industry, and agriculture. Agriculture, the
major consumer of water, uses about 85% of all U.S. freshwater resources pumped
from storage sources. All crops utilize and transpire massive amounts of water during
growth, fruit and seed production. For example, a com crop that produces about 118
bushels/acre/year of grain takes up and transpires more than 500,000 gallons/acre of
water during the growing season. To produce I pound of com grain requires about
1,400 pounds (175 gallons) of water for its production.
Surface water supplies depend on rainfall and thus vary according to the
climate of a particular region. Although periodic droughts are common in all parts of
the United States, many western states are considered to be arid, based on their
annual rainfall. To provide the ever increasing amounts of water needed for all human
activities, overdraft is occurring from many surface water resources, especially in the
west and south. For example, by the time the Colorado River enters Mexico it has
literally disappeared because the" states of California, Arizona, and Colorado have
removed excessive quantities of water to meet their local needs and return little or no
water.
In the United States, surface water supplies about 60% of the water used in
irrigation, with the remainder coming from ground water supplies. Ground water is
referred to as fossil water because it accumulates in aquifers deep below the surface
and once removed is replenished only very slowly. That is, less than 0.1 % of the
stored ground water mined annually by pumping is replaced by rainfall. The overdraft
of U.S. ground water averages 25% greater than its rate of replacement. But in some
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locations, like the vast U.S. Ogallala aquifer, which stores water for Nebraska,
Oklahoma, and Texas, the annual overdraft is 130% to 160% above its replacement
rate. If this is allowed to continue, the Ogallala will probably become non-productive
within the next 40 years. Thus, the Ogallala and all ground water resources must be
carefully managed to prevent their overdraft and subsequent- depletion.
On arid crop lands, convenient water supplies from lakes, rivers, and aquifers
are pumped for irrigation to make crop production possible. Irrigation costs 2 to 5
times more per acre than rainfed crop production in both equipment and fossil energy
needed to power the application of the water. Therefore, farmers generally irrigate
only when no alternatives are available or the irrigation cost is subsidized. Note, the
U.S. government is currently spending about $4 billion annually to subsidize irrigation
in our western states.

Energy Resources
The availability of non-renewable fossil energy is supporting the high levels of
crop production now being enjoyed by U.S. agriculture. Thus far, production has been
able to keep up with the food needs of our expanding population. Fossil energy also
powers our vast transportation system and industrial development. As important, its
availability has improved the quality of life, protecting humans from numerous
diseases. For example, many diseases are transmitted via water, and the availability
of energy makes possible the purification and delivery of clean water. Fossil fuels are
used in processes to remove sewage and to process wastes before they are returned
to the environment. Pesticides, produced from petrochemicals, playa major role in
protecting crops from pests and controlling vectors of human disease, e.g. mosquito
vectors of encephalitis.
Fossil energy use in all U.S. economic sectors has increased from 20 to as
much as lOoo-fold in just 4 decades. U.S. citizens consume 20 to 30 times more fossil
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energy per capita than most people in developing countries. Since 1945, energy for
agricultural use has increased about 4-fold while crop yields have increased about 3..
fold. Currently the 400 gallons of oil equivalents expended to feed each American
amount to about 17% of all energy used in this country each year.
Fossil fuels are finite, meaning their supply is subject to depletion and more
importantly once gone, they can not be replenished. The estimates concerning future
availability of fossil fuels are discouraging, especially for oil and gas. Government
reports indicate that only 15 to 20 years of oil resources and 20 to 30 years of natural
gas reserves remain, given current use levels. Note, Alaska peaked for its oil
production in 1988 and oil reserves are expected to be depleted by 2015. U.S. oil
production has been declining by 400,000 to 500,000 barrels per year. To augment the
diminishing supply, the U.S. now imports 58% of its oil from the Middle East and other
areas which are estimated to have reserves lasting from 30 to 50 years. The
diminishing levels of oil and gas reserves become more critical each year and indicate
a serious energy problem already exists here. Furthermore, U.S. reliance on foreign
oil causes a negative balance of trade payments and obscures the realization of how
serious the domestic fossil fuel situation is. Fortunately, U.S. coal reserves, projected
to last about 100 years, give some time in which to develop renewable energy
systems. Meanwhile the burning of coal resources creates serious environmental
pollution problems which need to be overcome.

Environmental Costs of Agriculture

The use of inappropriate agricultural practices, like large monocultures and
removal of shelterbelts, contributes to serious wind and water erosion. Soil and water
losses are responsible for significant economic and environmental on-site costs in U.S.
agriculture. Each year the estimated 4 billion tons of soil and 130 billion tons of water
lost from 400 million acres of U.S. cropland translate into an on-site economic loss of
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more than $27 billion. The most significant component of this cost is the loss of
valuable soil nutrients, which must be replaced by increased applications of fossilbased fertilizers in order to maintain and augment yields.
In addition, erosion causes a loss of biodiversity that is impossible to quantify
in terms of dollars, although preservation of soil biota is of major benefit to maintaining
soil quality and productivity. Erosion causes significant ecological damage, in the form
of siltation of aquatic systems and destruction of stream and lake ecosystems.
Frequently, some pesticides and fertilizers contained in eroded agricultural sediments
may poison fish and other wildlife.
Erosion damages extend beyond the cultivated land far into the surrounding
environment. Off-site costs include: roadway, sewer, and basement siltation;
disruption of drainage; undermining of foundations and pavements; gullying of roads;
earth dam failures; eutrophication of waterways; siltation of reservoirs and harbors
and channels; general flooding; damage to public health from blowing din; plus
increased water treatment costs. Remedies for such damages require substantial
expenditures by individuals and governments. The combined yearly cost of all off-site
damages caused by erosion is estimated to be about $17 billion.

Food Produced and Consumed
With a population of about 260 million people, most Americans enjoy a high
standard of living and an abundance of relatively cheap food. The average yearly
income per family in the United States is nearly $30,000 compared with only $4,000
per family in developing countries. About 15% of U.S. income is spent on food,
whereas in most developing countries the amount spent on food ranges from 50% to

60%.
. ....
',,:/
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The average American consumes about 2,175 pounds of food per person per
year, which provide about 3,600 Calories of food energy per day. This daily intake
contrasts with the worldwide average of 2,700 Calories.
Americans eat large amounts of animal products, totaling nearly 800 pounds
per person per year.iincluding dairy products. Approximately one-third of their calories
is from animal sources and two-thirds from plant sources (Table 1). These animal
products contribute excellent protein quality to the diet, but increase the fat intake of
the average American to about 40% of the calories consumed.
In addition to all the food consumed by Americans, approximately 20% of all
food produced, especially grains, is exported. At present, food crops represent a major
U.S. export, and thereby help to diminish the deficit in our trade balance, caused in
large measure by oil imports.
Self-sufficiency in food production and availability of basic resources, especially
expensive fossil energy, support the high standard of living currently enjoyed by most
',--',

Americans.

Future Food Security and Population Growth
Population in 2050
At the current rate of increase of 1.1 % per year including legal immigration, the
U.S. population is projected to double and reach more than 520 million by the year
2050. If this growth rate does not increase further, as it has recently, by the year 2100
the United States will have a population of 1 billion or a population similar to that
existing now in China. For this analysis, however, the focus is on the year 2050.

Land Resources
Over the next 60 years both erosion and urbanization will diminish our arable
land base of 470 million acres. Currently 2 million acres per year are lost from
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production because of erosion, salinization, and waterlogging. Based on this rate of
loss, 120 million acres are projected to be lost during the next 60 years. No doubt
some of this unproductive land will be replaced, but most probably with marginal land,
the type that requires substantial fossil-fuel inputs of fertilizers, pesticides, and
irrigation to maintain crop productivity.
Often overlooked is the continuous impact of urbanization and transportation
systems on arable land resources. Over the past 200 years, for instance, the
expansion of these systems has covered 260 million acres, approximately half of which
was arable land. Thus, about 1 acre of land has been used for urbanization and
highways by each person added to the U.S. population. Based on this average rate of
expansion, the doubling of the U.S. population can be expected to use up an additional
250 million acres, with half being arable land. This means our vital arable land
resource will be significantly affected by the expansion of urbanization and highways
throughout the country. Even assuming that in the future the arable land lost to these
processes will approach half an acre per capita, which is approximately the current
rate of expansion in Europe, still 60 million acres of arable land will be taken out of
production.
The combined reduction of 60 million acres by urbanization and the 120 million
acres lost to production because of erosion, leaves the United States only about 290
million acres of arable land. Based on these projected trends and the expanded
population, only 0.6 acres of arable land per person will be available in 2050 (Table 1).
Agronomists, however, stress that more than 1.2 acres per person are needed for a
productive agriculture, one that produces a varied diet of plant and animal products.
Faced with this major reduction in per capita arable land, production patterns will have
to be altered to include increased production of grains, legumes, and tubers, while
animal production will be sharply curtailed. Then the U.S. diet will shift from a mixed
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plant/animal diet to primarily a vegetarian diet, and certainly one with less variety of
choice than we presently enjoyed.
Furthermore, experience has demonstrated that the intensive management of
land to increase crop yields increases soil erosion. Then too, as more marginal land
types have to be put into production to compensate for land shortages, erosion will
worsen. If available and affordable, more fossil-based fertilizers and pesticides will
have to be used to insure ample harvests, thereby increasing environmental pollution.
If techniques are developed to slow soil erosion by employing various soil and
water conservation practices, the supplies of water and energy resources could be
extended and give us more time to develop ecologically sustainable practices.
Unfortunately, the history of soil and water conservation practices in the United States
and world is discouraging.
Water Resources
Americans currently use about 1,450 gallons/day/capita (g/d1c) for all their
needs, with the largest amount expended in agriculture. If water management is
substantially improved, the projected 520 million Americans will have about 700 g1d1c
in 2050 (Table 1). Hydrologists consider 700 g1d1c minimal for human needs, including
water for adequate food production. Clearly Americans will have to make major
adjustments in their water use, especially in the arid regions of the nation. There is no
technology available that is able to double the flow of the Colorado River to insure a
viable river flow reaches Mexico. Indeed, the major users of this and other rivers will
have to find ways to share, as each tries to cope with increased demands for water.
In addition, irrigation will, of necessity, decrease as our ground water
resources continue to be mined and the water resources have to be divided among
more people. As mentioned, at its present rate of use, the Ogallala aquifer will
become significantly less productive during the next 50 years. Because arid sections
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of our western and southern states already are experiencing increased water
shortages, we can expect some agricultural production to shift from these regions to
the midwest and northeast where rainfall is relatively abundant. Such a major
reallocation of production will impose other constraints on the U.S. food production as
a whole and on the variety of foods available in the consumer market.

Energy Resources
Because the projected 15 to 20 years of oil reserves remaining is based on
current consumption rates, the continued growth of the population makes this
projection uncertain. The United States currently imports 58% of its oil, creating an
annual trade debt of more than $70 billion and this reflects not only our high
consumption levels but also the depletion of domestic oil supplies. By 2000, U.S. oil
imports are expected to increase to about $100 billion per year, while food exports will
diminish as more food is needed domestically. Then the U.S. trade imbalance will
worsen as food exports, especially grains, decrease. Approaching 2050, most of the
oil and natural gas in the United States will be exhausted and world supplies will be
ever closer to depletion. Coal will be the remaining fossil fuel. Although coal can be
used to produce oil and natural gas, it is expensive to convert to usable liquid and
gaseous fuels and its use is extremely polluting. However, once coal becomes the
major fuel, its supplies will experience heavy use, thereby speeding the depletion of
that finite resource.
At present, nuclear energy does not represent a safe and reliable alternative to
oil because of its problems with radioactive waste disposal and safety. Furthermore,
it is not a renewable energy system because uranium fuel is consumed in nuclear
fission plants and uranium is a finite resource. In contrast, nuclear fusion technology
is a renewable energy system, and may eventually be developed. If so, it will
augment the energy supply. However, this technology also has serious limitations,
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including the enormous amounts of radioactivity and waste heat it produces. The
inevitable conclusion is that future energy supplies will become increasingly limited,
not only for use in food production but for all human activities.
The transition to renewable energy systems, like solar energy, certainly can be
achieved,but will take 'several decades for their full development. In addition to
access to sunlight, solar systems need significant expenditures of fossil energy as
well as large quantities of other material resources. Furthermore, all known solar
energy technologies require large acreages of land for the collectors that capture the
dilute solar energy. Estimates are that about 20% of U.S. land area (about 450 million
acres) would be required to support a solar energy system that would supply but onehalf (37 quads) of our current energy consumption (80 quads). This land requirement
can be expected to diminish arable, pasture, and forest lands to some extent, with the
most critical loss being arable land.
Faced with double population numbers, solar energy systems will be able to
provide only one-quarter of the current per capita energy consumption or about 600
gallons of oil equivalents (Table I). Clearly this will require a drastic decrease in
energy use and no doubt will adversely affect the U.S. standard of living, including food
availability. Meeting energy needs based on solar energy will cause major
competition between land needed for energy production, crop and livestock production,
forestry production, and urbanization. Given the need for food. agriculture and the
entire food system will remain a high priority in the use of the remaining fossil energy.
Sustainability of Agriculture

U.S. agriculture is not sustainable based on current cultivation practices and
resources for the following reasons: (i) soil nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus,
potassium. and calcium) are removed from the land when crops are harvested and
when soil is eroded from the land; (ii) these nutrients are being replaced with the use
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of fossil based fuel including fertilizers, pesticides, and irrigation; (iii) V.S. crop lands
are losing top soil 17 times faster than the soil formation rate; (iv) groundwater that
provides 31% of the water used in agriculture is being mined up to 160% faster than its
recharge rate; (v) large quantities (-75 gallons of oil equivalents per acre) of fossil
energy are used to produce crops; and (vi) fossil energy, a non-renewable resource, is
being rapidly depleted.
One option that deserves attention is to convert to organic agriculture or
employ some of its technology to lessen the inputs, characteristic of modem intensive
agriculture. However, even with organic systems some fossil energy inputs are
required for mechanization, soil fertilizer nutrient replacement, irrigation, and some
types of pesticides. The energy inputs of organic agriculture, depending on the
practices used, may be only half of those used in modem intensive agriculture.
Although not sustainable, organic agriculture has several advantages, especially in
the areas of soil and water conservation. Nonetheless, even the present V.S.
population of 260 million Americans could not be fed their current diet, if an organic
production system replaced the current system.
Technology and Natural Resources

Technology is of immense importance in the effective management and
exploitation of various natural resources, but technology cannot increase the flow of
natural resources. For instance, increasing the size and number of fishing vessels has
enabled us to overfish our oceans. However, larger and more numerous fishing
vessels does not increase fish populations, if fact it is causing their decline. There is
no technology that will double the flow of the Colorado River. In addition, using more
chain saws causes a decrease in forest production and does not increase tree growth.
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FoodSupply and Costs
By 2050, when crop land is projected to decrease to about 0.6 acre and pasture
land to 1.1 acres per capita, food production will be reduced (Table 1). Even if all food
exports are eliminated, the diet of the average American will, of necessity, include
more grains, legumes, tubers, fruits, and vegetables and significantly less animal
products. According to nutritionists this can be a more healthful diet than our current
diet of high animal products. Yet, the freedom of choice in our diet as we enjoy today
will be restricted.
It follows that the increased need for food will significantly increase the price of
food, because of the inelasticity of food prices. That is, for every 1% increase in
demand of food, the price at the farm gate increases 4.5%. Even with some reduction
in food consumption and decreased use of animal products, food prices are expected to
increase 3 to 5 fold (Table I). Then Americans may be spending from 30% to 50% of
their income for food which is typical at present in Europe and other developed
nations.

Conclusion
Food security for the United States and quality of life are directly affected by
the natural resources at our disposal, their level of use, and the number of people who
must share them. The United States has been fortunate to possess superior supplies
of these resources. Perhaps it is this wealth that has made Americans great
consumers of resources. Our use of water supplies and especially the consumption of
fossil fuels, compared with other countries illustrate these use patterns.
This analysis has emphasized the on going depletions of land, water, and
energy resources. These losses are expected to increase in future decades as the
U.S. population doubles and its needs for these resources concurrently increase.
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Given the fact that the supply of natural resources is finite and that the ability
of technology to replace many of these resources is limited. we are left with the
necessity of controlling population numbers. Certainly. diminishing consumption
levels by stringent conservation programs will help slow depletion. But individual
responsibility on the pan of men and women to control family size is vital to control
population numbers and maintain a high standard of living. otherwise the harsh
realities of nature will impose its control on the population.

Table 1.
Current and future resources for U.S. food production and costs of food per capita.

-----~---------------------------------------------------------- - - - --- - - - - --- ------ ---- .-- ------- ------ ---

Current Population
Resource

(260 million)

2050 Population
(520 million)

Arable Land

1.8 acres

0.6 acres

Pasture Land

2.3 acres

1.1 acres

ForestLand

2.2 acres

1.0 acres

Fresh Water

1,300 gallons

700 gallons

Energy

2,500 gal oil equivalents!

600 gal oil equivalents2

Food Exports

$155

$0

Food

31% animal + 69% plant

15% animal + 85% plant

Food Costs

Current level

3- to 5-fold increase

-----------------------------------------------------------------_.-_-------------------------------------I) Cwrent energy consumption is mainly from fossil energy sources.
2) Estimated supply of energy from

renewable sources,
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----------~---------American Farmland Trost
"American Fannland Trust Is the most powerful force in the struggl. to save our nation's fannland.•.and the organization
that. done the most to prHerve the rand that sustains a healthy agricultural economy. It
.
Richard Rominger
Deputy Secretery, U.S. Depertment of Agriculture

American Farmland Trust
American Farmland Trust is the only national, nonprofit membership organization dedicated to protecting agricultural resources.
Founded in 1980, AFT's mission is to stop the loss of productive farmland and to promote farming practices that lead to a healthy
environment.
WHY SAVE FARMLAND?
AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST:
SAVING THE !.AND THAT FEEDS AMERICA

America's farmland is its most productive natural resource.

The nearly 1 billion acres of land in agricultural use are
responsible for.
to

~

~

Feeding, clothing and housing 250 million people in the
United States and millions more abroad.
Serving as the foundation for our food and fiber industry,
which provides jobs for approximately 20 percent of the
work force and contributes $820 billion to the Gross
National Product.
Generating a net tax surplus for local economies.
Providing scenic open space, many times just a short
distance from urban areas.

Offering food and habitat for diverse wildlffe.

AFT assists Individual landowners, private groups and public
agencies in meeting their farmland protection goals - goals
ranging from protecting farmland from urbanization and
eliminating soil erosion to reducing agriculture's impact on the
environment.
AFT's action·oriented programs include:

• Public Education
• Technical Assistance in Polley Development
• Direct Farmland Protection Projects

Providing recreational and tourist opportunities.
..

AFT was founded in 1980 by a group of farmers and
conservationists to address the loss of valuable farmland to
development. AFTs concems now extend to the quality and
quantity of the nation's agricultural resources. Since its
beginning, AFT, by itself and in concert with others, has
protected thousands of acres of farmland across the country.

Maintaining municipal watersheds.
INFORMING THE PUBLIC
WHArs HAPPENING TO AMERICA'S
AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES?

~

Every minute, we lose two acres of productive farmland to
urban sprawl - shopping malls, housing subdivisions and
the like. Thafs 1 million acres annually.

AFrs public education efforts seek to create public
awareness of the threats confronting the nation's farmland and
show how these threats can best be addressed.
..

Since the first Earth Day in 1970, we've lost more than
40 million acres of farmland to development. In North
Carolina and Florida, 283,000 acres of cropland disappear

.'

each year. In Caiffomia ifs 100.000.
~

~

Each year, we lose 2 billion tons of topsoil to wind and
water erosion. As many as 1 billion tons wash into
nearby waterways, canying away the Earth's natural
nutrients and any fertilizers and pesticides that have been
applied. This can damage water quality, fish and wildlife
habitat and recreational opportunities.
Purchased fertilizers, pesticides and fuel are straining

already tight

farm budgets and threatening the

environment. Farmers spend an estimated $8 billion on
fertilizers and $6 billion on fuel each year. The overuse
and misapplication of these inputs can threaten the land's
health and a farmer's profitability.

AFT's publications, reports and case studies are a primary
source of expertise on agricultural resource conservation.
They offer practical information on farmland protection and
resource-conserving farming practices.
AFTs award-winning magazine, American Farm/and, and
its national technical newsletter, Farmland Update,
regularly provide information on the latest farmland
protection issues.

~

AFTs conferences, seminars and workshops offer an
opportunity for experts to share land-protection strategies,
from using Purchase of Agricultural Conservation
Easement programs in the Northeast to agricultural estate
planning in the Midwest and Southeast to changing local
zoning regulations in California. In November 1995, AFT
brought participants together for an international
conference on enhancing the environment through
agriculture,

NATIONAL OFFICE

1920 N Street, NW Suite 400 Washington, D.C. 20036
Tel, (202)659-5170 Fax: (202)659-8339
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DEVELOPING
FARMLAND FRIENDLY POLICY
In 1996, a ranch owner in the Upper Elk River
Valley of Colorado donated a conservation
easement on her 8S0-acre property to AFT. The
protection of the ranch has spurred local efforts
to maintain the agricultural viability of the entire
valley and ensures the ranch can be passed on
to her heirs without a potentially debilitating tax
burden.

AFT helps officials on the lccal, state and national levels
create public policies that address the tnreats confronting
farmland and offer encouragement for good stewardship.
~

AFT provides technical expertise to policymakers at all
levels. Relying on surveys and research generated by
its Center for Agriculture in the Environment on the
campus of Northern Illinois University, AFT not only

helps to design and implement programs but also

AFT's revolving land protection fund enables AFT to
step in and save farmland threatened by development.

mobilizes support behind them.

In 1998, AFT protected a rural 138-acre North
Carolina farm about to be sold and subdivided as
a catalyst to save a number of surrounding
farms. Ultimately, as many as eight farms and
1,500 acres of land will be protected.

In Michigan, AFT provided staff support to the

Michigan Agricultural Land Task Force and
helped spearheaded the passage of a farmland
protection program in California. It also assisted
in the legislative passage of the New York
Agriculture Protection Act.

MEMBERS: AFT has some 30,000 members and donors
nationwide.
AFT's members include farr1;lers,
conservationists, educators and business people.

In Florida, Michigan, Kentucky and California,
AFT detailed the threats confronting the states'
threatened agricultural resources and provided
residents and legislators with the information or
techniques and inspiration to address them.

STAFF: AFT has 35 staff members in six offices. Diverse
academic and professional backgrounds allow AFT to tackle
agricultural resource conservation from all angles.

On Capitol Hill, AFT uses farmer surveys and its
more than 15 years of expertise to convince
legislators that fannland protection is in
everyone's best interest.
Key conservation
provisions researched and supported by AFT
have been approved in the 1981, 1985, 1990
and 1996 Fann Bills, legislation that affects
hundreds of millions of acres of land as well as
the nation's soil, water, wildlife and other natural
resources.

OFFICES:
Washington, D.C.
Field:

Center lor Agrtculture

National:
Davis, Calif.
Visalia, Calif.
Northampton, Mass.
Saratoga Springs,N.Y.
DeKalb, III.

in the Environment
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
AFTs Board 01 Directors
represents farming and conservation interests from across the
nation.

EXPANDING PROTECTION OPTIONS
AFTs demonstration projects offer examples of how a private
organization can help expand the farmland conservation
options available to many farmers by working with a few. The
projects complement and support the organization's
policymaking initiatives.

FUNDING:
AFT's income is derived from member
contributions and foundation and corporate grants. Its annual
operating bUdgetis $4 million. AFT is a nonprofit, tax-exempt,
charitable, 501-C-3 organization.

LAND PROTECTION - Through land protection projects, AFT
works with farmers and other property owners to protect land
using conservation easements and other tools. Easements
are legally recorded agreements between the landowner and
AFT ensuring farmland remains permanently in agricultural
use or open space.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

~

American Farmland Trust
1920 N Street, NW., Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-5170: Fax: (202) 859-8339
E-mail: inlo@farmland.org
www.farmland.org

AFT has directly protected more than 45,000 acres of
productive farmland in 18 states. AFT has assisted
local land trusts in protecting thousands of additional
acres.
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Resources and Information Sources
Contents:

North Central Region SARE, What's in it for YOU?, p. 235
ATTRA Materials List, Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas, p. 237
Current List oflnformation Products, Alternative Farming Systems Information Center, National
Agricultural Library, p. 239
Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products, brochure, p. 243
Publication List, Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products, p. 245
Sustainable Agriculture Network, brochure, p. 247
Steel in the Field, A Farmer's Guide to Weed Management Tools, G. Bowman, flier, p. 249
Three New Sustainable Agriculture Web Sites Are Launched, flier, p. 251
Sustainable Agriculture Web Sites, p. 253
Welcome to the IDEA Web site! and Querri, p. 259
Sustaining Agricultural Communities: The FamilyFarm Project, H. Sacks, p. 261
FarmWin 97: From Horse-Drawn Plows to Cow Icons, A Window on Farming's Future, ARS
Information, D. Cornis and Sunrise Software Contact Information, p. 263

Where do I go for more information?

Sustainable Agriculture Network, c/o Alternative Farming Systems Information Center, Rm 304,
NALIARSIUSDA, 10301 Baltimore Blvd., Beltsville, MD 20705-2351, (P) 301-504-6425, (f)
301-504-6409, (e-mail) san@nalusda.gov, (home page) http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/sanl
Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas (ATTRA), PO Box 3657, Fayetteville, AR
72702, (P) 800-346-9140
Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products, 305 Alderman Hall, University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108, (P) 612-625-5747
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Sustainable Agriculture Network Mail Group, (e-mail) sanet-mg@ces.ncsu.edu
Sustainable Agriculture Education Share List Electronic Conference, (e-mail) SAEd-SHAREL@Cornell.edu
North Central Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, 13-A Activities
Bldg., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0840,(p) 402-472-7081, (f) 402472-0280, (e-mail) sare001@unlvrn.unl.edu
Northeast Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, University of
Vermont, Hills Bldg., Burlington, VT 05405-0082, (p) 802-656-0471, (f) 802-656-4656, (email) msimpson@zoo.uvrn.edu
Southern Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, University of Georgia,
Ag Experiment Station, 1109 Experiment St., Griffin, GA 30223-1797, (p) 770-412-4787, (f)
770-412-4789, (e-mail)sareace@gaes.griffin.peachnet.edu
Western Region Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Office, Utah State University,
Plants, Soils & Biomet. Dept., Ag Science Bldg., UMC-4865, Logan, UT 84322-4865, (p) 801797-2257, (f) 801-797-3376
National Campaign for Sustainable Agriculture, PO Box 396, Pine Bush, NY 12566, (p) 914744-8448, (f) 914-744-8477, (e-mail)campaign@magiccarpet.com
American Journal of Alternative Agriculture and Alternative Agriculture News, published by the
Henry A. Wallace Institute for Alternative Agriculture, 9200 Edmonston Rd., Suite 117,
Greenbelt, MD 20770-1551, (p) 301-441-8777, (e-mail)hawiaa@access.digex.net
Journal of Sustainable Agriculture, published by Food Products Press, an imprint of the Haworth
Press, Inc., 10 Alice St., Binghampton, NY 13904-1580, (p) 800-342-9678, (f) 800-895-0582,
(e-mail)getinfo@haworth.com
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North Central Region

Illinois
Missouri
Indiana
Nebraska
Iowa
North Dakota
Kansas
Ohio
Michigan
South Dakota
Minnesota Wisconsin

Sustainable Agriculture
Research and Education

North Central Region ~ARE
What' ~ in it for YOU?
'e GRAN T OPPO RTUN ITIES :
Resea rch and Educa tion - Grants awarded to interdisciplinary teams
of
scientists, producers and others doing research, education or demonstratio
n
projects in sustainable agriculture. Call for Preproposals out in July.
Produ cer-In itiated - Grants awarded to farmers and ranchers for on-site
research, education and demonstration projects in sustainable agriculture.
Call
for Proposals out in February.
Profes sional Devel opme nt Progr am - Grants awarded for education
projects
in sustainable agriculture practices and concepts aimed at Extension, NRCS
and
other agricultural employees. Call for Proposals out in December.
'e RESOURCES:
Speakers Burea u - Individuals share sustainable agriculture expertise
Displ ay - Free for use at meetings, field days, conferences, etc.
Netw orkin g - Referrals to other sustainable agriculture groups or individ
uals
Natio nal SARE Resources - Sustainable Agriculture Netw ork (SAN)
offers
publications, diskettes and online inform ation
'e FOR MOR E INFO RMA TION :
The North Centr al Regio n SARE Progr am
13A Activities Bldg.
Unive rsity of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68583-0840
402-472-7081
402-472-0280 (fax)
sareOO 1@unlvm.unl.edu
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ATTRA Materials ·List
Appropriate Technology Transfer for Rural Areas
October, 1996
A TfRA is a national sustainable agriculture information
service designed for use by commercial farmers. ATfRA

also offers technical assistance and information free of
charge to Extension agents, agricultural support groups,
researchers, educators, and agribusiness.

Agriculture, and Resource Lists. To order them, please call

A1TRA's toll-free number 1-800-346-9140.
An Information Package contains a 5- to 20- page topic
review written by ATTRA specialists and may also include
enclosures, bibliographies, and supply sources.

A1TRA specializes in responding to specific sustainable
practices or enterprise questions. Our staff will research
the question, summarize findings in writing, and compile
supporting literature as appropriate to accompany the
report which a caller receives by mail.

and usually focuses more on a particular topic of interest
rather than providing an overview, and contains few, if
any, enclosures for further reading.

In addition to providing customized research, we offer
three types of standard materials which are often updated:

A Resource List is designed to make networking easier for
organizations, individuals, and companies interested in

Information Packages, Current Topics in Sustainable

sustainable agriculture:

A Current Topic is shorter than an Information Package

<><><><><><><><><><><><>
Fruit and Nut Crops:

Vegetable Crops:

Organk/Low-Spray Apple Production
66 pages
Diseases, pests, resources, researchers, varieties,
geographical considerations, marketing

Organic Greenhouse Vegetable Production 25 pages
The greenhouse vegetable industry, proposed USDA
standards, soil culture, hydroponics, bag culture, straw
bale culture, shallow bed culture, economics, resources

"Bananas: Organic Production
6 pages
Plantation design, polyculture, fertility, diseases
(Sigatoka and others), and pests
Organic Blueberry Production
Highbush, fertility, insect pests, diseases

8 pages

Hydroponic Vegetable Production
67 pages
Liquid and aggregate systems, bag culture, non-circulating systems, shallow bed culture, organic methods .
(hydro-organics, aquaponics, bioponics), recipes, resources

Organic Culture of Blackberries and Raspberries 40 pp
Diseases, pests, resistant varieties
"Citrus: Organic Production
6 pages
Fertility and soil management, weeds, pests, diseases
Overview of Organic Fruit Production
Fertilization, pests, weed control, obstacles

15 pages

Organic Grape Production
Diseases, pests, resistant varieties, resources

56 pages

"Organic Hard Squash, Pumpkins, and Gourds 5 pages
Fertility, weed control, diseases, 'pests, pollination problems.
"Organic Sweet Com Production
14 pages
Organic farming and certification programs, varieties,
fertility, rotation and weed control, insects, diseases,

"Pawpaw Production
8 pages
Culture, research, emerging markets, pesticidal properties

Organiq'Low-Spray Peach Production
28 pages
Geographical limitations, diseases, pests, resistant
varieties
Sustainable Pecan Production
19 pages
Pecan culture and economics (native groves and
planted orchards), northern varieties, weed control,
legumes, fertilization, agroforestry, pests, diseases, .

postharvest handling, economics, resources
"Organic Tomato Production
35 pages
Organic farming and certification programs, variety
selection, crop rotation, fertility, weeds, training systems,
insects, diseases, resources
Sustainable Vegetable Production
47 pages
Shift to sustainable methods, caring for the land, pest
management, specialized equipment, harvest and
postharvest, marketing & economics
Other Crops:

resources

Alternative Field Crops
70 pages
Considerations before diversifying, marketing alternative
crops, and sources of additional information

Strawberries: Organic & lPM Options
34 pages
Weeds, pest, diseases, resources, resistant varieties

" Current Topics in Sustainable Agriculture
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ATTHA Materials Ust
Other Crops:
Field Grown Cut & Dried Flower Production
& Marketing
96 pages
Marketing, climate, trade organizations, conferences,
literature, species list

October, 1996
Sustainable Chicken Production
Housing, breeds, feeding, health, marketing

71 pages
(

38 pages '-.
"Grass-Based & Seasonal Dairying
Pasture as primary feed source for dairy cattle; seasonal
production to reduce feed costs

Herb Production and Marketing
8 pages
Marketing strategies, trade organizations, literature,
conferences, consultants, resource list

Ratites
15 pages
Brief history, considerations before investing, marketing
options

Farming Systems

Rotational Grazing
105 pages
How to manage pastures and grazing animals to more
profitably utilize the farm's resources.

"Fannscaping to Enhance Biological Control 17 pages
Description and benefits of farmscaping, strategies and
techniques. Tables include Plants that Attract
Beneficials, Pests and Associated Beneficial Insects, and
Seed Blends to Attract Beneficial Insects (with suppliers)
"Sustainable Fire Ant Management
6 pages
Brief history of pest, biocontrol options, least toxic
controls, baits, future controls, references and further
reading
Integrated Pest Management
21 pages
Uses, benefits, IPM and sustainable agriculture, monitoring, economic thresholds, planning, tools & options,
microbial pesticides, useful information resources
"Alternative Nematode Control
4 pages
Nematode suppressive cover crops, crop rotations, soil
solarization and steaming, nematode suppressive soil
amendments and references
Planning a Small Agricultural Enterprise
37 pages
Resource evaluation, regulations, budgeting, market
research, information resources

"Radionics in Agriculture
17 pages
Introduction and history of radionics, radionic instruments for plant and animal diagnosis and treatment,
uses (analysis, evaluation of materials, vitalization),
resources

Sustainable Hog Production
47 pages.;
Breed selection, feeding, waste management, facilities, .,
health, animal welfare
"On-Farm Cheese Processing
2 pages
Cow, goat and sheep dairies, sources of equipment and
advice, inoculants.
"Meeting the Nutritional Needs of Ruminants on
Pasture
42 pages
Impact of grazing management on nutrition, supplemental feeding on high quality pasture, feed profiling, feed
budgeting, matching livestock and forage resources for
efficient pasture use
Marketing

(

Organic Certification
23 pages
How it works, legal requirements, types of programs
Marketing Organic Livestock Products
37 pages
Resource evaluation, regulations, budgeting, market
research, information resources
Soils
"AibrechtfReams Biological Fertility Systems 11 pages
Biological farming, Dr. William Albrecht, base satura-·
tion, Dr. Carey Reams, Biological Theory of Ionization,

Livestock

nutrient ratios, refractometers, foliar feeding, resources

"Alternative Fly Control for Livestock
36 pages
Cultural, biological, physical, and least toxic control for
flies that affect livestock on pasture and in confinement

Nonconventional Soil Amendments
15 pages
Mineral powders, plant and animal byproducts, seaweed, growth regulators, inoculants, enzymes/activators, micronutrients, dusts/powders

Evaluating an Aquacultural Enterprise
13 pages
Considerations (physical, biological, financial), culture
and species options, resource lists
Sustainable Beef Production
17 pages
Grazing & feeding options, low-stress handling, alternative parasite control, environmental & social concerns
"Alternative Beef Marketing
13 pages
Value-added beef, lean beef, direct marketing, cooperatives, niche markets: organic, natural, pasture-finished

Sustainable Soil Management
34 pages
Assessing soil health, organic matter and humus management, organic amendments, soil testing, aggregation
and tilth, fertilizers. Appendices on soil biology and
components.
Resource Lists
Internships/Apprenticeships/Sustainable Curricula
Sustainable Agriculture Orgariizations{Publications
University Programs and Contacts
Videos/SIides{fapes on Sustainable Agriculture

11 pp
24p~

10p,,-

24pp

" Current Topics in Sustainable Agriculture

To order ArrHA materials, call 1-800-346-9140
ATTRA, P.O. Box 3657, Fayetteville. AR 72702
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ALTERNATIVE FARMING SYSTEMS
INFORMATION CENTER
NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY

CURRENT LIST OF INFORMATION PRODUCTS
The publlcations on this list are available elther in hardcopy 0 or in electronic format O. You may order the publications in
either format. If you wish to have electronic copies on diskette please send one formatted diskette for each 4 publlcations,
A current update comes with the lterns marked with asterisks ("").
Orders for publicatiens may be made via: e-mail: <afsic@nal.usda.gov>, telephone: 301-504-6559, fax: 301-504-6409
or by sUrface mail:

Alternative Farming Systems Information Center
National Agricultural Library, Room 304
10301 Baltimore Ave., Beltsville MD 20705-2351
"NAL's Gopher:
<gopher.nal.usda.gov> under NAL Information CenterslAFSIC
*AFSIC's World Wide Web page:
<http://www.nal.usda.gov/afsic>
QUICK BIBUOGRAPHIES:

o 0 as 95-03: Acid Rain, K. Schneider, January 1995, 132 p.
o 0 as 94-56: Allelopathy. The Effects of Chemicals Produced by Plants, H. Gilbert, September 1994, 50 p.
o as 96,.11: Alternative Crops, K. Schneider, September 1996, 35 p.
o as 96-08: Alternative Farming Systems: Economic Aspects, K. Schneider, September 1996, 130 p.

o 0 OS 93-30: Beekeeping in the United States, C. Kopolow, May 1993, 37p. r")
a 0 as 94-13: ConseNation Tillage, J. Gates, March 1994,91 p.
00 OS
o 0 'QS
a 0 as
o 0 as

o as
o as

o0
00
00
o0
o0
o0

as

o

as

OS
OS

as
OS
OS

o as

o as

o 0 as

94-52: Cultural and Mechanical Weed Control, M. Gold, August 1994, 63 p.
94-51: Double Cropping and Interplanting, M. Gold, August ,1994, 111 p.
90-63: Earthworms in Agriculture, J. Rafats, July 1990, 19 p. ri ypdate 001y
94-54: Farming in Arid and Semiarid Lands, C. A. Singer, September 1994, 60 p.
96-07: Ginseng, J. Rafats, September 1996, 41 p.
96-14: Herbicide To/erance/Resistance in Plants, S. A. Leonard & R. Dobert,September 1996, 68 p.
94-55: Hydroponics - Nutrient Film Techniques, H. Gilbert, September 1994, 54 p.
94-12: IPM and Biological Control ofPlant Pests: Horticultural Crops, J. Gates, March, 1994, 76 p.i)
94-38: Legumes in Crop Rotations, M. Gold, June 1994,121 p.
95-11: Mycorrhizae: Impacts on Production, K. Schneider, March 1995, 84 p.
95-01: Nonpoint-Source Pollution Issues, J. Makuch, January 1995, 51 p.O
95-09: Riparian :Zones and Filter Strips in Agricultural Operations, J. Makuch, February, 1995,44 p.
96,.13: Shiitake: Cultivated Mushroom, J. Rafats, September 1996, 29 p.
96-12: Soil Testing and Plant Analysis for Fertilizer Recommendations, K. Schneider, September 1996, 68 p.
96,.06: Solar Energy Alternatives for Agriculture, S. Chapman, September 1996, 43 p.
93-28: IiVind Energy for Agriculture, S. Chapman, April 1993, 32p. r") update only
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OTHER SERIES:
o 0 AFSIC Notes No 1: Adopting Sustainable Alternatives, C.Tant, J. Gates, J. Maclean, 1991,4 p.
o 0 AFSIC Notes No.2: Agriculture and the Environment, J. Gates, J. Maclean, March 1992, 7 p.
o 0 AFSIC Notes No.3: Integrated Pest Management-Biological Control: Natural Enemies, J. Gates, March 1992, 3 p.

00 AT 93-02: Community Supported Agriculture (CSA): An Annotated BibliogflJphy and Resource Guide, S. DeMuth,
September 1993, 10 p.
0 AT 95-01: Precision Farming, B. Emmert, J. Gates, J. Makuch, December 1994, 13 P:
o SRB 92-04: Plants for People: The Psychological and Physiological Effects of Plants, J. Keane, January 1992, 54 p.
o SRB 94-13: Biotechnology and Sustainable Agriculture: A Bibliography, K. Guenther, September 1994, 32 p.
o 0 SRB 96-05: Raising Snails, R. Thompson and S. Cheney, August 1996, 42 p.
o 0 SRB 94-05: Sustainable Agriculture: Definitions and Terms, M. Gold, May 1994, 10 p.
o 0 SRB 96-04: Sustainable Agriculture in Print: Current Books, AFSIC Staff & Volunteer, July 1996 ,27 p.
o 0 SRB 95-08: Sustainable Agriculture in Print Current Periodicals, S. DeMuth, September 1995, 130 p.
with a 1996 supplement containing updates to existing entries.
o 0 SRB 95-03: Videocassettes in the NAL Collection Pertaining to Alternative Farming Systems,
R. Stevens & AFSIC Staff, July 1995, 35 p.
00 SRB 96-06: Herbs and Herb Gardening: An Annotated Bibliography and Resource Guide, S. DeMuth, September
1996,94 P.
o 0 SRB 96-07: Organic Production: Recent Publications and Current Information Sources, M. Gold, September 1996,
30P.
UNNUMBERED PUBUCATIONS:
00 Calendar ofEvents Related to Sustainable Agriculture, A.Clark, updated monthly
o 0 Educational and Training Opportunities in Sustainable Agriculture, J. Gliles, December 1996, 9th ed., 49p.
o 0 Horticultural Journals Currently Received at the National Agricultural Ubrary, S. DeMuth, April 1993, 49p.
o 0 Tracing the Evolution of OrganiclSustainable Agriculture, J. Gates, November 1988, 20 p.
o Check here if you wish information about the AFSIC series of videotaped oral history interviews with leaders in
sustainable agriCUlture.

o

r·)

The Center also has a limited number of copies of the following publications to distribute:
o Alternative Agriculture, National Research counce, 1989, 448p.
o Proceedings ofthe National Integrated Pest Management Forum, A. Sorensen, May 1994, 86p.
Lost Crops ofAfrica, vot. 1, Grains, National Academy of Sciences, 1996, 383 p.

o

UST OF ELECTRONIC INFORMATION PRODUCTS'
The publications on this list are available only in electronic format O. If you wish to have electronic.copies please send
one formatted diskette for each 4 publications. Some of these are publications which have been updated recently. Entries
marked with asterisks r) have been updated electronically and these updates are also available in print formal
These pUblications and other Information on altemative farming are also available on the Intemel
QUICK BIBUOGRAPHIES:
OB 92-28: Agroforestry Systems, J. Gates, February 1992, 89 p.
OB 92-24: Air Pollution Effects on Crops and Forests, J. Gates, February 1992,101 p.
OS 93-53: Alternative Crops, K. Schneider, August 1993, 34 p.
OB 93-17: Alternative Farming Systems: Economic Aspects, K. Schneider, February 1993, 70 p.
OS 92-40: Amaranths for Food or Feed, J. Gates, March 1992,51 p.
OB 92-25: Breeding and Selecting Crops for Insect Pest P9sistance. J. Gates, February 1992,117 p.
OS 95-02: Delry Farm Manure Management, J. Makuch, January 1995, 33p
o OS 92-26: Drip, Trickle and Surge Irrigation, J. Gates, February 1992, 73 p.

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
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o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o

OB 92-66: Ethnobotany and Medicinal Plants,[part ij, S. McCarthy, September 1992, 107 p.
OB 93-02: Ethnobotany and Medicinal Plants, [part lij, S. McCarthy, October 1992, 134 p.
OB 93-66: Evaluation of Bast Management Practices, B. Emmert & J. Makuch, September 1993, 44 p.
OB 92-27: Farming Systams Research, J. Gates, February 1992 49p.
OB 93-57: Farmland Preservation, J. Gates, August 1993, 38p.
OB 94-44: Fish Farming, M. Edsall & A. T. Young, July 1994, 32 p.
OB 93-04: Forage Legumes, J. Maclean, November 1992, 67 p.
OB 93-68: Green Manures and Cover Crops, J. Gates, September 1993, 71 p, (••)
OB 94-60: Herbicide To/erancelResistance in Plants, R. Dobert, September 1994, 113 p.
OB 93-69: IPM and Biological Control of Plant Pests: Field Crops, J. Gates, September, 1993, 83 p.
OB 93-05: IPM & Biological Control of Weeds, J. Maclean, November1992, 95 p.
OB 94-35: Irrigating Efflcientiy, J. Makuch & B. Emmert, June 1994, 62 p.
OB 93-64: Part-time Farming, Small Farms and Farming in the United States, M. Gold, Sept.1993, 59 p. (••)
OB 93-25: Paulownia: Potential Tree Crop, E. Brownlee, April 1993, 18 p.
OB 92-54: Potential New Crop: Kenar. Commercial Fiber and Pulp Source, J. Rafals, July 1992, 38 p.
OB 93-32: Riparian fones and Filter Strips in Agricultural Operations, J. Makuch, May 1993, 38 P.
OB 93-50: Rotational Grazing and Intensive Pasture Management, J. Gates, August 1993, 39 p. (")
OB 92-46: Small Scale Ethanol Production, S. Shapiro, April 1992, 42 p
OB 93-01: Societal Impacts ofAdoption ofAlternative Agricultural Practices, J. Maclean, October 1992, 54 p.
OB 93-54: Soil Testing end Plant Analysis for Fertilizer Recommendations, K. Schneider, July 1993, 50 p.
OB 93-33: Solar Energy Alternatives for Agriculture, S. Chapman, May 1993,64 p.
OB 93-03: Sustainable or Alternative Agriculture, J. Gates, November 1992, 84 p.
OB 93-55: Wastewatar Irrigation, K.Schneider, July 1993, 54p.
OB 92-56: Women In Agriculture, J. Gates, August 1992, 71p.

OTHER SERIES:
SRB 92-15: Sustainable Agriculture in Print Current Books, AFSIC Staff, August 1992, 29 p.

o

o
o
o

o
o

SRB
SRB
SRB
SRB
SRB

93-04:
94-06:
95-02:
95-01:
93-01:

Sustainable Agriculture in Print Current Books, AFSIC Staff and Volunteer, May 1993, 34 p,
Sustainable Agriculture in Print Current Books, AFSIC Staff and Volunteer, May 1994, 30 p.
Sustainable Agriculture In Print Current Books, AFSIC Staff and Volunteer, March 1995, 24p.
Organic Production: Recent Publications and Current Information Sources, M. Gold, March 1995, 17 p..
Resource Guide to Growing and Using Herbs, S. DeMuth and AFSIC Staff, November 1992, 15 p.

UNNUMBERED PUBUCATIONS:
o Periodicals Pertaining to Alternative Farming Systems,.AFSIC Staff, February 1993, 21 p.
Format in which yoy wjsh to receive pUblications:
o Hard copy (Please Include self addressed mailing labels, one label for each 4 publications ordered; please do not
send stamps or stamped envelopes)
ASCII filel Floppy disk (Please include one floppy disk, either size, for each 4 publications ordered plus a
self-addressed mailing label per disk)

o

NAME:
ADDRESS:
E-MAIL ADDRESS:
3/97
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Interdisciplinary Approach
An interdisciplinary approach is necessary to
address the many-faceted problems facing the
introduction of alternative enterprises. The
CAPAP is made possible by the participation of
departments within the Colleges of Agriculture
and Natural Resources. Individuals from industry,
government and the farming community have also
contributed to the development of the CAPAP.
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How Can the Center Help You?

N

<:;

The task of generating and evaluating new ideas
for agriculture and natural resources is an
enormous one and we welcome your input. If you
have a proposal that needs evaluation, the Center
is interested in helping you develop that idea. In
addition to evaluating new ideas, the CAPAP acts
as a facilitator for alternative product research.
Several research projects are underway or arc
being considered. The Center also acts as an
information resource for the Minnesota Extension
Service, providing current research information to
the public. Fact sheets on alternatives have been
developed. Symposia on specific topics, with
published proceedings, are offered periodically.

For further information, contact
Center for Alternative
Plant and Animal Products
305 Alderman Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Phone: (612) 625-5747
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Issued in furtherance of cooperative extension work in agriculture
and home economics acts of May 8 and June 3D, 1914, in cooperation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Patrick J. Borich, Director of Minnesota Extension Service, University of Minnesota, 51.
Paul, MN 55108. The University of Minnesota, including the Minnesota Extension Service is committed to the policy that all persons
shall have equal access to its programs, facilities, and employment
without regard to race, religion, color, sex, national origin, handicap, age, veteran status. or sexual orientation.
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Center for
Alternative
Plant and
Animal
Products
What is the Center?
The Center for Alternative Plant and Animal
Products (CAPAP) was created to aid in the
development of new and alternative crop and
livestock enterprises. The Center provides a
University of Minnesota focus for 1) generating,
receiving and evaluating new product ideas, 2)
facilitating alternative product research and
development efforts, and 3) disseminating
information to the public on alternative plant and
animal products.

Why a Center at This Time?
Current economic conditions have presented
severe challenges to the resourcefulness of
American agriculture. Resounding successes have
resulted from record-breaking production gains
during the last few decades, but there is a growing
realization that increases in productivity of
traditional crops may only serve to aggravate our
economic problems rather than relieve them. A
significant portion of our difficulties can be traced
to the relatively narrow base of plant and animal
species currently being utilized. Environmental
and quality concerns have also stimulated interest
in alternative plants and animals. The number of
strategies available for the profitability and
sustainability of many family farms appear to be
limited. In addition, information on alternatives,
when available, often remains poorly distributed.
N

.c".

Philosophy

Functions of the Center

Diversification of the cropping base and
development of new products from existing crops
are recognized as important sources of economic
growth for the rural economy. Alternative animal
enterprises also offer the potential of increased
profits for farmers. Farmers, woodland owners,
industrialists, entrepreneurs, and researchers
generate hundreds of ideas in order to address
this need. Some of these ideas die because of
lack of sufficient scrutiny, information, marketing,
or appropriate research. Other ideas arc
prematurely promoted and fail for lack of
sufficient information concerning production,
utilization, or marketing. The CAPAP believes
that all ideas need to be carefully evaluated and
an information base created, processed, and
disseminated systematically. Because a single
alternative enterprise will not satisfy all needs, the
development of many market viable options and
strategies is the goal of the Center for Alternative
Plant and Animal Products.

The Center functions as a.multi-disciplinary forum
to address specific needs related to the
development of alternative products.

What Is an Alternative Plant or
Animal Product?
An alternative crop is either a species new to a
region, such as amaranth, adzuki beans, shiitake,
or blueberries, or an existing crop such as millet,
buckwheat, or broccoli, which shows increased
economic promise.
An alternative animal enterprise could be a
species new to a region such as red deer or
angora goats; a new use for an established animal
such as dairy sheep; or a new production system
such as aquaculture.
Some of these alternatives can be produced
immediately without severe constraints, but have
marketing or processing difficulties. Other
alternatives, such as wild species of plants and
animals, may be difficult to produce commercially.
New product development may be one of the
benefits of increased research into alternative
plants and animals. Finding different ways to
utilize new and traditional minor crops may
generate new industrial compounds or food items.

The areas of emphasis arc:

1. Idea Generation and Feasibility Evaluation
• Brainstorming sessions
• Evaluation and analysis of proposals
• Identification of research areas
2. Short-term and Long-term Research and
Development Projects
• Detailed literature reviews
• Grant proposal writing, review and
coordination
• Interdisciplinary and cooperative research
on new plant and animal products
3. Information Dissemination
• Symposia with published proceedings
• Timely publications on individual plant
and animal alternatives.
• Enterprise database
.A source of information for extension
personnel and others.

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Center for Alternative Plant and Animal Products

Twin Cities Campus

College ofAgricultural, Food,
and Environmental Sciences

352 Alderman Hall
1970 Folwell Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55108

612·625·4707
Fax.' 612·625·4237

PUBLICATION LIST
CAPAP Publications:
(Send check to the Center at the above address)

Alternative Field Crops Manual (chapters covering over 50 different crops)

45,00

Bio-Options (the Center newsletter, issued quarterly, annual subscription)

10,00

Research-Based Production Guides:
(Send check to Extension Special Programs, 405 Coffey Hall, 1420 Eckles Ave.,
University of Minnesota, St. Paul MN 55108)

Alternative Livestock Conference Proceedings (341 pages)
Lupin, Production and Utilization Guide (27 pages)
Production of Belgian Endive (Witloof) in Minnesota (25 pages)

$40,00
10,00
5.00

Grain Legumes as Alternative Crops (194 pages)

20.00

Shiitake Mushrooms (217 pages)

20.00

Soybean Utilization Alternatives (427 pages)

30.00

North American Dairy Sheep Symposium (192 pages)

17.00

Organic Meat Symposium (96 pages)

17.00

Wood Based Economic Development in the Lake States (201 pages)

20.00

Amaranth: Production, Processing and Marketing (200 pages)

20.00

Prospects for Lupins in North America (191 pages)

20.00

Value Added Meat Products (54 pages)

10.00

Make checks payable to the University of Minnesota. Indicate publication titles and quantity of each publication
requested. Don't forget to include your name, return address, and zip code.
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Printed on recycled paper made from 10% post consumer waste.

SAN Coordinator
Alternative Farming Systems
Information Center, Room 304
NALIARSIUSDA
10301 Baltimore Blvd.
Beltsville, MD 20705-2351
Phone: (01) 504-6425
Fax: (01) 504-6409
Internet: san@nalusda.gov

For more information about electronic resources
or anything else discussed in this brochure, contact:

Information on diskette. Most SAN publications
plus summaries of SARE/ACE research are also available
on 3.5-inch diskettes. Included are the text and easy-touse software by FolioViewst'". With this system, you can
search for the exact information or the contact you need,
and copy the text right to your computer.

SAN on the World Wide Web. SAN's home page can
be found at http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/san/

Sanet conference. SAN has an electronic mail group,
saner-mg. with more than 650 individuals interested
in-and knowledgeable about-sustainable agriculture.
On any given day, participants can read an electronic
newsletter, help answer questions on a number of topics
or share opinions, ideas and information.
Chuck Otte, Gary County Extension,Junction City,
Kan., likes sanet's ability to tap a broad spectrum of
people involved in agriculture with unusual questions
that "the 'nonnal information delivery system' seems
unable to handle.
"The wealth of resources and people that can be reached
through sanet is fantastic, " he adds. "They are very willing
to share whatever infonnation they have when questions are
asked. I wish every fanner was hooked up to it!"
A typical question on sanet comes from Meg
Moynihan of Minnesota: "Help! I'm lookingfor a source of
'Hubam' sweet clover-a while-blossomed annual sweet
clover. If anyone has an idea of whom I might call to latch
on to 50 lbs. or so, please let me know."
To subscribe, send the message subscribe sanet-mg
to the Internet address: almanac@ces.ncsu.edu. For
information about other Internet services, use the attached
form to order "Getting Started Electronically" (free).

SAN's On-Line Connection
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TL Gettings

This booklet describes
puhlications in sustainable
agriculture. Included nrc
biological pest controls,
livestock practices, research
trends. information networks and weed management.

Showcase of
Sustainable Agriculture
[llfonnation alld
Educational Materials

Mary Gold

This yearly review
highlights accomplishments ofthe Sustainable
Agriculture Research
and Education (SARE)
program.

SARE Project
Overview

What?

1~'

Find more than 700 people and
organizations with expertise on how
e
,.' '-.
to farm more safely and more
profitably. The Directory helps you
.,,--,~.
,~ .~~.'~"-
tap into the wealth of information
about sustainable agriculture that's
in the minds of farmers, scientists
and other experts. It includes people
Photo courtesy Bob NichoJslUSDA
from every state, and from a variety
of disciplines and backgrounds.
Within each entry you'll find information about how to
contact the person or group, plus their major areas of expertise
and the information resources they have available.

Sustainable Agriculture
Directory of Expertise

Who?

,.

-

T.L. Gettings

T.L. Gettings

About Organic And Low-Input
Practices. In The Nonlleasl
In a practical, farmer-oriented
way. this 264-page book
offers firsthand knowledge
about the many biological,
cultural, mechanical and
even chemical tools available
to farmers. Funded by the
Northeast SARE region.

The Real Din-Fanners Tell

How?

T.L. Gettings

'.

~I~

This practical handbook introduces
cover crop selection,
benefits. management and specialists
to farmers. It is
indexed, detailed,
and easy to usc.

Managing Cover
Crops Profitably

Updated bimonthly, the
calendar lists meetings,
conferences und other
activities. l t also
reminds you abou t the
current schedule of
regional SARE/ACE
granting cycles.

Calendar of
Sustainable
Agriculture Events.

When & Where?

Discover more profitable and environmentally sound farming practices. SAN
publications and services put you in touch with the people and information you need.

Publishing With a Purpose

is a cooperative effort of university, government, farm, business and non-profit organizations
dedicated to the exchange of scientific and practical information on sustainable agricultural systems.
The network supports the exchange of information with a variety of printed and electronic communication
tools. SAN is funded by the USDA's Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education program.

The Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN)
;'~~~4'tfusform~~1~h~~J;~~~~~,to:

'

Zip

_

TOWB

Phone

Stale

_

_

_

_

TOTAL:_ _
Discounts: 10 to 24 copies - 25 percent ofT
25 or morecopies- 50 percent off

Address

Name

Bulletin

Getting Stmtm Electnmically With
Th£ Sustainable Agriallture Network-FREE

Bulletin

Sustainable Agrialltltre vs.Weeds-FREE

FolioTM software only

SAREJACE Research Snmmaries-S7.S0

o Folio™ software

Choose either 0 print or

matioft and FducatimIaI MateriAIs-S4.95

", , ~ofsustailiable~.llifoi-'

Bulletin

Profitable Dairy Oplions
Grazing, Marketing, Nutrient
Management-FREE

The Real Dirt
Fanners Tell About OrganicAnd LowInput Practices In The Northeast-S13.95
Print only

iMm.agmg c:o.&C~p"jfi,.a"y.:...'$9.95
Choose either 0 print or'
o Folio1M software

or.>";;,:·
";'- ' 0 folio1M~of~i"

~hoose 'cither'O print

Tota

'; Sustainable Agriculture p:ubliattions;'Hills Building,
UVM. Burlington VT 05405-0082. To inquire about bulk
~discounts and rusn.o'rders, phone: (S02) 656-0471.

,.!i~~~lf.:~\r~\~i~:~tity

;'

Books. Flyers. Software

How To Order Information
From SAN

STEEL IN THE FIELD
A Farmer's Guide to Weed Management Tools
Edited by Greg Bowman
Farmer wisdom and experience are at the heart of this publication. Real Life, on-farm
agricultural experts explain how mechanical weed control works in their sustainable cropping
systems. Implement specialists, agricultural engineers, weed scientists; agronomists and
horticulturalists provide further insight and detail.
The 37-tools that are featured range from high-residue cultivators to flext-tine weeders,
from in-row fingers to wide-blade sweep plOWS. Drawings show 18 accessories that adopt
implements to farm needs. Each product has one or more suppliers from the list of 104 North
American agribusinesses.
The book contains major sections for agronomic row, horticultural and dryland cropping
systems. Illustrated technical pages explain the design, recommended uses and cautions for each
tool. Farmer narratives enhance each section with descriptions of the parallel tools of crop
rotation, cover crops, residue management and other crop management techniques.
The book highlights 22 farms from Vermont to Arizona to Georgia to Oregon. Farmers tell
how they've learned to manage weeds more efficiently while caring for their soil. One farmer
grows 40 acres of vegetables in California, and one manages 11,000 acres of what and safflower
in Utah. One has an inventory of steel components to address a range of field conditions, and
other uses a single combination tool in many configurations.
All are seeking more sustainable farming methods. All know their farms, their soils and
their tools well. This book is for anyone who wants to do the same.
What the experts say about the book.........
"Now you don't have to embarrass yourself at the coffee shop asking questions you feel you
shouldn't have to ask about the basics of mechanical weed control." -- John Merrill, dairyman,
New Hampshire.
"This book addresses the four main concerns that farmers have about mechanical weed
control: cost, effectiveness, dependability and soil impact. The field equipment sections are the
most descriptive I have ever seen." -- Joe Johnson, agronomist, Mississippi State University.
"The grower interviews are excellent, the graphics are great and the technical information
on tools is well done. This book will be a great resource for both large- and small-scale farmers,
for experienced growers and those just beginning." -- Jim Leap, Center for Agroecology,
University of California.
A publication of the Sustainable Agriculture Network, with funding by the Sustainable
Agriculture Research and Education Program of the CSREES, USDA.
To Order, send a check or purchase order for $18 to:
Sustainable Agriculture Publications
Hills Building
University of Vermont
Burlington VT 05405-0082
Phone: 802-656-0471
E-mail msimpson@zoo.uvm.edu
249
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THREE NEW SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE WEB SITES ARE
LAUNCHED
Three new World Wide Web sites have been launched by the Wallace Institute, the Sustainable
Agriculture Network, and the new Sustainable Fanning Connection.
The Wallace Institute: The Wallace Institute's new Web homepage [http://www.hawiaa.org]
features a description of the Institute and its agenda of leadership, policy research, and
information; some of the site is still in progress. The site lists and will soon have information
links to the Institute's programs: Policy Studies Program, Agriculture Policy Project, Ward
Sinclair Memorial Internship, and Education Outreach. Alternative Agriculture News is
available at the site, which will also soon include information about and summaries of additional
publications: American Journal of Alternative Agriculture, Policy Studies Program Reports,
Occasional Papers, Annual Reports, and the Henry A. Wallace Annual Lecture. Visitors to the
homepage can e-mail messages to the Wallace Institute directly through a link at the site.
Sustainable Agriculture Network: SAN's new Web homepage [http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/san/]
features information about sustainable agriculture, including on-line books, a database of
more than 1,000 research projects funded by the Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
program, the Sustainable Agriculture Directory of Expertise, information about SARE grants,
sustainable agriculture materials, and links to other sustainable agriculture Web sites. Visitors
can search SAN's publications and media resources.
Sustainable Farming Connection: Two former editors of The New Farm have launched the
Sustainable Fanning Connection [http://sunsite.unc.edu/fanning-connection],aninteractive Web
site where fanners and others can find information about production, marketing, commentary,
news, action alerts, archived materials, and links to other sites. Discussion groups provide a
forum for fanners to ask questions, exchange tips, and share information. The Sustainable
Fanning Connection has been supported by the Wallace Genetic Foundation.
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Sustainable Agriculture Web Sites
Date: Sat, 21 Jun 1997 07:53:35 +0000
Sender: owner-SAED-SHARE-L@cornell.edu
From: ng13@cornell.edu (Nancy Grudens Schuck)

Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) Program
The Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN)- http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/sanl
North Central Region SARB- http://www.ces.ncsu.edu/sanlncrsare/
Northeast Region SARE-http://www.uvm.edu/-nesare/index.htrnl
Southern Region SARE-http://solar.griffin.peachnet.edu/sareace.html
Western Region SARE-http://ext.usu.edu/wsare/
Sustainable Agricultnre Research and Education in the Field: Proceedings of a Workshop on
SARE-http://www.ul.cs.cmu, edu/books/sustainabIe_agriculture/sustainable.htrn

Government Sites
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)-http://www.usda.gov/
USDA Agricultnral Research Service (ARS)-http://www.ars.usda.gov/
USDA Natnral Resonrces Conservation Service (NRCS)-http://www.nhq.nrcs.usda.gov/
Natnral Resonrces Conservation Service, Soil Quality Information Sheetshttp://www.statlab.iastate.edu/survey/SQI/sqiinfo.shtrnl
Agricultnre Network Information Center (AgNIC) Home Page-http://www.agnic.orgl
Alternative Farming Systems Information Centerhttp://www.inform.umd.edu:8080IEdReslTopic/AgrEnv/AItFarm
National Agricultural Library-http://www.nal.usda.gov/
Water Quality Information Center-http://www.nal.usda.gov/wqic
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N onprofits and Institutes

American Farmland Trust-http://www.fannland.org
Community Alliance with Family Fanners (CAFFS)-http://www.caff.org/
Center for Integrated Agricultural Systems-http://www.wisc.edu/cias/
Center for Sustainable Agriculture, University of Vermont & State Agricultural Collegehttp://www.uvm.edu/c-susagctr/
Center for Sustainable Agricultural Systems, University of Nebraska-Lincolnhttp://ianrwww.unl.edu/ianr/csas/
The Committee for Sustainable Agriculture-http://www.impactonline.org/csalindex.htrnl
Center for Sustaining Agriculture and Natural Resources (CSANR), Washington State
University-http://csanr.wsu.edu/
Earthwatch-http://www.earthwatch.org/
Farm Resource Management Services (FaRMS), The Vermont Dairy Profitability Projecthttp://fann.fic.niu.edu/cae/caepubs/dairy/vt.dairy.htrnl
Green and Growing Education Projects, Inc., From the Ground Up--http://www.gatewest.net/-green/
Institute of Agriculture & Natural Resources (IANR), University of Nebraskahttp://ianrwww.unl.edu/
The Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture Inc.-http://www.kerrcenter.com/
Leopold Center for Sustainable Agriculture-www.ag.iastate.edu/centers/leopold/Leopold.html
Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture-www.centers.agri.urnn.edu/misal
Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society-www.netins.net/showcase/nsas/
New Uses Council-http://ag.arizona.edu/OALSINUCINUCHome.htrnl
North Central Institute for Sustainable Systemshttp://www.ag.iastate.edu/departrnents/agronomy/nciss/images/welcome.au
Rodale Institute-http://fadr.msu.ru/rodale/
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University and Cooperative Extension Sites

Agroecology/Sustainable Ag Program at the University ofIllinoishttp://www.aces.uiuc.edu/-asap/
American Society of Agronomy-http://www.agronomy.org
Cornell International Institute for Food, Agriculture and Development(CIIFAD)http://www.cals.comell.edu/dept/ciifad.html
North Dakota State University Extension Servic~http://www.ext.nodak.edu/
The Northwest Berry & Grape InfoNet, Oregon State University Extension Servicehttp://ifs.plants.ox.ac.uk/ifs/sustain/sustainl.html
Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service-shttp://www.okstate.edulOSU_Aglagedcm4hlbobslist.htm
The Pennsylvania State University Department of Horticulture, Sustainable Agriculture Research
& Education Vegetable Production Systems-http://hortweb.cas.psu.edulsustaglindex.html
Pro Crop, North Dakota State University Extension-http://ndsuext.nodak.edulextnews/procrop/
Rutgers Cooperative Extension, Tomato Project-http://orchard.uvrn.edultomato/default.html
Soil and Water Conservation Society-http://www.swcs.orgl
Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems Project (SAFS)http://agronomy.ucdavis.edulsafs/home.htm
Sustainable Agriculture at Michigan State Universityhttp://www.css.msu.edulusers/sa/index.htm
Sustainable Agriculture at The University of Maine-shttp://kramer.ume.maine.edul-aeslUndergradiSust-Ag/sustain.htm
Sustainable Practices for Vegetable Production in the South, North Carolina State Universityhttp://www2 .ncsu.edulncsulcals/sustainable/peet/
University of California Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program (SAREP)http://www.sarep.ucdavis.edul
The University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Extension Service (MES), Manure Education
and Research-http://www.bae.urnn.edulextens/manure/manure.html
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Commercial Sites
agAcess: The Agricultural Information Service---http://www.mother.comlagaccess/
Bullfrog Films, Inc.-http://www.bullfrogfilms.com

Lists of Links about Sustainable Agriculture
Links to Sites Related to Sustainable Agriculturehttp://pilot.msu.edu/user/dunnjefl /rd491/links.htm
Sites related to Sustainable Agriculture---http://www.vtt.co.jp/staf£.ancha/susag.html
Sustainable Agriculture page designed by students at the University of California, Davishttp://pubweb.ucdavis.eduIDocuments/GWSlEnvIssues/SustAgiSUSTAG.HTM
Sustainable Earth Electronic Library-http://envirolink.org:80/pubs/Plants.html

Integrated Pest Management
Landscape Ecology and Biological Control Laboratory Michigan State Universityhttp://www.ent.msu.edu/biocontrol/
National Integrated Pest Management Network (NIPMN)http://www.reeusda.gov/agsys/nipmn/index.htm
National IPM Network, North Carolina Component-http://ipm_www.ncsu.edu/
Pest Management at the Crossroads-http://www.pmac.net/

International Sites
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR)--http://www.cgiar.orgl
International Conference on Agricultural Production and Nutrition, Boston, Massachusetts,
March 19-21, 1997-http://www.tufts.edu/nutrition/icapn.html#papers
International Development Research Centre---http://www.idrc.ca/
International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements (IFOAM)--http://ecoweb.dk/ifoaml
Multi-National Exchange for Sustainable Agriculture (MESA)--www.wenet.net/-mesa/
Saskatchewan Agriculture and Food-http://www.gov.sk.ca/agfood/safhome.htm
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Sustainable Agriculture and Ecological Agriculture, Swedish AgriculturalUniversityhttp://ekolserv.vo.slu.selDocs/www/Sustainable.html
United Nations Development Programme Sustainable Human Developmenthttp://www.undp.orgl
World Sustainable Agriculture Association-http://www.igc.apc.orglwsaalalwsaa.html

Other Sites of Interest

Biodynamic Association of America-http://www.his.coml-claymontlbda.html
CowTown America-http://www.cowtown.orgl$
CityFanner-http://www.cityfanner.orgi
Don't Panic Eat Organic-http://www.rain.org/-sals/my.html
Living on the Earth with Bill Duesing-http://www.wshu.org/duesing
Midnet Organic-http://www.midnet.comlmidnetlorganic/
New Crop Systems Online-4-4-http://www.hort.purdue.edulnewcrop/
Ox-OASIS-ox Organic Agricultural Self-sufficiency in the Stateshttp://www.gnofu.orgl-oxoasis/

Owenlea Holtsteins: A comfortable place for dairy fanners to go on the Intemethttp://www.bright.netl-fwo/

This partial list of World Wide Web sites pertaining to sustainable agriculture was generated in
April 1997. Inclusion ofa site on the list does not constitute endorsement of the site by the
Sustainable Agriculture Network (SAN), nor does it imply that other sites are not suitable. To
change entries on-line, visit the SAN web site at http://www.ces.ncsu.edulsanl
Andy Clark, Ph.D.
SAN Coordinator
c/o AFSIC, Room 304
National Agricultural Library
10301 Baltimore Ave.
Beltsville, MD 20705-2351
PH: 301-504-6425
FAX: 301-504-6409
san@nal.usda.gov
http://www.ces.ncsu.edulsanl
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IDEA Website

http://ncremp.ag.iastate.edu/

Welcome to the IDEA Web site!
IDEA -- Information Development for Extension Audiences
is an entrepreneurial effort of the North Central Cooperative Extension
Services to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of developing,
producing, and marketing educational products nationwide. Through IDEA,
the Cooperative Extension System's mission is to encourage greater
partnershipamong interested educators andresearchers at land-grant
universities in the development and promotion of educational materials by
providing a central forum for contact among potential partners.

This site offers the following services:
o

Here are all the educational products which IDEA is currently promoting,
including samples of the products and ordering information.

o

Exchange your ideas with others who may want to work on similar
concepts! This is a place where educators and researchers can bring ideas
for new educational products to the table. IDEA does this at no charge to
the viewer. NOTE: These pages are still in

development, and the forms are not yet active.

This includes IDEA staff writing, editing, printing, producing, and
marketing educational products on a contract basis.

o

Questions on University Regional Resource Information is an online
database with information on more than 15,000 extension educational
products.
If you're interested in the hardware and software we're using for this site,
click hers,
f!ivk@idea.exnet iastate.edu
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About QUERRI

hltp:/lidea.exnel.iaSlale.edu:8080/Querriiaboulq.hlml

Questions on University Extension Resource Information
QUERRI is an online database with bibliographic information on more than 15,000 educational
resources produced by Extension specialists from 13 north central land-grant universities.
You will find references in QUERRI ranging from "Agriculture" to "Community Resource
Development," "4-H & Youth," "Family Living" and "Consumers." The system is set up for keyword
searching. It provides several methods of access. and it provides browsing of the keywords in the
database. Choosing a keyword retums search results containing titles and other information.
Bibliographic details of each reference consist oftitle, author, a short abstract describing the resource,
format, year, producing institution, university identification number, and ordering procedures. Both
written and audio-visual materials are included, software is not.
Many of the participating universities can process orders by electronic mail. QUERRI provides an easy
means for a user to fill out an inquiry form, which is then automatically e-mailed to the correct
distribution office. That office then responds with availability and pricing information.

QUERRI requires no registration, user fee or password. The only cost may be your long-distance charge
if using a modem.
QUERRI is sponsored and maintained by the North Central Region Educational Materials Project
(NCREMP). Organized in 1976, NCREMP is comprised of 13 land-grant universities -- Univ. of
Illinois, Purdue, Iowa State, Kansas State, Michigan State, Univ. of Minnesota, Univ. of Missouri,
Lincoln Univ-MO, Univ. of Nebraska, North Dakota State, The Ohio State, South Dakota State, and
Univ. of Wisconsin. QUERRI is maintained at NCREMP headquarters located at Iowa State University.
NCREMP does NOT produce or distribute materials. Actual publication or production is carried out by
the producing university. Copies are ordered directly from distribution offices. Addresses and phone
numbers ofthe producing institutions are provided in QUERRI.
For questions regarding QUERRI, call Sorrel Brown, Coordinator, NCREMP, at (515) 294-8802 or
send e-mail to xl querri@exnet.iastate.edu.
Return to hornepage
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Sustaining Agricultural Communities: The Family Farm Project
Presenters
Howard L Sacks
Director, The Family Farm Project
Kenyon College
Mickey Mominee, Kenyon College ('97)
Beth Schiller, Kenyon College ('98)

Abstract
Sustaining agriculture demands more than economic viability and solutions to biological problems.
It requires communities that support an agricultural way oflife. Since 1994 The Family Farm
Project has explored the many connections between family farming and community life through
intensive fieldwork in Knox County, Ohio. The results of this work have been presented through
several award-winning projects, raising public consciousness about farming's importance and
influencing county-wide planning. In this session we will present the results of our research,
examine how communities and agriculture can sustain one another, and consider the Family Farm
Project as a model of collaboration between farming communities and local schools not typically
involved in agriculture.

Outline
Haw is family jarming linked to community life?
What does farming contribute to the community?
What does the community contribute to fanning?
What tensions exist between farming and community life?
Why is a supportive community essential to sustaining agriculture?
How aware are people of these connections?

What is the Family Farm Project?
What are the project's goals and approach?
What kind of research has it conducted?
What public projects have been created, and for whom?

Haw can we contribute to sustaining agricultural communities?
How has the Family Farm Project addressed challenges to the local farm community?
What challenges face other agricultural communities?
What can be done to address these challenges?
Where can we find support for these efforts?
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Resources

Rural Delivery: Family Farming in Knox County, Ohio. 1995. Gambier, OH: The Family Farm
Project. This boxed set includes a cassette tape of thirteen, five-minute programs featuring visits
with fanners and a thirty-two page booklet with an essay on Knox County fann history,
photographs, and biographies of participating fann families. Topics explored include changing
farm technology, fann history and folklore, religion and farming, farm aesthetics, women on the
farm, farm organization, and values. Winner ofa 1995 Outstanding Achievement Award from the
Ohio Association of Historical Societies and Museums and a 1996 Community Outreach Award
from the American Farm Bureau Federation. Copies are available for $12 each from the Family
Fann Project.
The Family Farm Project Web Site. 1996. Gambier, OH: The Family Farm Project. Created by
students and faculty at Kenyon College, this site includes a variety of materials on subjects
including farm types, life, economy, ecology, organizations, and culture, as well as the complete
course materials used in the project. Winner ofa 1996 Outstanding A6hievement Award from the
Ohio Association of Historical Societies and Museums and the 1997 Public History Award from
the Ohio Academy of History. URL: http//www.kenyon.edu/projectslfarnfarm/
Farm School. 1997. Gambier, OH: The Family Farm Project. Created at Kenyon College, this
interactive web site is designed to educate middle-school 'students about family farming and
community life. The thematic unit focuses on six questions: What is family farming? Where does
our food come from? How do fanners relate to their environment? What is life like in a farm
community? How has farming changed through history? What will shape farming in the future?
Instruction is designed to develop knowledge and skills included in the ninth-grade proficiency
examinations. URL: http://www.kenyon.edu/projectslfannschooV
For additional information regarding the Family Farm Project contact:
Professor Howard L. Sacks
Family Farm Project
Kenyon College
Gambier, OH 43022
TEL: 614/427-5850
FAJ<:614/427-5815
E-MAIL: sacksh@kenyon.edu
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FarmWin 97: From Horse-Drawn Plows to Cow Icons, A Window
on Farming's Future
When you open Art Olsen's John Deere ledger for 1945, you enter some of the last days
ofthe past offarming; no gasoline used on the farm, not even a tractor. The plow is still pulled
by a horse, and the horse has a name. In fact, Olsen's ledger shows personal names for several
horses, cows, pigs, and sheep, along with their ages. His crops were as diverse as the livestock on
his farm in Walden Township in Starbuck, Minnesota.
How times have changed! That ledger book has given way to checkbook balancing
computer programs. Now a group of farmers in Minnesota has taken computerized recordkeeping still another giant leap forward, using the same systems engineering techniques that
NASA uses to build space shuttles.
"Farmers, software designers, and agricultural scientists worked as equal partners right
from the beginning, in 1989, to develop FarmWin 97," says Sam Alessi, a systems scientist with
ARS in Morris, Minnesota. ARS paid to have Alessi-a neighbor ofOlsen's-trained by one of
the fathers of systems engineering, Wayne Wymore.
Earlier this year, the farmer-owned Sunrise Software of Morris, Minnesota, released their
whole-farm record-keeping software for sale. FarmWin 97 is written for Windows 95 and similar
programs. It was developed through a cooperative research and development agreement between
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Minnesota farmers, working with Alessi and other
ARS scientists in Morris, Minnesota. Alessi says this is the first such agreement USDA has
signed with farmers and the second with a software company.
Kevin Brustuen, one of the first farmers involved and now president of Sunrise Software,
says FarmWin 97 helps farmers keep track of every aspect of farming, with the ability to
instantly compare costs per acre for separate operations, such as tillage or mowing, for one field
or for the entire farm.
Instead of providing hand-written lists of horses and their names, FarmWin 97 lets
farmers look inside a computer icon barn, take out their cows and tractors and move them to any
field, to test operations before they actually try them. For example, if the farmer takes a tractor
out for three trips across a field, the computer automatically drains some fuel out of the tractor's
tank to account for what would be used in life outside the computer. The farmer has already
entered a price for the fuel, which is automatically updated every time he or she records a check
to pay for fuel. Also, fuel purchases trigger the automatic "filling" of storage tanks to help track
fuel available for use.
But if you click on the barn door of Craig Murphy, one of FarmWin 97's developers,
you'll see that some of the old ways have returned: You'll find three sheep, one goat, one wild
horse, and two pigs. Last year, you'd have found 17 cattle being raised for organic beef. Yes,
Murphy is an organic farmer.
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Far from a conflict with organic farming, Murphy says FarmWin 97 offers what farmers
need to be certified as organic-an audit trail. Murphy says that FarmWin 97 "helps me
document every stage a crop has been through on its way to the customer. For example, it can
follow a bushel of wheat from field number 10 to a specific grain wagon to storage bin number 3.
And from there it knows when and which semi-truck took the wheat from the bin, and that the
truck took the wheat to company A or warehouse B. Then, if customers have a problem they can
trace the wheat all the way back," Murphy says.
When you click the icons for Murphy's 470 acres of tillable fields, you'll find corn,
soybeans, hard red spring wheat, sunflowers, alfalfa, and buckwheat. "I try to be pretty diverse,"
he says. "FarmWin 97 helps me keep track of a complex series of crop rotations." He adds,
"Fertility and weed control are different for organic farmers and FarmWin 97 helps us manage
them. It doesn't matter what size the farm is or whether it's organic or conventional."
Murphy began working on the FarmWin 97 team four years ago. The farmer team has
expanded from two in 1989 to 12 farmers today. Murphy hopes FarmWin 97 will help him
decide ifhe should develop an organic version of no-till, using small grains such as barley or
hard red spring wheat. He expects the software to answer questions such as what are the costs
versus the savings of keeping the ground covered year round? Then he'll balance the financial
figures with his own estimate of the environmental costs and benefits.
Eventually, says company president Brustuen, the plan is to include more ofthe
environmental side of farming, connecting it to programs that, for example, predict how much
fertilizer is needed, to avoid waste. "We carefully designed FarmWin 97 for expansion,"
Brustuen notes.
Brustuen has temporarily stopped farming to devote all of his time to getting the
company off the ground. He says he has made the layout of his database public to help other
companies integrate their software with FarmWin 97. The aim of FarmWin 97 is to set the
standard in farm software so that all other farm programs will be compatible with it.
Alessi says he has seen FarmWin 97 spark some lively discussions around a family farm
table. Even family members a bit skeptical of the program jump in when they see pic graphs
clearly show a certain farm operation taking a bigger slice out of the family's time budget than
they expected.
He says he has seen farmers change operations after using the software, sometimes hiring
another to do a task cheaper than they could do it for themselves. He's also seen them use the
data to negotiate cheaper rents on the least profitable of their leased fields.
Russell Rogotzke, who farms 475 acres of corn, soybeans, and sweet corn and peas
grown for Del Monte, has used Farmbook, an earlier version of FarmWin 97, to make changes
on both sides of leasing arrangements. He has not only asked for lower rents because of lower
profits but he has also found that certain fields he hires himself out to plant for others may
require so much extra diesel fuel because of the number of turns involved that they're not worth
his efforts.
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He believes the assistance the software has given him over the years accounts for the
mellower soil on his Springfield, Minnesota, farm. Each year he makes changes based on the
program. "I haven't plowed in quite a number of years," he says. "I believe that's why my soil's
not blowing in the extremely high winds we're getting this spring."
Rogotzke appreciates the way the computer program allows him direct access to USDA
researchers. "We need instant information to help us meet the challenges of agriculture," he says.
"One ofthose challenges is for us to be environmentally sound so we can pass on good farm land
to future generations."
Don Comis, ARS Information, May 1997
Sam Alessi is at the USDA-ARS North Central Soil Conservation Research Laboratory, 803
Iowa Ave, Morris, MN 56267; phone 320-589-3411, ext 142; fax 320-589-3787, E-mail
salessi@infolink.morris.mn.us
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FarmWin 97
Sunrise Software Contact Information
Sunrise Software has demonstration disks, literature and a promotional film available to
help you better understand FarmWin capabilities. A "Developer's Toolkit" is under
construction, to encourage others to develop utilities for integration with FarmWin. For
more information about FarmWin 97, please contact Sunrise Software.

Telephone: (320) 589-4030

Email: sunrise@infolink.morris.mn.us
WEB page: http://www.infolink.morris.mn.us/-sunrise
Mailing Address:
Sunrise Software
803 Iowa Avenue
~orris,~ 56267
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